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Welcome Message
On behalf of the organizing committee, it is our great pleasure and honor to
invite all of you to the 16th JAPAN KOREA Joint Meeting of OtorhinolaryngologyHead and Neck Surgery (JKJM2016), which we are going to have in Hyatt
Regency Tokyo (Shinjuku), Japan. In many ways, Shinjuku is the “Heart of
Tokyo”.

We have to work together and face to various issues, and discuss to solve wide
range of problems from medical, surgical and many more aspects. We sincerely
hope that this Joint Meeting will play a central role to spread out current and
updated information from Japan and Korea to the whole world. We are looking
forward to your participation in the Meeting and your great contribution for the
Meeting is very much appreciated.

Shinjuku has several famous bar areas, tons of places for shopping and
everything you’d expect to find in Tokyo. And the end of March is the season
when the cherry blossoms usually come into bloom. You are sure to have a
wonderful time in Tokyo.

Kaoru Ogawa
President
The 16th JAPAN KOREA Joint Meeting of
Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1: Registration
Date

Time

Venue

March.28 (Mon.)

16:30-19:30

Excellence Room (27F)

March.29 (Tue.)

7:30-17:30

In front of Main-Hall (B1F)

March.30 (Wed.)

7:30-12:00

In front of Main-Hall (B1F)

Information for Members of The Oto-Rhino-Laryngological Society of Japan

■単位申請について

日本耳鼻咽喉科学会専門医の方は学術集会参加登録を受け付けます。本会の参加証（ネームカード）ご着用の上、
受付に「学術集会参加報告票」をお出しください。
本会での受付をお忘れの方は、
「ネームカードのコピー」と「学術集会参加報告票」を 4 月 4 日（月）必着で下記
事務局までご郵送ください。
※新年度より単位制度が変わりますので、期限はお守りください。
＜郵送先＞
〒 160-8582 東京都新宿区信濃町 35（TEL：03-5363-3826）
慶應義塾大学医学部 耳鼻咽喉科内
第 16 回日韓耳鼻咽喉科・頭頸部外科学会 事務局

⃝ For Participants (Pre-Registration): Please print “Confirmation-Seat” and bring it.
⃝ For Participants (On-site Registration): Please bring your credit card.
＊Credit card payment only (not cash payment)
Delegate

55,000JPY

Trainee

25,000JPY
＊Trainee must submit the official document attesting to the status from
the chairperson of department.

Accompanying Person

15,000JPY ＊Family Members Only

＊Registration fee includes admission to all sessions and exhibition, meeting materials, coffee breaks,
and welcome reception.
2: For Oral Presenters
⃝ Presentation Time
Session Category

Presentation

Q&A

Note

Symposia

15min.

none

Group discussion at the end of session

Free-Papers

6min.

3min.

none

⃝ Presentation Methods
There will be the Speaker Ready Corner in front of Main-Hall (Century-room). By an hour before of
your session, please complete registration for your presentation at the corner.
＊Opening Hours
7

[Day 1] March 29 (Tue.) 7:30-18:00
[Day 2] March 30 (Wed.) 7:30-11:30
3: For Chairpersons (Oral Sessions)
Please come to the Chairpersons’ Reception Desk in front of Main-Hall (Century-room) by 30
minutes before your session, and come to the Chairpersons’ Waiting Seat by 15 minutes before
your session. We appreciate for your cooperation for punctual proceeding of the session.
4: For Poster Presenters
⃝ Schedule
Set up

March 29 (Tue.)

09:00-17:00

Presentation Time

March 29 (Tue.)

18:10-18:50

March 30 (Wed.)

Until 14:00

Removal

＊Please remove your poster. Otherwise, we will discard those materials after
scheduled time.

⃝ Venue
Tenpyo Room (B1F)
⃝ Presentation Methods
Poster Sessions are a free discussion style. Each presenter(s) need(s) to stand by their poster(s)
10minutes prior to the allocated discussion time. Since there no chairperson, participants will be
free to view the posters and to discuss with presenters during the allocated time.
5: Social Programs
Category
Welcome Reception
Gala Dinner

Venue

Date & Time

Admission Fee

Excellence

March.28 (Mon.)

Included with

Room (27F)

17:30-19:30

Registration fee

Main-Hall

March.29 (Tue.)

(Century/B1F)

19:00-21:00

10,000JPY

Dress Code
―――
Business

6: Information of BOOTH SEMINAR
(Co-sponsored by NAGASHIMA MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS CO., LTD.)
SUBJECT:
“Laryngopharyngeal Surgery with lnnovative Curved Laryngo-pharyngo Scope
Date: March 29 (Tue.)

13:30～14:30

Venue: Hyatt Regency Tokyo B1F・Lobby
Speaker: Dr. Yasuo Satou (Tachikawa Kyosai Hospital, Tokyo, Japan)
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Program at a Glance
March 28 (Mon.)

8:30

March 29 (Tue.)

Registration
16:30-19:30

March 30 (Wed.)

Registration 7:30-17:30
Main-Hall (Century)

Registration 7:30-12:00

8:30 Opening Remarks

8:45-9:30 Keynote Lecture
Robotic Head and Neck Surgery; Past, Present, and Future
Kyung Tae
Chairperson: Kaoru Ogawa

9:00

30

9:30-10:15 Invited Lecture
Identification of Progenitor Cells in the Cochlea:
Lgr5-positive Supporting Cells
Albert Edge
Chairperson: Yasuo Hisa

10:00

10:15-10:30

30

11:00

30

Main-Hall (Century) 8:30-9:15 Special Lecture
Bell’s Palsy and Ramsay Hunt Syndrome: Past, Present and Future
Shingo Murakami
Chairperson: Sun O Chang
9:15-9:30 Coffee Break
Hall-1
Crystal
9:30-10:15
Free-Papers 8
Otology
Clinical topics-2

Hall-2
Momoyama-A
9:30-10:15
Free-Papers 9
Otology
Clinical topics-3

10:15-12:00

10:15-12:00

Coffee Break

Hall-1
Crystal

Hall-2
Momoyama-A

Hall-3
Momoyama-B

10:30-12:15

10:30-12:15

10:30-12:15

Symposium 7

Symposium 8

Rehabilitation in
Otolaryngology

Endoscopic Surgery
in Otolaryngology

Symposium 1

Symposium 2

Symposium 3

Regeneration in
Otology

Advanced Therapies
in Rhinology

Recent Advances in
Transoral Surgery
(Head and Neck)

12:00

Hall-3
Momoyama-B
9:30-10:45
Symposium 9
HPV in Head and Neck
Squamous Cell
Carcinoma

10:45-12:00
Symposium 10
Update in Imaging
Techniques

12:00-12:20 Light lunch time * take free
30

13:00

12:25-13:15

12:25-13:15

12:25-13:15

12:20-13:25

Luncheon
Seminar 1

Luncheon
Seminar 2

Luncheon
Seminar 3

Free-Papers10

13:25-14:40

13:25-14:40

Free-Papers 1

Free-Papers 2

Otology
Clinical topics-1

Rhinology
Basic researches

30

14:00

30
14:40-15:00

13:25-14:30
Free-Papers 3
Rhinology, Laryngology
Head & Neck
Basic researches

Coffee Break

15:00

30

16:00

15:00-16:45

15:00-16:45

Symposium 4

Symposium 5

Update in Tinnitus
Managements

Advanced Technologies
in Middle Ear and
Cochlear Implants

15:00-16:30
Symposium 6
Genetics in
Otolaryngology

30
16:30-17:42
17:00

Free-Papers 6

30

18:00

16:45-18:25

16:45-18:25

Free-Papers 4

Free-Papers 5

Otology
Basic researches

Rhinology
Clinical topics-1

17:30-19:30
30

17:43-18:20
Free-Papers 7
Otology: Others

Welcome Reception
at
Excellence Room

18:10-18:50

Poster Session at Tenpyo Room
* Free discussion style

19:00
19:00-21:00 Gala-Dinner
at Main-Hall (Century)
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Head & Neck
Clinical topics-1

Otology
Clinical topics-4

12:20-12:57
Free-Papers 11
Rhinology
Clinical topics-2
12:58-13:35
Free-Papers 12
Laryngology
Clinical topics
13:35
Closing Remarks

12:20-13:25
Free-Papers 13
Head & Neck
Clinical topics-2

16th Japan-Korea

The

Joint Meeting of OtorhinolaryngologyHead and Neck Surgery

Scientific Program

Keynote Lecture
Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 8:45-9:30 / Main-Hall
Chairperson: Kaoru Ogawa (Keio University, Japan)
Robotic Head and Neck Surgery; Past, Present, and Future
Kyung Tae
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, College of Medicine, Hanyang
University, Korea)

Invited Lecture
Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 9:30-10:15 / Main-Hall
Chairperson: Yasuo Hisa (Kyoto Gakuen University, Japan)
Identification of Progenitor Cells in the Cochlea: Lgr5-positive Supporting Cells
Albert Edge
(Harvard Medical School, USA, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, USA)
Guest Professor, Graduate School of Medicine, Keio University Graduate Schools, Japan

Special Lecture
Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 8:30-9:15 / Main-Hall
Chairperson: Sun O Chang (Sungkyunkwan University, Korea)
Bell’s Palsy and Ramsay Hunt Syndrome: Past, Present and Future
Shingo Murakami
(Nagoya City University Medical School, Japan)
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Symposia
Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 10:30-12:15 / Hall-1
Symposium 1. Regeneration in Otology
Chairpersons: Seung-Ha Oh (Seoul National University, Korea)
Haruo Takahashi (Nagasaki University, Japan)
SY1-1

Latent progenitors cells as potential regulators for tympanic membrane regeneration
Yun-Hoon Choung
(Department of Otolaryngology, Ajou University School of Medicine, Korea)

SY1-2

A MSCs-laden polycaprolactone/collagen scaffold for bone tissue regeneration (mastoid
obliteration)
Chul Ho Jang
(Department of Otolaryngology, Chonnam National University Medical School, Korea)

SY1-3

Possibility of auditory hair cell regeneration
Yong-Ho Park
(Chungnam National University, Korea)

SY1-4

Stem cells in the inner ear and stem cells to the inner ear
Kazuo Oshima
(Osaka Rosai Hospital, Department of Otolaryngology and Head & Neck Surgery, Japan)

SY1-5

Cochlear disease modeling and drug discovery by using human iPSC-based technologies
Masato Fujioka
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery School of Medicine, Keio University,
Japan)

SY1-6

The new technology: canal wall up tympanoplasty with transplantation of tissue-engineered
cell sheets
Hiromi Kojima
(Department of Oto-Rhino-Laryngology, Jikei University School of Medicine, Japan)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 10:30-12:15 / Hall-2
Symposium 2. Advanced Therapies in Rhinology
Chairpersons: Yong Dae Kim (Yeungnam University, Korea)
Yuichi Kurono (Kagoshima University, Japan)
SY2-1

Outcome of sublingual immunotherapy in patients with allergic rhinitis sensitive to house
dust mites
Seon-Tae Kim
(Department of Otolaryngology, Gil Medical Center, School of Medicine, Gachon University,
Korea)

SY2-2

Eosinophilic Chronic Sinusitis：Diagnosis, Classification and Novel Treatment
Shigeharu Fujieda, Takahiro Tokunaga, Masafumi Sakashita, Takahiro Ninomiya,
Yoshimasa Imoto, Taiyo Morikawa, Kaori Tomita, Tetsuji Takabayashi
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery, University of Fukui, Japan)

SY2-3

Navigation-assisted endoscopic sinus surgery in Korea
Chang-Hoon Kim
(Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY2-4

The transnasal endoscopic approach for extra-sinus; Advanced Endoscopic Sinus Surgery
Mikiya Asako, Koichi Tomoda
(Kansai Medical University Department of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery, Japan)

SY2-5

Balloon sinuplasty: Our 1st year experience to Pediatric patients
Jong Sook Yi
(Bundang CHA Medical Center, Korea)

SY2-6

Outside-in frontal drill out technique for endoscopic frontal sinus and skull base surgery
Satoru Kodama
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Oita University Faculty of
Medicine, Japan)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 10:30-12:15 / Hall-3
Symposium 3. Recent Advances in Transoral Surgery (Head and Neck)
Chairpersons: Eun Chang Choi (Yonsei University, Korea)
Hiroya Kitano (Tottori University, Japan)
SY3-1

Recent Advances in Transoral Robotic Surgery (TORS)
Se-Heon Kim
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY3-2

Transoral Videolaryngoscopic Surgery (TOVS) for laryngopharyngeal cancers
Akihiro Shiotani
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, National Defense Medical College,
Japan)

SY3-3

Transoral Laser Surgery for Early Glottic Cancer : technique, oncologic and voice outcomes
Kang Dae Lee
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kosin University Gospel Hospital,
Korea)

SY3-4

The indication and limit of transoral surgery for laryngo-pharyngeal cancer
Taro Sugimoto, Takahiro Asakage
(Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Department of Head and Neck Surgery, Japan)

SY3-5

Surgical treatment and Prognostic aspect of Sinonasal Cancer
Young Soo Rho
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Ilsong Memorial Head and Neck Thyroid Cancer Hospital, Hallym University Medical Center, Korea)

SY3-6

Transoral surgeries for superficial hypopharyngeal cancers
Meijin Nakayama, Chikatoshi Katada, Shunsuke Miyamoto, Tabito Okamoto, Yutomo Seino,
Koichi Kano
(Kitasato University School of Medicine, Japan)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 15:00-16:45 / Hall-1
Symposium 4. Update in Tinnitus Managements
Chairpersons: Moon Suh Park (Kyung Hee University, Korea)
Sho Kanzaki (Keio University, Japan)
SY4-1

Effects of Hearing Aids for Tinnitus Patients with Sudden Unilateral Sensorineural Hearing
Loss
Seiichi Shinden
(Saiseikai Utsunomiya Hospital, Japan)

SY4-2

Tinnitus Retraining Therapy
Il Woo Lee
(Pusan National University, Korea)

SY4-3

New Grading System of Tinnitus and Medical Management
Mariko Takahashi
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Nagoya City University Medical
School, Japan)

SY4-4

Myoclinic Tinnitus: Diagnosis and Management Based on 12-yearExperience of Tinnitus
Clinic
Shi Nae Park, Woo Jin Kim, Sang Won Yeo
(Department of Otohinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital,
College of Medicine, The Catholic University of Korea)

SY4-5

New vistas on the diagnosis and management of vascular tinnitus
Jae-Jin Song
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University
Bundang Hospital, Korea)

SY4-6

Importance of Systemic examinations and Follow-up counseling.
Masafumi Nakagawa
(IUHW Hospital, Japan)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 15:00-16:45 / Hall-2
Symposium 5. Advanced Technologies in Middle Ear and Cochlear Implants
Chairpersons: Sang Won Yeo (The Catholic University of Korea)
Katsumi Doi (Kinki University, Japan)
SY5-1

Bone-conduction devices: Current status and functional gains by preoperative test-band
Hong Ju Park
(Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of Medicine, Korea)

SY5-2

Benefit of the Bimodal Hearing Rehabilitation in the Vibrant Soundbridge Device Implantees
Jae Young Choi, Jinsei Jung
(Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY5-3

Middle ear implant (Vibrant Soundbridge) with round window approach in Japan clinical
study
Satoshi Iwasaki
(Department of Otolaryngology, International University of Health and Welfare Mita Hospital,
Japan)

SY5-4

Outcome of cochlear implantation in children with cochlear nerve deficiency
Lee-Suk Kim, Sung Wook Jeong
(Dept. of Otolaryngology, College of Medicine, Dong-A University, Korea)

SY5-5

Electric-acoustic stimulation in children
Hiroaki Sato
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Iwate Medical University, Japan)

SY5-6

MPC polymer for hearing preservation in CI
Tatsuya Yamasoba
(University of Tokyo, Japan)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 15:00-16:30 / Hall-3
Symposium 6. Genetics in Otolaryngology
Chairpersons: Heung-Man Lee (Korea University, Korea)
Shin-ichi Usami (Shinshu University, Japan)
SY6-1

Investigation of inner ear development in genetic hearing loss
Eun Jin Son
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY6-2

Human Hereditary Deafness : a insight into pathophysiology
Shin-ichiro Kitajiri
(Department of Otolaryngology, Kyoto University Hospital, Japan)

SY6-3

A genetic study of autosomal dominant ossicular chain anomaly
Yoshihiro Noguchi1, Shin-ya Nishio2, Shin-ichi Usami2
(1Department of Hearing Implant Sciences, Shinshu University School of Medicine, Japan,
2

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Shinshu University School of Medicine, Japan)

SY6-4

Increasing contribution of genetic tests for hearing loss to patient care
Tatsuo Matsunaga
(National Institute of Sensory Organs, National Hospital Organization Tokyo Medical Center,
Japan)

SY6-5

Customized auditory rehabilitation based on genomics
Byung Yoon Choi
(Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Korea)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 10:15-12:00 / Hall-1
Symposium 7. Rehabilitation in Otolaryngology
Chairpersons: Kwang Hyun Kim (Seoul National University, Korea)
Hiroshi Hosoi (Nara Medical University, Japan)
SY7-1

Swallowing Rehabilitation After Head & Neck Cancer Treatment
Young Hak Park
(Department otolaryngology head & neck surgery, The Catholic University of Korea)

SY7-2

Voice rehabilitation for organic and functional dysphonia
Yukio Katori, Takeshi Sato, Yohei Honkura, Ai Kawamoto-Hirano, Jun Ohta,
Ken-ichi Watanabe
(Department of Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate
School of Medicine, Japan)

SY7-3

Role of Vestibular Rehabilitation for BPPV patients
Kyu-Sung Kim
(Department of Otolaryngology, College of Medicine, Inha University, Korea)

SY7-4

Vestibular rehabilitation for vestibular dysfunction
Shinichi Iwasaki
(Department of Otolaryngology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo, Japan)

SY7-5

Acquisition of binaural benefit after surgical correction of congenital aural atesia
Yang-Sun Cho
(Department of ENT, Sungkyunkwan University, Samsung Medical Center, Korea)

SY7-6

Rehabilitation of chronic tinnitus: How we do it.
Koichi Mori
(National Rehabilitation Center for the Persons with Disabilities, Japan)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 10:15-12:00 / Hall-2
Symposium 8. Endoscopic Surgery in Otolaryngology
Chairpersons: Hwan Jung Roh (Pusan National University, Korea)
Seiji Kakehata (Yamagata University, Japan)
SY8-1

Endoscopic Middle Ear Surgery
Il Joon Moon
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Samsung Medical Center,
Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine, Korea)

SY8-2

Transcanal Endoscopic Ear Surgery
Taisuke Kobayashi
(Kochi Medical School, Japan)

SY8-3

Recent advancement of Endoscopic Surgery in Rhinology
Nobuyoshi Otori
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Jikei University School of Medicine, Japan)

SY8-4

Endoscopic application of orbital blowout fractures
Jae Hwan Kwon
(Dept. of Otolaryngology Head-Neck Surgery, Kosin University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY8-5

Endoscopic Skull base surgery
Tae-Bin Won
(Seoul National University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY8-6

Videoendoscope assisted laryngeal surgery
Koichi Omori1,2, Yasuhiro Tada2, Akiko Tani2, Ichiro Tateya1
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kyoto University, Japan,
2

Department of Otolaryngology, Fukushima Medical University, Japan)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 9:30-10:45 / Hall-3
Symposium 9. HPV in Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma
Chairpersons: Jeong Pyo Bong (Yonsei University, Korea)
Hidenori Inohara (Osaka University, Japan)
SY9-1

Role of Robotic neck dissection for Oropharyngeal cancer in the HPV era
Yoon Woo Koh
(Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)

SY9-2

Epidemiology of HPV (+) or (-) oropharyngeal cancers in Korea, and their prognostic
characterization using genomic copy number variations
Yuh-Seog Jung
(Specific Organs Cancer Branch, Center for Thyroid Cancer, Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology,
Research Institute & Graduate School of Cancer Science and Policy, National Cancer Center,
Goyang, Korea)

SY9-3

Clinical importance of HPV testing in advanced oropharyngeal cancer
Mikio Suzuki
(Department of Otorhinolayngology, Head and Neck Surgery, University of the Ryukyus,
Japan)

SY9-4

Current and Future Role of Chemoradiation for Oropharyngeal Cancer Based on HPV Status
Masato Fujii
(National Hospital Organization Tokyo Medical Center, Japan)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 10:45-12:00 / Hall-3
Symposium 10. U
 pdate in Imaging Techniques
Chairpersons: Jun Ho Lee (Seoul National University, Korea)
Hiroshi Ogawa (Fukushima Medical University, Japan)
SY10-1

The new imaging technology in the otology area
Jae-Jun Song
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Korea University College of
Medicine)

SY10-2

Diverse Patterns of Perilymphatic Space Enhancement in the Rat Inner Ear after
Intratympanic Injection of Four Different Types of Gadolinium: A 9.4-Tesla Magnetic
Resonance Study
Myung-Whan Suh1, Mina Park1, Jun Ho Lee1, Moon Suk Kim2, Hyeonjin Kim3,
Moo Kyun Park1, Seung Ha Oh1
(1Departments of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University
Hospital, Korea, 2Department of Molecular Science and Technology, Ajou University,
Korea, 3Department of Radiology, Seoul National University Hospital, Korea)

SY10-3

Intraoperative use of mobile cone-beam CT
Tatsunori Sakamoto1, Juichi Ito2, Koichi Omori1
(1Kyoto University, Japan, 2Shiga Medical Center Research Institute, Japan)

SY10-4

Clinical applications of cone beam CT for laryngo-tracheal lesions
Koichiro Saito1, Haruna Yabe2, Kosuke Uno3
(1Kyorin University School of Medicine, Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Japan, 2Kawasaki Municipal Ida Hospital, Department of Otolaryngology, Japan,
3

Shin-Yurigaoka General Hospital, Department of Otolaryngology, Japan)
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Free-Papers
Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 13:25-14:40 / Hall-1
FP01. Otology: Clinical topics-1
Chairpersons: Jun Ho Lee (Seoul National University, Korea)
Masafumi Sakagami (Hyogo College of Medicine, Japan)
FP01-01

Clinical implication of Chirp stimuli on tumor detection: Preliminary report
Jun Ho Lee, Mun Young Chang, Min Young Lee
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University College of
Medicine, Seoul National University Hospital)

FP01-02

Taste and trigeminal tongue disorders after stapes surgery -unavoidable complicationsMasafumi Sakagami, Emi Maeda, Tomomi Nin, Hirokazu Katsura, Miki Ikehata,
Shinya Miuchi, Yasuo Mishiro
(Dept. of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Hyogo College of Medicine)

FP01-03

The Clinical Significance of Vertical Nystagmus in Bow and Lean Test
Oak-Sung Choo
(Ajou University School of Medicine, Department of Otolaryngology)

FP01-04

The resected area of posterior wall of external auditory canal during transcanal endoscopic
ear surgery for cholesteatoma
Takao Imai, Suetaka Nishiike, Kazuo Oshima, Hidenori Tanaka, Yukinori Tsuruta,
Yoichiro Tomiyama
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, Osaka Rosai Hospital)

FP01-05

Effect of hyperdry amniotic membrane patches attached over the bony surface of mastoid
cavities in the canal wall down tympanoplasty
Hideo Shojaku, Hiromasa Takakura, Motonori Okabe, Michiro Fujisaka, Hirohiko Tachino,
Yuji Kanazawa, Yukio Watanabe, Toshio Nikaido
(University of Toyama)

FP01-06

Factors affecting postoperative outcome in otosclerosis patients: Predictive role of
audiological and clinical features
Hiromi Ueda1, Mayuko Kishimoto1, Yoshimasa Tsuchiya1, Yasue Uchida1, Michihiko Sone2
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology Aichi Medical University School of
Medicine, 2Department of Otorhinolaryngology Nagoya University School of Medicine)

FP01-07

Early Detection of Residual Cholesteatomas by Color Mapped Fusion Imaging
Tomoo Watanabe1, Tsukasa Ito1, Takatoshi Furukawa1, Kazunori Futai1, Toshinori Kubota1,
Masafumi Kanoto2, Yuuki Toyoguchi2, Takaaki Hosoya2, Seiji Kakehata1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Yamagata University Faculty of
Medicine, 2Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Yamagata University Faculty of Medicine)
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FP01-08

Feasibility and Efficacy of Transcanal Endoscopic Ear Surgery for Children with a Narrow
External Auditory Canal
Tsukasa Ito, Toshinori Kubota, Tomoo Watanabe, Kazunori Futai, Takatoshi Furukawa,
Seiji Kakehata
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Yamagata University Faculty of
Medicine)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 13:25-14:40 / Hall-2
FP02. Rhinology: Basic researches
Chairpersons: Chang-Hoon Kim (Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)
Masato Miwa (Nippon Medical School, Japan)
FP02-01

Filaggrin in human nasal mucosa
Masato Miwa1, Sharif Moinul Hasan2, Takashi Hirose3, Noriyuki Nakajima4, Mayumi Miwa5,
Kimihiro Okubo1, Ko Okumura2
(1Nippon Medical School, 2Juntendo Atopy Research Center, 3Mitakadai Clinic, 4Nakajima
Clinic, 5Harimazaka Clinic)

FP02-02

The functional differences of basophils and IgE in peripheral blood between asymptomatic
subjects and symptomatic patients with allergic rhinitis.
Tomoyuki Arai, Daiju Sakurai, Syuji Yonekura, Tomohisa Iinuma, Satoshi Suzuki,
Toyoyuki Hanazawa, Yoshitaka Okamoto
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine,
Chiba University)

FP02-03

Feasibility of electrical impedance tomography as a real-time monitoring device for detection
of the upper airway occlusion
Sang-Wook Kim1,2,3, Hyun-Jin Cho2,3, Sea-Yuong Jeon1,2,3, Tong In Oh4, Eung Je Woo4,
Daeho Lee5
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Gyeongsang National University School of Medicine,
2

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Gyeongsang National University Hospital, 3Institute of

Health Sciences, Gyeongsang National University, 4Department of Biomedical Engineering,
Kyung Hee University, 5Humanitas College, Kyung Hee University)
FP02-04

A Recently Established Murine Model of Nasal Polyps Demonstrates Activation of B Cells,
as Occurs in Human Nasal Polyps
Dong Young Kim
(Seoul National University College of Medicine)

FP02-05

Comparative Analyses of the Bacterial Microbiota of Human Nasal Mucosa in Healthy
subjects and Allergic rhinitis patients
Hyun Jik Kim1,2, Hyo Sang Kim2, Woo Hyun Lee1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Seoul National University College of Medicine, 2Seoul
National University Hospital)
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FP02-06

Molecular mechanism of PMA-induced up-regulation of interleukin-33 gene expression
Yoshiaki Kitamura1, Hiroyuki Mizuguchi2, Takako Esu2, Shiho Naniwa2, Tatsuya Fujii1,
Hiroyuki Fukui3, Noriaki Takeda1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Tokushima University
Graduate School, 2Department of Molecular Pharmacology, Institute of Biomedical Sciences,
Tokushima University Graduate School, 3Department of Molecular Studies for Incurable
Diseases, Institute of Biomedical Sciences, Tokushima University Graduate School)

FP02-07

Fibrinolytic mechanism might be involved in polyps with chronic rhinosinusitis
Masafumi Sakashita, Tetsuji Takabayashi, Takahiro Tokunaga, Yukihiro Kato,
Kazuhiro Ogi, Takechiyo Yamada, Shigeharu Fujieda
(University of Fukui Faculty of Medical Science, Division of Otorhinolaryngology)

FP02-08

Doxycycline inhibits TGF- β 1-induced Extracellular Matrix Production in Nasal PolypDerived Fibroblasts
Jae-Min Shin1, Joo-Hoo Park2, Hwee-Jin Kim2, Il-Ho Park3, Heung-Man Lee3
(1Korea University Guro Hospital, 2Division of Brain Korea 21 Program for Biomedical
Science, 3Korea University College of Medicine)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 13:25-14:30 / Hall-3
FP03. Rhinology, Laryngology, Head & Neck: Basic researches
Chairpersons: Kang-Dae Lee (Kosin University Gospel Hospital, Korea)
Hideyuki Kawauchi (Shimane University, Japan)
FP03-01

Epidermal growth factor inhibitor AG1478 inhibits mucus hypersecretion in rat airway
epithelium.
Kumiko Takezawa, Takao Ogawa, Shino Shimizu, Takeshi Shimizu
(Department of otorhinolaryngology, Shiga University of Medical Science)

FP03-02

A novel snoring detection device based on hysteresis extraction algorithm
Hirotaka Hara, Shinsaku Tahara, Hiroshi Yamashita
(Department of Otolaryngology, Yamaguchi University Graduate School of Medicine)

FP03-03

Steroid hormone receptor expression and action in fibroblasts from the vocal fold, trachea,
and esophagus
Shigeyuki Mukudai1,2,3, Takeshi Nishio4, Yoichiro Sugiyama4, Hideki Bando4,
Hirofumi Sakaguchi4, Ken Ichi Matsuda2, Mitsuhiro Kawata2,5, Yasuo Hisa4,6
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Bronchoesophagology, Kyoto Second Red Cross
Hospital, 2Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Kyoto Prefectural University of
Medicine, 3Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kyoto Prefectural
University of Medicine, 4Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kyoto
Prefectural University of Medicine, 5School of Health Sciences, Bukkyo University, 6Faculty of
Health and Medical Sciences, Kyoto Gakuen University)

FP03-04

Age-related Changes of Deglutition and Respiratory Patterns During Sleep
Kiminori Sato, Shun-ichi Chitose, Kiminobu Sato, Hirohito Umeno
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kurume University School of
Medicine)

FP03-05

The functional subsets of regulatory T cells correlate with clinical outcome and invariant
NKT cells suppression in head and neck cancer patients
Fumie Ihara, Daiju Sakurai, Atsushi Horinaka, Yuji Makita, Naoki Kunii, Yoshitaka Okamoto
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine,
Chiba University)

FP03-06

Tumor suppressive microRNA-26a/b inhibit cancer cell migration and invasion via targeting
TMEM184B in oral squamous cell carcinoma
Ichiro Fukumoto1,2, Keiichi Koshizuka1,2, Toyoyuki Hanazawa1, Naoko Kikkawa1,
Yoshitaka Okamoto1, Naohiko Seki2
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology/Head and Neck Surgery, Chiba University Graduate
School of Medicine, 2Department of Functional Genomics, Chiba University Graduate School
of Medicine)
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FP03-07

Myosin 1b overexpression in HNSCC enhances cell migration and lymph node metastasis.
Gaku Ohmura1,2, Takahiro Tsujikawa1, Tomonori Yaguchi3, Naoshi Kawamura3,
Kenta Nakamura3, Juri Sugiyama3, Shuji Mikami4, Yutaka Kawakami3, Hiroshi Nakano1
(1Dep. Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kyoto Prefectural Univ. of Med., 2Japanese
Red Cross Kyoto Daiichi Hospital, 3Inst. for Advanced Medical Res., Keio Univ. Sch. of
Med., 4Div. of Diagnostic Pathol., Keio Univ. Sch. of Med.)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 16:45-18:25 / Hall-1
FP04. Otology: Basic researches
Chairpersons: Byung Yoon Choi (Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Korea)
Hiroshi Yamashita (Yamaguchi University, Japan)
FP04-01

Protective effect of astaxanthin nano emulsion against neomycin-induced hair cell death in
zebrafish lateral line.
Hiroshi Yamashita, Kazuma Sugahara, Yoshinobu Hirose, Yousuke Takemoto,
Hirotaka Hara
(Department of Otolaryngology, Yamaguchi University Graduate School of Medicine)

FP04-02

Effect of systemic steroid on hearing preservation after cochlear implantation in guinea pig
model
Jun Ho Lee1, Mun Young Chang1, Yoon Chan Rah2
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University College
of Medicine, Seoul National University Hospital, 2Department of Otolaryngology, Korea
University Ansan)

FP04-03

Anatomical & Functional Abnormalities of the Horizontal Semicircular Canals in Slc26a4Knockout Mice
Byung Yoon Choi1, Yong-Hwi An2, Min Young Kim1, Jiyeon Lee3, Seung Ha Oh4, Jun Ho Lee4,
Ja-Won Koo1
(1Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, 2Eulji University School of Medicine, 3Gachon
University of Medicine and Science, 4Seoul National University Hospital)

FP04-04

Safety of robot assisted mastoidectomy. A cadaveric study.
Jong Woo Chung1, Hwan Seo Lee1, Chan Ju Yang1, Myung Hoon Yoo2, Seung Hwan Lee3,
Hoon Lim4, Byung-Ju Yi4
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of
Medicine, 2Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Korea University School of
Medicine, 3Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Hanyang University School of
Medicine, 4Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, Hanyang University)

FP04-05

Transplantation of olfactory stem cells with biodegradable hydrogel accelerates facial nerve
regeneration after crush injury
Shinichi Esaki, Sachiyo Katsumi, Yuki Hamajima, Yoshihisa Nakamura, Mariko Takahashi,
Shingo Murakami
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery, Nagoya City University Graduate
School of Medical Sciences and Medical School)

FP04-06

The function analysis of microRNA let-7b packed into exosome in auditory cell
Ken Hayashi1,2,3, Fumiyuki Goto2, Yasuyuki Nomura3, Akihiro Kishino3, Kaoru Ogawa2
(1Kamio Memorial Hospital, 2Keio University, 3Nihon University)
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FP04-07

New Electroneurography Method for Facial Nerve Paralysis Patient -Midline MethodTakahiro Ichihara1, Shin-Ichi Haginomori1, Shin-Ichi Wada2, Atsuko Mori3,
Atsuko Kanazawa1, Shuji Omura1, Ryo Kawata1
(1Department of Otolaryngology and Head & Neck Surgery, Osaka Medical
College, 2Department of Clinical Laboratory Medicine, Osaka Medical College, 3Department of
Otolaryngology, Hirakata City Hospital)

FP04-08

Deletion of Tricellulin Causes Severe Hearing Loss Associated with Hair Cell Degeneration.
Toru Kamitani1,2,3, Hirofumi Sakaguchi1, Atsushi Tamura2, Takenori Miyashita4,
Yuji Yamazaki2, Reitaro Tokumasu2, Ryuhei Inamoto4, Ai Matsubara4, Nozomu Mori4,5,
Yasuo Hisa1, Sachiko Tsukita2
(1Department of Otolaryngoloty-Head and Neck surgery, Kyoto Prefectural University of
Medicine, 2Laboratory of Biological Science, Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences and
Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University, 3Japanese Red Cross Kyoto
Daiichi, 4Department of Otolaryngology, Faculty of Medicine, Kagawa University, 5Osaka Bay
Central Hospital)

FP04-09

Metabolomic profiling of inner ear fluid using gas chromatography/mass spectrometry in
guinea pig cochlea
Takeshi Fujita, Daisuke Yamashita, Yuriko Fukuda, Go Inokuchi, Shingo Hasegawa,
Naoki Otsuki, Ken-ichi Nibu
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kobe University Graduate School of
Medicine)

FP04-10

Sulforaphane, a natural component of broccoli, inhibits vestibular schwannoma in vitro and in
vivo
Jong Dae Lee1, Takeshi Fujita2, Konstantina M Stankovic3
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery Soonchunhyang University Hospital,
2

Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kobe University Graduate School of

Medicine, 3Department of Otology and Laryngology, Harvard Medical School)
FP04-11

MicroRNA expression in the vestibular nucleus after unilateral unilateral labyrinthectomy
Moo Kyun Park, Moon Young Chang, Myung-Whan Suh, Jun Ho Lee, Seung-ha Oh
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University
College of Medicine)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 16:45-18:25 / Hall-2
FP05. Rhinology: Clinical topics-1
Chairpersons: Joong Saeng Cho (Kyung Hee University, Korea)
Motohumi Ohki (Kitasato University, Japan)
FP05-01

Clinical analysis of Eosinophilic Chronic Rhinosinusitis
Joong Saeng Cho, In Yong Ryu, Su Jin Kim, Kun Hee Lee, Sung Wan Kim
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine, Kyung Hee University)

FP05-02

The observation of sleep disturbance in patients with allergic rhinitis using Actigraph
Motofumi Ohki1, Kentaro Ohashi2, Motomi Nakaza2, Tatsutoshi Suzuki2
(1Dept.of Otorhinolaryngology, Kitasato University Medical Center, 2Dept. of
Otorhinolaryngology, Kitasato University School of Medicine)

FP05-03

Analysis of nasalance in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis
Sung Jae Park, Ji-Su Park, Jun Xu, Youngae Kang, Yong Min Kim, Ki-Sang Rha
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine, Chungnam National University)

FP05-04

Does physical condition affect the findings of drug-induced sleep endoscopyDong-Kyu Kim1,2
(1Hallym University College of Medicine, 2Chuncheon Sacred Heart Hospital)

FP05-05

The Toho score: A new evaluation system for chronic sinusitis using computed tomography
with Ziostation
Yasushi Ota1, Masayuki Odashima2, Hitoshi Terada2, Toshiyuki Nomura1,
Yoshihiro Ikemiyagi1, Yuuya Tamura1, Mitsuya Suzuki1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Toho University Sakura Medical Center, 2Departments
of Radiology, Toho University Sakura Medical Center)

FP05-06

Endoscopic endonasal approach to the skull base through non-dominant olfactory side can
accelerate postoperative recovery of olfaction
Pona Park1, Jae-Cheul Ahn2, Chul Hee Lee1, Sun-Ha Baek3, Yong Whee Kim3, Tae-Bin Won1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University
College of Medicine, 2Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, CHA
Bundang Medical Center, Seongnam, 3Department of Neurosurgery, Seoul National University
College of Medicine)

FP05-07

Isolated sphenoid sinus fungus balls: A retrospective cohort study in a tertiary care referral
center in Korea
Kisang Rha, Sung-Jae Park, Hyun-Sil Lim, Young-Hoon Yoon, Yong Min Kin
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Chungnam National University,
School of Medicine)
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FP05-08

A novel scoring for endoscopic sinus surgery in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis
Kenzo Tsuzuki, Kengo Hashimoto, Yoriko Yukitatsu, Masafumi Sakagami
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Hyogo College of Medicine)

FP05-09

Effects of Triamcinolone-impregnated Nasal dressing on Olfactory Function following
Endoscopic Sinus Surgery
Jun Xu, Sung-Je Park, Hee-Sung Park, Rui-Ning Han, Ki-Sang Rha, Yong-Min Kim
(Chungnam National University)

FP05-10

The Structure of the anterior skull base to be attended in Endoscopic Sinus Surgery:
Identification of Foramen Caecum in Preoperative CT
Yasuhiro Abe, Nobuo Ohta, Yusuke Suzuki, Takatoshi Furukawa, Kazuya Kurakami,
Seiji Kakehata
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Yamagata University Faculty of
Medicine)

FP05-11

DANYOUNG Classification Update by digital HD endoscopic evaluation
Sun-Ho Brian Chang
(KING SEJONG Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery Clinic)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 16:30-17:42 / Hall-3
FP06. Head & Neck: Clinical topics-1
Chairpersons: Young Soo Rho (Hallym University Medical Center, Korea)
Kenji Okami (Tokai University, Japan)
FP06-01

Modified Killian’s Method is useful for hypopharyngeal space to detect the hypopharyngeal
cancer
Kenji Okami, Akihiro Sakai, Kouji Ebisumoto
(Tokai University)

FP06-02

A Retrospective Study of thyroid cancer with tracheal and/or esophageal invasion for the
last two decades
Masafumi Kanno, Norihiko Narita, Yukinori Kato, Yumi Ito, Takahiro Tokunaga,
Kyoko Saito, Kanako Yoshida, Keisuke Koyama, Masafumi Sakashita, Shigeharu Fujieda
(University of Fukui)

FP06-03

Prospective Experiences of Robotic Head and Neck Surgery using da Vinci Xi System :
Opening the New Era of HN Surgery
Ji Hoon Kim, Da Hee Kim, Jung Min Kim, Won Shik Kim, Hyung Kwon Byeon,
Se Heon Kim, Yoon Woo Koh, Eun Chang Choi
(Yonsei University College of Medicine)

FP06-04

Local recurrence after partial laryngo-pharyngectomy for hypopharyngeal cancer.
Munenaga Nakamizo, Kazuhiko Yokoshima, Shunta Inai, Atsuko Sakanushi, Taisei Kato,
Kimihiro Ohkubo
(Department of Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery, Nippon Medical School)

FP06-05

Modifications of video-assisted thyroidectomy (VANS method)
Kenichiro Nomura1, Akihiro Katayama2, Miki Takahayra1, Toshihiro Nagato1, Kan Kishibe1,
Akihiro Katada1, Tatsuya Hayashi1, Yasuaki Harabuchi1
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Asahikawa Medical
University, 2Sapporo Tokushukai Hospital)

FP06-06

Comparison between selective and superselective neck dissections after chemoradiation for
patients with head and neck cancer
Tomohiro Sakashita1, Akihiro Homma1, Hiromitsu Hatakeyama1, Satoshi Kano1,
Takatsugu Mizumachi1, Tomohiko Kakizaki1, Nayuta Tsushima1, Takayoshi Suzuki1,
Koichi Yasuda2, Kazuhiko Tsuchiya2, Rikiya Onimaru2
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Hokkaido University Graduate School
of Medicine, 2Department of Radiology, Hokkaido University Graduate School of Medicine)
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FP06-07

Evaluation Of Swallow After Supracricoid Laryngectomy With Cricohyoidoepiglottopexy
(Scl-Chep) By Videofluoroscopy
Yutomo Seino, Meijin Nakayama, Syunsuke Miyamoto, Taku Yamashita
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Kitasato University School of Medicine)

FP06-08

Salvage Surgery for Recurrent Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Oropharynx
Wataru Shimbashi, Kazuyoshi Kawabata, Hiroki Mitani, Hiroyuki Yonekawa,
Hirofumi Fukushima, Tohru Sasaki, Akira Seto, Yu Koizumi, Ryosuke Kamiyama, Aya Ebina,
Osamu Fukuoka
(Cancer Institute Hospital)
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Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 17:43-18:20 / Hall-3
FP07. Otology: Others
Chairpersons: Yun-Hoon Choung (Ajou University School of Medicine, Korea)
FP07-01

Pretreatment Hematological Findings as Novel Predictive Markers for Facial Palsy Prognosis
Koichiro Wasano1,2, Taiji Kawasaki1, Sayuri Yamamoto1, Shuta Tomisato1, Seiichi Shinden3,
Toru Ishikawa3, Shujiro Minami4, Takeshi Wakabayashi4, Kaoru Ogawa2
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Japanese Redcross Shizuoka Hospital, 2Department of
Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Keio University School of Medicine, 3Department of
Otolaryngology, Saiseikai Utsunomiya Hospital, 4Department of Otolaryngology, National
Hospital Organization Tokyo Medical Center)

FP07-02

Case report of congenital cholesteatoma in the oval window and posterior mesotympanum
surrounding a dehiscent fallopian canal in a young adult
Mahmood A Hamed1,2, Seiichi Nakata1, Yoichi Nishimura1, Noboru Iwata1, Takuro Kojima1,
Kenji Suzuki3
(1Otolaryngology department, Fujita Health University, Second hospital, 2Otolaryngology
department, Sohag university, Sohag, Egypt, 3Yonaha General Hospital)

FP07-03

Gray scale value of cone-beam CT for 3D CT images of ears
Masahiro Komori1, Taisuke Kobayashi1, Masamitsu Hyodo1, Shinya Miuchi2, Jun Hyodo3,
Naoaki Yanagihara3
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Kochi University, School of Medicine, 2Department of
Otolaryngology, Hyogo College of Medicine, 3Department of Otolaryngology, Takanoko
Hospital)

FP07-04

Cochlear histopathologic findings in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus
Shin Kariya, Kazunori Nishizaki
(Okayama University)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 9:30-10:15 / Hall-1
FP08. Otology: Clinical topics-2
Chairpersons: Hiroaki Sato (Iwate Medical University, Japan)
FP08-01

A rare case of otomycosis by Coccidioides immitis
Emiri Sato1, Manabu Nonaka1, Ken Kikuchi2, Yoji Nagashima3, Tomohito Nojima1,
Toshio Yoshihara1
(1Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology, Tokyo Women's Medical University, 2Dept. of Microbiology
and Immunology, Tokyo Women's Medical University, 3Dept. of Surgical Pathology, Tokyo
Women's Medical University)

FP08-02

The Sustained Increase of Plasma Fibrinogen during treatment of sudden hearing loss
Predicts Worse Outcome Independently of Baseline Fibrinogen Level
Yoonah Park, Tae Hoon Kong, Sang Yoo Park
(Wonju Severance Christian Hospital)

FP08-03

Clinical characteristics of tinnitus associated with anemia
Young Ho Kim, Mun Young Chang, Young Eun Han, Jinil Kim, Ye Ji Shim
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Seoul National University Boramae Medical Center)

FP08-04

Lowest oxyhemoglobin saturation may be an independent factor influencing auditory
function in severe obstructive sleep apnea
Taehoon Kong, Jeong Pyo Bong, Young Joon Seo, Sang Yoo Park, Yoon Ah Park
(Yonsei University Wonju College of Medicine)

FP08-05

Clinical and Audiological Characteristics of 1000 Hz Audiometric Notch Patients
Hyun-Min Lee1, Seok-Hyun Kim1, Jae-Hoon Jung1, Kyong-Myoung Chon2, Il-Woo Lee1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Pusan National University
School of Medicine, Pusan National University Yangsan Hospital, 2Department of
Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, BHS Hanseo Hospital)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 9:30-10:15 / Hall-2
FP09. Otology: Clinical topics-3
Chairpersons: Izumi Koizuka (St. Marianna University School of Medicine, Japan)
FP09-01

Plasticity of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex during off-vertical axis rotation
Izumi Koizuka, Masatoshi Akutsu, Akemi Sugita-Kitajima, Koshi Mikami
(Department of Otolaryngology, St. Marianna University School of Medicine)

FP09-02

Furosemide-loading vestibular evoked myogenic potentials: up-to-date experience
Toru Seo, Ko Shiraishi, Takaaki Kobayashi, Mutsukazu Kitano, Katsumi Doi
(Department of Otolaryngology, Kinki University Faculty of Medicine)

FP09-03

Five cases with traumatic otolith vertigo revealed by VEMP
Ko Shiraishi, Toru Seo, Takaaki Kobayashi, Zyuniti Koizumi, Katsumi Doi
(Kinki University Hospital Otorhinolaryngology)

FP09-04

Quantitative analysis of gains and catch-up saccades of video-head impulse testing
Chan Joo Yang, Hong Ju Park
(Department of Otolaryngology, Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of
Medicine)

FP09-05

Recovery of video head impulse test gains, covert and overt catch-up saccades in patients
with vestibular neuritis
Chan Joo Yang, Hong Ju Park
(Department of Otolaryngology, Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of
Medicine)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 12:20-13:25 / Hall-1
FP10. Otology: Clinical topics-4
Chairpersons: Jae-Jin Song (Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Korea)
Shinichi Iwasaki (The University of Tokyo, Japan)
FP10-01

Neural substrates predicting short-term improvement of tinnitus loudness and distress after
modified tinnitus retraining treatment
Jae-Jin Song, Shin Hye Kim, Ja-Won Koo
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University
Bundang Hospital, Seongnam, Korea)

FP10-02

The influence of headaches in patients with chronic dizziness
Fumiyuki Goto1, Miki Arai1, Motohiro Arai2
(1Department of otolaryngology, Tokyo medical center, 2Department of Otolaryngology,
Yokohama City Red Cross Hospital)

FP10-03

Comparison of post-implant speech perception abilities between infants younger than 12
months and children aged 13 months to 24 months at cochlear implantation
Sung Wook Jeong, Lee-Suk Kim
(Dept. of Otolaryngology, College of Medicine Dong-A University)

FP10-04

The influence of modiolar density measured in temporal bone computed tomography on
speech perception after cochlear implantation in children with congenital deafness
Sung Wook Jeong, Si-Won Yoon, Lee-Suk Kim
(Dept. of Otolaryngology, Dong-A University Hospital)

FP10-05

Auditory findings before implantation of hearing implant of Electric-Acoustic Stimulation
(EAS)
Toshizo Koizumi, Toru Seo, Ko Shiraishi, Kazuya Saito, Katsumi Doi
(Kindai University, Department of Otorhinolaryngology)

FP10-06

Topical IGF-1 therapy for sensorineural hearing loss
Takayuki Nakagawa, Norio Yamamoto, Takayuki Okano, Kohei Yamahara, Juichi Ito,
Koichi Omori
(Kyoto University)

FP10-07

Mobile Cone Beam CT Imaging during Cochlear Implantation Surgery
Norio Yamamoto1, Tatsunori Sakamoto1, Harukazu Hiraumi2, Juichi Ito3, Takayuki Okano1,
Koichi Omori1
(1Otolaryngoloty, Head and Neck Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto
University, 2Otolaryngotogy Head and Neck Surgery, Iwate Medical University, 3Shiga
Medical Center, Research Institute)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 12:20-12:57 / Hall-2
FP11. Rhinology: Clinical topics-2
Chairpersons: Shoji Matsune (Nippon Medical School Musashi Kosugi Hospital, Japan)
FP11-01

Is Local Allergic Rhinitis (LAR) eosinophilic rhinitis in Guideline?
Shoji Matsune1, Mariko Ishida1, Nozomu Wakayama1, Yuma Yoshioka1, Satoshi Yamaguchi1,
Kuwon Sekine1, Kimihiro Okubo2
(1Nippon Medical School, Musashikosugi Hospital, 2Nippon Medical School Hospital)

FP11-02

Pollen-specific rush immunotherapy: clinical efficacy and effects on histamine release from
basophils
Yusuke Kikuoka, Tetsuya Terada, Takahiro Ichihara, Ryo Kawata
(Osaka Medical College)

FP11-03

Intralymphatic Pollen-Specific Immunotherapy: Clinical Efficacy and Effects On The
Induction Of Pollen- Specific Antibody
Tetsuya Terada, Yusuke Kikuoka, Syuji Omura, Megumi Yoshida, Norio Suzuki,
Manabu Suzuki, Takahiro Ichihara, Takaki Inui, Ryo Kawata
(Osaka Medical College)

FP11-04

Characteristic of geriatric allergic rhinitis; relationship between cognitive dysfunction and
olfactory problem
Ah Ra Jung, Su Jin Kim, Sang Hoon Kim, Sung Wan Kim, Joong Saeng Cho
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine, Kyung Hee University)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 12:58-13:35 / Hall-2
FP12. Laryngology: Clinical topics
Chairpersons: Koichi Omori (Kyoto University, Japan)
FP12-01

Association between Asthma and Dysphonia: A Population-based Study
Hyo Geun Choi
(Hallym University)

FP12-02

Intralesional cidofovir injection for recurrent respiratory papillomatosis
Shigeyuki Murono, Tomokazu Yoshizaki
(Kanazawa University)

FP12-03

The effect of hyaluronic acid injection on unilateral vocal fold paralysis using double-bent
cathelin needle by thyro-hyoid approach
Masaki Nomoto1,2, Ryoji Tokashiki3, Kiyoaki Tsukahara2
(1Nishitokyo Central General Hospital, 2Tokyo Medical University, 3Shinjuku Voice Clinic)

FP12-04

Digital HD Videoscopic Evaluation of HANGUL Vowel created in 1443 A.D.
Sun-Ho Brian Chang
(KING SEJONG Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery Clinic)
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Day-2 : Mar. 30 (Wed.) 12:20-13:25 / Hall-3
FP13. Head & Neck: Clinical topics-2
Chairpersons: Se-Heon Kim (Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea)
Masato Fuji (Tokyo Medical Center, Japan)
FP13-01

Low-grade salivary gland cancers: Treatment outcomes, extent of surgery and indications
for post-operative adjuvant radiation therapy
Han-Sin Jeong1, Jae-Keun Cho2, Eun-Hye Kim1, Young-Hyeh Ko3, Dongryul Oh4,
Yong Chan Ahn4
(1Dept of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Samsung Medical Center, 2Dept of
Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Inje University Ilsan Paik Hospital, Inje
University School of Medicine, 3Dept of Pathology, Samsung Medical Center, 4Dept of
Radiation Oncology, Samsung Medical Center)

FP13-02

G-CSF and/or EGFR expressions of anaplastic thyroid cancer cells and its clinical implicaiton
Hideyuki Kawauchi, Takafumi Fuchiwaki, Noriaki Aoi, Yasuhiko Shimizu, Ichiro Morikura,
Yukie Hotta
(Shimane University, Faculty of Medicine)

FP13-03

Usefullness of clinico-biological data to predict long-term prognosis of head and neck terminal
cancer patient
Taiji Kawasaki, Koichiro Wasano
(Japanese Red Cross Shizuoka Hospital)

FP13-04

Chemotherapy-induced febrile neutropenia in patients with head and neck cancer.
Koji Matsumoto1, Masahiko Arikata1, Shiori Hara2, Takeshi Shimizu1
(1Shiga University of Medical Science, 2Nagahama Red Cross Hospital)

FP13-05

High-risk Human Papilloma Virus in Nasopharyngeal Cancer
Jung Je Park, Hyunmo Kang, Minsu Kwon, Jinpyeong Kim, Seung Hoon Woo, Ji Hyun Seo
(Gyeongsang National University, School of Medicine, Otolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery)

FP13-06

Effectiveness of superselective intra-arterial chemoradiotherapy targeting for
retropharyngeal lymph node metastasis.
Takayoshi Suzuki1, Tomohiro Sakashita1, Akihiro Homma1, Hiromitsu Hatakeyama1,
Satoshi Kano1, Takatsugu Mizumachi1, Daisuke Yoshida2, Rikiya Onimaru2, Hiroki Shirato2,
Fumiyuki Suzuki3, Satoshi Fukuda1
(1Department of Otolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery, Hokkaido University Graduate
School of Medicine, 2Department of Radiology, Hokkaido University Graduate School of
Medicine, 3Department of Otolaryngology, Hokkaido Medical Center)
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FP13-07

Survey on the Choice of the Treatment in Elderly Patients with Head and Neck Cancer
Kazuhiko Yokoshima, Munenaga Nakamizo
(Department of Oto-Laryngology, Nippon Medical School)
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Poster Session
Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 18:10-18:50 / Tenpyo Room
Ears: Clinical topics
PS-01

Analysis of the characteristics of patients with dizziness based on the presence or absence of
a freestyle writing description on the medical interview sheet
Fumiyuki Goto, Miki Arai, Eriko Kataoka
(NHO Tokyo Medical Center, Department of Otolaryngology)

PS-02

Correlation between Rotation Chair test and Dizziness Handicap Inventory in patients with
Vestibular Neuritis
Hyung Joo Lee
(Department of Otolaryngology, Gyeongsang National University Hospital)

PS-03

Hearing aid silicone impression material as a foreign body in the middle ear
Seok-Hyun Kim, Hyun-Min Lee, Jae-Hoon Jung, Il-Woo Lee
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Pusan National University
School of Medicine, Pusan National University Yangsan Hospital)

PS-04

Factors Affecting the Variation of Maximum Speech Intelligibility in Patients with
Sensorineural Hearing Loss other than Apparent Retrocochlear Lesions
Izumi Yahata, Tetsuaki Kawase, Yoshitaka Takanashi, Hiromitsu Miyazaki,
Daisuke Yamauchi, Kazuhiro Nomura, Yukio Katori
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate
School of Medicine)

PS-05

Clinical Significance of Arterial Stiffness in Idiopathic Sudden Sensorineural Hearing Loss
Jea-Ho Jung, Seung-Hwan Lee, Chul Won Park, Changsun Kim, Jin-kyu Park, Jeong-Hun Shin
(Hanyang University)

PS-06

Evaluations by CT and MRI imaging, vestibular function and EABR for cochlear nerve
deficiency 20 cases
Shujiro Minami1, Chieko Enomoto1, Takeshi Masuda2, Chie Obuchi3, Masae Shiroma3,
Kimitaka Kaga1,3
(1National Tokyo Medical Center, National Institute of Sensory Organ, 2Nihon University,
Department of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery, 3International University of Health
and Welfare, Center for Speech and Hearing Disorders)
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PS-07

Hearing and development test evaluation and psychological factors for nonorganic hearing
loss in children
Yoshitaka Takanashi1, Tetsuaki Kawase1,2, Takuji Okitsu3, Chikako Koizumi3, Izumi Yahata1,
Yukio Katori1
(1Department of Otolaryngology -Head and Neck Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate
School of Medicine., 2Laboratory of Rehabilitative Auditory Science, Tohoku University
Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering., 3Hearing Center of Miyagi Medical Association)

PS-08

Actions to be taken for foreign children with hearing loss
Atsuko Maki, Hajime Sano, Taku Yamashita
(Kitasato University)

PS-09

Cochlear implantation using the endomeatal approach in a child with a extremely hypoplastic
mastoid
Sung Wook Jeong
(Dept. of Otolaryngology, Dong-A University Hospital)

PS-10

A New Classification of Congenital Osseous Middle Ear Abnormalities
Takashi Kojima1,2, Sho Kanzaki2, Naoki Oishi2, Satoko Wakabayashi2, Kaoru Ogawa2
(1Machida Municipal Hospital, 2Keio University School of Medicine)

PS-11

A child with Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome exhibiting frequent syncopal attacks after
cochlear implantation
Shinsuke Kaneshiro, Kaori Sasamori, Yumiko Kobayashi, Kirito Shimamoto,
Harukazu Hiraumi, Hiroaki Sato
(Dept .of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Iwate Medical University, Iwate)

PS-12

Terahertz otoscope; potential for diagnosis of otitis media
Jeon Mi Lee1, Young Bin Ji2, Seung Jae Oh2, Jun Hui Jeong3, Jae Young Choi1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Yonsei University College of Medicine, 2YUHS-KRIBB
Medical Convergence Research Institute, Yonsei University College of Medicine, 3Seoul
medical center)

PS-13

Usefullness of anterior-based periosteal (Palva) flap for obliteration of mastoid cavity in canal
wall down mastoidectomy
Soo Keun Kong, Se Joon Oh, Eui Kyung Goh, Il Woo Lee
(Pusan National University, College of Medicine)

PS-14

Noble evaluation of orbicularis oculi muscle function in acute peripheral facial nerve palsy
Young Ho Kim, So Young Kim, Mun Young Chang
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Seoul National University Boramae Medical Center)
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PS-15

Salivary gland choristoma of the tympanic cavity in a child
Hanako Totsuka1, Daisuke Sasai2, Wataru Tokuyama2, Mitsuya Suzuki1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Toho University Sakura Medical Center, 2Department of
Pathology, Toho UniversitySakura Medical Center)

PS-16

Cochlear implant in presence of facial nerve anomaly
Ken-ichi Nakamura1, Mari Shimada1, Toru Sasaki1, Hisashi Sugimoto2, Hiroshi Nishino1,
Makoto Ito1,3
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Jichi Medical University, 2Department of OtolaryngologyHead and Neck Surgery, Kanazawa University, 3Department of Pediatric Otolaryngology,
Jichi Children's Medical Center Tochigi)

PS-17

Compound hetero LOXHD1 mutation in two siblings exhibiting different course of
sensorineural hearing loss
Yumiko Kobayashi1, Tomoko Mizukawa2, Kirito Shimamoto2, Harukazu Hiraumi2,
Keiko Yaegashi2, Hiroaki Sato2, Kentro Mori3, Shin-ich Usami3
(1Iwate Medical University, Dept. of Genetics Medicine, 2Iwate Medidcal University, Dept. of
Otolaryngology, 3Shin-shu University, Dept. of Otolaryngology)

PS-18

Survey on satisfaction of the elderly wearing an cochlear implant according to the postoperative period
Jeon Ha Choi, Ga Eul Choi
(Veterans Health Service Medical Center)

PS-19

A case of Meningioma first found on the Middle ear
Seon Lin Kim, Soo Keun Kong, Se Joon Oh, Eui Kyung Goh
(Pusan National University Hospital, ORL-HNS)

PS-20

Intraindividual Comparison of Psychophysical Parameters between Perimodiolar and Lateraltype Electrode Arrays in Patients with Bilateral Cochlear Implants
Junhui Jeong1, Ji Hye Heo2, In Seok Moon2, Jae Young Choi2
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Seoul Medical Center, 2Department of
Otorhinolaryngology, Yonsei University College of Medicine)

PS-21

Residual hearing preservation in conventional cochlear implantation: children vs adult
Masahiro Takahashi, Yasuhiro Arai, Kenichiro Yabuki, Daisuke Sano, Goshi Nishimura,
Nobuhiko Oridate
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Yokohama City University
School of Medicine)
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PS-22

A case of acute hearing loss caused by cerebral malaria
Takeshi Tada1, Akihiro Hitani2, Natsue Honda2, Shiniti Haruna3, Tsuyoshi Yoshimura1,
Kosuke Haruki2, Yasuhiro Tanaka1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Dokkyo Medical University Koshigaya Hospital,
2

Department of Laboratory Medicine, Dokkyo Medical University Koshigaya Hospital,

3

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Dokkyo Medical University

Hospital)
PS-23

Polymorphisms in Genes Involved in Free-Radical Process in Patients with Ménière’s Disease
Masaaki Teranishi1, Yasue Uchida2, Naoki Nishio1, Ken Kato3, Hironao Otake1,
Tadao Yoshida1, Michihiko Sone1, Saiko Sugiura4, Fujiko Ando5, Hiroshi Shimokata6,
Tsutomu Nakashima7
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Nagoya University, 2Department of Otolaryngology,
Aichi Medical University, 3Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Aichi Children’s Health and
Medical Center, 4Department of Otorhinolaryngology, National Center for Geriatrics and
Gerontology, 5Department of Health and Medical Sciences, Aichi Shukutoku
University, 6Graduate School of Nutritional Sciences, Nagoya University of Arts and Sciences
Graduate School, 7Ichinomiya Medical Treatment & Habilitation Center)

PS-24

Wideband absorbance tympanometry predicts middle-ear effusion
Hidenobu Taiji, Nobuko Yamamoto, Yoshihiro Watanabe, Jin Kanzaki
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Saiseikai Central Hospital)

PS-25

Results of tympanoplasty with soft posterior meatal wall reconstruction in ears with
recurrent cholesteatoma
Saeko Matsuzaki, Naoki Ohishi, Masato Fujioka, Sho Kanzaki, Yoshihiko Hiraga,
Noriomi Suzuki, Makoto Hosoya, Kaoru Ogawa
(Keio University School of Medicene Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery)

PS-26

Deep repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of the vestibular cerebellum for the
treatment of chronic dynamic vestibular decompensation
Masatsugu Masuda1, Fumiyuki Goto2, Takashi Hasegawa3, Jobu Matsumoto1,
Natsuko Kasakura1, Yoshiko Miyama1, Koichiro Saito1, Shinsuke Kito3,4
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Kyorin University School of Medicine, 2Department of
Otolaryngology, National Hospital Organization Tokyo Medical Center, 3Department of
Neuropsychiatry, Kyorin University School of Medicine, 4Department of Psychiatry and
Advanced Medical Technology, National Center Hospital, National Center of Neurology and
Psychiatry)

PS-27

Delayed facial nerve decompression for Bell's palsy.
Sang Hoon Kim, Ho Joong Kim, Hyung Sik Kim, Joong Saeng Cho, Seung Geun Yeo,
Jae Yong Byun, Moon Suh Park
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Kyung Hee University)
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PS-28

Association between Sleep Duration and Dizziness in Korean Women
Jae-Hyun Seo
(Bucheon St. Mary’s Hospital, College of Medicine, The Catholic University of Korea)

PS-29

Ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potential testing for the prognosis of bell’s palsy
Ah Ra Jung, Sang Hoon Kim, Moon Suh Park, Joong Saeng Cho, Byun Jae Yong
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine, Kyung Hee University)

PS-30

Comprehensive screening for 154 mutations in 19 deafness genes in Japanese hearing-loss
patients
Kentaro Mori1, Hideaki Moteki1,2, Maiko Miyagawa1,2, Shin-ya Nishio1,2, Shin-ichi Usami1,2
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Shinshu University School of Medicine, 2Department of
Otolaryngology, Shinshu University School of Medicine/Department of Hearing Implant
Sciences, Shinshu University School of Medicine)

PS-31

Clinical characteristics of the external auditory canal cancer
Ji Sun Kong, Yahya Al Ahmari, Sang Won Yeo, Kyoung Ho Park
(The Catholic University of Korea, college of medicine, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital)
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Ears: Basic researches
PS-32

Specific role of autophagy-related genes in aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death
Yeon Ju Kim, Beo Myong Shin, Young Sun Kim, Oak Sung Choo, Yun-Hoon Choung
(Department of Otolaryngology, Ajou University School of Medicine)

PS-33

Mouse model of keratin induced bone resorption and role of periostin
Dong Gu Hur, Seon-Ki Ahn
(Gyeongsang National University, School of medicine)

PS-34

Development of steroid releasing electrode using nanopatterning technique
Jeong Hun Jang
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology Ajou Univeristy School of Medicine)

PS-35

Age related hearing loss in the mouse model of metabolic syndrome
Kazuma Sugahara, Junko Tsuda, Takeshi Hori, Yoshinobu Hirose, Makoto Hasimoto,
Hirotaka Hara, Hiroshi Yamashita
(Department of Otolaryngology, Yamaguchi University Graduate School of Medicine)

PS-36

Differential expression of histone modifications in spiral ganglion cells of manganese super
oxide dismutase (MnSOD) knockout mice - 2nd report
Ken-ichi Watanabe1, Wilhelm Bloch2, Kimihiro Okubo1
(1Dept. of ENT, Nippon Medical School, 2Institute fur Kreislaufforschung und Sportmedizin,
Deutsche Sporthochshule Koln)

PS-37

Expression of Angiogenic Molecules in Cochlear Vasculature
Sungsu Lee, Eun-sun Jeon, Yong-Beom Cho
(Dept. Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Chonnam National University Hospital)

PS-38

Atoh1 transcriptional regulatory mechanism on the inner ear development
Hyong-Ho Cho, Sungsu Lee, Chang Joon Lee, Hyung Chae Yang
(Chonnam National University Hospital)

PS-39

Immunocytochemical co-localization of cubilin and megalin in the human inner ear
Seiji Hosokawa1, Kumiko Hosokawa1, Ivan Axel Lopez2, Kunihiro Mizuta1, Akira Ishiyama2,
Hiroyuki Mineta1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology/ Head & Neck Surgery, Hamamatsu University School
of Medicine, 2Department of Head and Neck Surgery, David Geffen School of Medicine,
University of California)

PS-40

The controlled-release effect of hyaluronic acid on drug delivery to the cochlear spiral
ganglion
Yozo Inagaki, Sho Kanzaki, Masato Fujioka, Naoki Oishi, Kaoru Ogawa
(KEIO University / Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery)
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PS-41

Evaluation of pediatric middle ear cholesteatoma in our hospital
Yoshimasa Tsuchiya, Yasue Uchida, Toru Tanigawa, Tetsuya Ogawa, Hiromi Ueda
(Department of otorhinolaryngology, Aichi medical university school of medicine)

PS-42

Expression pattern of WFS1 in Common Marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) inner ear.
Noriomi Suzuki1, Masato Fujioka1, Makoto Hosoya1, Naoki Oishi1, Takashi Inoue2,
Hideyuki Okano3, Kaoru Ogawa1
(1Dpt. of Otolaryngology, Keio Univ. School of Medicine, 2Central Institute for Experimental
Animals, 3Dpt. of Physiology, Keio Univ. School of Medicine)

PS-43

Cochlear cell modeling using disease-specific iPSC unveiled a degenerative phenotype and
treatments of Pendred syndrome
Makoto Hosoya1, Masato Fujioka1, Tatsuo Matsunaga2,3, Okano Hideyuki4, Kaoru Ogawa1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology Head and Neck surgery, Keio University, 2Department
of Otolaryngology, Tokyo Medical Center, 3National Institute of Sensory Organ, 4Department
of Physiology, Keio University)

PS-44

The correlation of the expression of CD44s and malignat grade in HNSCC
Yohei Kawasaki, Yasufumi Omori
(Akita University)
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Nose: Clinical topics
PS-45

The association between the sensitization for house dust and Japanese cedar pollinosis.
Ryutaro Hara, Atsushi Matsubara, Junko Takahata
(Hirosaki University Graduate School of Medicine)

PS-46

A Comparison of Dexmedetomidine Versus Propofol During Drug-Induced Sleep Endoscopy
in Sleep Apnea Patients
Byungwoo Yoon, Sung-Lyong Hong, Hwan-Jung Roh, Kyu-Sup Cho
(Pusan national university Hospital)

PS-47

Application of hyperdry amniotic membrane patches over the defect lesion of mucosal
membrane in oral and nasal cavity
Michiro Fujisaka, Hideo Shojaku
(Department of Otolaryngology ,University of Toyama)

PS-48

A case of recurrent malignant triton tumor successfully treated with radiotherapy
Toshinori Onishi1,2, Makoto Yasuda1, Yoko Muto1, Toshihiro Kuremoto1, Kentaro Murakami1,
Atsuhide Koida1, Takaaki Inui1, Yasuo Hisa1
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kyoto Prefectural University of
Medicine, 2Department of Otolaryngology, Saiseikai Shiga Hospital)

PS-49

Evaluation of septal attachment in frontal sinus; Tentative study in Dokkyo Medical
University Hospital
Takuto Yoshida, Hiroaki Kanaya, Yasuhiro Tsunemi, Sin-ichi Haruna
(Dokkyo Medical University Hospital ENT)

PS-50

Postoperative evaluation after endoscopic sinus surgery for eosinophilic chronic rhinosinusitis
Yoshiyuki Kyo1, So Watanabe1, Toshimitsu Komatsuzaki1, Ayako Kanei2,
Yasuyuki Hinohira1,3, Hitome Kobayashi1
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Showa University School of Medicine, 2Department of
Otorhinolaryngology, Showa University Northern Yokohama Hospital, 3Department of
Otorhinolaryngology, Kamio Memorial Hospital)

PS-51

A Quantitative Clinical Analysis of Posterior Nasal Neurectomy; Effects and Side-effects for
the Surgical Indication
Narihisa Suzuki
(Hiratsuka City Hospital)

PS-52

The effect of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) on olfactory function
Jin Kook Kim, Sung Hwan Ahn
(Konkuk University Hospital, Department of ORL-H&N, Konkuk University)
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PS-53

Thyroid-like low-grade nasopharyngeal papillary adenocarcinoma: A case report and review
of literature
Hidenori Yokoi1, Yuichi Terado2, Koichiro Saito1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Kyorin University School of
Medicine, 2Department of Pathology, Kyorin University School of Medicine)

PS-54

Evaluation of aspirin hypersensitivity in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis
Su Jin Kim, Joong Saeng Cho, Kun Hee Lee, Sung Wan Kim
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery, Graduate School, Kyung Hee
University)
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Nose: Basic researches
PS-55

Polysomnographic parameters during non-rapid eye movement sleep predict continuous
positive airway pressure adherence
Tetsurou Hoshino1, Ryujiro Sasanabe2, Kenta Murotani3, Mariko Arimoto1,
Shuntaro Inagawa1, Tohru Tanigawa1, Yasue Uchida1, Tetsuya Ogawa1, Hiromi Ueda1,
Toshiaki Shiomi2
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Aichi Medical Unversity School of
Medicine, 2Department of Sleep Medicine, Aichi Medical University School of Medicine,
3

Center for Clinical Research, Aichi Medical University School of Medicine)

PS-56

Increased expression of factor XIII-A in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal
polyps
Tetsuji Takabayashi1, Shigeharu Fujieda1, Robert P Schleimer2
(1University of Fukui, 2Northwestern University)

PS-57

Analysis of IgG4 class switch-related molecules in IgG4-related chronic rhinosinusitis
Tomohito Nojima, Manabu Nonaka, Yukako Seo, Emiri Satou, Toshio Yoshihara
(Tokyo Woman's Medical University)

PS-58

Clarithromycin regulates interferon and proinflammatory cytokine production induced by RSV
infection in human airway epithelial cells via modulating nuclear translocation of interferon
regulatory factor (IRF)-3.
Keisuke Yamamoto1, Soh Yamamoto2, Noriko Ogasawara1,2, Kenichi Takano1,
Tsuyoshi Ohkuni1, Takashi Kojima3, Hiroyuki Tsutsumi4, Shin-ichi Yokota2, Tetsuo Himi1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Sapporo Medical University, School of Medicine,
2

Department of Microbiology, Sapporo Medical University, School of Medicine, 3Department

of Cell Science, Research Institute of Frontier Medicine, Sapporo Medical University, School
of Medicine, 4Department of Pediatrics, Sapporo Medical University, School of Medicine)
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Throat: Clinical topics
PS-59

Vocal cord motion during blocks in people who stutter.
Yoshikazu Kikuchi1, Toshiro Umezaki2,3, Kazuo Adachi1, Takashi Nakagawa1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Kyushu University, 2Department of Otolaryngology,
Fukuoka Sanno Hospital, 3International University of Health and Welfare)

PS-60

Aural stimulation with capsaicin ointment improved the swallowing function in patients with
dysphagia : a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind, comparative study.
Eiji Kondo1, Osamu Jinnouchi2, Hiroki Ohnishi1, Ikuji Kawata2, Noriaki Takeda1
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Institute of Biomedical Science, Tokushima University
Graduate School, 2Department of Otolaryngology, Anan Kyoei Hospital)

PS-61

Common sites and materials in foreign body ingestion and the need of endoscopic approach
Eun Kyung Jung, Eun Sun Jeon
(Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Chonnam National University
Hospital)

PS-62

Increasing risk for dyspnea caused by mumps laryngitis in Japan
Masahiro Nakamura, Atsunobu Tsunoda, Katsuhisa Ikeda
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Juntendo University Faculty of Medicine)

PS-63

Observation of the hyoid bone and larynx position - Comparison of endoscopic and X-ray
MTD’ Phonation Yoshihiro Iwata, Satoshi Nagasaka, Hisayuki Katou, Kazuo Sakurai, Kensei Naito
(Department of Otolaryngology Fujita Health University)

PS-64

Laryngeal suspension in combination with cricopharyngeal myotomy for severe
oropharyngeal dysphagi
Takaharu Nito, Takao Goto, Rumi Ueha, Tatsuya Yamasoba
(Department of Otolaryngology, The University of Tokyo)

PS-65

A case of inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor occurred from the larynx
Yukari Nakamura, Toru Miyazawa, Takaki Miwa
(Kanazawa Medical Univercity)

PS-66

Effect on aspiration of BIOPEX-R vocal cord injection for insufficient glottic closure caused
by recurrent nerve paralysis
Masatsugu Mitsuhashi, Keisuke Okubo, Yuichi Ikari, Mayumi Tsunoda
(The Oto-Rhino-Laryngological Society of Japan)

PS-67

A case of malignant lymphoma that was misdiagnose as acute epiglottitis
Mizue Harada, Yuichi Kurono
(Departmment of otolaryngology,head and neck surgery. Kagoshima University)
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PS-68

Clinical trends and vocal function of presbylarynx; Status of the most advanced aging
country
Takeyuki Kono1, Koichiro Saito2, Kaoru Ogawa1
(1Keio Univerisity School of Medicine, 2Kyorin University School of Medicine)

PS-69

Endoscopic Surgery for Laryngo-pharyngeal Lesions Using a Curved Laryngo-pharyngoscope
and Transnasal Endoscope
Yasuo Satou, Noboru Habu, Mitsuru Kitamura, Kana Senba
(Oto-rhino-laryngology, KKR Tachikawa Hospital)

PS-70

Injection Laryngoplasty using BIOPEX® Calcium Phosphate Cement :The Sanokousei
General Hospital Experience
Mizuno Sakai1, Keisuke Okubo2, Masatsugu Mitsuhashi2, Mayumi Tsunoda2, Yuichi Ikari3,
Ayako Ino3
(1Nasu Red Cross Hospital, 2Sanokousei General Hospital, 3Keio University School of Medicine)

PS-71

The effects of flat lateral position for severe dysphagia patients
Mayumi Tsunoda1, Keisuke Okubo1, Masatsugu Mitsuhashi1, Yuichi Ikari2
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Sanokousei General Hospital, 2Department of
Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Keio University School of Medicine)

PS-72

Tissue absorption in injection laryngoplasty using calcium phosphate cement(BIOPEX®)
Yuichi Ikari1, Keisuke Okubo2, Mizuno Sakai3, Ayako Ino1, Masatsugu Mitsuhashi2,
Mayumi Tsunoda2
(1Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Keio University School of
Medicine, 2Department of Otolagyngology, Sanokousei General Hospital, 3Department of
Otolagyngology, Nasu Red Cross Hospital)
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Throat: Basic researches
PS-73

HPV DNA detection in oral rinse in oropharyngeal cancer
Hiroshi Yoshida, Shigeyuki Murono, Takayoshi Ueno, Yosuke Nakanishi, Akira Tuji,
Kazuhira Endo, Satoru Kondo, Hisashi Sugimoto, Naohiro Wakisaka, Tomokazu Yoshizaki
(Kanazawa University)

PS-74

Evaluation of the upper airway soft tissue with magnetic resonance imaging in patients with
obstructive sleep apnea
Sota Yamaguchi, Hiroto Moriwaki, Mika Nakano, Akari Nakayama, Yusuke Sakaguchi,
Yoshiomi Takahata, Natsuki Inoue, Akiko Takenoya, Haruka Okubo, Mamoru Yoshikawa
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Toho University Ohashi Medical Center)
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Head and neck: Clinical topics
PS-75

A case of acute oropharyngeal palsy complaining of palatoplegia as the initial symptom
Tomohiro Jimura, Mizue Harada, Hiromi Nagano, Yuichi Kurono
(Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Kagoshima University Graduate
School of Medical and Dental Sciences)

PS-76

A case of sinonasal Ewing’s sarcoma
Tomoharu Suzuki1, Ryuji Yasumatsu1, Torahiko Nakashima1, Shuji Arita2,
Takashi Nakagawa1, Hidetaka Yamamoto3, Yoshinao Oda3
(1Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Kyushu
University, 2Department of Hematology, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Kyushu
University, 3Department of pathology, Graduate School of Medical Sciences, Kyushu
University)

PS-77

Clinical analysis of 47 cases of extrapulmonary head and neck tuberculosis
Sachimi Okamoto, Hiroyoshi Iguchi
(Department of Otolaryngology and Head&Neck Surgery,Osaka City University)

PS-78

A case report of advanced infantile fibromatosis involving masseter muscle and mandible.
Megumi Kishimoto1,2, Seiji Kishimoto2, Tsutomu Nomura2,3, Atsushi Ochi2, Shin-ichi Ishimoto1
(1JR Tokyo General Hospital, 2Kameda Medical Center, 3Saitama Medical Center, Saitama
Medical University)

PS-79

Five cases of otitis media with ANCA-associated vasculitis (OMAAV) with hypertrophic
pachymeningitis
Haruyuki Ichikawa, Kan Kishibe, Kenichiro Nomura, Tomohiko Michizuka, Miki Takahara,
Akihiro Katada, Tatsuya Hayashi, Yasuaki Harabuchi
(Asahikawa Medical University, Department of Otolaryngology-Head And Neck Surgery)

PS-80

Several examinations concerning unknown primary origin tumors in our institution
Hiroyuki Maeda, Shinya Agena, Sen Matayoshi, Takuya Yamashiro, Takayuki Uehara,
Yukashi Yamashita, Hitoshi Hirakawa, Mikio Suzuki
(Graduate School of Medicine, University of the Ryukyus)

PS-81

Postoperative complications in skull base surgery for nasal and paranasal malignant tumors
involving skull base
Masanori Teshima1, Hirotaka Shinomiya1, Naoki Otsuki1, Hidehito Kimura2,
Kazunobu Hashikawa3, Eiji Koumura2, Ken-ichi Nibu1
(1Department of Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, Kobe University
Hospital, 2Department of Neurosurgery, Kobe University Hospital, 3Department of Plastic
Surgery, Kobe University Hospital)
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PS-82

Comparison of acute toxicities associated with cetuximab based bioradiotherapy and TS-1
based chemoradiotherapy after TPF induction chemotherapy
Kei Ashizawa, Tomokazu Matsuoka, Motohiro Moriyama, Keisuke Masuyama
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology University of Yamanashi)

PS-83

Prognostic value of ALDH polymorphism in Japanese patients with oropharyngeal cancer
Hirotaka Shinomiya, Hitomi Shinomiya, Naoki Otsuki, Ken-ichi Nibu
(Kobe University Hospital Department of otolaryngology head and neck surgery)

PS-84

Prognostic significance of HPV status in locoregionally advanced oropharyngeal carcinoma
treated with radiotherapy alone.
Hidenori Inohara, Takahiro Michiba, Yoshifumi Yamamoto, Hironori Cho
(Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Osaka University Faculty of
Medicine)

PS-85

Laryngeal Suspention for Advanced Oral Cancer Subtotal Mandiblectomy
Takeshi Sato, Ai Hirano, Jun Oota, Ryo Ishi, Kazutaka Kashima, Kazuya Arakawa,
Ayako Nakanome, Kengo Kato, Takenori Ogawa, Kenichi Watanabe, Yukio Katori
(Department of Otolaryngology -Head and Neck Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate
School of Medicine.)

PS-86

A Case Report of Late-Onset Dysphagia Caused by Severe Spastic Peristalsis of a Free
Jejunal Graft
Takayuki Imai1, Takahiro Goto2, Korekiyo Kurosawa2, Yukinori Asada1, Sinkichi Morita1,
Syun Wakamori1
(1Department of Head and Neck Surgery, Miyagi Cancer Center, 2Department of Plastic
Surgery, Miyagi Cancer Center)

PS-87

Experience of Venous Malformation in Pediatric Neck with Stratified Calcification
Keisuke Yoshihama, Noriko Morimoto, Kae Fujii, Manabu Komori
(Department of Otolaryngology, National Center for Child Health and Development)

PS-88

Surgical approach to the tonsil cancer in the era of HPV infection
Yongsug Choi, Kwang-Jae Cho, Min-Sik Kim
(The Catholic University of Korea)

PS-89

Intraoral therapy for sialolithiasis in the submandibular gland or at the junction of the duct
and the gland
Ayako Ino1, Keisuke Okubo2, Mizuno Sakai3, Yuichi Ikari4, Masatsugu Mitsuhashi2
(1Department of Otolaryngology, Kawasaki Municipal Ida Hospital, 2Department of
Otolagyngology, Sanokousei General Hospital, 3Department of Otolagyngology, Nasu Red
Cross Hospital, 4Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Keio University
School of Medicine)
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Head and neck: Basic researches
PS-90

Visualization of nerve fibers in the head and neck region using a 9.4 T microscopic magnetic
resonance (MR) diffusion tensor imaging with tractography
Shin Saito1, Hiroyuki Ozawa1, Masato Fujioka1, Keigo Hikishima2, Junichi Hata3,
Sho Kurihara4, Hiroki Oota5, Yoshinori Kawai6, Hiromi Kojima4, Hirotaka James Okano7,
Kaoru Ogawa1
(1Dpt. of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, School of Medicine, Keio
University, 2Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology, 3Dpt. of Physiology, School of
Medicine, Keio University, 4Dpt. of Otorhnolaryngology, Jikei University School of
Medicine, 5Dpt. of Vascular Surgery, Jikei University School of Medicine, 6Dpt. of Anatomy,
Jikei University School of Medicine, 7Dpt. of Regenerative Medicine, Jikei University School
of Medicine)

PS-91

A Case of Primary Submandibular Gland Oncocytic Carcinoma
Kunihiko Tokashiki, Ray Motohashi, Kazuhiro Nakamura, Kiyoaki Tsukahara
(Depertment of Otorhinolaryngology, Tokyo Medical University)

PS-92

Role of Nanog in the radioresistance of head and neck cancer
Sei Young Lee
(Chung-Ang University Hospital)
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Luncheon Seminars
Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 12:25-13:15 / Hall-1
Chairperson: Yoshitaka Okamoto (Chiba University, Japan)
Sponsor: Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma Corporation, Japan and DONG-A ST, Korea
Luncheon1-1

Evidence for the efficacy of antihistamine agents against pollen allergy
Kimihiro Okubo
Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology, Nippon Medical School, Japan

Luncheon1-2

Prevalence, risk factors and comorbidities of allergic rhinitis in Korea
Dong-Young Kim
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University
College of Medicine, Korea

Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 12:25-13:15 / Hall-2
Chairperson: Michael Urban (Team Leader Technology Assessment Business Unit Vibrant MED-EL Headquarters, Innsbruck, Austria)
Sponsor: MED-EL Japan Co., Ltd.
Luncheon2-1

Overview of the VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE® and surgical considerations
Isabell Gehring
Clinical Support Specialist, VIBRANT MED-EL Headquarters, Austria

Luncheon2-2

Outcomes with the Vibrant SOUNDBRIDGE®
Michael Urban
Team Leader Technology Assessment Business Unit Vibrant MED-EL Headquarters,
Austria

Luncheon2-3

Round Window Vibropolasty; Indicaitons & Audiological Benefits
Jae Young Choi
Yonsei University, Korea

Day-1 : Mar. 29 (Tue.) 12:25-13:15 / Hall-3
Chairperson: Takahiro Asakage (Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Japan)
Sponsor: TAIHO PHARMACEUTICAL Co., Ltd.
Luncheon3		

Roles of Chemotherapy in Head and Neck Cancer
Kiyoaki Tsukahara
Department of Otolaryngology, Tokyo Medical University, Japan
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Keynote Lecture
Mar. 29 (Tue.) 8:45－9:30 Main-Hall

Robotic Head and Neck Surgery; Past, Present, and Future
Kyung Tae＊
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, College of Medicine, Hanyang University, Korea
As in various other surgical fields, the use of surgical robot in head and neck surgery is becoming popular to minimize surgical
morbidity and improve cosmesis by avoiding a visible neck scar. Transoral robotic surgery (TORS) using the da Vinci surgical
system is gaining acceptance as a minimally invasive alternative to classical open surgery for patients with early head and
neck cancer. There have also been attempts to minimize or hide visible neck scars by using a remote site incision such as an
axillary, breast, anterior chest, or facelift incision, in surgery of the thyroid, parathyroid, or submandibular gland and of a
benign neck mass. Robotic thyroidectomy is becoming popular. The application of the da Vinci Surgical System offers many
advantages over traditional endoscopic thyroidectomy including improved surgical ergonomics and surgical dexterity. Since
2005, we have been performing endoscopic and robotic thyroidectomy by a gasless unilateral axillary (GUA) or axillo-breast
(GUAB) approach and postauricular facelift approach for benign and malignant tumors of thyroid. The most significant
advantages of robotic thyroidectomy by GUA/GUAB approach are the excellent post-operative cosmesis and better
postoperative voice function.
Furthermore robotic neck surgery has been extended to lateral neck dissection. Most endoscopic or robotic neck dissection
via a transaxillary or breast approach has been performed for thyroid cancer. Recently modified or postauricular facelift
approaches, have been developed for comprehensive and selective neck dissection in head and neck cancer. Also, the surgical
robot for ear and sinonasal surgery is under research and it will be available in the clinic sooner or later.
In this lecture, I would like to present the overview and current status of TORS, robotic thyroidectomy and advanced
technique of robotic neck dissection, and other robotic surgery in ENT field. I will also discuss the future direction of robotic
head and neck surgery.
＊

Corresponding Author: Kyung Tae (kytae@hanyang.ac.kr)
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Invited Lecture
Mar. 29 (Tue.) 9:30－10:15 Main-Hall

Identification of Progenitor Cells in the Cochlea: Lgr5-positive Supporting Cells
Albert Edge＊
Harvard Medical School, USA, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, USA
Guest Professor, Graduate School of Medicine, Keio University Graduate Schools, Japan
Wnt signaling is required for the differentiation of hair cells during embryogenesis. Wnt stimulates otic progenitors to express
transcription factor, Atoh1, which is required for hair cell development. Lgr5, a downstream target of the Wnt pathway and a
protein that marks intestinal epithelial stem cells, is expressed in Lgr5-positive cells that gave rise to hair cells based on
lineage tracing. Lgr5 continued to be expressed in the postnatal cochlea in a specific subset of supporting cells. In vitro
analysis showed that Lgr5-positive cells had distinct phenotypes from the other (Sox2-positive) supporting cells and
differentiated to hair cells at a higher rate, consistent with these cells playing a role as hair cell progenitors. The in vitro
studies also showed that hair cells did not differentiate from Lgr5-negative cells. In contrast to the limited ability to replace
damaged cells in adult vestibular and auditory organs, cochlear cells from the neonatal mouse showed a capacity for hair cell
replacement following ototoxic damage. Hair cell replacement in neonatal ears was due to supporting cell transdifferentiation
to hair cells, directly, or after cell division in a spontaneous response to damage, without pharmacological intervention. The
response to damage was accompanied by Wnt release and was blocked by inhibition of Wnt signaling. Both cell division and
hair cell differentiation were increased by treatment with an inhibitor of gamma-secretase. Based on lineage tracing,
upregulation of Wnt signaling in the newborn inner ear, even in the absence of damage, specifically targeted the Lgr5expressing cells, leading to proliferation, and the cells transdifferentiated to hair cells. New hair cells were found predominantly
in the area between inner and outer hair cells and had characteristics of outer hair cells. These data suggest that manipulation
of signaling pathways increases regeneration of hair cells and that Lgr5-positive cells act as hair cell progenitors in the
cochlea.
＊

Corresponding Author: Albert Edge (Albert_Edge@MEEI.HARVARD.EDU)
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Special Lecture
Mar. 30 (Wed.) 8:30－9:15 Main-Hall

Bell’s Palsy and Ramsay Hunt Syndrome: Past, Present and Future
Shingo Murakami＊
Nagoya City University Medical School, Japan
Bell’s palsy and Ramsay Hunt syndrome (RHS) were named after demise of Sir Charles Bell (1774-1842) and James Ramsay
Hunt (1874-1937), respectively. Recent research clarified that RMS is caused by varicella zoster virus (VZV) and Bell’s palsy is
mostly by herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1). Both diseases are differentiated by combination of, with or without herpetic
eruption on the pinna and vestibulocochlear dysfunction, such as hearing loss and vertigo. However, there are several
discrepancies between clinical diagnosis and the cause of disease. For example, 8%-25% of Bell’s patients are caused by VZV,
which is so called herpes zoster without vesicle or zoster sine herpete (ZSH). Then, should we call these patients as clinical
Bell’s palsy or as VZV’s facial palsy?
Therapeutic treatment of Bell’s palsy and RHS has been changed dramatically in recent two decades. However it is still
debating if the usage of the antiviral agents along with systemic steroid is beneficial. Also, another debate is still running on
the surgical approach for the facial nerve decompression, that is, transmastoid approach or middle cranial fossa approach or
the combination of the both.
In the present lecture, evidence based medical treatment with the use of steroid and antiviral agents, and the effects of total
decompression of the facial nerve will be addressed. The possibility for prevention of facial palsy using varicella or zoster
vaccine is also discussed as future management of RHS.
＊

Corresponding Author: Shingo Murakami (murakami@med.nagoya-cu.ac.jp)
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SY-1 Mar. 29 (Tue.) 10:30－12:15 Hall-1
SY-2 Mar. 29 (Tue.) 10:30－12:15 Hall-2
SY-3 Mar. 29 (Tue.) 10:30－12:15 Hall-3
SY-4 Mar. 29 (Tue.) 15:00－16:45 Hall-1
SY-5 Mar. 29 (Tue.) 15:00－16:45 Hall-2
SY-6 Mar. 29 (Tue.) 15:00－16:30 Hall-3
SY-7 Mar. 30 (Wed.) 10:15－12:00 Hall-1
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SY-9 Mar. 30 (Wed.) 9:30－10:45 Hall-3
SY-10 Mar. 30 (Wed.) 10:45－12:00 Hall-3

1. Regeneration in Otology

Mar. 29 (Tue.)
10:30-12:15
Hall-1

SY1-1

Latent progenitors cells as potential regulators for tympanic membrane regeneration
Yun-Hoon Choung＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Ajou University School of Medicine, Korea
Tympanic membrane (TM) perforation, in particular chronic otitis media, is one of the most common clinical problems in the
world and can present with sensorineural healing loss. Here, we explored an approach for TM regeneration where the latent
progenitor or stem cells within TM epithelial layers may play an important regulatory role. We showed that potential TM
stem cells present highly positive staining for epithelial stem cell markers and are present at low levels in all areas of normal
TM tissue. Additionally, they are present at high levels in perforated TMs, especially in proximity to the holes, regardless of
acute or chronic status, suggesting that TM stem cells may be a potential factor for TM regeneration. Finally, we propose a
new therapy using stem cell growth factors for chronic TM regeneration. We developed an insulin-like growth factor-binding
protein-releasing chitosan patch to promote TM stem cell growth toward TM regeneration in the chronic TM perforation
model. Complete regeneration resulting in an intact TM occurred in 43.8% of chronically perforated animals; healing was
dependent on perforation size in that small lesions (<50% area) were resolved in 66.7% of cases. Our study suggests that latent
TM stem cells could be potential regulators of regeneration, which provides a new insight into this clinically important process
and a potential target for new therapies for chronic otitis media and other eardrum injuries.
＊

Corresponding Author: Yun-Hoon Choung (yhc@ajou.ac.kr)
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SY1-2

A MSCs-laden polycaprolactone/collagen scaffold for bone tissue regeneration (mastoid
obliteration)
Chul Ho Jang＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Chonnam National University Medical School, Korea
A mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)-laden scaffold was designed for use in mastoid obliteration. The scaffold consisted of
polycaprolactone (PCL) micro/nanofibres, collagen, and cell-laden alginate struts, and was fabricated using a centrifugal meltspinning, dip-coating, and bioprinting process. As a control, cell-free scaffolds containing the same material composition were
used. Both scaffolds were assessed for their abilities to promote osteogenic activities after mastoid obliteration. In vivo mastoid
obliteration was performed using guinea pigs that were divided into two groups: those for which the cell-laden scaffold was
used and those for which the control scaffold was used. The results revealed that the cell-laden scaffold provided more rapid
and broader osteogenesis than the control scaffold. Images obtained by micro-computed tomography and fluorescence
microscopy showed that the acceleration of early new bone formation in the cell-laden scaffold was due to the release of
osteogenic growth factors and stimulation of the migration and differentiation of host osteoprogenitors caused by MSCs.
＊

Corresponding Author: Chul Ho Jang (chulsavio@hanmail.net)
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Possibility of auditory hair cell regeneration
Yong-Ho Park＊
Chungnam National University, Korea
In mammals, auditory hair cells cannot replace after development and known that will not regenerate one they are lost.
Therefore, sensorineural hearing loss associated with missing hair cells is permanent. Recently outstanding reports were
revealed that possibilities of hair cell regeneration with various pathways such as Notch and Wnt which known has an
important role during development. Nonetheless, hearing is not possible only with intact hair cells and connected neural
tissues are more important. In this session, I would like to review the recent studies about auditory hair cell regeneration and
also suggest future directions in this field.
＊

Corresponding Author: Yong-Ho Park (parkyh@cnu.ac.kr)
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Stem cells in the inner ear and stem cells to the inner ear
Kazuo Oshima＊
Osaka Rosai Hospital, Department of Otolaryngology and Head & Neck Surgery, Japan
Being unable to restore damaged inner ear cells, usually hair cells and spiral ganglion cells, is one of the major reasons why
sensorineural hearing loss is considered incurable or at best hard to cure.
Recent progress in stem cell technology gives rise to new possibilities for the treatment of deafness. Two approaches have
been investigated: intrinsic and extrinsic. The former implies inducing differentiation of endogenous stem cells in the cochlea
into novel hair cells, and the latter refers to introducing exogenous cells into the inner ear to replace damaged cells related to
hearing.
Why can’t mammals restore lost or damaged hair cells, while non-mammalian vertebrates can? This question has long
motivated researchers, including me, to investigate the existence of intrinsic stem cells in the mammalian inner ear. In 2003,
our group demonstrated that isolated cells from adult mouse utricles proliferate and form spheres retaining multipotent stem
cells that can differentiate into multiple cell types including functional hair cells. Followingly, in 2007, we also showed that
sphere-forming cells were isolated from neonatal cochleae of mice that differentiated into hair cell-like cells. These studies
partially answered the question: inner ear stem cells practically exist, but they are only present in limited time frames and
places.
Meanwhile, the very first step to realize clinical and basic approaches for deafness using extrinsic stem cells should be to
establish a method to differentiate extrinsic stem cells into functional hair cells. In 2010, we demonstrated that a stepwise
protocol which mimics early embryonic ear development can drive mouse ESCs and iPSCs towards a hair cell fate, and more
recently, in 2014, human ESCs into hair cell-like cells.
I will discuss the present and future status of stem cell research in the inner ear field, focusing on the two abovementioned
directions, with hints of historical reviews.
＊

Corresponding Author: Kazuo Oshima (oshimakgm@gmail.com)
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SY1-5

Cochlear disease modeling and drug discovery by using human iPSC-based technologies
Masato Fujioka＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery School of Medicine, Keio University, Japan
The technology of iPSCs offers platforms for investigating pathophysiology and development of drugs in various diseases.
Particularly, disease modeling using patient-derived iPSCs has an advantage in recapitulating phenotypes of human disease
cells that cannot be observed in other animals (e.g. rodents) due to the species gap. We have been investigating the
physiology/ pathophysiology of monogenic, bilateral, gradual but fluctuating deafness using iPSC technology for understanding
intractable cochlear sensorineural hearing loss.
Pendred syndrome (PDS) /DFNB4 is the most frequent syndromic form of deafness, involves bilateral progressive hearing
loss, enlargement of vestibular sac and a thyroid goiter. Mutations in the Slc26A4 gene are known as primarily causes of PDS/
DFNB4, yet the pathophysiology of progression in the deafness remains unrevealed due to the lack of disease model that
recapitulate the symptom: Knock-out mouse models could only represented malformation phenotypes and failed to recapitulate
progressive hearing loss. Knock-in mouse model did not represent any phenotype. The unknown factors that have been
predicted by clinical reports to determine the severity and the progression of this condition remain undetermined and
therefore PDS is still intractable.
To examine the unknown pathophysiology and treatments of PDS, we generated PDS patient-derived human cochlear cells
via iPSCs. The results reveal a novel degenerative phenotype of PDS and propose rational treatment strategy for progressive
hearing loss: Mutated proteins involve neurodegenerative phenotypes which result in the gradual decrease in the number of
cochlear cells, which may account for progression of deafness. Furthermore, using our iPSC-based in vitro model of the human
cochlea, we discovered drugs that ameliorate stress-induced apoptotic cell death.
We anticipate that the iPSC-based in vitro model may be useful for translational studies investigating the pathogenesis of
other forms of hereditary deafness, and idiopathic hearing loss, to identify new treatments for these conditions.
＊
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SY1-6

The new technology: canal wall up tympanoplasty with transplantation of tissueengineered cell sheets
Hiromi Kojima＊
Department of Oto-Rhino-Laryngology, Jikei University School of Medicine, Japan
Objectives: The likelihood of recurrent retraction and adhesion of newly formed tympanic membrane is high when normal
middle ear mucosa is extensively lost during intractable middle surgery. If rapid postoperative regeneration of the mucosa on
the exposed bone surface can be achieved, prevention of recurrent tympanic membrane adhesion and cholesteatoma formation
can be expected. The aim of this study was to develop a new method to transplant autologous cell-sheets to promote
postoperative regeneration of the middle ear mucosa.
Methods: We harvested 10-by-10-mm specimens of inferior turbinate mucosal tissue from the patient with aquired middle ear
cholesteaoma. Tissue-engineeed epithelial-cell sheets were fabricated ex vivo by culturing harvested cells for three weeks on
temperature-responsive culture dishes in a cell-processing center (CPC) according to good manufacturing practice guidelines.
After canal wall up tympanoplasty with mastoidectomy had been performed, sheets of cultured autologous cells that had been
harvested with a simple reduced-temperature treatment were transplanted directly into the exposed bone surface of middle
ear cavity from which normal mucosa had been defect.
Results: Autologous cell sheets were successfully transplanted to human middle ear. Postoperative tympanic membrane
findings showed that there was no retraction of tympanic membrane. Furthermore postoperative CT findings showed that
aeration were seen in attic and mastoid cavity where the cell sheet were transplanted. No recurrence of choleateatomas were
seen.
Conclusion: This is the first clinical study approved from the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare in Japan. Furthermore
this is a first-in-man study in the world that the cultured cells were transplanted to the human ear. This novel technology of
transplantation might be an effective alternative to the surgical operation on intractable otitis media in the near future.
＊
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2. Advanced Therapies in
Rhinology

Mar. 29 (Tue.)
10:30-12:15
Hall-2

SY2-1

Outcome of sublingual immunotherapy in patients with allergic rhinitis sensitive to
house dust mites
Seon-Tae Kim＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Gil Medical Center, School of Medicine, Gachon University, Korea
Sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) was recently developed and is widely used in Europe. SLIT has been reported to be welltolerated and effective for the treatment of allergic rhinitis (AR) and asthma in children, adults, and elderly patients. Several
systemic reviews indicate that the use of SLIT in patients with AR sensitive to house dust mites (HDMs) yielded significantly
lower symptom scores and better clinical outcomes. Recent studies support the use of SLIT as the first-choice treatment for
AR and asthma compared to medication and subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT). Nevertheless, conflicting results on the
efficacy of SLIT in patients with AR sensitive to HDMs have appeared, and no consensus has yet been formed in terms of the
basic treatment parameters (e.g., dose and duration) for HDMs-SLIT.
A large retrospective study demonstrated that HDM-SLIT was effective or very effective with reduction in medication scores
in 82% of 1,289 respiratory allergy patients after 2 years’ treatment. SLIT roughly halved the clinical scores at the end of the
first year, and the scores remained low over the second and third years of therapy. Most studies suggest that the effective
response can be persistent longer with longer duration of SLIT. These findings suggest that SLIT is recommend for more
than 3 years to maintain the longer period of effective response. SLIT is considered as an alternative to SCIT or
pharmacotherapy for children with AR; however, the efficacy of SLIT in children with AR sensitive to HDMs remains
controversial.
In conclusion, most SLIT studies have shown benefits in AR patients sensitive to HDMs. However, additional investigations
are essential in order to recommend HDM-SLIT as a primary treatment modality for AR patients sensitive to HDMs.
＊
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Eosinophilic Chronic Sinusitis：Diagnosis, Classification and Novel Treatment
Shigeharu Fujieda＊, Takahiro Tokunaga, Masafumi Sakashita, Takahiro Ninomiya, Yoshimasa Imoto,
Taiyo Morikawa, Kaori Tomita, Tetsuji Takabayashi
Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery, University of Fukui, Japan
Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is a common disease in Japan. Recently a new subtype of CRS has been increasing in Japan. CRS
of this subtype shows less response to standard treatment [endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS) and macrolide therapy] and a
higher tendency of recurrence. This subtype is classified by as eosinophilic CRS (ECRS), because strong eosinophil infiltration
is found in nasal polyps.
We analyzed 1716 cases that were treated with ESS and without systemic/topical corticosteroid. Refractory CRS required at
least ≧ 70 eosinophils per high power field (HPF) in nasal polyp. We established Japanese Epidemiological Survey of
Refractory Eosinophilic Chronic Rhinosinusitis (JESREC) scoring system for the diagnosis of ECRS. JESREC scoring system
consisted of disease sides, presence of NP, blood eosinophilia, and ethmoid sinuses dominant shadow of computed tomography
(CT) scan. The factors significantly associated with recurrence of disease were blood eosinophilia, ethmoid sinuses disease by
CT scan, bronchial asthma, aspirin intolerance and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs intolerance. CRSwNP was classified
into non-ECRS, mild ECRS, moderate ECRS and severe ECRS according to the algorithm. This classification for CRS was
significantly correlated with prognosis after ESS (Allergy 2015).
RNA expression of nasal polyps were analyzed by a next generation sequencer. We found high expression of two molecules
in nasal polyps of ECRS, compared to those of non-ECRS. The serum level of one molecule was strongly associated with
prognosis after ESS.
We also reported the excessive fibrin deposition in nasal polyps of ECRS by both acceleration of the coagulation cascade and
downregulation of fibrin degradation. Intake of a food called fermented soybeans (Natto) might be a critical care tool for the
treatment of ECRS as fibrin degradation.
＊
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Navigation-assisted endoscopic sinus surgery in Korea
Chang-Hoon Kim＊
Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea
Navigation-assisted surgery has played an important and expanding role in endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS) nowadays.
Although navigation is considered a valuable tool, its impact on the detailed parameters of navigation remains unclear. This
study presents the comparative analysis of navigation experienced in the Severance Hospital between December 2011 and
July 2014 with standard ESS cases. A total of 145 patients underwent image-guided endoscopic sinus surgery at Severance
hospital. We analyzed total 145 cases with parameters of basic demographic data, diagnosis, procedure, instrument setup time,
actual operation time, outcome and complications. To compare characteristics of IGS, a group of 145 patients underwent ESS
in 2011, before application of image-guided instrument, was analyzed as a control group using same parameters. The most
common diagnosis with image-guided ESS was chronic sinusitis (61.4%), followed by tumor (19.3%). Of all the tumors, inverted
papilloma (53.6%) was the most common, followed by maxillary sinus cancer (10.7%). Control group showed that 76.6% of cases
were chronic sinusitis, followed by tumor (9.7%). Number of revision cases was higher in image-guided ESS (37.2%) compared
to control group (21.4%). In image-guided ESS group, complications were observed in 5.5%. Complication rate in the control
group was 7.6%, slightly higher than image-guided group. Instrument setup time took 29.3 minutes in average, significantly
longer than control group (24.4 min). Actual operation time was also significantly longer in image-guided ESS cases (81.99 min),
compared to control (52.94 min). Image-guidance in ESS provides more accurate and secure skills, extending its indications and
reducing rate of complications, residual lesion or recurrence. If preoperative finding shows suspicious mass lesion, anatomical
variations or distortions due to previous operations, it would be safer and more efficient to use image-guidance during
operation, despite of longer operation time.
＊
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The transnasal endoscopic approach for extra-sinus; Advanced Endoscopic Sinus
Surgery
Mikiya Asako, Koichi Tomoda＊
Kansai Medical University Department of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery, Japan
Introduction
Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (ESS) technic show rapid progress in recent years. Many surgeons target the extra-sinonasal area
for ESS. Advanced ESS is now becoming more and more common technic. However, advanced ESS is becoming common, it is
still challenging area. The complicated anatomy determines the difficulty of advanced ESS.
objectives
Evaluate advanced technic of ESS for extra-sinonasal area.
methods
This is the serial case reports describe the advanced ESS technic.
results
We performed turbinate preserving endonasal medial maxillectomy (Swing Method) for the entire maxillary area such as T3
inverted papilloma case. Swing method is also suitable for making corridor for trans-maxillary approach from pterygopalatine
fossa to the lateral recess of the sphenoid sinus. Trans-orbital approach, trans-clivus approach, trans-sphenoid surgery are
surgical corridor of consequence for advanced ESS.
conclusions
Advanced ESS provide a clue to minimally invasive, but not a palliative procedure to the deep maxillofacial area as well as
skull base area.
＊
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Balloon sinuplasty: Our 1st year experience to Pediatric patients
Jong Sook Yi＊
Bundang CHA Medical Center, Korea
1. Introduction
balloon catheter sinus surgery (BCS) of the maxillary, frontal, and sphenoid sinuses to treat CRS was introduced in 2006 and
has been shown to be safe and effective in recent multicenter studies. It has also been used for CRS in children and has
increased the effectiveness of surgery from 50% with adenoidectomy alone to 80% when balloon dilation was performed. In
Korea, we launched BCS since 2014, and began to collect our data. To find natural ostium, both Seldinger technique (advance
the catheter by guide wire) of Acclarent and navigation system of Metronics are widely adopted. Although the method is
different, main principle widening of ostium by high pressure balloon is the same. Surely, pathogenesis of Chronic
rhinosinusitis is still unclear and the extent of surgery is still debating. However, ventilation and drainage is the first goal of
FESS and further technique for pathologic mucosa and osteitis should be considered after achieving these.
2. Operation technique
Injection points of local anesthesia (mixture of 1:100,000 epinephrine and 1% lidocaine) are same as ESS surgery. To access
each sinus ostium, mucosal shrinkage is necessary by 1:1,000 epinephrine soaked cotton pledget to mid meatus and sup meatus
for about 10 min. Inferior turbinate lateralization and mid turbinate medialization are often required for better surgical view.
Thickness and defect of skullbase should be checked by CT scan prior to surgery. Generally, 5mm balloon catheter is used for
Pediatric patients and 6mm for adults, and 7mm for revision cases. Balloon pressure has to be elevated slowly to 10-12Pr and
after several seconds of inflation, it is deflated. Same maneuver is repeated 2~3 times considering the outflow tract. After
widening of natural ostium, irrigation of sinus can be performed by catheter.
3. BCS for pediatric sinusitis
There are some difficulties in prescribing long-term antibiotic in CRS children in practice. Some of patients are refractory to
medical therapy despite of maximal efforts and many guardians of patients are not only tired of medication but also concerned
about the potential for developing bacterial drug resistance. Thus, stepwise treatment for the surgery is necessary in those
cases. I’d like to report my 1 year experience of BCS in Pediatric sinusitis patients.
＊
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Outside-in frontal drill out technique for endoscopic frontal sinus and skull base
surgery
Satoru Kodama＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Oita University Faculty of Medicine, Japan
Draf type III frontal sinusotomy, or endoscopic modified Lothrop procedure (EMLP), is an endoscopic extended frontal sinus
surgery to treat recalcitrant rhinosinusitis, frontal sinus mucoceles, and frontal sinus tumors. Wide opening frontal sinus by
Draf type III is also an important step in the endoscopic anterior skull base surgery. The outside-in approach is a new surgical
concept of extended frontal sinus surgery and is a modified Draf type III to open the bilateral frontal sinus outside from the
frontal recess. The outside-in frontal drill-out technique emphasizes the early identification of the first olfactory neuron,
maximization of bone removal, and early identification of the skull base. In the present study, we describe the frontal drill-out
technique for frontal sinus diseases and anterior skull base tumors in the clinical and laboratory studies.
Thirteen patients, including 2 frontal sinusitis, 6 mucoceles, 2 inverted papillomas, 2 olfactory neuroblastomas, and 1
meningioma, underwent outside-in approaches. All cases were successfully treated by the outside-in approach. No
complications were observed postoperatively.
In addition, we investigated the usefulness of an artificial three dimensional (3D) head model with the detailed CT
information for the development in the surgical simulation for frontal sinus and anterior skull base surgeries. Endoscopic
endonasal surgery was performed as surgical training and education guided with a navigation system, according to the
surgical steps of the outside-in approach. Draf type III and the anterior skull base resection were successfully performed for
3D model.
The advantages of the outside-in approach include the following: it provides an unobstructed view, anatomic limits can be
identified early, bone removal is fast and efficient, it is safe, and it is a robust technique based upon fixed anatomical
landmarks. Surgical simulation using 3D models is a useful training method to learn the surgical steps and to gain the surgical
skills.
＊
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Recent Advances in Transoral Robotic Surgery (TORS)
Se-Heon Kim＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea
In order to reduce treatment-related morbidity and increase patients’ quality of life, robot-assisted surgery using the da Vinci
surgical robotic system (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, California) has been studied actively in the field of head and neck
surgery. Between April 2008 and December 2015, 250 patients who were diagnosed with oropharyngeal, hypopharyngeal and
laryngeal cancer underwent TORS for the removal of primary lesions. Both our data and many references showed that
oncologic and functional results of TORS were quite acceptable for treatment of oropharyngeal, hypopharyngeal, and
supraglottic cancer. Nowadays, TORS is a valid treatment for selected patients with advanced laryngo-pharyngeal cancer.
Recently, (from Dec. 2014) as the world's first prospective trial, we applied the new robotic surgical system (da Vinci Xi
system) to TORS. The new surgical robotic system has been upgraded in all respects. The telescope and camera were
incorporated into one system, with a digital end-mounted camera that provides crystal-clear 3 dimensional(3D) vision.
Overhead boom rotation allows multi-quadrant access without axis limitation, with up to 171 degrees of rotation in both the
clockwise and counterclockwise directions. The arms are now thinner and longer with ‘Grab and Move’ movements for easy
adjustments. The patient clearance button allows for the pitch motion of the second joint from 90(Si) to 120(Xi) degrees,
dramatically reducing external collisions. The new robotic system has made revolutionary improvements for docking,
targeting, and operating procedures better than previous systems. This system shows the potential to become a new surgical
tool for TORS in the future.
＊
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Transoral Videolaryngoscopic Surgery (TOVS) for laryngopharyngeal cancers
Akihiro Shiotani＊
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, National Defense Medical College, Japan
Introduction
We developed a novel easy-to-use endoscopic transoral surgical environment for laryngopharyngeal cancers that combines a
distending laryngoscope, rigid high-definition endoscope, and surgical forceps for laparoscopic surgery. This environment
provides a wider field of view, which makes it possible to operate with both hands and perform transoral en bloc resection
without tracheostomy. We named this surgery "Transoral Videolaryngoscopic Surgery (TOVS)" and here report its technique,
oncologic and functional outcomes
Surgical technique
Under general anesthesia with oral endotracheal intubation, the most appropriate surgical view was obtained using an FK(WO) retractor (Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) or a Weerda distending laryngoscope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen,
Germany). Endoeye Flex rigid endoscope (Olympus Medical Systems), which has a flexible part at its tip, or a laryngeal rigid
endoscope with a high-definition camera (Karl Storz) was used for monitoring. The tumor was resected en bloc using 3-mmdiameter laparoscopic surgical instruments (Karl Storz) bimanually while watching the video images on the monitor. Open
neck dissections were performed for node-positive patients.
Oncologic and functional outcomes
Since 2004, TOVS has been performed in totally 141 laryngopharyngeal cancer cases. For supraglottic and hypopharyngeal
cancers, the 5-year overall and disease-specific survival and laryngeal preservation rates were 81 %, 98 % and 96%,
respectively. For oropharyngeal cancer, the 5-year overall and disease-specific survival were 85 % and 94%. The patients’
FOSS stages were 0–2 in 91.3 % of the cases and 3 or 4 in 8.7 % of the cases.
Conclusions
TOVS made it possible to perform a safe and reliable transoral en bloc resection for T1-T3 laryngopharyngeal, cancers with
satisfactory oncological and functional outcomes, indicating that it could be one of the minimally invasive treatment options for
these cancers. TOVS may also be an easy-to-use and low-cost alternative surgical environment for robotic surgery.
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Transoral Laser Surgery for Early Glottic Cancer : technique, oncologic and voice
outcomes
Kang Dae Lee＊
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kosin University Gospel Hospital, Korea
Treatment modalities of early-stage glottic carcinoma include transoral laser microsurgery (TLM), external transcervical
surgery, and external radiation therapy. In many centers, TLM has been accepted as a major treatment modality for early
glottic carcinoma (T1, T2), with well-known advantages over radiation therapy (RT) and open partial laryngeal surgery.
Moreover, patients offered all treatment options for early laryngeal cancer with unbiased information preferred TLM. Such a
preference seems quite obvious considering the advantages of low morbidity, good functional results, lower costs, and shorter
hospital stay without significant differences in local control or survival compared to other modalities. However, debate remains
on the indications for TLM when the tumor extends to adjacent subsites such as the anterior commissure, and varying
oncologic outcomes have been reported in these cases. In addition, even various studies have demonstrated the oncologic
safety and advantages of TLM, there is still controversy over TLM versus radiation therapy as the optimal treatment method
due to the voice outcome. In this presentation we will focus on the technique of laser surgery, voice and oncologic outcome,
and some controvertial issues for glottic cancers.
＊
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The indication and limit of transoral surgery for laryngo-pharyngeal cancer
Taro Sugimoto＊, Takahiro Asakage
Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Department of Head and Neck Surgery, Japan
Head and neck cancers are generally diagnosed as advanced stage tumors at initial consultation. However, they can be found
in earlier stages using video endoscopy with narrow band imaging (NBI). Thus, the treatment modalities for head and neck
cancer are currently changing in Japan. In this paper, we focus on the indication and limit of transoral surgery for pharyngolaryngeal cancer.
We performed transoral resection for pharyngo-laryngeal cancer using the curved distending laryngoscope to assure a wide
surgical field. Transoral partial pharyngo-laryngectomy was carried out using an electrode knife and curved or straight
forceps with a flexible upper GI endoscope. Using this endoscope in addition to iodine staining, we were able to clearly detect
the horizontal surgical margin based on a close observation in the early stage of the disease. We also injected saline containing
indigo carmine and epinephrine through a long endoscopic injector with a small needle at the tip under the guidance of a
hollow malleable metal pipe to detect the deep surgical margin. Thus the tumor can be resected en bloc preserving the intact
nerves, including the branch of the superior laryngeal nerve and recurrent nerve. We have used this technique in over 200
cases of newly diagnosed untreated T1 or T2 N0 pharyngo-laryngeal cancer. Many cases of early-stage pharyngo-laryngeal
cancer without neck metastasis can be treated without postoperative radiotherapy. The overall survival rate was over 90%. In
almost all cases, the larynx and oral intake were preserved. However, in some cases we failed to preserve the larynx of the
patient to control the cancer.
We would like to show the outcome of transoral surgery and the example of these failed cases and discuss the indication and
limit of transoral surgery for pharyngo-laryngeal cancer.
＊
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Surgical treatment and Prognostic aspect of Sinonasal Cancer
Young Soo Rho＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Ilsong Memorial Head and Neck - Thyroid Cancer Hospital,
Hallym University Medical Center, Korea
Sinonasal cancers account for less than 1% of all malignancies and comprise 3% of all head and neck malignancies. The most
common malignant neoplasm in the sinuses and nose is squamous cell carcinoma, which accounts for 70% of these neoplasms.
Most of these arise in the maxillary antrum, and only 10% to 30% occur in the nasal cavity or maxillary sinus. Maxillary
cancer shows poor prognosis because most cases are diagnosed at a locally advanced stage.
It is well known the surgery is primary treatment for sinonasal malignancies. Adjunctive irradiation and/or chemoradiatioin
has resulted in improved locoregional control and increased survival rates. The goal of surgical resection is to remove the
cancer en bloc, with clear margin devoid of neoplastic cells. For maxillary sinus neoplasms, maxillectomy is a standard surgical
procedure. Neoplasms involving the ethmoid, frontal, or sphenoid sinuses may require a craniofacial approach because of
suggestive invasion into the skull base.
The proximity of the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses to the adjacent structures including the orbit, dura, brain, cranial
nerves, and carotid arteries mandates careful radiologic and neurologic evaluations throughout the course of the disease.
Surgical advances now permit complex tumor removal and reconstruction surrounding these structures resulting in functional
and cosmetic improvements when compared to earlier techniques.
A retrospective study was conducted with 78 patients who received maxillectomy for treatment of maxillary cancer. We
analyzed clinical and pathological parameters such as T stage, N stage, pathology, differentiation and local invasion structures
surrounding maxillary sinus to find prognostic factor in maxillary cancer. 57 male and 21 female patients were enrolled. Mean
age was 59 years old. The pathology was squamous cell carcinoma in 67 cases and non-SCC in 11 cases. 5-year overall survival
rate was 60.4% and 5-year disease-specific survival rate was 70.5%. Among 78 cases, NED state was in 50 cases and death due
to cancer progress was in 20 cases. When using Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, the cases with nodal metastasis, infratemporal
fossa invasion and periorbit invasion had statistically significant poor survival rate (p<0.05)
In conclusion, maxillary cancer with node positive, infratemporal fossa invasion and periorbit invasion showed poor prognosis
when compared to other cases. In these cases, more aggressive surgical resection and post-operative adjuvant therapy might
be needed.
＊
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Transoral surgeries for superficial hypopharyngeal cancers
Meijin Nakayama＊, Chikatoshi Katada, Shunsuke Miyamoto, Tabito Okamoto, Yutomo Seino, Koichi Kano
Kitasato University School of Medicine, Japan
Cancer of hypopharynx is one of the head and neck cancers with poor prognosis. For years, it has been a major issue for
surgeons and oncologists to develop a novel technique to detect hypopharyngeal cancers at an early stage and to treat the
lesions in a less invasive manner. The advent of the Narrow Band Imaging system combined endoscopy and various
endoscopic approaches were historical and have shed light on the new era of the minimum invasive management of superficial
cancers in hypopharynx.
We have chronologically introduced three endoscopic approaches, Endoscopic Mucosal Resction (EMR), Endoscopic
Submucosal Dissection (ESD), and Endoscopic Laryngo-Pharyngeal Surgery (ELPS). In this presentation, we focused on the
clinical outcomes, advantages and limitations of each procedure.
We have treated 30 patients (42 procedures) via transoral pharyngectmies between June 2006 and May 2012. The two and
five-year local control rates were 92.8% and 83.5%. The two and five-year overall survival rates were 82.1%. Tracheotomy
was performed in nine of 42 (21%) patients. Three patients developed local recurrence and were subsequently controlled by
additional transoral pharyngectomies.
EMR, ESD, and ELPS transoral pharyngectomies are useful procedures for treating superficial hypopharyngeal cancers. EMR
manifested the least invasiveness and may be beneficial for resecting small superficial lesions, ESD may be advantageous for
patients with difficult laryngopharyngeal exposure, and ELPS have showed the optimal effectiveness and minimal
complications and can be applied to most the hypopharyngeal sub-sites. Hybrid pharyngectomy by combining ESD and ELPS
is useful in treating hypoparyngeal cancer extended to cervical esophagus. In these procedures, a high level of technical skill
and close collaboration between otolaryngologists and gastroenterologists is the key to success.
＊
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Effects of Hearing Aids for Tinnitus Patients with Sudden Unilateral Sensorineural
Hearing Loss
Seiichi Shinden＊
Saiseikai Utsunomiya Hospital, Japan
Sudden unilateral sensorineural hearing loss (SSHL) is defined as the rapid or sudden loss of hearing with no identifiable cause.
SSHL is often accompanied by tinnitus that can affect quality of life. Recently hearing aids are commonly used for tinnitus
management. Some studies have reported that hearing aids provide benefits for tinnitus patients with bilateral hearing loss,
but little research exists regarding their effectiveness for tinnitus patients with SSHL. The objective of this study was to
examine the effect of hearing aids for tinnitus patients with SSHL.
Forty three participants (mean age of 60 years, ranging from 37 to 72) completed the study. There were 28 females (65%) and
15 males (35%). Average hearing levels in the affected ear were between 30 to 88dBHL (average: 58dBHL), and 6 to 25dBHL
(average 16dBHL) in the unaffected ear. The durations of the disease ranged from 2 months to 300 months (with a median
time of 24 months).
Counselling and information for patients was provided by doctors and audiologists with extensive experience in tinnitus
management. All hearing aids were optimized for amplification according to the half gain rule.
Patients were seen on a relatively frequent basis, with most patients receiving weekly counselling and treatment.
Before the start of treatment, patients had an average Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI) score of 53 ± 23. Six months after
treatment began, all patients showed reduced THI scores, with a final average of 12 ± 12. A majority of patients showed
significant reductions, with most patients exhibiting a final THI score under 20 (p<0.001).
The decrease of afferent input caused by SSHL could induce tinnitus connected to central neural changes. The effectiveness
can be explained with the plastic reorganization of the central auditory nervous system due to this treatment.
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Tinnitus Retraining Therapy
Il Woo Lee＊
Pusan National University, Korea
Tinnitus is a subjective symptom and there are many therapeutic trials for tinnitus. Tinnitus Retraining Therapy (TRT) is
relatively new therapeutic method which is based on the neurophysiological model as a basic concept of tinnitus. The primary
goal of TRT is habituation of reactions evoked by tinnitus and TRT consists of directive counseling and sound therapy.
Habituation could be achieved by directive counseling by reclassification of tinnitus signal to the category of neutral stimuli.
Sound therapy provides an enhanced sound background which could decrease the strength of tinnitus by increasing the level
of background neuronal activity. The concept and actual methods of TRT in clinic will be discussed and the result of TRT in
Pusan National University Yangsan Hospital (PNUYH) presented.
The TRT session in PNUYH clinic consists of thirty to sixty minute’s directive counseling class and sound therapy. We use
Power PointR file presenting with PC monitor to explain basic concept and mechanism of the tinnitus based on
neurophysiologic model of tinnitus. Self-made allegories were used for easier explanation of a person suffering tinnitus; noisy
boy in the restaurant, mother of infant, et cetera Four hundred and five patients were treated with TRT from June, 2009 to
September, 2015 and we analyzed the results of TRT for these patients.
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New Grading System of Tinnitus and Medical Management
Mariko Takahashi＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery, Nagoya City University Medical School, Japan
Tinnitus is a condition in which patients have continuous sensation of sound in the ears or head although there is no external
sound. At least 10% of the population are have experienced tinnitus and 1-3% of these cases are severe. Prevalence of tinnitus
in Japan is relatively high; nonetheless, systematic treatment protocol has not been proposed. Therefore, the patients are often
kept away in outpatient clinics without adequate treatment.
Tinnitus Retraining Therapy (TRT) has recently been introduced. TRT is a therapeutic method based on the
neurophysiological model of tinnitus designed by Jastreboff, which consists of sound therapy and directive counseling.
However, tinnitus patients often suffer from depression, anxiety and/or insomnia, who need drug treatment, psychotherapy
and psychiatry treatment with the exception of TRT. In practice, we have treated patients with severe tinnitus using
antidepressants and/or psychotherapy. Hence, we have been proposing a new grading system for tinnitus and protocol of
systematic treatment considering tinnitus severity and psychological condition.
We classified tinnitus severity by 3 items: tinnitus state, mental state and catastrophic state. Tinnitus severity was evaluated
by Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI), mental state was evaluated by Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS),
catastrophic state was evaluated by the items in accordance with major depression criteria and catastrophic episode in
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV. We analyzed 82 cases of tinnitus patients who were treated
using new grading system of tinnitus over 6 months at the Department of otolaryngology, Nagoya city university hospital. We
observed improvement in THI scores 50.3 ± 22.5 points before treatment and 40.5 ± 20.0 after treatment, average of HADS
score is 12.9 ± 6.9 points before treatment and 11.3 ± 6.9 after treatment. We hope that this proposal of the tinnitus grading
system and management would be helpful for tinnitus treatment in clinics.
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Myoclinic Tinnitus: Diagnosis and Management Based on 12-yearExperience of
Tinnitus Clinic
Shi Nae Park＊, Woo Jin Kim, Sang Won Yeo
Department of Otohinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, College of Medicine, The
Catholic University of Korea
Backgound: Myoclinic tinnitus consists of tinnitus due to middle ear myoclonus, middle ear myoclonic tinnitus (MEMT) and
palatal myoclonic tinnitus (PMT). It is rare but can be curable which needs to be known well to many otologists. We reviewed
our own clinical experiences of MEMT and PMT in large case series.
Methods: One hundred and fifty patients diagnosed as MEMT and Forty eight patients diagnosed as PM tinnitus in a tinnitus
clinic of tertiary referral center from Jan 2003 to Dec 2015 were included in this study. Their medical records were
retrospectively reviewed to evaluate the clinical and audiologic characteristics and the therapeutic responses to conservative
management, botox injection and surgery.
Results: Patients with MEMT and PMT were relatively young with mean ages of 34.3 yrs and 29.9yrs, respectively and had
a tendency of female predominance. The most frequent nature of MEMT was crackling tinnitus whereas PMT was clicky
tinnitus. In children, MEMT associated with forceful eyelid closure were more frequently observed than in adults. Over 50%
of PMT accompanied with MEMT. Voluntary or involuntary myoclonic motion of the soft palate was observed in all of the
PMT patients. With medical therapy and counseling, more than 70% of patients exhibited complete or partial remission of
their tinnitus. Patients with intractable MEMT who underwent sectioning of the middle ear tendons (n=27) had very good
surgical outcomes with no remarkable complications. Botox injection of the soft palate in patients with intractable PMT(n=8)
showed complete remission of symptoms with acceptable short term complications.
Conclusion: Deep understanding of the clinical characteristics and therapeutic responses of myoclonic tinnitus will help to
diagnose and to treat the patients with these rare types of tinnitus. Surgical resection of middle ear tendons and botox
injection seem to be viable and safe treatment option for intractable MEMT and PMT.
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New vistas on the diagnosis and management of vascular tinnitus
Jae-Jin Song＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Korea
Tinnitus can be classified as either non-pulsatile subjective or pulsatile. Of them, vascular pulsatile tinnitus (VPT) is
produced from turbulent blood flow, which is transmitted directly to the inner ear. VPT has frequently been classified as
“objective tinnitus”. However, most cases of VPT are not easily recognizable or documentable by physicians. In response to
this, we developed a novel method of transcanal sound recording (TSR) and spectro-temporal analysis (STA) for the
objectification of VPT. By using this method, we were able to apply TSR/STA to post-treatment outcome evaluation as well
as pre-treatment objective diagnosis. The application of TSR/STA allowed for measurement and evaluation of VPT using
quantitative data. Furthermore, by analyzing the acoustic features of the recorded sound, it was possible to evaluate the
possible roles of the sound recordings and the analysis method in the initial differential diagnosis of VPT and the subsequent
choice of imaging modalities. In addition, the potential role of the TSR/STA method in the objective evaluation of treatment
outcomes in patients with VPT was shown by comparing pre- and post-treatment ear canal signals. In the first half of this
talk, the application of TSR/STA method and its results will be summarized. Also, features of pure tone audiometry in
patients with VPT, i.e., ipsi-lesional pseudo-low frequency hearing loss, will be introduced.
The second half of the talk will summarize the treatment outcomes of individual diseases resulting in VPT. First,
transmastoid sigmoid sinus (SS) resurfacing surgery for SS diverticulum and its results will be summarized. Second, SS
reshaping surgery for significantly dominant SS with/without bony dehiscence and its clinical outcome will be summarized.
Third, cases of dural arteriovenous fistula that presented with VPT and the treatment outcome will be shown.
＊
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Importance of Systemic examinations and Follow-up counseling.
Masafumi Nakagawa＊
IUHW Hospital, Japan
Base on my empirical experience, I had 262 cases of new patients in 2015 who had the more than mild hearing loss or
moderate or severe handicap in the daily lives and also live with the anxieties. However I had let only 40 patients to receive
TRT (4cases took Sound generator and 36 did hearing aids). And not surprisingly, only 3 patients had received CBT. It means
that the importance of tinnitus management should be performed as the systemic examinations and the follow-up counseling.
The lack of sound stimulation into the brain can be the major cause for the tinnitus alone. Our facing problem is the tinnitus
with anxieties, not the tinnitus alone. Tinnitus will be occurred with menopause, hyperthyroidism, sleep disorder, PTSD, postgastrectomy syndrome(vagus nerve disfunction) and even for the lack of exercise. When we will pay attentions for such a
condition of tinnitus sufferer and doing appropriate examinations and spending enough counseling time, then we can perform
more successful appointment without the subsequent doctor shopping. TRT is not the first choice, it is one of the options.
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Bone-conduction devices: Current status and functional gains by preoperative test-band
Hong Ju Park＊
Asan Medical Center, University of Ulsan College of Medicine, Korea
Bone-conduction hearing devices offer effective sound amplification for patients with mixed or conductive hearing loss or
single-sided deafness. The main advantage is that these devices bypass the middle ear, and stimulate the cochlea directly
therefore the sound signal is transmitted to cochlear nerve. Percutaneous systems depend on an implanted titanium screw
with an abutment on which a sound processor is coupled, which generates vibrations that are transmitted via the
percutaneous implant to the cranial bone. On the other hand, transcutaneous bone-conduction devices are divided into two
types; active and passive. Active transcutaneous BCDs transmit vibrations from the transducer directly to the skull bone,
whereas passive transcutaneous BCDs transmit vibrations to the skull bone by a magnetic coupling between implanted and
external magnets. Preoperative hearing gains using a test-band can make the patients who is willing to get bone-conduction
hearing devices to experience the postoperative hearing gain in advance.
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Benefit of the Bimodal Hearing Rehabilitation in the Vibrant Soundbridge Device
Implantees
Jae Young Choi＊, Jinsei Jung
Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the audiologic benefits of bimodal hearing in the patients who received
Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) implantation with the hearing aids (HA) fitting on the contralateral ear.
Design: Twenty-three patients with symmetrical sensorineural or mixed hearing loss were enrolled in this study. The patients
underwent VSB implantation in one ear and HA fitting in the other. The aided pure-tone audiometry at each side ear was
performed to measure the functional gain of the each device. The K-HINT (the Korean version of Hearing in Noise Test) was
used to determine the sentence speech perception in quiet environment and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Results: The VSB implantation made the comparable hearing gain to the conventional hearing aids in the high frequency,
whereas the functional gain was not satisfactory in the low frequency. The contralateral HA could cover the range of the low
frequencies where VSB-aided ear had insufficient hearing gain. In K-HINT, the SNR of the patients in only VSB-aided
condition was not significantly improved, whereas the bimodal fitting of VSB and HA much improved the SNR when
compared to the unaided condition. The improvement of the SNR was strongly correlated with the functional gain at the low
frequency in the contralateral HA-aided ear.
Conclusions: Although unilateral VSB implantation has limits in the low tone enhancement and the speech perception in
noise, the bimodal fitting with contralateral HA fitting can get over those limits and increase the efficacy of hearing
rehabilitation.
＊
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Middle ear implant (Vibrant Soundbridge) with round window approach in Japan
clinical study
Satoshi Iwasaki＊
Department of Otolaryngology, International University of Health and Welfare Mita Hospital, Japan
Objectives: To report on the safety and efficacy of an investigational active middle ear implant in Japan, and to compare
results to preoperative results with a hearing aid in the patient population.
Design: Prospective study conducted in Japan in which 23 Japanese-speaking adults suffering from conductive or mixed
hearing loss received a Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) with implantation at the round window. Postoperative audiological (bone
conduction, air conduction and aided thresholds) and speech perception results (word recognition scores, SRT50% and signal
to noise ratio) at 20 weeks were compared to preoperative results with the best available hearing aid (HA). Patients also
completed quality of life questionnaires and were monitored for adverse events.
Results: Statistically significant improvements in postoperative VSB- aided thresholds compared to preoperative HA-aided
thresholds at 1kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz were observed, with mean VSB-aided values of 29.8, 26.3 and 38 dB at 1, 2 and 4
kHz. On both the SRT50% and word recognition score in quiet, the VSB performed better than the HA with statistically
significant results registered at the quieter presentations. On the SNR, the subjects’ mean values were statistically significant,
with the VSB-aided mean of -5.7 dB SNR and the preoperative HA-assisted mean of -2.1 dB SNR, indicating good speech
reception in noise. Statistically significant scores in favor of the VSB on the APHAB quality of life questionnaire were also
recorded.
Conclusions: Results with the VSB applied to the round window exceeded those of the best available hearing aid in speech
perception as well as quality of life questionnaires. There were minimal adverse events or changes to patients’ residual
hearing.
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Outcome of cochlear implantation in children with cochlear nerve deficiency
Lee-Suk Kim＊, Sung Wook Jeong
Dept. of Otolaryngology, College of Medicine, Dong-A University, Korea
Objectives: Intervention for children with cochlear nerve deficiency (CND) is challenging. The aim of this study was to
investigate the outcome of cochlear implantation (CI) in children with CND.
Methods: We performed a retrospective review of medical records of 301 children who received CI and whose imaging data
on PACS are available. Twenty-nine children (34 ears) had CND on MRI. Imaging findings, the results of audiological tests, and
the outcome of CI of them were investigated.
Results: Three ears had hypoplastic cochlear nerve and 31 ears had aplastic cochlear nerve. They showed high incidence of
inner ear malformations (n=16, 47%), narrow internal auditory canal (IAC) (n=13, 38%), and the stenosis or atresia of cochlear
nerve canal (CNC) (n=22, 65%). Auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD) was accompanied in 8 children with CND
(24%). After CI, majority (n=21, 66%) of them showed poor speech perception after CI. Minority (n=11, 34%) of them including
children with hypoplastic CN (n=3) and children with aplastic CN but normal IAC and CNC (n=5) showed useful open set
speech perception after CI. Every child with CND who had audiological findings of ANSD showed poor speech perception.
Electrophysiological tests performed early after CI had prognostic value on speech perception outcome.
Conclusion: CND in children impacts on their CI outcome negatively. However some of them who had hypoplastic CN or
normal CNC and IAC achieved useful open set speech perception. Meticulous preoperative assessment using imaging studies
and audiological tests and careful counseling are mandatory for children with CND.
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Electric-acoustic stimulation in children
Hiroaki Sato＊
Department of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Iwate Medical University, Japan
Advantages of bimodal electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS) over either modality such as more natural sound perception and
perception of the consonants in speech have been proved by several studies. Now EAS systems are commercially available
and the number of EAS users is increasing worldwide year by year. The typical recipient of EAS is an adult who has lost
high frequency hearing postlingually, while maintaining usable hearing at lower frequencies. Patients with this type of hearing
loss can not perceive the fricative sounds and consonants. To date, there are a few reports describing to the outcomes of
children as compared to those of adults. However, if it is present prelingually it might cause permanent articulation or
language distortion. Therefore, rehabilitation with EAS is crucial to speech and language development in children with this
type of partial deafness. So far we have implanted EAS for two children with partial deafness. In both children, residual lowtone hearing was totally preserved and clearer pronunciations and remarkable improvement of vocabulary were obtained
after the application of EAS. We will present our experiences and discuss the outcomes of the children with EAS.
＊
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MPC polymer for hearing preservation in CI
Tatsuya Yamasoba＊
University of Tokyo, Japan
Preservation of inner ear structure has become more important in cochlear implantation (CII), not only for patients with
residual hearing but also leaving the possibility of future intervention. For this purpose, several electrodes including drugeluting ones have been innovated. We consider even minimum trauma can induce either acute or chronic immunoreaction and
thus creating minimally invasive electrodes is the most important. 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer
contains extremely hydrophilic phosphorylcholine in its side chains and the surface covered with MPC polymer has been
shown to exhibit good wettability and low friction. Because of this feature, MPC polymers have been applied to several
medical devices, such as artificial hip joints, implantable blood pumps, cardiovascular stents, and soft contact lenses. In the
current study, we evaluated if insertion trauma in CI surgery can be reduced by using electrode arrays coated with MPC
polymer. We analyzed characteristics of the Contour Advance electrode arrays coated with MPC polymer. To assess surgical
trauma during electrode insertion, polymer-coated or uncoated animal electrode arrays were implanted in guinea pig cochleae
and operability and electrophysiological and histological changes were assessed. Under light and scanning electron microscopy,
polymer-coated electrodes did not appear different from uncoated electrodes, and no change was observed after mechanical
stressing of the arrays. Electrode insertion was significantly easier when polymer-coated electrodes were used. Auditory
brainstem response thresholds did not differ between groups, but p1-n1 amplitudes of the coated group were larger compared
with the uncoated group at 32 kHz at 28 days after surgery. The survival of outer hair cells and spiral ganglion cells was
significantly greater in the polymer-coated group. These results indicate that MPC polymer-coated electrodes can reduce
surgically-induced trauma associated with the insertion of CI electrode array.
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Investigation of inner ear development in genetic hearing loss
Eun Jin Son＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea
Genetic hearing loss is highlighted by its genetic heterogeneity: over 80 causative genes have been identified, and clinical
genetic diagnosis remains a challenge. Recent advances in genetic sequencing such as next-generation sequencing (NGS)
allows comprehensive testing of known genes related to genetic hearing loss. As the efforts to discover additional hearing lossrelated genes and to describe their mechanism continue, we gain more clues to solve the puzzle of genetic hearing loss.
Aberration in a specific gene can influence the developmental process of the inner ear, ultimately causing hearing loss. In
order to comprehensively understand this mechanism, we need to have more appreciation of the cochlear developmental
processes, just as we need to learn more about the role of the specific genes. During cochlear development, intricate control of
spatiotemporal gene expression is crucial. Even seemingly minor perturbations can cause dysfunction and subsequent hearing
loss. In this presentation, several approaches to search for hidden keys to solve the puzzle of genetic hearing loss are
discussed. Using single-cell resolution analysis of transcriptomes, distinct gene expression patterns can be investigated even
within minute populations of cells. Also, efforts to correct defective gene products in SLC26A4 mutation mouse models are
introduced.
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Human Hereditary Deafness : a insight into pathophysiology
Shin-ichiro Kitajiri＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Kyoto University Hospital, Japan
To identify the responsible gene or responsible mutation for human deafness will allow us to look into the pathology of
deafness and physiology of the hearing. In this talk, I will show the examples of TMC1 (DFNA36, DFNB7/11), RDX (DFNB24),
TRIOBP (DFNB28), ILDR-1 (DFNB42), TRIC (DFNB49).
TMC1 is 6 transmembrane protein, and is thought to be the strong candidate of MET channel. There are two dominant
mutations (DFNA36), and interestingly, both of them are at the enactory same residue but different substitution (D572H,
D572N). Both pedigree show progressing hearing loss, but patients with D572N progress faster than D572H. These findings
indicate that the specific residue D572 has critical physiological function, and the difference of function by different
substitution. DFNB7/11 is not rare deafness in Pakistani population, and the etiological study revealed the founder effect.
The generated the animal model, including target disrupted mouse model (KO mouse), is a powerful tool to reveal the
pathophysiology. Rdx is the cross-linker of actin filament into cell membrane, and the KO mice showed degeneration of
stereocilia, an actin-based protrusion. This result indicates that the human pathology of DFNB24 is very likely to be the
similar with KO mice, and cross-link of actin filament by Rdx is necessary for physiological hearing. This strategy using KO
mice is also successful for TRIOBP, ILDR-1 and TRIC.
＊
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A genetic study of autosomal dominant ossicular chain anomaly
Yoshihiro Noguchi1, Shin-ya Nishio2, Shin-ichi Usami2＊
1

Department of Hearing Implant Sciences, Shinshu University School of Medicine, Japan
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Shinshu University School of Medicine, Japan

2

Congenital middle ear anomaly is a rare malformation with a frequency of 1 in 15,000 newborns and is bilateral in 30–40% of
cases. It is also associated with outer ear anomalies in some patients. Several genes, including EYA1, TCOF1 and NOG, have
been reported to be responsible for congenital middle ear anomalies. In the present study, a three-generation Japanese family
with an autosomal dominant ossicular chain anomaly was genetically studied. The proband, a 32-year-old female, was
diagnosed with bilateral hearing loss in her early childhood, started to wear hearing aids at the age of 6 years and noticed
deterioration of hearing loss at the age of 32 years. On examination, she had bilateral mild malformations of the auricles and
bilateral mild external ear canal stenosis. Pure-tone audiograms showed bilateral mixed hearing loss. An exploratory
tympanotomy was performed in her left ear and revealed a thickened posterior crus and absent anterior crus. The
superstructure of the stapes was fixed to the pyramid by a boney bar. Pure-tone audiograms and genomic DNA could be
obtained for 8 members of her family. Four individuals, including the proband, showed bilateral mixed hearing loss. After
filtering exome sequencing results, several potential candidate variants remained. A frameshift mutation in a transcription
factor gene was co-segregated in the family and was thought to be the disease-causing mutation among the variants. In the
present paper, we discuss the association between this gene and ossicular anomaly.
＊
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Increasing contribution of genetic tests for hearing loss to patient care
Tatsuo Matsunaga＊
National Institute of Sensory Organs, National Hospital Organization Tokyo Medical Center, Japan
It has been established that genetic tests for hearing loss contributes to the patient care in various ways including
confirmation of clinical diagnosis, understanding mechanisms of the phenotype, predicting clinical characteristics, preventing
aggravation by avoiding specific medicines or activities, early detection and management of associated non-auditory symptoms,
choosing appropriate therapies, providing an accurate recurrence risk in genetic counseling. In addition to these direct merits
for the tested patients, analysis of genotypes and phenotypes increases our knowledge and understanding of hearing loss for
the future patients, which may change the way of current clinical practices. In this presentation, we show examples of such
findings derived from genetic tests.
Various genetic tests including targeted next generation sequencing and exome sequencing were used to identify mutations
causing hearing loss of the patients, and the database of genotypes and phenotypes constructed and updated were also used.
Based on the analysis in each patient as well as in sets of specific patients, we proposed 1) probability of specific gene
mutations in patients with specific phenotypes, 2) novel phenotypes of specific genes, 3) exception from reported genotypephenotype correlation, 4) a novel genotype-phenotype correlation, 5) a novel inheritance pattern, and 6) novel mechanisms of
hearing loss. These findings significantly expanded our knowledge about hereditary hearing loss and innovated our attention
in clinical practice.
Our study indicated that genetic analysis linked to the clinical care effectively and efficiently contribute to the medicine of
hearing loss. Organization and updating of genetic data and clinical records at research bases are important and exchange of
information in a way attending research bases effectively contribute to the patients would further facilitate the innovation of
the clinical practice.
＊
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Customized auditory rehabilitation based on genomics
Byung Yoon Choi＊
Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, Korea
With the advent of next generation sequencing technologies, a substantial portion of molecular etiology of sensorineural
hearing loss (SNHL) has been clarified. Even sporadic cases of mild to moderate degree of SNHL in a pediatric population have
been documented to result from alteration of deafness genes. Clarification of the molecular etiology enables understanding of
the pathophysiology of deafness and sometimes provides clues to efficient auditory rehabilitation. Here we provide how we
can apply understanding of the molecular etiology and genetic information to hearing rehabilitation. Usefulness of genetic
information as for the auditory rehabilitation would eventually come down to an issue of whether knowing a genetic etiology
leads to a better outcome of deaf subjects. Recently, a Taiwanese group reported that some deaf subjects with mutations in
certain genes manifested better long term cochlear implantation outcomes of deaf subjects in cases that cochlear implantation
was performed earlier. This result indicates that early appropriate auditory rehabilitation based on genetic information is
necessary. Auditory rehabilitation comprises conventional hearing aid, middle ear implant, bone conduction implantable
hearing aid, and cochlear implantation based on the degree of sensorineural hearing loss. Appropriate selection of the
rehabilitation method is, of course, mandatory for successful outcomes. Clarification of genetic etiology can contribute to
decision of candidacy of each modality. Middle ear implantation overcomes the shortcomings of conventional hearing aid by
eliminating feedback phenomenon and occlusion effect. The successful outcome of middle ear implantation relies on
appropriate selection of candidates. Non-progressiveness of SNHL is one of the most important traits that would be
prerequisite for successful outcomes of middle ear implantation. According to our experiences, moderately hearing impaired
subjects with TECTA mutations showed excellent outcomes and non-progressiveness of SNHL. Single side deafness has been
spotlighted as an important emerging indication of bone conduction implantable hearing aid. Normal, stable contralateral
hearing is mandatory for this indication. Molecular diagnosis of Waardenburg syndrome by detection of autosomal dominant
MITF or PAX3 mutations has been associated with this characteristic. Lastly, the molecular genetic diagnosis plays a
significant role in selection of the best candidate and decision of timing of cochlear implantation for auditory neuropathy
spectrum disorders (ANSD). Some ANSD can improve over time, while other ANSD should be rehabilitated as early as
possible. Genetic diagnosis of DFNB9 as detected by autosomal recessive OTOF mutations can facilitate this decision process,
contributing to early rehabilitation. Recently our group has refined the bioinformatic filtering process of variants of these
ANSD subjects in Koreans. This refinement of filtering process of NGS data has significantly improved the yield of molecular
diagnosis for ANSD subjects. Now, the unprecedented era of the customized auditory rehabilitation based on genomics is just
around the corner.
＊
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Swallowing Rehabilitation After Head & Neck Cancer Treatment
Young Hak Park＊
Department otolaryngology head & neck surgery, The Catholic University of Korea
Swallowing is a common problem for the patients presenting with tumors of the oral cavity, pharynx, or larynx. Swallowing
dysfunction may result from tumor infiltration or obstruction and from surgical removal of the tumor, radiotherapy,
chemotherapy, or a combination of these procedures. Each type of cancer treatment may result in some degree of dysphagia.
The type and severity of dysphagia depends on the size and location of the original tumor, the structures involved, and the
treatment modality used for cure.
Surgical removal of tumors of the head and neck is a well-established treatment modality that is still in wide use today.
Swallow dysfunction is often observed after surgical excision of tumors in the head and neck; swallow disorders may occur in
the oral preparatory, oral and pharyngeal stages of the swallow. Swallowing problems after surgery for head and neck cancer
depend on the site and stage of the tumor, the extent of surgical resection, and the nature of the surgical reconstruction.
Postoperative radiotherapy has an additional negative impact on swallowing function by increasing fibrosis of the irradiated
head and neck tissues.
The use of radiotherapy with or without chemotherapy for treatment of cancer of the head and neck as a primary treatment
modality has increased over the past 20 years. Despite preservation of the structures of the head and neck, swallow function
is not maintained at normal levels after treatment. Dysfunction is observed across all stages of the swallow in most tumor
sites treated with standard external-beam radiation. Attempts have been made to minimize the amount of damage to normal
tissues and reduce the adverse effects of treatment on swallowing function by reducing radiation dose to swallow-critical
structures.
Patients who have cancers of the head and neck may be treated with surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or a combination.
Each treatment modality may have a negative impact on posttreatment swallowing function.The clinician has a number of
rehabilitative procedures available to reduce or eliminate swallowing disorders in patients treated for cancer of the head and
neck. After diagnosing the swallowing disorder with the MBS procedure, the clinician can use postures, maneuvers, and
exercises to treat the swallow disorder and to help the patient achieve optimal function. The efficacy of various treatment
procedures for dysphagia still needs to be examined in carefully controlled randomized clinical trials. Although a very
frustrating and common problem, dysphagia in the head and neck cancer patient can be reduced through reconstructive
efforts and swallowing rehabilitation
Keywords: swallowing, Head and neck cancer
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Voice rehabilitation for organic and functional dysphonia
Yukio Katori＊, Takeshi Sato, Yohei Honkura, Ai Kawamoto-Hirano, Jun Ohta, Ken-ichi Watanabe
Department of Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, Japan
Voice is important for communication and singing, and thus indispensable for human life. For the patients with vocal
dysfunction, the voice rehabilitation (VR) is a useful tool to improve the phonation of patients. The VR is divided in two
categories. One is a vocal restoration for the patient after laryngectomy, i.e., using electrolarynx, esophageal voice and
tracheoesophageal shunt phonation. Another is a rehabilitation for dysphonia by vocal disease such as inflammation, nodule,
vocal fold palsy, aging and functional problems. In this symposium, we mainly introduce typical methods of VR for latter cases.
Before starting of the VR, both the evaluation of vocal function and the examination of vocal fold are essential to elucidate
factors of the dysphonia. Results of vocal handicap index, aerodynamic measurement, auditory perceptual assessment and
fiberoptic examination at phonation are should be discussed among ENT doctors and speech therapists. Then, VR methods
and a therapeutic goal are planned according to pathological and social impairments of each patient. A vocal hygiene, vocal
fold adduction exercises, relaxation training, voice quality modification are frequently used in the VR. Surgical treatment and
medicine are often combined with the VR and the synergistic effect of those treatments are actually impressive. The ENT
doctors and the speech therapists regularly evaluate the VR and change the methods according to a current vocal condition of
the patient toward the therapeutic goal.
The effects of VR are remarkable in the patients with organic dysphonia, but the patients with severe scar formation in the
vocal folds and the patients with motor neuron diseases are difficulty to be recovered. In the patients with functional
dysphonia, VR is also effective. Durations of the disease and extents of the effect are diverse in each patient, and the dysphonia
sometimes repeated due to mental and social conditions of the patients.
＊
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Role of Vestibular Rehabilitation for BPPV patients
Kyu-Sung Kim＊
Department of Otolaryngology, College of Medicine, Inha University, Korea
Contents: Vestibular rehabilitation therapy is widely adapted to treat various vestibular disorders, including acute,
spontaneous persistent vertigo like vestibular neuritis and some kind of fluctuating vertigo like Meniere’s disease.
Interventions for vestibular rehabilitation including adaptation, substitution and habituation are the movement-based
rehabilitation method, but in the specific diagnosis of benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV), rehabilitations include
physical maneuvers which are based on the concept of reposition of particles in semicircular canal system. There are several
evidences that rehabilitation methods based one physical maneuvers are more effective in the short term than non-specific
repositioning or movement-based rehabilitation exercises, but the combination of these two methods is effective for long-term
recovery from dizziness. In this lecture, systematic review of the effectiveness of vestibular rehabilitation in BPPV will be
discussed.
Keywords: Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, rehabilitation
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Vestibular rehabilitation for vestibular dysfunction
Shinichi Iwasaki＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo, Japan
Vestibular dysfunction is typically characterized by dizziness and imbalance owing to disturbances in gaze and postural
stability. Vestibular rehabilitation is specialized exercise based intervention for management of symptoms associated with
vestibular dysfunction. It was first suggested by Cawthon (1944) and Cooksey (1946) and have been modified over the years to
meet the specific needs of the patients.
Vestibular rehabilitation is to correct the underused or misused of the visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular inputs involved in
postural control to improve vestibular compensation through three mechanisms: adaptation, substitution and habituation.
Techniques in vestibular rehabilitation therapy should be determined according to both individual diagnoses of lesions and
conditions of the patients. Foam posturography which we have developed is one of the clinical examinations which are useful
for judging patient’s condition after acute vestibular dysfunction (1). It can determine whether the patient’s postural stability
is visually-dependent or proprioceptive-dependent.
Vestibular rehabilitation focus on gaze stability and gait stability and includes adaptation exercise, substitution exercise and
habituation exercise. The adaptation exercise is designed to improve the gain of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, and consist of
perfoming head movements while keeping a target in focus. The substitution exercise aims to improve the visual and
somatosensory cues, using exercise that challenge balance without vision or on uneven surfaces. The habituation exercise
aims to get an increase in the threshold of clinical responses through the repetition of stimulus. I am going to show how to
perform these exercises and their tips.
Reference
1. Fujimoto C et al. Assessment of diagnostic accuracy of foam posturography for peripheral vestibular disorders: Analysis of
parameters related to visual and sensorimotor dependence. Clin Neurophysiol 120: 1408-14, 2009
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Acquisition of binaural benefit after surgical correction of congenital aural atesia
Yang-Sun Cho＊
Department of ENT, Sungkyunkwan University, Samsung Medical Center, Korea
Binaural listening improves hearing threshold, sound localization and speech understanding in adverse listening conditions.
People with unilateral hearing loss(UHL) experience difficulties in hearing and speech, especially in noisy environments, due to
a lack of binaural benefits such as the head shadow effect and binaural release from masking. It has been reported that
children with UHL perform poorer than those with normal hearing on tests of speech perception in noise.
The incidence of congenital aural atresia(CAA) is 1/10,000-20,000 live births; about 70% of patients are unilateral. Children with
unilateral CAA spend important periods with significant unilateral conductive hearing loss (CHL).
We conducted a prospective study to elucidate the role of corrective surgery in acquisition of binaural benefit in pediatric
patients with unilateral CAA.
A total of 28 unilateral CAA children with normal contralateral hearing were enrolled. Pure tone audiometry(PTA), sound
localization test, Hearing in Noise Test(HINT), Speech, Spatial, and Quality questionnaire(SSQ) were administered
preoperatively, 6 and 12 months postoperatively to all patients.
The air-bone gap (ABG) was 53dB preoperatively and 25dB/28dB at 6/12 months after surgery. Closure of ABG to less than
30dB was achieved in 22(78.6%) cases at 6 months and 17(60.7%) at 12 months postoperatively. The results of sound localization
test showed that mean hit rate, error degree and mean correct response rate to ipsilesional stimuli were improved at
postoperative 6 months (p<0.001 in all cases), and maintained. The SSQ scores improved significantly in all domains at 12
months after canaloplasty(p<0.046)(Moon, 2014). In HINT, signal to noise ratio for ipsilesional and contralesional signal
improved at 12 months postoperatively (p<0.032). Composite scores of HINT also improved at 6 months postoperatively and
maintained (p=0.006)(Byun, 2015).
In conclusion, pediatric patients with unilateral CAA could acquire binaural hearing benefits including sound localization,
hearing in noise, and quality of life after successful surgical correction.
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Rehabilitation of chronic tinnitus: How we do it.
Koichi Mori＊
National Rehabilitation Center for the Persons with Disabilities, Japan
With the growing elderly population in Japan, tinnitus patients are increasing. Although a majority of them suffer minimally, a
significant minority suffer severely and seek medical attention. The difference in the degree of suffering comes mostly from
the level difference of anxiety of individual patients. The most important concern to be excluded is fatal pathologies such as a
brain aneurysm impending to rupture and a brain tumor. They are typically accompanied by a pulsating tinnitus of a
relatively abrupt onset. Those patients should undergo immediate evaluation ranging from brain MR angiography to thyroid
hormone levels. After excluding non-otological causes, otological pathologies that could have caused tinnitus should be
identified and explained to the patient with the full range of the treatment options, which would mitigate patient’s anxiety.
Hearing evaluation should include applicability of hearing aids and hyperacusis. Our tinnitus rehabilitation includes directive
counseling and sound therapy, mostly as prescribed in the Tinnitus Retraining Therapy (TRT, Jastreboff & Jastreboff, 2003).
After the standard tinnitus testing (pitch match, loudness balance), the noise level that matches the tinnitus loudness should
be determined, which would be used as the initial starting level for sound therapy. In a simulated sound therapy in the clinic,
the partial masking level should be adjusted in 1 or 2 dB steps, so that the tinnitus can be easily ignored together with the
noise; i.e. the level of the masking noise must be low enough to be tolerated for hours, yet high enough so that it interferes
with the automatic attention to the tinnitus. In the directive counseling, the patient’s understanding of the difference between
the tinnitus itself and its suffering is crucial. Management of stress or depression, if present, is also critical for successful
rehabilitation, for which cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) based counseling is a useful addition to TRT.
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Endoscopic Middle Ear Surgery
Il Joon Moon＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Samsung Medical Center, Sungkyunkwan University School
of Medicine, Korea
Recently, advances in operative endoscopic systems have enabled the application of “transcanal endoscopic ear surgery” for
managing middle ear diseases. Disadvantages of endoscopic ear surgery can be one-handed surgery, lack of depth information,
possibilities of accidental trauma by the tip of rigid endoscopes, and possible heat transmission into the inner ear structure. In
contrast, advantages of use of endoscopes during ear surgery include wide view of the surgical field, magnification, high
resolution, the ability to “look hidden areas”, and minimally invasive nature. In addition, the external auditory canal can be
used as a good surgical portal. Thus, minimally invasive middle ear surgery can be possible by employing an endoscopic
system. Over the past few years, there has been increasing application of the endoscope in the middle ear surgery, and good
outcomes have been reported. Herein, recently published results as well as the author’s experience of transcanal endoscopic
middle ear surgery will be discussed.
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Transcanal Endoscopic Ear Surgery
Taisuke Kobayashi＊
Kochi Medical School, Japan
Recent advances in endoscopy and optical devices have led to the development of endoscopic surgery. In otolaryngology,
endoscopic sinus surgery was developed in the 1980s. Endoscopic middle ear surgery (transcanal endoscopic ear surgery;
TEES) was first reported in the 1990s. In the last decade, TEES has spread dramatically worldwide because it enables not
only minimally invasive surgery but also excellent visualization of the middle ear and optical surgical manipulation.
We have used TEES increasingly since 2009, in more than 100 cases. Chronic otitis media without a mastoid lesion or with
slight mastoid inflammation is a good indication for TEES. The underlay method is often used in myringoplasty. Types I, III,
and IV tympanoplasty are performed safely. The preoperative treatment is more important for reducing perioperative
inflammation and bleeding during TEES than in microscopic ear surgery. Congenital or traumatic ossicular chain disruption is
a non-inflammatory disease and the best indication for TEES. Early acquired cholesteatoma can be operated on using TEES.
TEES is especially useful in the management of posterior tympanum. Although the limitation of TEES for cholesteatoma
surgery is still controversial, our indication is cholesteatoma limited to the epitympanum and tympanic cavity. For an accurate
preoperative diagnosis of the development of cholesteatoma, non-echo planar magnetic resonance imaging is necessary.
Congenital cholesteatoma is a good indication for TEES, which can shorten hospitalization of children. We choose TEES for
Potsic’s stage I, II, and III congenital cholesteatoma. A perilymphatic fistula is also an indication for TEES; regardless of
whether perilymph leakage is identified, both the oval and round windows are patched with fascia.
In this presentation, our indication of TEES and procedures are presented and discussed.
＊
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Recent advancement of Endoscopic Surgery in Rhinology
Nobuyoshi Otori＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Jikei University School of Medicine, Japan
Endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS) has become widespread as a standard surgical method for chronic rhinosinisitis (CRS).
Compared with conventional sinus operations such as Caldwell-Luc procedure, ESS is less invasive to patients and the
outcome is better.
Recent development of various surgical devices support surgeon’s skill, so that application of ESS is now extended from
sinonasal benign and malignant tumors to ophthalmic diseases and skull-base diseases. The influences of navigation system to
ESS, is particularly big. The surgeon is able to ascertain anatomical relations between surgical field and surrounding critical
structures three dimensionally by the use of this image-guidance system during ESS. Current navigation system can update
radiological image intraoperatively which enables surgeon to confirm morphological transfiguration such as brain shift and/or
orbital shift according to removal of pathology.
Training tool of ESS to educate and stimulate younger surgeons has been developing. Cadaveric dissection is considered the
best tool, but we also use remote teaching system, artificial models, and endoscopic maneuver evaluation system. Efficient and
proper training tools are indispensable for higher quality as well as safe ESS in the future.
In my lecture, I will speak about the present situation and the future prospects of ESS.
＊
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Endoscopic application of orbital blowout fractures
Jae Hwan Kwon＊
Dept. of Otolaryngology Head-Neck Surgery, Kosin University College of Medicine, Korea
Endoscopic approaches to maxillofacial trauma have been applied to the treatment of nasal bone fracture, zygomatic arch
fracture, orbital blowout fracture, frontal sinus fractures, and subcondylar mandibular fractures. These techniques provide
exciting new options for the management of facial fractures. The application of endoscopic surgical techniques to the
treatment of orbital blowout fractures has become popular with the global trend of minimal surgery. Approach options for the
reduction of fractured orbital wall can be either through the orbit(transorbital), and the antrum(transantral). Recently,
transnasal reduction using the nasal endoscope is proposed and widely used in ENT field. I would introduce endoscopic
surgical techniques to the management of orbital wall fractures and discuss about the effectiveness and safeness of these
techniques. In the overview to follow, the application of endoscope to the treatment of orbital blowout fractures will be
presented. The rationale for use, specific operative indications, bailout strategies, and outcome studies will be discussed.
＊
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Endoscopic Skull base surgery
Tae-Bin Won＊
Seoul National University College of Medicine, Korea
In the past decade, significant advances in instrumentation and understanding of surgical anatomy and techniques have led to
increased use of endoscopic endonasal approaches (EEA) for exposure and resection of skull base lesions. The Minimally
Invasive Center for Skull Base Surgery (MIC SBS) of Seoul National University Hospital (SNUH) first opened its doors in
February of 2010, a joint venture and collaboration between the departments of Neurosurgery and Otolaryngology. Although
short, we will like to share our accumulated experiences with emphasis on endoscopic approaches for various skull base
pathologies.
＊
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Videoendoscope assisted laryngeal surgery
Koichi Omori1,2＊, Yasuhiro Tada2, Akiko Tani2, Ichiro Tateya1
1

Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Kyoto University, Japan
Department of Otolaryngology, Fukushima Medical University, Japan

2

The objective of the present study is to demonstrate indication, techniques and limitation of videoendoscope assisted
laryngeal surgery under topical anesthesia for a variety of laryngeal lesions.
The indication of this surgery includes vocal fold polyp, vocal fold nodule, Reinke’s edema, granuloma, leukoplakia, laryngeal
tumor (for biopsy), laryngeal cyst, laryngeal papilloma, and so on. The patient should have low gag reflex and keep sitting.
Prior to operation, gag reflex of the patient was examined by indirect laryngoscopy. If the laryngeal lesion can be observed by
indirect laryngoscopy, in most of cases, the operation will be successfully accomplished. At the beginning of the operation, the
nose, oral cavity, pharynx, and larynx are anesthetizes by 4% lidocaine. The assistant inserts a flexible videoendoscope
transnasally. Specially designed fine tipped forceps, scalpels and suction tubes are used. Depending on the lesion of the patient,
a surgical equipment is selected and inserted transorally. At each step of surgery, the patient’s voice and vocal folds are
monitored and evaluated by videoendoscopy and stroboscopy for functional control.
Videoendoscope assisted laryngeal surgery was performed in 520 patients at Nishi-Kobe Medical Center, Kyoto University
Hospital, and Fukushima Medical University Hospital. In about 90 % of the patients, the operation was accomplished without
gag reflex. Postoperative vocal function in polyp cases was improved by acoustic, aerodynamic, and perceptual analyses.
Videoendoscope assisted laryngeal surgery presents a minimally invasive procedure for a variety of laryngeal lesion by
monitoring voice and vocal fold vibration with precise surgical manipulation. Indication and limitation of this technique should
be well recognized depending on the characteristics of each lesion.
＊
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Role of Robotic neck dissection for Oropharyngeal cancer in the HPV era
Yoon Woo Koh＊
Yonsei University College of Medicine, Korea
Previously our institution has reported the surgical feasibility of robot-assisted neck dissection (RAND) via retroauricular
approach in head and neck cancer.
Since 2010, we have experienced sorts of RAND in cN0 and cN+ oropharyngeal cancer. Recently, we analyzed Oncologic and
Functional Outcomes of Surgery based Treatment in Oropharyngeal SCC with comparing between Conventional and Robotic
Neck Dissection for 5 years in single institute(Severance hospital).
We reviewed 205 patients with oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma primarily treated by surgery between 2010 and 2015.
Oncologic and functional outcomes were evaluated by comparative analysis.
The average age was 58.5 years with HPV positive rate of 66.3%. Transoral robotic surgery (TORS) was conducted in 105
patients (51.2%). Conventional neck dissection was performed in 147 patients (71.7%) and RAND was performed in 51 patients
(24.9%). Adjuvant therapy was done in 79.7% of patients. The 5-year overall survival rate and disease free survival rate was
77.0% and 72.8% respectively. Survival was significantly better in the HPV(+) group compared to the HPV(-) group. Patients
who received RAND showed better survival outcome compared to those who received CND though not significant.
Measurements of motor function showed no significant difference between RAND and CND patients however, postoperative
pain score was significantly lower, cosmetic satisfaction significantly higher, and incidence of lymphedema and fibrosis
significantly lower in the RAND patients with respect to CND patients.
RAND achieves acceptable oncologic outcomes with appropriate adjuvant therapy in oropharyngeal carcinoma. Several
aspects of functional outcomes were superior for RAND compared to CND. RAND could be considered as a valid treatment of
the neck, especially when it can be treated in conjunction with TORS in HPV(+) oropharyngeal carcinoma.
＊
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Epidemiology of HPV (+) or (-) oropharyngeal cancers in Korea, and their prognostic
characterization using genomic copy number variations
Yuh-Seog Jung＊
Specific Organs Cancer Branch, Center for Thyroid Cancer, Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology
Research Institute & Graduate School of Cancer Science and Policy
National Cancer Center, Goyang, Korea
The incidence of human papillomavirus (HPV)-positive head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNCs) is increasing sharply
worldwide, whilst their HPV-negative counterparts are showing a decreasing tendency. The epidemiology of HNC, especially
in terms of its association to HPV, is closely related to life style-related hazards such as sexual behavior and smoking. We
therefore initially retrieved the data from the Korea Central Cancer Registry, a nationwide population-based cancer registry,
from 1999 to 2009. Our population-based analysis indicated that HPV-related sites (oropharynx) had increased significantly
over the period 1999 to 2009 (APC=2.35%, P=0.017), particularly in young men (30–59 years, APC=2.65%, P=0.031), whereas
HPV-unrelated sites such as larynx and hypopharynx decreased markedly in both sexes. Although the cultural and ethnic
background differs from the United States, cancers of HPV-related sites are also increasing in Korea, whereas cancers of HPVunrelated sites are decreasing. Interestingly, in our population data, the rates of occurrence for second primary malignancy
were significantly lower for HPV-attributable oropharyngeal sites than for non-oropharyngeal sites, such as the larynx and
hypopharynx (p<0.001), and this was thought to be the part of the reason for better survival of HPV-attributable cancers.
Meantime, our data in Koreans indicated that HPV association is a robust prognosticator either after chemoradiation or
surgery-based treatment, similar to most data from western countries. Importantly, analyzing array of expression profiles of
cell cycle markers helped better predict survival of oropharyngeal SCCs (OPSCCs), significantly better than each marker
alone. Eventually, we analyzed the distinct genomic copy number variations (CNVs) in HPV+ OPSCC and their role as a
prognosticator after curative resection, in 58 consecutive, Korean OPSCC patients that underwent surgery-based treatment
with median 10 years of follow-up. In our cohort, p16 expression predicted the overall survival (OS) (hazard ratio [HR]=0.27,
confidence interval [CI]: 0.39–0.80, P=0.0006) better than HPV L1 PCR (HR=0.83, CI: 0.66–1.29, P=0.64), smoking, or other
variables. Although the overall number of CNVs was not significantly different, 30 loci showed unique CNV patterns between
the p16+ and p16- groups. A region containing PRDM2 was amplified only in the p16+group, whereas EGFR and 11q13.3
showed increased amplification in p16- counterpart. Loss of a locus containing FGF18 led to a worse, but gain of region
including CDK10 and RAD18 led to better overall survival (OS) in all OSCC patients. Meanwhile, subgroup analysis of p16+
OSCC revealed that amplification of regions harboring HRAS and loss of locus bearing KDR led to better OS. Given these
findings, genomic CNVs characterize the prognosis of both p16+ and p16- OPSCC after curative resection. For now, the data
of precise molecular characterization using recent next generation sequencing technology should widely be constructed to
pave the better strategy for further precision medicine for this subset of cancer.
＊
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Clinical importance of HPV testing in advanced oropharyngeal cancer
Mikio Suzuki＊
Department of Otorhinolayngology, Head and Neck Surgery, University of the Ryukyus, Japan
The aim of the present study was to investigate human papillomavirus (HPV) infection as a predictor of concurrent
chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) response and indicator of planned neck dissection (PND) for patients with advanced oropharyngeal
squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC; stage III/IV). Overall, 39 OPSCC patients (32 men, 7 women; median age 61 years, range 3979 years, 65 months mean observation period) were enrolled. The primary lesion and whole neck were irradiated up to 50.4
Gy, and subsequently the primary site and metastatic lymph nodes were boosted with a further 16.2 Gy. Although several
chemotherapy regimens were employed, 82.1% of OPSCC patients received the combination of nedaplatin and 5-fluorouracil.
HPV-related OPSCC (16 cases) was defined as both HPV DNA-positive status by polymerase chain reaction and p16INK4a
overexpression by immunohistochemistry (more than 40% positive). Patients with N2 and N3 disease received PND 2-3 months
after CCRT completion. Compared to non-responders, CCRT responders showed significantly lower nodal stage (N0 to N2b)
and HPV-positive status in univariate analysis. Patients with HPV-related OPSCC had longer time to treatment failure (TTF)
than those with HPV-unrelated OPSCC (p=0.007). Five-year TTF was 85.7% and 39.5% in the HPV-related and HPV-unrelated
groups, respectively. There were also significant differences in disease-free survival (DFS) between the two OPSCC patient
groups (p=0.012). Three-year DFS was 96.2 and 57.3% in patients with HPV-related and HPV-unrelated OPSCC, respectively.
Multivariate analysis showed that positive nodal and tumor stage, but HPV status were related to better prognosis in DFS
and OS. However, in patients with advanced nodal stage (N2 or N3), positive HPV status showed a significantly better TTF
than negative HPV status (p=0.047). Thus, HPV testing in addition to nodal stage was useful for predicting CCRT response,
especially in advanced OPSCC. PND is an effective surgical procedure for controlling neck lesions in patients with advanced
HPV-unrelated disease.
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Current and Future Role of Chemoradiation for Oropharyngeal Cancer
Based on HPV Status
Masato Fujii＊
National Hospital Organization Tokyo Medical Center, Japan
Recent increase in incidence of oropharyngeal cancer (OPC) have been attributed to human papillomavirus (HPV) infection.
Japan Cooperative Study Group for Basic Research in Head and Neck Cancer performed multicenter prospective study to
clarify the prevalence of HPV and treatment results with or without HPV in OPC. Patients without prior treatments were
registered from May 2009 to March 2011 and tissue samples were collected from 21 institutes covering all over Japan. OPC
tissue samples from 157 patients were tested using polymerase chain reaction. High-risk HPV was detected in 79 (50.3%) of
157 OPC patients. When analyzed survival by HPV status, the 2-year and 3-year estimated overall survival rates were 89%
(95% CI:0.80–0.94) and 77% (95% CI: 0.53–0.91) for the HPV-positive patients, and 61% (95% CI:0.48–0.71) and 53% (95% CI: 0.39–
0.65) for the HPV-negative patients. The disease-free survival rates were 80% (95% CI: 0.70–0.88) at 2 years and 80% (95% CI:
0.70–0.88) at 3 years for HPV-positive patients, and 59% (95% CI: 0.47–0.70) at 2 years and 57% (95% CI: 0.44–0.68) at 3 years for
HPV-negative patients. Significant differences in overall survival rates (log-rank test, p = 0.0028) and disease-free survival rates
(log-rank test, p = 0.0047) were observed between patients with and without HPV infection. HPVpositive patients who were
treated with CRT had an improved overall survival rate compared with HPV-negative patients (log-rank test, p = 0.006). Many
studies including our study show that of HPV-positive patients have better prognosis compared with negative patients. The
decision of treatment modification according to HPV infection is an important issue in future.
＊
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The new imaging technology in the otology area
Jae-Jun Song＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Korea University College of Medicine
There were several new imaging techniques in the otology area. One of them was virtual endoscopy. It is a relatively new
imaging technology in otology, and therefore data on its efficacy in clinical situations are limited. Virtual endoscopy was
performed on three-dimensional images that were constructed from im-ages obtained with conventional two-dimensional
computed tomography (CT). Virtual endoscopy pro-vides images from a surgeon's perspective, and so it has the potential to be
useful in the preoperative evaluation of the middle ear cavity. With ongoing advancements in computer systems and imaging
tech-niques, the cost, reliability, and efficacy of virtual endoscopy may improve. Another imaging modality was 3D-CT
technology, XYZ slice view tomography (3D Accu-I-Tomo). The 3D Accu-I-Tomo is a com-pact three dimensional CT
incorporated with a limited cone beam X-ray CT. From the one end of a rotat-ing arm X-ray beam is generated toward the
target at the center of the arm. While the arm rotates 360 degrees around the target for 18 seconds 514 projection images are
transmitted from the flat panel to a personal computer where the images are stored as a mass volume digital data. CT images
of XYZ plane (axial, coronal and sagiital plane) are reconstructed in the computer and displayed in the corresponding windows
on the monitor of the computer. Details of the external ear canal, the middle ear including os-sicular chain, the inner ear, the
facial canal and the internal auditory canal can be clearly visualized. The quality of the image is better than those obtained by
the conventional herical CT.
We discussed about the new imaging modality in otology area. We represented the benefits, disad-vantages, developmental
potential, and future prospects of each technique.
＊
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Diverse Patterns of Perilymphatic Space Enhancement in the Rat Inner Ear after
Intratympanic Injection of Four Different Types of Gadolinium: A 9.4-Tesla Magnetic
Resonance Study
Myung-Whan Suh1＊, Mina Park1, Jun Ho Lee1, Moon Suk Kim2, Hyeonjin Kim3, Moo Kyun Park1, Seung Ha Oh1
1

Departments of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University Hospital, Korea
Department of Molecular Science and Technology, Ajou University, Korea
3
Department of Radiology, Seoul National University Hospital, Korea
2

Objective: To compare the quality of perilymphatic enhancement in the rat inner ear after intratympanic injection of four
types of gadolinium with a 9.4 Tesla micro MRI. Materials and Methods: Gadolinium was injected into the middle ear in twelve
SD rats via the transtympanic route. Six left ear was injected with Gd-DO3A-butrol first, and then the six right ear was
injected with Gd-DOTA. The other twelve ears of six rats received intratympanic administration of 1/5 diluted Gd agents:
gadoterate meglumine (Gd-DTPA) for the left ear and gadodiamide (Gd-DTPA-BMA) for the right ear. MR images of the inner
ear were acquired 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4 hours after intratympanic (IT) injection using an Agilent MRI System
9.4T/160/AS. The normalized signal intensity was quantitatively analyzed at the scala vestibuli (SV), scala media (SM), and
scala tympani (ST) using a Marosis M-view system. Then the normalized signal intensities (SIs) were compared between the
contrast agents. Results: For Gd-DO3A-butrol, the SI was as low as 1.0?1.5 throughout 1?4 hours at the SV and ST of the basal
turn. For Gd-DOTA, the maximum SI was reached after 2.5 hours. The maximum SI in the apical turn was 1.8 ± 0.4 at the SV
(3.5 hours), 1.8 ± 0.4 at the ST (4 hours), and 1.4 ± 0.3 at the SM (4 hours). The perilymphatic enhancement of Gd-DTPA was
superior to that of Gd-DTPA-BMA regardless of cochlear turn, compartment, and time point. Conclusions: We were able to
clearly visualize and separate the ST and SV using IT Gd and 9.4T micro-MRI. We recommend using Gd-DO3A-butrol or GdDTPA over Gd-DOTA and Gd-DTPA-BMA for visualization of the inner ear. Also, MRI imaging 2.5 hours after using IT Gd is
recommended.
＊
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Intraoperative use of mobile cone-beam CT
Tatsunori Sakamoto1＊, Juichi Ito2, Koichi Omori1
1

Kyoto University, Japan
Shiga Medical Center Research Institute, Japan
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Intraoperative CT, which has been reported since 1970s, has not been widely used until now. Currently, two formats of
intraoperative CTs are available: The first is the one built in the specially prepared operating room. In spite of good image
quality of these machines, only a small number of hospitals are equipped with these set-ups for several reasons including its
cost and limited portability. The other is mobile CT. Cone-beam CT (CBCT) technology has often been used for this purpose,
because CBCT requires relatively small space. However, mobile CBCT has still not been widely used, mainly because the
image quality and usability of these mobile CBCT have not been satisfactory. Here we would like to report the use of newly
developed mobile CBCT, 3D Accuitomo M (J.Morita Mfg. Corp., Japan), which has good portability to move between operation
rooms, and perfect image quality.
The machine equips an U-shaped arm with an X-ray source and a flat panel detector, which rotate along the horizontal axis.
When the intraoperative CT is required, patients’s head is covered with a sterile plastic bag and the arm is placed around the
head, then the arm rotates to obtain a series of X-ray transmission images during 17.5 secs of X-ray irradiation. Then the
machine is removed to restart the surgery. After 2 minutes of calculation for volumetric image reconstruction, CT images are
ready to be shown in multiplaner reconstruction (MPR) view and 3-D volumetric rendered view.
With this machine, we have performed several intraoperative CT scans during cochlear implantations, tympanoplasties,
endoscopic sinus surgeries, voice surgeries and so on. Here we would like to present cases of these images, and discuss
advantages and limitations of this system.
＊
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Clinical applications of cone beam CT for laryngo-tracheal lesions
Koichiro Saito1＊, Haruna Yabe2, Kosuke Uno3
1

Kyorin University School of Medicine, Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Japan
Kawasaki Municipal Ida Hospital, Department of Otolaryngology, Japan
3
Shin-Yurigaoka General Hospital, Department of Otolaryngology, Japan
2

Recent cone beam CT (CBCT) technology achieved quick imaging of head and neck region with sub-mm accuracy. CBCT
imaging requires office-based compact space with relatively modest cost. Due to the advantages of this technology, including
its high special resolution/image accuracy, rapid scanning time, and reduced radiation dose, CBCT has already achieved its
role as a standard office-based diagnostic tool among dentists and oral/maxillofacial surgeons.
As for the utilization of CBCT in the management of airway, anesthesiologists have introduced CBCT as a tool to predict
difficult airway. They have also introduced its potential role in the field of non-invasive airway assessment, and clinical
anesthesia practice. Furthermore, multiple papers by maxillofacial surgeons and dentists have proved the ability of CBCT to
assess the impact of maxillofacial surgery on 3-dimensional shape, size, and volume of airway in the patients.
Furthermore, it has been well documented that daily on-line CBCT image guidance could apparently reduce safety margins in
intensity-modified radiotherapy (IMRT) on the patients with T1a laryngeal cancer. Daily image guidance with CBCT realized
the concept of single vocal cord irradiation (SVCI), and recent early clinical results proved the feasibility of SVCI after 2 years
follow up.
Since 2007, we have been using CBCT as a tool to assess the pathology of laryngo-tracheal lesions. In the cases of unilateral
vocal fold paralyses, images were taken in 2 conditions, e.g. 1) patients sitting upright relaxed (R image), 2) patients applying
pressure at their diaphragms (P image). Using R images, lengths of bilateral vocal folds, bilateral horizontal glottal angles and
sizes of gaps from a median plane of each larynx were measured to examine the standard size/position of paralyzed larynges
in Japanese. Further P images were used to assess the vertical gaps of bilateral vocal folds and utilized to determine the
proper/individualized surgical approach for each patient. Other than unilateral vocal fold paralysis, CBCT imaging was useful
to evaluate the pathology of laryngo-tracheal stenosis. In a case who suffered balloon dilation of glottis stenosis, precise
measurement and assessment of therapeutic outcome was possible. Our recent challenge is to analyze the cervical CBCT
images for future advanced airway management with technical and instrumental improvements.
In this presentation, recent development in CBCT utilization in laryngo-tracheal lesions are reviewed. Furthermore, part of
our clinical studies are introduced. Future studies by multiple institutions to assess the potential roles of this compact
technology in the field of otorhinolaryngology are expected.
＊
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Clinical implication of Chirp stimuli on tumor
detection: Preliminary report

Taste and trigeminal tongue disorders after
stapes surgery -unavoidable complications-

Jun Ho Lee＊, Mun Young Chang, Min Young Lee
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Seoul National University College of Medicine, Seoul
National University Hospital
Objectives: Several studies have shown that click-evoked
auditory brainstem response (ABR) measures have
inadequate sensitivity to detect small acoustic tumor. The
main reason of the failure of click-evoked ABR is that highfrequency nerve fibers dominate the standard click-evoked
ABR latency measure. Therefore, small tumors which do not
affect the subset of high-frequency nerve fibers are not
sufficiently detected by click-evoked ABR. We hypothesized
that the temporal dispersion of neural activation could be
compensated by using Chirps as an input stimulus. The
objectives of this study were to make comparisons between
the level-specific Chirp (LS-Chirp, Kristensen and Elbering,
2012) and click-evoked ABR in view of acoustic tumor
detection.
Methods: Fifteen adult patients with sensorineural hearing
losses and 25 adult patients with acoustic tumors have been
enrolled. Among those patients, 7 patients had small tumor
(≤1cm). ABRs were recorded in response to click and LSChirp stimuli with 90 dB nHL. The recorded ABRs were
evaluated by the peak amplitudes and onset/peak latencies
of wave V. For the detection of acoustic tumors, the
corrected interaural latency differences of wave V (IT5) by
click (Selters et al 1977) were obtained. Interaural amplitude
and latency differences by LS-Chirp were investigated as a
function of the interaural differences in pure-tone threshold.
Results: The interaural amplitude differences by LS-Chirp
failed to distinguish acoustic tumor patients from hearing loss
patients. However, the interaural peak latency differences by
LS-Chirp showed larger values in acoustic tumor patients
than in hearing loss patients with same interaural difference
in pure-tone threshold. Diagnostic criterion for acoustic tumor
considering hearing loss was developed based on the
interaural peak latency differences by LS-chirp.
Conclusion: In this preliminary report, Chirp stimuli might
show better sensitivity and specificity for detection of
acoustic tumors than click stimuli. Further study is needed to
investigate this possibility in the future.
＊
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Masafumi Sakagami＊, Emi Maeda, Tomomi Nin,
Hirokazu Katsura, Miki Ikehata, Shinya Miuchi,
Yasuo Mishiro
Dept. of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Hyogo
College of Medicine
Introduction: Stapes surgery has been performed all over
the world since late 1950’s to dramatically restore hearing in
pa t ie nt s w it h o t o s c le r o s is . H o w e ve r , po s toperative
complications occur more than we think. They are tongue
taste disorder (frequently), tongue trigeminal disorder
(frequently), vertigo/dizziness (sometimes), hearing
deterioration at high frequencies (occasionally), and severe
sensorineural hearing loss (less than 1%). We have examined
taste and trigeminal tongue disorders (unavoidable frequent
complications) to improve postoperative patients’ QOL.
Subjects and Methods: Subjects were forty patients who
underwent primary unilateral stapes surgery with
preservation of chorda tympani nerve (CTN) between Oct
2009 and April 2015. Taste and trigeminal tongue disorders
were evaluated by questionnaires about patients’ symptoms.
Taste function on the tongue was measured by
electrogustometry (EGM). Trigeminal sensation on the tongue
was measured by Sennes-Weinstein sensory test (SW test),
two-point discrimination test, and electrostimulator test. Each
test was measured 2 cm away from the tip of the tongue
controlled by the CTN at 2 weeks, 3, 6, and 12 months
postopreratively.
Results: Taste disorder was complained of in 20/40 (50%) and
trigeminal disorder (numbness) in 22/40 (55%). Threshold of
electrogustmetry and that of electrostimulator were
significantly elevated after surgery (p<0.001, respectively).
Taste disorder tended to recover later than trigeminal
disorder. The rate of symptomatic disappearance up to one
year was 63.5% and 89.5%, respectively (p<0.05).
Conclusions: Because stapes surgery accompanies taste and
trigeminal tongue disorders than we expect, surgical
indications should be carefully taken into account in a case
with bilateral otosclerosis. Enough informed consent should
be also given to patients before surgery.
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The Clinical Significance of Vertical Nystagmus
in Bow and Lean Test

The resected area of posterior wall of external
auditory canal during transcanal endoscopic
ear surgery for cholesteatoma

Oak-Sung Choo
Ajou University School of Medicine, Department of
Otolaryngology
Objective: The Bow and Lean Test (BLT) was developed for
proper diagnosis of LSC-BPPV. It has been recognized as a
diagnostic tool to overcome the limitations of head roll test
(HRT), and to accurately determine the affected ear in LSCBPPV. Occasionally, vertical nystagmus of down and/or up
beating is observed in BLT. The present study analyzed
cases presenting vertical nystagmus during BLT to
comprehend the clinical significance of this specific type of
nystagmus.
Method: Two hundred and eight patients who showed
vertical nystagmus during BLT at the Department of
Otolaryngology, Ajou University Hospital between August
2010 and July 2015 were enrolled. All tests were performed
using an electronystagmography and computerized video eye
movement recorder to document the nystagmus. Clinical
characteristics, diagnoses, and vestibular symptoms of the
patients were reviewed.
Results: In a total of 208 patients, 163 patients were
diagnosed as PSC-BPPV (78.4%), 35 as LSC-BPPV (16.2%), 2 as
SSC-BPPV (1.0%), and 8 as mixed type BPPV (3.8%). BPPV
patients with continuous vertical nystagmus even after
remission by repositioning maneuver showed higher residual
symptoms compared to the patients without continuous
vertical nystagmus. From the BPPV negative group (17
patients), 4 patients had a history of BPPV, 5 were under
sedatives, and surprisingly radiologic evaluation to detect any
signs of central origin vertigo all showed normal findings.
Conclusion: Evaluation of the central origin is important in
the presence of vertical nystagmus however, the possibility
of peripheral origin should also be taken into consideration.
Moreover, the vertical nystagmus during BLT may indicate
the presence of PSC or SSC BPPV. Thus, the BLT should be
performed in all the patients suspicious of BPPV, and
nystagmus of all directions should be thoroughly examined
for proper diagnosis and successful treatment outcomes.
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Takao Imai＊, Suetaka Nishiike, Kazuo Oshima,
Hidenori Tanaka, Yukinori Tsuruta, Yoichiro Tomiyama
Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head and Neck
Surgery, Osaka Rosai Hospital
Transcanal endoscopic ear surgery (TEES) is minimally
invasive surgery. In this study, by evaluating the drilled area
of posterior wall of external auditory canal during TEES for
cholesteatoma that was extended to the mastoid, we show
how TEES is minimally invasive surgery for cholesteatoma.
This is a retrospective study on 25 patients with cheleastoma
extended to the mastoid between October 2014 and October
2015. Cheleastoma of these 25 patients were removed with
TEES by resecting the superioposterior wall of external
auditory canal (EAC) to the deepest part of cholesteatoma.
We made paper template to trace the shape of the resected
EAC and reconstructed the resected EAC by cartilage. We
evaluated the size of drilled area of EAC by measuring the
area and longest diameter of the template. We also evaluated
the volume of choleastoma by the images of computed
tomography (CT). The median value of resected area was
37.3mm2 (range; 14.7 ; 68.4mm2). The median value of longest
diameter of the resected area was 8.7mm (range; 5.1 ;
15.9mm). The median value of the volume of cholesteatoma
was 417mm3 (range; 43 - 1399mm3). The correlation
coefficient R2 obtained by two thirds order approximation
curve of the drilled area for the volume of cholesteatoma
(0.617) was higher than that obtained by linear approximation
(0.387). This result means that our drilled area adopted to the
volume of the cholesteatoma. We have described that TEES
was minimum invasive surgery for cholesteatoma.
＊
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Effect of hyperdry amniotic membrane patches
attached over the bony surface of mastoid
cavities in the canal wall down tympanoplasty

Factors affecting postoperative outcome in
otosclerosis patients: Predictive role of
audiological and clinical features

Hideo Shojaku＊, Hiromasa Takakura, Motonori Okabe,
Michiro Fujisaka, Hirohiko Tachino, Yuji Kanazawa,
Yukio Watanabe, Toshio Nikaido

Hiromi Ueda1＊, Mayuko Kishimoto1,
Yoshimasa Tsuchiya1, Yasue Uchida1, Michihiko Sone2
1

University of Toyama
We investigated the clinical usefulness of human amniotic
membrane (AM) patches attached over the bony surface of
the mastoid cavity in the canal wall down tympanoplasty. In
11 ears of 11 patients, the AM was attached over the bony
surface of the mastoid cavity (AM group). In 11 ears of 9
patients, a fascia graft of the temporal muscle (temporalis
fascia graft) was attached over the bony surface of the
mastoid cavity (fascia group). The AM was prepared with
consecutive far-infrared rays and microwaves (hyperdry
method) and was sterilized by gamma-ray irradiation. The
times for graft epithelization were compared in both groups.
In both groups, complete epithelization of the mastoid cavity
took place in all patients. The time of epithelization in the
AM group was 32 days, while in the fascia group it was 44
days. Epithelization of the AM graft was significantly faster
than the fascia graft. So, AM is a more useful substrate than
using the temporal muscle in a fascia graft due to the
reduction in the epithlializing time offered by the AM.
＊
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Objective: Factors affecting postoperative hearing results of
patients with otosclerosis were analyzed.
Methods: Included were 191 patients with otosclerosis in
whom 234 primary stapes surgeries were performed from
August 1991 to December 2011 by one surgeon in three
tertiary hospitals. Evaluation of factors affecting postoperative
hearing thresholds at individual frequencies were performed
by logistic regression analysis.
Results: Closure of the air-bone gap (ABG) after surgery was
good at 2 kHz, but poor at 4 kHz and frequencies under 1
kHz. In addition, improvement at 8 kHz was worse than that
at any other frequency. Multivariate logistic regression
analysis by the stepwise method showed that under the
mean preoperative ABG (odds ratio [OR] = 2.42), unilaterality
(OR = 2.53) and male sex (OR = 2.65) were significantly better
prognostic factors at 250 Hz. At 500 Hz, under mean
preoperative ABG (OR = 2.56) was the significantly better
factor. No significant factors were found at 1 kHz. Cochlear
otosclerosis (OR = 3.57) was a significantly worse prognostic
factor at 2 kHz. Under mean preoperative ABG (OR = 2.82)
and younger age (OR = 1.03) were significantly better
prognostic factors at 4 kHz. At 8 kHz, worse preoperative air
conduction threshold (OR = 1.96) was a significantly better
prognostic factor.
Conclusion: Preoperative ABG, preoperative air conduction
threshold, cochlear otosclerosis, male sex, laterality and age
were significant prognostic factors for postoperative hearing
outcome in otosclerosis patients. Especially, preoperative
ABG was a significant prognostic factor at multiple
frequencies.
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Early Detection of Residual Cholesteatomas by
Color Mapped Fusion Imaging

Feasibility and Efficacy of Transcanal
Endoscopic Ear Surgery for Children with a
Narrow External Auditory Canal

Tomoo Watanabe1＊, Tsukasa Ito1, Takatoshi Furukawa1,
Kazunori Futai1, Toshinori Kubota1, Masafumi Kanoto2,
Yuuki Toyoguchi2, Takaaki Hosoya2, Seiji Kakehata1
1
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
Yamagata University Faculty of Medicine
2
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Yamagata
University Faculty of Medicine
Background: Residual cholesteatomas have been difficult to
accurately detect at an early stage during follow-up
examinations of patients whom had previously undergone
surgery for removal of a primary cholesteatoma. Typically
shadows will appear on a CT scan, but cannot be confirmed
as a residual cholesteatoma until a second CT scan is taken
several months later. This second CT is then compared to
the first CT scan to determine whether the shadow has
increased in size thus strongly suggesting the presence of a
cholesteatoma. However, color mapped fusion imaging (CMFI)
can be used to immediately evaluate such shadows. If a
shadow shows up as a red area, the shadow is likely to be a
residual cholesteatoma and can be immediately removed.
Thus CMFI is useful in the postoperative follow-up
evaluations for residual cholesteatomas.

Tsukasa Ito＊, Toshinori Kubota, Tomoo Watanabe,
Kazunori Futai, Takatoshi Furukawa, Seiji Kakehata
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
Yamagata University Faculty of Medicine
Objective: To demonstrate the feasibility and efficacy of
transcanal endoscopic ear surgery (TEES) for middle ear
disease in children with a narrow external auditory canal
(EAC).
Subjects: Thirty-nine patients ranging in age from 2 to 14
years old (median: 7.9 years) with middle ear disease who
underwent TEES between November 2011 and March 2015.
Twenty-one of these patients had surgery for cholesteatomas;
twelve for chronic otitis media; five for malformation of the
middle ear; and one for bilateral medial meatal fibrosis.

Patients and Methods: Ninety patients who had undergone
the removal of a primary acquired middle ear cholesteatoma
and were undergoing postoperative follow-up evaluations for
residual cholesteatomas at 6-month intervals. Each patient
initially underwent a CT scan. If a shadow was found which
suggested the presence of a residual cholesteatoma, a CMFI
was taken to determine whether the shadow was actually a
cholesteatoma. This CMFI is created by combining a 1-mmthin-slice non-EPI DWI with MR cisternography (MRC).

Intervention: A preoperative CT scan was performed to
evaluate the middle ear disease and the morphology of EAC.
We evaluated the bony EAC retrospectively using ImageJ as
the image processing program. The EAC bony portion was
defined as that bone which surrounds the canal in sagittal
CT images. The minimum and maximum Feret diameters
were used as the EAC minor and major axis respectively.
Transcanal tympanoplasty was performed by rigid
endoscopes with an outer diameter of 2.7 mm. Transcanal
endoscopic retrograde mastoidectomy was also performed, as
necessary, on some patients to access pathologies in the
antrum.

Results: Shadows were found on the initial CT scan in 68/90
patients. The presence of a residual cholesteatoma was
strongly suggested in 5/68 patients based on the CMFI.
These 5 patients all underwent surgery for cholesteatoma
removal. The CMFI evaluations for these patients were
compared to the intraoperative findings. All 5 patients were
found to have a residual cholesteatoma in the same
anatomical location as indicated by the CMFI and these
cholesteatomas were all successfully removed.

Results: The minor axis ranged from 3.2 to 5.9 mm (mean ±
standard deviation: 4.7 ± 0.7 mm), while the major axis
ranged from 4.8 to 10.2 mm (7.8 ± 0.9 mm). One patient also
had abnormal EAC stenosis along both axes. TEES was
successfully performed on each patient without having to
make a retroauricular incision. Postoperative hearing levels
and air-bone gap fell into an acceptable range and are
comparable to those results obtained by microscopic ear
surgery.

Conclusions: CMFI is a reliable diagnostic modality for
postoperatively identifying early-stage residual
cholesteatomas.

Conclusion: TEES is feasible using rigid endoscopes with an
outer diameter of 2.7 mm and is effective and less invasive
for pediatric patients with a narrow external auditory canal.
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Filaggrin in human nasal mucosa

The functional differences of basophils and IgE
in peripheral blood between asymptomatic
subjects and symptomatic patients with allergic
rhinitis.

Masato Miwa1＊, Sharif Moinul Hasan2, Takashi Hirose3,
Noriyuki Nakajima4, Mayumi Miwa5, Kimihiro Okubo1,
Ko Okumura2
1

Nippon Medical School
Juntendo Atopy Research Center
3
Mitakadai Clinic
4
Nakajima Clinic
5
Harimazaka Clinic
2

Filaggrin (FLG) has been known as a natural moisturizing
factor and barrier related protein. In this study, we
attempted to evaluate FLG expression in human nasal
mucosa through real time RT-PCR and demonstrated those
alterations after various stimulations; lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
poly I: C and TNF α . Moreover, we have confirmed the
immunohistochemical localization of FLG in nasal and sinus
mucosa as well as skin and oral mucosa but not bronchial
mucosa.
METHODS: Human nasal epithelial cells were purchased
from PromoCell GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany). The cell
suspension of nasal epithelial cells was placed on a collagencoated membrane filter. FLG expression was confirmed by
real time RT-PCR. We attempted to demonstrate the
immunohistochemical localization of FLG in human tissues.
RESULTS: After stimulation of LPS , poly I: C, TNF α and
TNF α + Poly I：C respectively, FLG expression were
diminished. We have also confirmed the Immunohistochemical
localization of FLG in nasal and oral mucosa as well as skin
but not bronchial mucosa. Moreover in the nose, we have
demonstrated that FLG is located at human nasal epithelial
cells of inferior turbinate, not only stratified squamous
epithelium of anterior portion but also pseudostratified
ciliated epithelium of posterior portion as well as maxillary
sinus mucosa immunohistochemically.
CONCLUSION: Taken together recent reports and our
original results, FLG might be a key molecule connecting
innate immunity with acquired immunity in the upper
airway. Further study would be expected to fix the epithelial
barrier to treat and prevent Allergic Rhinits as a barrier
disorder.
＊
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Tomoyuki Arai＊, Daiju Sakurai, Syuji Yonekura,
Tomohisa Iinuma, Satoshi Suzuki, Toyoyuki Hanazawa,
Yoshitaka Okamoto
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck
Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Chiba University
Background: Although a large number of subjects are
sensitized to allergens, not all sensitized subjects develop
symptoms by allergen exposure. Some of these asymptomatic
subjects are thought to be preconditioned to the development
of allergic rhinitis. In this study, the biological activity of
specific IgE and the responsiveness of basophils between
asymptomatic subjects and symptomatic patients were
compared.
Methods: Blood were obtained from patients with Japanese
cedar pollinosis and subjects without symptoms. The
biological activity of serum specific IgE and the CD203c
expression in basophils before and after allergen stimulation
were analyzed.
Results: The CD203c expression on basophils in symptomatic
patients was significantly increased upon antigen stimulation
compared with asymptomatic subjects. The biological activity
of specific IgE was significantly correlated with the
concentration of serum specific IgE, however, no difference
was observed between symptomatic patients and
asymptomatic subjects.
Conclusions: The expression of CD203c on basophils
following allergen stimulation is lower in asymptomatic
subjects and allergen specific. Moreover, the responsiveness
of specific IgE does not decrease in these subjects. These
results suggest that the impairment of crosslinking of Fc ε
RI-bound specific IgE on basophils with allergen or
subsequent signal transduction plays an important role in
preventing the development of Japanese cedar pollinosis in
asymptomatic subjects.
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Feasibility of electrical impedance tomography
as a real-time monitoring device for detection
of the upper airway occlusion

A Recently Established Murine Model of Nasal
Polyps Demonstrates Activation of B Cells, as
Occurs in Human Nasal Polyps

Sang-Wook Kim1,2,3＊, Hyun-Jin Cho2,3, Sea-Yuong Jeon1,2,3,
Tong In Oh4, Eung Je Woo4, Daeho Lee5
1
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Gyeongsang
National University School of Medicine
2
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Gyeongsang
National University Hospital
3
Institute of Health Sciences, Gyeongsang National
University
4
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Kyung Hee
University
5
Humanitas College, Kyung Hee University
Introduction: Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is
superior to site-specific therapies for obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA) including the oral appliance and surgeries regarding
the treatment outcomes. One of the main reasons for failure
of site-specific therapies might be the absence of a real-time
monitoring technique that can detect the upper airway
occlusion during sleep. The electrical impedance tomography
(EIT) is a non-invasive imaging technique which is useful for
long-term monitoring such as evaluation of lung ventilation in
the critical care unit. Our goal was to ascertain whether EIT
can differentiate the upper airway changes.
Materials and Methods: Ten healthy subjects with no
history of witnessed apnea underwent an MRI and EIT on
the upper airway area. An elastic mask which contained
sixteen small electrodes was applied along the lower face,
which reflected the retrolingual space of the upper airway.
The swallowing maneuver was used to simulate upper
airway occlusion. Impedance images were obtained while
normal respiration (open airway) and swallowing (closed
airway) using the KHU Mark2.5 EIT system.
Results: In all subjects, the closure of the upper airway was
successfully visualized in EIT images with reference to MR
images. For some subjects, furthermore, the shape of the
upper airway in EIT images was well correlated with that in
MR images. For other subjects, however, the shape of the
airway in EIT was deformed by artifacts. The shape of the
airway in MRI and EIT was matched in seven (70%) of ten
subjects.
Conclusion: We could estimate the upper airway patency
using EIT in healthy subjects. With respect to detection of
the shape of airway, however, the accuracy of EIT was
equivocal. Further improvement of EIT technique such as
noise cancelation and further case-control human studies with
larger number of subjects may be needed.
＊
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Dong Young Kim＊
Seoul National University College of Medicine
Animal model systems are invaluable for examining human
diseases. Our laboratory recently established a mouse model
of nasal polyps (NP) and investigated similarities and
differences between this mouse model and human NP. After
induction of an ovalbumin (OVA)-induced allergic
rhinosinusitis, 6% OVA and SEB (10 ng) were instilled into
the nasal cavity of mice 3 times a week for 8 weeks. The
development of structures that somewhat resemble NP
(which we will refer to as NP) was confirmed by hematoxylin
and eosin staining. The mRNA and protein levels of various
inflammatory cell markers and mediators were measured by
real-time PCR in nasal tissue and by ELISA in nasal lavage
fluid (NLF), respectively. Total immunoglobulin isotype levels
in NLF were also quantitated using the Mouse
Immunoglobulin Isotyping Multiplex kit on a Luminex 200
instrument. Similar to human NP, there were significant
increases in gene expression of inflammatory cell markers
such as CD19, CD138, CD11c, and MCP-6 in nasal tissue
samples of the NP group compared to those of the control
group. In further investigations of B cell activation, mRNA
expressions of B-cell Activating Factor (BAFF) and A
Proliferation Inducing Ligand (APRIL) were found to be
significantly increased in mouse NP tissue. BAFF protein
concentration and IgA and IgG1 levels in NLF were
significantly higher in the NP group compared to the control
group. In this study, the NP mouse model demonstrated
enhanced B-cell responses, which are reminiscent of B cell
responses in human NP and suggests that BAFF should be
considered as a potential therapeutic target of recalcitrant
NP. This mouse model may enhance our understanding of
the pathophysiology of NP and provide a model to test
therapeutic targets in vivo.
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Comparative Analyses of the Bacterial
Microbiota of Human Nasal Mucosa in Healthy
subjects and Allergic rhinitis patients

Molecular mechanism of PMA-induced upregulation of interleukin-33 gene expression

Hyun Jik Kim1,2＊, Hyo Sang Kim2, Woo Hyun Lee1
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Takako Esu2, Shiho Naniwa2, Tatsuya Fujii1,
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2
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The nose is also critical sites of pathogen colonization, yet
commensal bacteria of nasal mucosa are relatively unexplored
by culture-independent approaches. In addition, the
commensal microbiota composition at nasal mucosa remains
less clear, especially in the patients with allergic rhinitis. Our
goal of this study is to determine the bacterial microbiota of
the nose and to compare the profile for commensal bacteria
composition of normal healthy subjects and allergic rhinitis
patients.
In this pilot study the mucus or saliva swab at nasal mucosa
and oropharynx were collected from 30 healthy adult
volunteers and 41 patients who were diagnosed with allergic
rhinitis. A combination of high-density 16s ribosomal RNA
PCR and 45 GS-FLX pylosequencing were used to profile the
microbiota.
A few phyla accounted for the majority of the bacteria
detected at nasal mucosa of healthy subjects: Proteobacteria
(42.3%), Actinobacteria (33.7%) and Firmucutes (22.9%). Both
Ralstonia (18.2%) and Raoultella (14.4%) were most dominant
genus of Proteobacteria; Corynebacterium and
Propionibacterium were also dominant genus of
Actinobacteria in healthy nasal mucosa. While Firmicutes
was not prevalent at healthy nasal mucosa but
staphylococcus was abundant genus which was existed.
Interestingly, the composition of commensal bacteria was
totally changed at nasal mucosa of allergic rhinitis. 57.1%
bacteria were included into the phylum of Firmucutes and
the percentage of Proteobacteria was just 22.4% in allergic
rhinitis nasal mucosa. The compositions of Raoultella and
Ralstonia were considerably decreased and Staphylococcus
and Lacobacillus family (Firmucutes) whose members include
important pathogens was much prevalent at nasal mucosa of
allergic rhinitis patients.
Compared to culture-independent surveys of microbiota,
microbiota of nasal mucosa shows distinct phylum-and genuslevel distributions at nasal mucosa between healthy subjects
and allergic rhinitis patients. These data might provide a
necessary foundation for future research aimed at
determining the role of commensal bacteria in patients
having allergic rhinitis.
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Department of Otolaryngology, Institute of Biomedical
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3
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Interleukin-33 (IL-33) is an IL-1 family cytokine that has a role
in regulating T helper type 2 cytokines. IL-33 is involved in
the pathogenesis of chronic inflammations through the
induction of Th2 cytokines and eosinophilia. It was shown
that serum levels of IL-33 were significantly higher in
patients with Japanese cedar pollinosis than in healthy
controls and a significant association between polymorphisms
in the IL-33 gene and susceptibility to Japanese cedar
pollinosis. Moreover, we showed that the IL-33 gene
expression level in the nasal mucosa was correlated with the
number of blood eosinophils in patients with Japanese cedar
pollinosis. Recently, IL-33 was found to be expressed in an
inducible fashion by some immune cells. In the present study,
in order to clarify the molecular mechanism of up-regulation
of IL-33 gene expression, we examined the effect of shoseiryu-to (SST) on phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA)induced up-regulation of IL-33 gene expression in Swiss 3T3,
mouse fibroblast cells. Stimulation with PMA but not with
ionomycin induced up-regulation of IL-33 gene expression,
suggesting the involvement of calcium independent protein
kinase C (PKC). Pretreatment with rottelerin, a PKC δ
selective inhibitor and 17-AAG, a HSP90 inhibitor suppressed
the up-regulation of IL-33 gene expression. Extracts of SST
dose-dependently suppressed PMA-induced up-regulation of
IL-33 gene expression in Swiss 3T3 cells. These results
suggest that PKC δ and HSP90 involved in PMA-induced upregulation of IL-33 gene expression and that SST had the
suppressive effect on IL-33 gene expression, suggesting that
SST could alleviate nasal symptoms of chronic inflammations
in allergic rhinitis.
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Fibrinolytic mechanism might be involved in
polyps with chronic rhinosinusitis

Doxycycline inhibits TGF- β 1-induced
Extracellular Matrix Production in Nasal
Polyp-Derived Fibroblasts

Masafumi Sakashita, Tetsuji Takabayashi,
Takahiro Tokunaga, Yukihiro Kato, Kazuhiro Ogi,
Takechiyo Yamada, Shigeharu Fujieda＊
University of Fukui Faculty of Medical Science, Division
of Otorhinolaryngology
Rationale: Recent data from our lab suggested nasal polyp
(NP) in chronic rhinosinusitis which is type 2-related
inflammation was related to fibrin deposition. This is likely to
be caused by potent decrease of tissue plasminogen activator
(t-PA) in NP tissue. The aims of present study are to
investigate how t-PA gene expression is altered by various
stimulants, and to study whether t-PA is stored and/or
released by normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells.
Methods: NHBE were stimulated by Cytokines (IL-1b, IL-4,
IL-6, IL-13, IL-17, IFNg, TNFa), Growth factors (TGFb, EGF,
VEGF, bFGF), Dexamethasone, Retinoic acid (RA), Vitamins
(Vitamin A, Vitamin D), Histon deacetylase inhibitors
(Butyrate, Trichostatin A) and Statins (Symbastatin,
Fluvastatin) for 24hr. The expression of t-PA mRNA was
analyzed by real-time PCR. t-PA protein from supernatant
and cell lysate were analyzed by ELISA.
Result: IL-13(100ng/ml) significantly reduced t-PA mRNA
expression by 40%, while RA (1x10-6M) induced 3 to 6 times
higher than control (p<0.05 respectively). In supernatant, IL13 significantly reduced t-PA protein, while RA induced
significantly compared to control (65.9 vs 229.3 vs121.1 ng
t-PA protein respectively). Similar trend were found in cell
lysate (16.4 vs 64.3 vs 36.1 ng t-PA protein respectively).
Conclusion: t-PA protein is synthesized and released by
NHBE. Type 2 cytokine and RA and Vitamin A have potent
relevance to alter the t-PA production in NHBE. The amount
of released t-PA is higher than in cell lysate which suggests
epithelial cell plays a role in consistent production of t-PA.
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Purpose: Doxycycline has been shown to have anti-bacterial
and anti-inflammatory effects and suppresses collagen
biosynthesis. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
effects of doxycycline on transforming growth factor (TGF)β 1-induced myofibroblast differentiation and extracellular
matrix production in nasal polyp-derived fibroblasts (NPDFs).
We also determined the molecular mechanisms of action for
doxycycline.
Methods: NPDFs were isolated from nasal polyps from eight
patients. Doxycycline was used to pre-treat TGF- β 1-induced
NPDFs. Cytotoxicity was evaluated using a
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2yl)-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide
assay. Expression levels of α-smooth muscle actin (SMA) and
fibronectin were measured using Western blot, reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction, and
immunofluorescence staining. Total collagen production was
analyzed with the Sircol collagen assay, while mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) and NF- κ B activation
were determined using Western blot analysis. Luciferase
assay was used to evaluate the transcriptional activity of NFκ B.
Results: While doxycycline (0 - 40 ng/ml) had no significant
cytotoxic effects in TGF- β 1-induced NPDFs, it significantly
reduced the expression levels of α -SMA, fibronectin, and
collagen in TGF- β 1-induced NPDFs in a dose-dependent
manner. Doxycycline also inhibited the TGF- β 1-induced
activation of p38, JNK, and NF- κ B, and its inhibitory effects
were similar to those of the specific inhibitors for each.
Conclusions: Doxycycline has an inhibitory effect on TGF- β
1-induced myofibroblast differentiation and extracellular
matrix production via the p38 and JNK/NF- κ B signal
pathways in NPDFs.
＊
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Epidermal growth factor inhibitor AG1478
inhibits mucus hypersecretion in rat airway
epithelium.

A novel snoring detection device based on
hysteresis extraction algorithm

Kumiko Takezawa＊, Takao Ogawa, Shino Shimizu,
Takeshi Shimizu
Department of otorhinolaryngology, Shiga University of
Medical Science
Background: Mucus hypersecretion and eosinophil/
neutrophil infiltration are important characteristics of airway
inflammation. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
transactivation induces mucus and inflammatory cytokine
secretion from airway epithelial cells. To elucidate the roles
of EGFR in airway inflammation, the in vitro effects on mucin
production and interleukin-8 (IL-8) secretion from cultured
airway epithelial cells and the in vivo effects on mucus
hypersecretion and neutrophil infiltration in rat nasal mucosa
of the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor AG1478 were
examined.
Methods: The in vitro effects of AG1478 treatment of
cultured NCI-H292 cells on lipopolysaccharide (LPS)- or tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)- α -induced MUC5AC mucin and IL-8
secretion were evaluated. Hypertrophic and metaplastic
changes of goblet cells, mucus production and neutrophil
infiltration in rat nasal epithelium were induced by intranasal
instillation of LPS in vivo, and the inhibitory effects of
AG1478 by intraperitoneal injection or intranasal instillation
were examined.
Results: AG1478 (1-1000 nM) significantly inhibited both LPSand TNF-?-induced secretion of MUC5AC and IL-8 from
cultured NCI-H292 cells in a dose-dependent manner. The
expression of MUC5AC and IL-8 mRNAs was also
significantly inhibited. Intranasal instillation of AG1478 1 hour
after intranasal LPS instillation significantly inhibited LPSinduced goblet cell metaplasia, mucus production and
neutrophil infiltration in rat nasal epithelium, as did
intraperitoneal injection of AG1478 1 hour before LPS
instillation.

Hirotaka Hara＊, Shinsaku Tahara, Hiroshi Yamashita
Department of Otolaryngology, Yamaguchi University
Graduate School of Medicine
We aimed to introduce and validate our newly developed
snoring detection device to automatically identify the
incidence and amplitude of snores using the hysteresis
extraction method. Thirty patients (16 males and 14 females)
with a history of snoring were included in this study. Each
patient underwent conventional polysomnography. Natural
overnight snoring was recorded from each subject using our
original snore detection device and an integrated circuit
recorder while the patient slept during polysomnography. A
novel algorithm based on hysteresis extraction was used to
detect snores and qualify the level of each event at 30-s
intervals (one epoch). The automated and subjective
assessment concordance was evaluated by comparing a total
of 29465 epochs. Against the total sleep time, we found a
mean rate of snore time of 14.1% ± 7.9%. Further, the
validation of the automatic snore detection system revealed
the following: sensitivity, 78.68%; specificity, 94.48%; positive
predictive value, 72.04%; negative predictive value, 94.48%;
and accuracy, 89.5%. In this study, we revealed the efficacy of
our newly developed snoring detection device and found that
it may be a useful method in future snoring analyses via
objective medical assessment to determine the effects of
antisnoring therapies such as mandibular advancement
devices and palatal surgery. However, our sample size of 30
subjects was relatively small; therefore, further research is
required to evaluate this device.
＊
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Conclusions: These results indicate that EGFR
transactivation plays an important role in mucin and IL-8
secretion from airway epithelial cells. Intranasal instillation of
an EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor may be a new therapeutic
approach for the treatment of upper airway inflammation.
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Steroid hormone receptor expression and action
in fibroblasts from the vocal fold, trachea, and
esophagus

Age-related Changes of Deglutition and
Respiratory Patterns During Sleep

Shigeyuki Mukudai1,2,3＊, Takeshi Nishio4,
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Fibroblasts are target cells for steroids such as sex hormones
and corticoids. The characteristics of fibroblasts vary among
tissues and organs. Our aim in this study is to examine
differences in responses to steroid hormones among
fibroblasts from different cervicothoracic regions. We
compared the action of steroid hormone on cultured
fibroblasts from the vocal folds, which are considered to be
the primary target of steroid hormones, as well as the
trachea and the esophagus in adult male rats. Expression of
steroid hormone receptors (androgen receptor (AR), estrogen
receptor α, and glucocorticoid receptor) was confirmed by
immunofluorescence detection. AR was more frequently
expressed in the vocal fold fibroblasts than in the tracheal
and esophageal fibroblasts. Cell proliferation analysis
exhibited that either administration of testosterone (T),
estradiol (E2), or corticosterone (CORT) suppressed cell
growth in all three fibroblasts. mRNA expression of
extracellular matrix-associated genes represented that the
addition of T, but not of E2 or CORT, markedly promoted
the expression of procollagen I and III, elastin and hyaluronic
acid synthase I only in the vocal fold fibroblasts. These
results indicate that each steroid hormone exerts regionspecific effects on cervicothoracic fibroblasts with different
properties through binding to each receptor. The finding that
fibroblasts from the vocal fold show a higher level of AR
expression than those from the trachea and esophagus may
be related to the androgenic effects specific to the vocal fold.
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Objectives: Deglutition is a vital function, and the clearance
of the pharynx by deglutition, which removes matter that
could be aspirated, is important in protecting the airways and
lungs against aspiration. Certain clinical disorders, such as
reflux-related and aspiration-related diseases, may be related
to nocturnal deglutition. Recently aspiration pneumonia has
become an important cause of death in the aged.
Age-related changes of deglutition and respiratory patterns
during sleep were investigated in this study.
Methods: Ten aged adults (average age 71) and ten younger
adults (average age 25) were examined via time-matched
digital (computed) recordings of polysomnography and
surface electromyography of the muscles (thyrohyoid and
suprahyoid muscles) related to swallowing. The data
Obtained was compared statistically.
Results: Regarding the sleep architecture of the aged, total
sleep time, sleep efficiency and deep sleep decreased, and
stage 1 sleep increased.
Most deglutition occurred in association with spontaneous
electroencephalographic arousal. Deglutition was related to
the sleep stage. The deeper the sleep stage, the lower the
mean deglutition frequency. There was no deglutition during
deep sleep in the aged. During sleep, swallowing was more
infrequent and absent for longer periods in the aged.
Overall muscle tone during REM sleep was inhibited and
surface EMG amplitude dropped to its lowest level of
recording during REM sleep. However, deglutition also
occurred in association with spontaneous EEG arousal as
frequently as in non-REM sleep stage 2.
The deeper the sleep stage, the lower the mean arousal
frequency, and the lower the mean ratio of arousal with
deglutition to arousal.
The swallows followed by inspiration increased in the aged.
Conclusion: Deglutition was extremely infrequent and
displayed unique patterns during sleep in the aged. Sleeprelated deglutition may adversely influence aspiration-related
(aspiration pneumonia, etc) diseases in the aged.
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The functional subsets of regulatory T cells
correlate with clinical outcome and invariant
NKT cells suppression in head and neck cancer
patients

Tumor suppressive microRNA-26a/b inhibit
cancer cell migration and invasion via targeting
TMEM184B in oral squamous cell carcinoma

Fumie Ihara, Daiju Sakurai, Atsushi Horinaka,
Yuji Makita, Naoki Kunii, Yoshitaka Okamoto＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck
Surgery, Graduate School of Medicine, Chiba University
It is well known that regulatory T cells (Tregs) play a crucial
role in peripheral immune tolerance. However, the clinical
significance of Tregs in the cancer treatment has been still
controversial. Tregs were classified functionally to activated
Tregs (aTregs), resting Tregs and non-Tregs by the
expression of CD45RA and Foxp3. In this study, we
investigated the roles of Tregs in the immune suppression
observed in the patients with head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma (HNSCC).
Methods: A total of 46 patients with (HNSCC (36 males and
10 females) and 11 age-matched patients with benign tumors
(6 males and 5 females) were enrolled in this study. All of
these patients received the standard treatments and the
association of functional Treg subset was examined with the
clinical course and prognosis. In vitro study, Tregs and NKT
cells were prepared from peripheral blood mononuclear cells
and the influence of Treg on proliferation and activation of
NKT cells were examined.
Results: aTregs were significantly increased in the HNSCC
patients compared with benign tumor patients and
decreased after standard treatments, correlating with the
clinical course. Additionally, increased aTregs were
significantly associated with poor prognosis. Functional
studies showed that aTregs suppressed the proliferation and
cytokine production of NKT cells. The suppression required
cell-to-cell contact, and an impaired dendritic cell (DC)
function may participate in the suppression. The
chemotherapeutic agent, paclitaxel, impaired Tregs and
restored the activity of NKT cells.
Conclusion: Our results suggested that the frequency of
peripheral aTregs might be a useful maker of clinical
outcome and the Treg-targeted therapy would be effective
and lead to enhance antitumor responses in HNSCC patients.
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Background: Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) accounts
for the most common type of head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma(HNSCC). In spite of the advances in multimodality
therapy including surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy,
the five year survival rate for OSCC has remained less than
50%. microRNAs(miRNAs) are a class of small non-coding
RNA molecule consisting of 19-22 nucleotide. A substantial
amount of evidences have suggested that miRNAs are
aberrantly expressed in many cancers and that they function
as tumor suppressors or oncogenes. In this study we
constructed microRNA expression signature using OSCC
clinical specimens. The expression signature showed that
miR-26a/b were significantly downregulated in OSCC clinical
specimens, suggesting that these microRNA might act as
tumor suppressors. The aims of study were to investigate
the functional significance of miR-26a/b, and to identify the
genes or pathways regulated by these microRNAs.
Result: The expression levels of miR-26a/b were significantly
downregulated in OSCC clinical specimens and cell lines than
normal tissues. Restoration of miR-26a/b inhibited cancer cell
migration and invasion in OSCC. In silico analysis revealed
that five genes were putative target genes regulated by miR26a/b. Among these candidate genes, we focused on
TMEM184B because it was the most significantly
upregulated in OSCC clinical specimens. The luciferase
reporter assay revealed that TMEM184B was directly
regulated by miR-26a/b in OSCC cell lines. The loss of
function study using si-TMEM184B revealed that silencing of
TMEM184B significantly inhibited cancer cell migration in
OSCC. Genome-wide gene expression analysis using siLOXL2-transfected OSCC cell lines revealed that regulation
of actin cytoskeleton pathways are regulated by TMEM184B
in OSCC cell lines.
Conclusion: We found that miR-26a/b act as tumor
suppressors via targeting TMEM184B in OSCC. Elucidation
of cancer genes or pathways regulated by the miR-26a/b
might be new therapeutic strategies to treat this disease.
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Myosin 1b overexpression in HNSCC enhances
cell migration and lymph node metastasis.
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Lymph node (LN) metastasis is the major clinicopathologic
feature associated with poor prognosis in patients with head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). In this study,
we attempted to identify the novel molecular mechanisms for
LN metastasis in human HNSCC. A Web-based bioinformatics
analysis revealed that myosin 1b (Myo1b), a member of the
myosin family, was upregulated in HNSCC among various
human cancers. The myosins are a well-studied protein
family involved in vesicular trafficking, contractility, and cell
motility. However the role of Myo1b in cancer is not widely
reported. Myo1b mRNA was found to be highly expressed in
HNSCC cell lines among various cancer cell lines, and in
HNSCC tissues compared with their normal counterparts in
quantitative-PCR analyses (n = 7, P < 0.05).
Immunohistochemistry-detected Myo1b expression was
significantly correlated with LN metastases in patients with
tongue cancer (n = 31, P < 0.05). HNSCC with high expression
of Myo1b and chemokine receptor 4 (CCR4), another
metastasis-associated molecule, was strongly associated with
LN metastasis. RNA interference of Myo1b in HNSCC cells,
SAS and HSC4, significantly inhibited migratory and invasive
abilities through decreased large protrusion formation of cell
membranes. Finally, Myo1b knockdown in SAS cells
significantly inhibited in vivo cervical lymph node metastases
in a cervical LN metastatic mouse model system. These
results demonstrate that Myo1b is involved in cancer cell
motility and in LN metastasis of human HNSCC, indicating
that Myo1b is a novel diagnostic marker and a potential
therapeutic target for patients with HNSCC.
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Protective effect of astaxanthin nano emulsion
against neomycin-induced hair cell death in
zebrafish lateral line.

Effect of systemic steroid on hearing
preservation after cochlear implantation in
guinea pig model

Hiroshi Yamashita＊, Kazuma Sugahara,
Yoshinobu Hirose, Yousuke Takemoto, Hirotaka Hara
Department of Otolaryngology, Yamaguchi University
Graduate School of Medicine
The zebrafish lateral line is an efficient model system for
the evaluation of chemicals that protect and damage hair
cells. Located on the surface of the body, lateral line hair cells
are accessible for manipulation and visualization. The
zebrafish lateral line system allows rapid screens of large
chemical libraries.
In the present study, several molecules known as the
supplemental drugs were evaluated for protective effect on
hair cells against aminoglycoside ototoxicity. Zebrafish larvae
were exposed to the molecules (1-1000 μ g/ml) for 1 hour
before 200 μM neomycin to induce hair cell death for 1 hour.
To label hair cells, immunohistochemistry was performed
using anti-parvalbumin antibody after the fixation. The rate
of survival hair cells was calculated with the fluorescence
microscope.
In zebrafish lateral line, the survival rate of hair cells in
Neomycin + Astaxanthin group was significantly more than
that in Neomycin group.
Astaxanthin has the strong antioxidant activity. Therefore,
the dietary supplement and cosmetics which contain
astaxanthin were manufactured in many countries. The nano
emulsion can diffuse into water and transit to the living
tissue. Therefore, This drug showed the strong protective
effect in the zebrafish lateral line hair cells. The nano
emulsion of astaxanthin may be used as the protective drug
in the inner ear.
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Objective: The present study aimed to evaluate effect of
systemic steroid on long-term hearing preservation after
cochlear implantation (CI) via round window approach and
compare the effect of round window approach and
cochleostomy approach on hearing preservation.
Methods: Continuous mini-osmotic infusion pump (10 μ l/hr,
Alzet, USA) filled with dexamethasone (4mg/ml) was inserted
into subcutaneous pocket and removed 3 days or 7 days after
implantation. Electrode insertion was carried out through
round window approach at 7 weeks. Hearing thresholds (tone
burst at 2, 8, 16, 24, 32 kHz) were measured by auditory
brainstem response (Smart EP, IHS, USA) prior to
implantation and at 1 week, 4 weeks, 12 weeks after
implantation. Histologic evaluation of cochlea was carried out.
The results were compared to our previous results of CI via
cochleostomy approach.
Results: Significant hearing preservation than control group
was observed in 7 day infusion groups after 4 weeks from
implantation (2, 8, 16, 24 and 32 kHz). Seven day infusion
group maintained significantly better hearing levels over
control group after 12 weeks of implantation (2, 8, 16, 24 and
32 kHz) whereas the hearing levels of 3 day group became
almost identical to control group. Histologic review revealed
more fibrosis and inflammatory cell infiltration along the
electrode insertion site of scala tympani in control group than
in steroid infusion groups. Comparing the mean threshold of
round window and cochleostomy approach, control and 3 day
infusion group of round window approach showed better
hearing preservation after 1 week from implantation than
each of cochleostomy approach, which did not reach
statistical significance.
Conclusions: Systemic steroid administration was effective in
long term hearing preservation in 7 day steroid infusion
group. Suspected mechanism was the suppression of
inflammation and subsequent tissue reaction by steroid
according to the pathologic examination.
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Anatomical & Functional Abnormalities of the
Horizontal Semicircular Canals in Slc26a4Knockout Mice

Safety of robot assisted mastoidectomy. A
cadaveric study.

Byung Yoon Choi1, Yong-Hwi An2, Min Young Kim1,
Jiyeon Lee3, Seung Ha Oh4, Jun Ho Lee4, Ja-Won Koo1
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Background: Pendrin, encoded by SLC26A4 gene, is a
carrier protein expressed in inner ear epithelial cells that
secrete HCO3- into endolymph. Details of vestibular ocular
reflex (VOR) and anatomical abnormality of the lateral
semicircular canal have not been characterized. Here we
report the quantitative VOR responses and vestibular
anatomy in pendrin deficient mice strain.
Methods: Total 40 mice of wild type (Slc26a4+/+, N=9),
Slc26a4 heterozygous knockout (Slc26a4 Δ /+, N=10),
transgenic mice with doxycycline-inducible partial expression
of Slc26a4 (Tg(+);Slc26a4 Δ / Δ , N=13) and Slc26a4
homozygous knockout (Slc26a4 Δ / Δ , N=8) are used. Pendrin
deficient mice were evaluated by auditory brainstem
response (ABR), VOR, histology of the horizontal canal.
Rotation test is performed more than 10 cycles with the
maximal angular velocity of and 100 degree/sec in 0.1, 0.2, 0.5
Hz.
Results: Mean ABR thresholds of Slc26a4 Δ / Δ mice were
significantly elevated compared to Tg(+);Slc26a4 Δ / Δ ,
Slc26a4 Δ /+ and Slc26a4+/+ mice. In VOR testing, Slc26a4
Δ / Δ mice had minimal response to any of the stimuli
tested, whereas Tg(+);Slc26a4 Δ / Δ and Slc26a4 Δ /+ had an
intermediate response compared to Slc26a4+/+. The mean
gains of horizontal rotation at 0.1 Hz were 0.03 ± 0.02 in
Slc26a4 Δ / Δ , 0.57 ± 0.03 in Tg(+);Slc26a4 Δ / Δ , 0.75 ± 0.02
in Slc26a4 Δ /+ and 0.87 ± 0.03 in Slc26a4+/+mice, showing
pendrin-dose dependent formation of VOR. A substantial
portion of vestibular hair cells in the lateral canal from
Slc26a4 Δ / Δ are replaced by vacuoles, while there is no
apparent difference in hair cell architectures between
Slc26a4+/+ and Slc26a4 Δ /+. Expression of calretinin, which
is mainly expressed from the type I vestibular hair cells, was
absent in ampulla of Slc26a4 Δ / Δ .
Conclusions: Vestibular function through VOR of horizontal
canal is manifested with a pendrin dose-dependent pattern,
while auditory function shows all-or-none phenotype in
pendrin deficient mice. Mutations of SLC26A4 gene induce
anatomical and functional deficits of vestibular hair cells of
lateral semicircular canals.
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Introduction: Surgical precision is better achieved by the
development of the anatomical monitoring system. In this
report, we aimed to analyze the effect of the robot-assisted
system on the preservation of anatomic structures in
mastoidectomy.
Materials and Methods: We developed a multi degree-offreedom robot system which holds the surgical drill. Drill
system was manipulated by the surgeon and the motion of
the drill burr was monitored by the robot system. It has an
alarm system and a brake that allows us to avoid unexpected
damage to the vital structures such as facial nerve,
semicircular canals, sigmoid sinus and the posterior external
auditory canal. Damages were analyzed by the pre- and postoperative CT scans.
Results: When the brake system was set to 1mm from facial
nerve, the postoperative average bony thickness of mastoid
portion of facial nerve (11 cadavar mastoids) were 1.18, 1.35,
and 1.55 in anterior, lateral and posterior part, respectively.
There was no case of facial nerve canal damage.
Conclusions: Using robot-assisted system, mastoidectomy
was successfully performed. The pre-set limit of 1mm was
maintained. This system may be useful for inexperienced
surgeons in clinical use.
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Transplantation of olfactory stem cells with
biodegradable hydrogel accelerates facial nerve
regeneration after crush injury

The function analysis of microRNA let-7b
packed into exosome in auditory cell

Shinichi Esaki＊, Sachiyo Katsumi, Yuki Hamajima,
Yoshihisa Nakamura, Mariko Takahashi,
Shingo Murakami
Department of Otolaryngology, Head & Neck Surgery,
Nagoya City University Graduate School of Medical
Sciences and Medical School
Olfactory mucosa autografts transplantation has been shown
to improve the outcome after spinal cord injury. Olfactory
mucosa contain neural stem cells, called olfactory stem cells
(OSC), which produce broad trophic support required for
promoting axonal regeneration. However, the local tissue
environment can reduce the viability and functionality of
transplanted cells when placed directly on the injury site. In
this study, Medgel, a biodegradable hydrogel sponge, was
applied to place OSC around the transplanted site to avoid
the local hostile environment. The OSC were isolated from
the olfactory mucosae of newborn mice and expressed the
neural stem cell markers, Nestin, Musashi-1, Nanog, and Sox2. When differentiated, the OSC expressed ?III-tubulin,
galactocerebroside and glial fibrillary acidic protein,
confirming the multipotency of the OSC. The OSC secreted
several cytokines that can promote nerve regeneration. When
OSC were transplanted after facial nerve injury, accelerated
recovery was observed for one week. When OSC were
transplanted with Medgel, a higher level of accelerated
recovery was observed throughout the study. OSC
impregnated in Medgel increased the mean evoked
compound muscle action potential amplitudes of the
buccinator muscle, and increased newly generated nerve
fibers. These results suggest that the OSC implanted with
Medgel accelerated recovery from facial palsy in mice.
Because human OSC can be easily obtained from olfactory
mucosa biopsies with very limited risk, OSC impregnation in
Medgel may be a candidate approach for accelerating
recovery from facial nerve injury.
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Background: The microRNAs in cell-released exosomes can
circulate with the associated vehicles to reach neighboring
cells and distant cells. After being delivered into acceptor
cells, exosomal microRNA play functional roles. It has been
reported that microRNA let-7b play a major role to regulate
cell death through the interaction with Toll like Receptor 7
(TLR7) localized in intracellular endosome, and control the
pain reaction through the expression of TRPA1. But, the
relationship between microRNA let-7b, TLR7 and TRPA1
remain unknown in auditory cells. Our objective is to uncover
the function of exosomal microRNA let-7b in auditory cells.
Methods: HEI-OC1 was used as an auditory cell line. The cell
viability was determined by cell viability assays. MicroRNA
was transfected into cells by lipofection. Western blot analysis
was performed.
Results: The cell viability after direct exposure of microRNA
let-7b was decreased in dose- and time- dependent manner.
The expression of TLR7 and TRPA1 were increased in
microRNA let-7b-treated cells. When microRNA let-7b was
transfected into cells by lipofection, the cell viability was
more decreased than microRNA let-7b-treated cells, and the
expression of TLR7 and TRPA1 was also more increased.
These results indicate that microRNA let-7b packed into
exosomes was specifically recognized by TLR7 and TRPA1,
and regulate cell death and pain stimulation in auditory cells.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that microRNA let-7b
entering the cells via exosomes might regulate the activation
of TLR7/TRPA1 in auditory cells. It was suggested that
there are possibility that exosomal microRNA let-7b serve as
a novel mediator of cell death and pain via activating TLR7/
TRPA1 in auditory cells.
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New Electroneurography Method for Facial
Nerve Paralysis Patient -Midline Method-

Deletion of Tricellulin Causes Severe Hearing
Loss Associated with Hair Cell Degeneration.
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Background: Electroneurography (ENoG), which was first
described by Esslen in 1973, is widely used for determining
the degree of facial nerve damage and evaluating the
prognosis in facial palsy. In the standard ENoG measurement,
the two recording electrodes are applied to the nasolabial fold
for CMAP recording. The problem of this method is that the
nasolabial fold cannot be easily detected in severe facial
palsy, and the optimal bilateral electrode placement is difficult
due to facial asymmetry.
Recently, we have used new electrode positions for
measuring the compound muscle action potential (CMAPs)
from the facial muscles in which one electrode is placed on
the mental protuberance, and the other is placed on the
philtrum over the orbicularis oris muscle, the midline method.
In the present study, we compared these methods for clinical
use.
Patients and Methods: Sixty-four patients with peripheral
facial palsy were enrolled. CMAPs were recorded using the
midline and standard methods simultaneously. Percutaneous
electrical stimulation was applied to the main trunk of the
facial nerve. The amplitudes of the CMAPs and the
relationship between the ENoG values, calculated using the
CMAPs, and the period to full recovery from the facial palsy
were compared.
Results: The midline method had larger CMAP amplitudes
in both sides and a stronger negative correlation in the
relationship between the ENoG value and period to full
recovery from palsy than the standard method (-0.52 vs. -0.33,
P =0.001) statistically.
Conclusions: The midline ENoG method may have
advantages over the standard method in terms of ease of
electrode setting, and the ENoG value may be a useful
prognostic factor. We also propose a criterion for the ENoG
value for clinical use of the midline ENoG to evaluate the
prognosis of the facial palsy.
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Tricellulin is a central component of tricellular tight junction
and is distributed to the various epithelial tissues. Although
mutations in tricellulin are known to cause deafness in human
(DFNB49) and in mice, the influence of its systemic deletion
in vivo has not been elucidated. In the current study, we
generated Tric-knockout mice (Tric-/- mice) and analyzed
their phenotype. Tric-/- mice showed early onset progressive
hearing loss associated with HC degeneration, although any
morphological changes of tight junction were not observed.
Hearing loss was the only pathological phenotype and other
organs were not affected in the Tric-/- mice, suggesting the
specific requirement of tricellulin for the cochlear function.
The EP in Tric-/- mice was maintained and the HC
degeneration is subsequent to the reported period of the EP
maturation. The hair cells in Tric-/- mice were not
degenerated when cultured under physiological extracellular
ion composition, suggesting that the HC degeneration in Tric/- mice is probably consequence of the compromised ion
homeostasis surrounding HCs due to increased paracellular
ion permeability. These data demonstrate specific
requirement of tricellulin for maintaining ion homeostasis
around cochlear hair cells to ensure their survival. The newly
established Tric-/- mouse provides a good model for
understanding the distinct role of tricellulin in the cochlear
and the pathogenesis of DFNB49.
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Metabolomic profiling of inner ear fluid using
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry in
guinea pig cochlea

Sulforaphane, a natural component of broccoli,
inhibits vestibular schwannoma in vitro and in
vivo

Takeshi Fujita＊, Daisuke Yamashita, Yuriko Fukuda,
Go Inokuchi, Shingo Hasegawa, Naoki Otsuki,
Ken-ichi Nibu
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The composition and homeostasis of inner ear fluids are
important in hearing function. The purpose
of this study was to perform metabolomic analysis of the
inner ear fluid in guinea pig cochlea. Seventy-seven kinds of
metabolites were detected in the inner ear fluid. Six
metabolites were significantly more abundant, and nine
metabolites were less abundant in the inner ear fluid than in
plasma. The levels of ten metabolites in the inner ear fluid
significantly changed after loud noise exposure. These results
may help to elucidate various clinical conditions of
sensorineural hearing loss, including noise-induced hearing
loss.
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Sulforaphane (SFN) is a naturally occurring isothiocyanate
found in cruciferous vegetables, such as broccoli, with potent
chemoprotective effects in several cell types. Recent insights
into the mechanisms underlying vestibular schwannomas (VS)
pathogenesis have led to numerous advances in both the
treatment and prevention of VS. This study aimed to
examine the inhibitory effects of SFN on VS in vitro and in
vivo. Human primary VS cells, HEI-193 schwannom cells and
SC4 Nf2-/- Schwann cells were used to investigate the
inhibitory effects of SFN in vitro. Cell proliferation was
assessed using bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) and MTT assays.
Apoptosis was measured by flow cytometry, terminal
deoxynucleotidyl trasferase-mediated dUTP nick end labeling
(TUNEL) staining, and western blot and cell cycle was
analyzed by flow cytometry. Mechanism of action was
assessed by histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDAC) assay and
western blot. Finally, the in vivo antitumor activity of SFN
was examined in a xenograft mouse model.
SFN exhibited significant anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic
activity in schwannoma cells, via the inhibition of HDAC
activity. Accumulation of G2/M phase showed the antiprolferative activity. SFN also significantly inhibited tumor
growth in xenografted nude mice. The data presented here
show that SFN , a natural component of broccoli, exerts
antitumor activity in schwannoma cells through the inhibition
of HDAC. SFN may therefore represent a potential
chemotherapeutic agent for the treatment of VS.
＊
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MicroRNA expression in the vestibular nucleus
after unilateral unilateral labyrinthectomy

Moo Kyun Park＊, Moon Young Chang,
Myung-Whan Suh, Jun Ho Lee, Seung-ha Oh
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Seoul National University College of Medicine
Background
Vestibular compensation is the functional recovery that
follows unilateral peripheral vestibular lesions, which is a
good model for the neuroplasticity of the central nervous
system. MicroRNA expression in vestibular compensation has
not been reported yet. In the present study, we investigated
microRNA expression in rat vestibular nucleus after
unilateral labyrinthectomy.
Method
We identified the course of behavioural recovery after
unilateral labyrinthectomy. A total of 10 male Sprague–
Dawley rats, 7 weeks old, were randomly divided into two
groups, sham-operated group (n=5) and unilateral
labyrinthectomy group (n=5). Behavioural scores, including
nystagmus, postural asymmetry and rotaroad score, were
measured at baseline, 4 hours, 1, 2, 3, 4 days,1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8
weeks post-operation in all rats. We utilized microarray
methods to reveal expression of microRNAs in rat vestibular
nucleus. Finally, we used quantitative RT-PCR methods to
verify the microarray results. 50 rats were randomly divided
into two groups, sham-operated group (n=25) and unilateral
labyrinthectomy group (n=25). Five rats of each group were
sacrificed at 4 hours,1, 2, 3 and 4 days post-operation,
respectively. Then vestibular nucleus tissue was harvested
and quantitative RT-PCR was performed.
Results
The behavioural recovery of the unilateral labyrinthectomy
group reached the highest level on 3 days post-postoperation.
Microarray results showed that nine microRNAs were more
than 1.2-fold up-regulated (p-value < 0.2), and one miRNA
were more than 1.2-fold down-regulated (p-value < 0.2) in the
unilateral labyrinthectomy group compared to the shamoperated group. The quantitative RT-PCR results indicated
that miR-219a-5p and miR-218a-5p could be involved in
vestibular compensation.
Conclusion
We suggested that miR-219a-5p and miR-218a-5p might be
regulators in vestibular compensation. This study could pave
the way for the study which identifies the role of microRNA
in the neuroplasticity of the central nervous system.
＊
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Clinical analysis of Eosinophilic Chronic
Rhinosinusitis

The observation of sleep disturbance in patients
with allergic rhinitis using Actigraph

Joong Saeng Cho＊, In Yong Ryu, Su Jin Kim,
Kun Hee Lee, Sung Wan Kim

Motofumi Ohki1＊, Kentaro Ohashi2, Motomi Nakaza2,
Tatsutoshi Suzuki2

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine,
Kyung Hee University

1

Purpose ECRS was summarized as an entity of intractable
chronic sinus inflammation accompanied by numerous
infiltrations of activated eosinophil in the paranasal sinus
mucosa and/or nasal polyps. A clear definition of ECRS has
not established. The aim of the study is to compare the
clinical findings of ECRS and non-ECRS in Korean population.
Method Four hundred eighty six patients undergoing
endoscopic sinus surgery in Kyung Hee university medical
center from March 2013 to January 2014. We investigated
allergic sensitization, asthma, atopic dermatitis, subjective
symptom, olfactory function test, blood test including
eosinophil and Ig E and CT scoring.
Result Prevalence rate of ECRS reaches approximately 11
percentages of CRS patients in Korea. ECRS group had
higher percentage of asthma history(p=0.036) Lower scores at
discrimination(p=0.031) and threshold(p=0.050) in olfactory
function test and higher peripheral eosinophil count(p<0.001)
were seen in ECRS group. In CT scan imaging by Lund
Mackay system and olfactory cleft scoring, ECRS group
showed higher scores at anterior-Es(p<0.001), posteriorEs(p<0.001), Fs(p<0.001), Oc(p<0.001) and total score.(p<0.001)
In endoscopic examination, which was done after operation,
polypoid mucosa(p<0.001), granulation tissue(p=0.002), MP
discharge(p=0.010) were higher in ECRS group.
Conclusion If Eosinophilic Polyp has observed, more careful
observation is required. In case of ECRS group, possibility of
recurrence after the surgery must be observed through more
detailed follow-up.

Dept.of Otorhinolaryngology, Kitasato University Medical
Center
2
Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology, Kitasato University School
of Medicine
It is important to treat the symptom of sleep disturbance or
day time activity in patients with allergic rhinitis. In fact,
Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma (ARIA) reported
the severity of allergic rhinitis was decided with sleep
disturbance. However, most of the studies about quality of
life was reported by questionnaire. Recently, Actigraphy
technology was invented and sleep/wake patterns of a
variety of patients was able to observe with this device.
Then, we collected the data by this device during sleep and
in daytime in seasonal allergic patients, and discussed the
objective effect of quality of life with allergic rhinitis.
The patients with Japanese cider allergic patients were
recruited in this study. The patients were ordered to wear
Actiwatch2 (Philips Respironics co.) continuously for two
weeks. The study was tried both in and out of pollen season
and was compared with each other. The results showed that
wake time after sleep onset and percentage of total sleep
time was statistically decreased in pollen season. This result
suggest that sleep disturbance will be effected with
pathophysiological change of allergy and that proper
medication will be required in patients with allergic rhinitis.
In conclusion, the new device of actigraphy is useful tool to
diagnose quality of life in patients with allergic rhinitis.
＊
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Analysis of nasalance in patients with chronic
rhinosinusitis

Does physical condition affect the findings of
drug-induced sleep endoscopy-

Sung Jae Park, Ji-Su Park, Jun Xu, Youngae Kang,
Yong Min Kim, Ki-Sang Rha＊

Dong-Kyu Kim1,2＊

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine,
Chungnam National University

2

1

Background and Objectives: The sinonasal cavity is an
important acoustic resonator modulating voice sounds.
Hyponasal speech may be present in patients with chronic
rhinosinusitis (CRS) with or without polyp because of
decreased resonance of nasal airways. In this study, we
compared the nasalance score between the CRS patients and
normal controls and determined the correlation of the
nasalance scores with nasal volumes, nasal resistances, CT
scores, and polyp scores in CRS patients. Materials and
Methods: One hundred-fifty CRS patients and 154 normal
adults were enrolled. Nasal cavity volume and nasal airway
resistance were measured by acoustic rhinometry and
rhinomanometry, respectively. With the nasometer, we
measured nasalance scores for oral, oro-nasal, and nasal
passages. All CRS patients were graded according to the
Lund-Mackay CT staging system and the degree of nasal
polyp. Results: Total nasal cavity volumes were significantly
decreased and total nasal resistances were significantly
increased in patients with CRS compared with normal
controls. However, the nasalance scores for oro-nasal and
nasal passages were significantly higher in patients with CRS
than that in normal controls. In CRS patients, the nasalance
scores for nasal passage showed positive correlation with the
total nasal cavity volumes and negative correlation with the
total nasal resistances and Lund-Mackay CT scores. However,
no significant correlation was found between the nasalance
score and endoscopic polyp scores. Conclusion: Contrary to
expectations, the nasalance for nasal and oro-nasal passage
was increased in CRS patients in spite of decreased nasal
volume and increased nasal resistance. Thus, nasal resonance
may depend on a multitude of factors other than the changes
of sinonasal cavity.
＊
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Hallym University College of Medicine
Chuncheon Sacred Heart Hospital

Objectives: We evaluated the change of findings in upper
airway collapse according to the physical condition during
drug-induced sleep endoscopy (DISE)
Methods: Thirty-five patients with obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA) were twice evaluated using DISE according to the
physical condition with a same level of consciousness, as
confirmed by the bispectral index (BIS). DISE findings were
reported using the VOTE classification system; site, degree
of airway narrowing, and configurations of obstructions were
reported.
Results: When comparing to normal condition, in a stressful
condition, the upper airway became narrower in 57.1% of
patients at the velum, 28.6% of patients at the lateral wall of
oropharynx, 5.7% of patients at the base of tongue, and 2.8%
of patients at the epiglottis. However, there was no difference
on presence of obstructive site and configuration of upper
airway obstruction according to the physical condition of
patients.
Conclusions: The degree of upper airway narrowing can be
aggravated according to the physical condition, but it mainly
confined at the velum and lateral wall of oropharynx. Thus,
physical condition may be not a confounding factor for
analysis of DISE findings.
＊
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The Toho score: A new evaluation system for
chronic sinusitis using computed tomography
with Ziostation

Endoscopic endonasal approach to the skull
base through non-dominant olfactory side can
accelerate postoperative recovery of olfaction

Yasushi Ota1＊, Masayuki Odashima2, Hitoshi Terada2,
Toshiyuki Nomura1, Yoshihiro Ikemiyagi1,
Yuuya Tamura1, Mitsuya Suzuki1
1

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Toho University
Sakura Medical Center
2
Departments of Radiology, Toho University Sakura
Medical Center
Objective
We tried a new system for the evaluation of chronic sinusitis
(CS) that uses a Computed tomography (CT) system equipped
with the Ziostation 2 (Zio 2).
Subjects and Methods
Subjects were selected from patients with CS who had been
evaluated using a CT system equipped with the Zio 2.
Participants included 10 CS patients, 20sides. The percentage
of the volume of the soft-tissue density area relative to the
total volume (STDA%) was calculated using Zio 2 system. We
named this STDA% determined using the Zio 2 system the
“Toho score.” Two doctors carried out these evaluations, and
their results were compared. Toho score was compared with
the Lund?Mackay (L-M) score.
Results
The Toho scores were correlated between the two doctors
with significance. (the correlation coefficients of total
paranasal sinus area, 0.95). They were correlated with the
corresponding L-M score values with significance, too (the
correlation coefficients of total paranasal sinus area, 0.82).
Conclusion
Toho system may be useful for accurately determining the
extent of the inflammatory lesion in the paranasal sinus. In
future, it can be employed effectively for monitoring
treatment effects in chronic sinusitis and other conditions
that involve inflammation of the paranasal sinuses.
＊
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2
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Background: Although endoscopic endonasal approach (EEA)
for skull base tumor has several benefits for patients,
immediate loss of olfaction is almost inevitable. To preserve
olfaction and the sinonasal function, various modifications for
the approach has been developed.
Purpose: To investigate impact of uni-nostril approach and
non-dominant olfactory side approach on postoperative
olfactory recovery in EEA to the skull base lesions.
Methods: This study included 6-year consecutive cases of
EEA for anterior skull base lesion. After excluding revision,
biopsy, cerebrospinal fluid repair, it included total 235 cases.
This study collected information about pathology, uni-nostril
or bi-nostril approaches, surgical extends, combined
procedure (septoplasty, functional endoscopic sinus surgery,
turbinectomy), reconstruction methods, intraoperative and
postoperative complication. Olfactory outcome was evaluated
by Korean version of sniff and smell II (KVSS) and visual
analog scale.
Results: The study enrolled 99 male and 136 female patients.
Their mean age was 46.7 ± 14.5 years old. Most common
pathology was pituitary adenoma (63.4%). There were 52
cases of uni-nostril approach. Uni-nostril group recovered
KVSS score within 6 months while bi-nostril group failed to
recover within 12 months. About 85% of uni-nostril group
recovered VAS within 3 months while 40% of bi-nostril group
did. In multivariate analysis, uni-nostril approach showed 6
times better recovery in the postoperative 3-month KVSS.
(P=0.001, OR=5.859, 95% CI 1.995-17.21). Among the uni-nostril
group, patients with non-dominant olfaction side approach
had recovered TDI score within 3 months.
Conclusion: Uni-nostril approach showed better recovery of
objective and subjective olfactory function. Non-dominant
olfaction side approach brought more rapid recovery. For
early restoration of olfaction, instead of traditional bi-nostril
approach, uni-nostril approach and olfaction non-dominant
side approach could be selectively applied.
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Isolated sphenoid sinus fungus balls: A
retrospective cohort study in a tertiary care
referral center in Korea

A novel scoring for endoscopic sinus surgery in
patients with chronic rhinosinusitis

Kisang Rha＊, Sung-Jae Park, Hyun-Sil Lim,
Young-Hoon Yoon, Yong Min Kin
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Chungnam National University, School of
Medicine
Background & Purpose: Fungus ball is the most common
form of extramural fungal rhinosinusitis that involves one or
more paranasal sinuses. Sphenoid sinus is an uncommon
localization of this disease. We present our 20-year experience
(1996-2015) of managing isolated sphenoid sinus fungus ball
(SSFB). Methods: We retrospectively reviewed our series of
47 cases of isolated SSFB seen between 1996 and 2015 with
reference to the demography, clinical features, radiologic
findings, treatment modalities and outcome. Results:
Recently, the number of SSFB patients is rapidly increasing;
2 cases from 1996 to 2000, 4 cases from 2001 to 2005, 14 cases
from 2006 to 2010, and 27 cases from 2011 to 2025. The mean
age was 63.1 years, ranging from 26 to 84 years and there
was a significant female predominance (33:14). The most
common symptom was headache (72.3%) which was localized
in various regions, followed by postnasal drip (36.2%),
rhinorrhea (36.2%) and nasal obstruction (25.5%). The disease
was unilateral in 45 patients (25 right; 20 left) and in 2 (4.3%),
it was bilateral. On CT scan, 69.6% of affected sphenoid
sinuses showed intralesional calcified densities. Bony sclerosis
or bony erosion of sinus wall was observed in 69.6% and
34.8% of affected sinuses, respectively. MRI demonstrates an
iso- or hypointensity on T1 weighted images and marked
hypointensity on T2-weighted images. All but one patient
underwent transnasal endoscopic sphenoidotomy, under the
general or local anesthesia, to remove the FB and facilitate
aeration of the sinus. There were no recurrences or any
serious complications. Conclusion: Isolated SSFB was
extremely rare disease, but is now increasing. Although the
clinical presentation is usually vague and unspecific, SSFB
should be kept in mind in patients with persistent headache,
especially in elderly females. Endoscopic sphenoidotomy and
removal the fungus ball is useful treatment with low
morbidity and recurrence rate.
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Kenzo Tsuzuki＊, Kengo Hashimoto, Yoriko Yukitatsu,
Masafumi Sakagami
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Hyogo College of Medicine
Objective: This study aimed to score the operative findings
of endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS) in patients with chronic
rhinosinusitis (CRS).
Methods: Between 2007 and 2015, 330 adult patients (193
men, 137 women; age range 22-80 years) with bilateral CRS
who were scheduled to undergo primary ESS were enrolled.
According to the Japanese Epidemiological Survey of
Refractory Eosinophilic Chronic Rhinosinusitis (JESREC)
study, patients were classified into two groups: eosinophilic
CRS (ECRS, n=233, group A), and non-ECRS (n=97, group B).
Operative findings of sinuses and olfactory clefts (OC) during
ESS were scored. Sinus score was total property of mucosae
[normal (0 points), edema (1 point), and polyps (2 points), 0-20
points], and retained secretions [none (0), mucous (1), and
viscous (2), 0-20 points] at the maxillary, anterior/posterior
ethmoid, frontal, sphenoid sinuses. OC score was total
property of mucosae [normal (0), edema (1), and polyps (2),
0-20 points] at the nasal septum, middle turbinate, superior
turbinate, superior nasal meatus, and ostium of sphenoid
sinus. The OP score was total summation of sinus and OC
scores (0-60 points). These scores in both groups were
statistically analyzed with radiological findings (CT score) and
o lf a c t o r y a c uit y (r e c o gnit io n t hr e s ho ld using T&T
olfactometer).
Results: Median sinus score (19.0 points), OC score (12.0
points), and OP score (31.0 points) in group A were
significantly higher than those in group B (p < 0.01). The OP
scores significantly correlated with CT score and recognition
thresholds (p < 0.0001).
Conclusion: This study proposed the OP scoring system.
Next step is to examine whether the OP score reflects
postoperative course.
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Effects of Triamcinolone-impregnated Nasal
dressing on Olfactory Function following
Endoscopic Sinus Surgery

The Structure of the anterior skull base to be
attended in Endoscopic Sinus Surgery:
Identification of Foramen Caecum in
Preoperative CT

Jun Xu, Sung-Je Park, Hee-Sung Park, Rui-Ning Han,
Ki-Sang Rha, Yong-Min Kim＊
Chungnam National University
Objectives:
To compare the effects of triamcinolone (TA)- and salinesoaked biodegradable nasal dressings on subjective
symptoms, wound healing and improvement of olfactory
dysfunction in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal
polyposis (CRSwNP) after undergoing endoscopic sinus
surgery (ESS).
Study design:
A prospective, randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled
study.
Methods: A total of 80 patients undergoing bilateral ESS for
CRSwNP were enrolled and randomly assigned to two
groups. Nasal dressing was impregnated with normal saline
in the control group while patients received triamcinolone
impregnated dressing in the TA group. Sino-Nasal Outcome
Test 20 (SNOT-20) and Korean Version of the Sniffin’ Stick
(KVSS) II test were used to assess the patients’ condition
preoperatively and at postoperative 1 and 3 months. LundKennedy (L-K) and Perioperative Sinus Endoscopy (POSE)
scores were assessed on postoperative months 1, 2, and 3.
Results:
There were significant differences between the control and
TA group in terms of Postoperative L-K scores and POSE
scores at 1 and 2 months. The postoperative endoscopic
scores were significantly decreased in the TA group
compared to the control at 1 month. Olfactory functions were
significantly improved at postoperative 3 months (p=0.0099)
compared to the preoperative score in the TA group.
Significant improvement in the olfactory functions among
anosmic and hyposmic patients at postoperative 1 month
(p=0.0475) and 3 months (p=0.0019) compared to their
preoperative olfactory function score was observed only in
the TA group.

Yasuhiro Abe＊, Nobuo Ohta, Yusuke Suzuki,
Takatoshi Furukawa, Kazuya Kurakami, Seiji Kakehata
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
Yamagata University Faculty of Medicine
The frontal crest of the frontal bone ends below in a small
notch which is converted into a foramen, the foramen
caecum, by articulation with the ethmoid. This foramen lying
just anterior to the crista galli and in frontal sinus septum is
often underestimated compared with the other skull base
structures during endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS), as it is a
very tiny one. But, the foramen caecum is one of the most
important structures in ESS, because it contains a dural
diverticulum. Damage to the foramen may cause a
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak.
In recent years, endoscopic modified Lothrop procedure
(EMLP) are prevalent in cases with paranasal sinus diseases
such as intractable frontal sinusitis and inverted papilloma
extending to frontal sinus. As this technique requires frontal
bone drilling, a case with the foramen caecum nearly
extending to the anterior wall increases the risk of the
foramen caecum injury.
In this study, based on multislice 0.5mm computed
tomography (CT), we detected a foramen caecum and
measured the length of the blind-ending foramen in 50
subjects (frontal sinuses). Detail identification of the foramen
caecum in preoperative CT assessment is very important in
preventing from foramen caecum damage caused to CSF
leakage in EMLP, as the foramen varies in properties in
different subjects.
＊
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Conclusions:
TA-impregnated dressing had a significant advantage over
saline-soaked dressing with regards to postoperative wound
healing and improvement of olfactory function.
＊
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DANYOUNG Classification Update by digital
HD endoscopic evaluation
Sun-Ho Brian Chang＊
KING SEJONG Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery Clinic
PURPOSE
On ARIA 2010 update, Allergic rhinitis classification is decide
by duration and severity of subjective symptom. Multiple
allergen simultaneous test and other immunologic test is
helpful on diagnosis of allergic rhinitis, but long time need for
confirm of diagnosis. As using innovative stryker 3chip
endoscopic system and digital HD endoscopic system for
about 15 years, I made newly allergic rhinitis classification by
objective visual data files. Research diagram of DANYOUNG
classification consist of the study design, with the three
periods at 20 year strategic plan. DANYOUNG classification
has very simple, objective advantage and useful on early
diagnosis of allergic rhinitis.
METHOD
From Jun 2001 to Feb 2015, nasoendoscopic video data files
were collected from allergic rhinitis patients.
Nasoendoscopic video system is consist of stryker 3chip video
camera system 888, 988, 1088 model and stryker digital HD
3chip video camera system 1488 model. Video data storage
system is consist of stryker SDC-pro, SDC-HD and SDC3
recording system.
RESULT
DANYOUNG classification hypothesis based on surface
change of allergic rhinitis patient’s inferior turbinate mucosa.
This classification consist of 3 stages. Stage 1 is hypertrophy
state. Stage 2 is dimple state. Stage 3 is wrinkle state. A clear
definition of stage is more characterized under digital HD
endoscopic evaluation. Especially, irreversible change of nasal
mucosa such as dimple and wrinkle shape is confirmed again.
CONCLUSION
DANYOUNG classification has very simple, objective
advantage and useful on early diagnosis of allergic rhinitis.
When OMU-CT is using together for allergic rhinitis patient,
this staging is more clear for allergic rhinitis diagnosis.
DANYOUNG classification update can related on ARIA 2010
update, can be one in the future.
＊
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Modified Killian’s Method is useful for
hypopharyngeal space to detect the
hypopharyngeal cancer

A Retrospective Study of thyroid cancer with
tracheal and/or esophageal invasion for the
last two decades

Kenji Okami＊, Akihiro Sakai, Kouji Ebisumoto
Tokai University

Objective
The recent progress in endoscopic technology has enabled to
detect the superficial cancers that were undetectable in the
past. However, the detection would be useless without a wide
exposure of the hypopharyngeal area. We have tried several
conventional technique (head torsion, Valsalva maneuver and
Killian’s position) to observe this area. We have develped a
new endoscopic technique named the Modified Killian’s (MK)
method (Sakai, Okami, et al. Auris Nasus Larynx 2014) to
open the hypopharynx very widely. In this paper, we would
demonstrate the usefulness of this technique to observe the
hypopharyngeal area by scoring the visibility of the region.
Methods
Modified Killian’s method is as follows. 1. Place the patient in
the Killian’s position. 2. Bend the patient further forward
from the original Killian position. 3. Turn the patient’s head
from the MK position and Valsalva maneuver is added. This
technique expands the hypopharyngeal space very well even
down to the esophageal entry. The endoscopic views of
hypopharyngeal space by MK Method were compared with
those by the previous methods by scoring method.

Masafumi Kanno, Norihiko Narita, Yukinori Kato,
Yumi Ito, Takahiro Tokunaga, Kyoko Saito,
Kanako Yoshida, Keisuke Koyama, Masafumi Sakashita,
Shigeharu Fujieda＊
University of Fukui
The proper extirpation of thyroid cancers with infiltration of
trachea or esophagus has not been established yet. Currently,
each institute conducts surgical removal based on its own
experience. Consequently, the rates and scales of recurrence
and metastasis might vary among institutes.
In Our department, therapeutic strategies for thyroid cancers
developing infiltration of trachea are selected depending on
the degree of infiltration. With mild infiltration, the mode of
slicing the side of tracheal cartilage and tracheal segmental
resection is conducted. Tracheal reconstruction is done with
wider infiltration. In this study, we examined the operative
methods and the rate of infiltration for surrounding organs.
We will report the thyroid cancers’ surgical cases for the last
two decade.
＊
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Results
MK method further opens the hypopharyngeal space more
widely, than the conventional method. Total score of MK
method was higher than the conventional methods in each
subsite, especially the post-cricoid area and cervical
esophagus.
Conclusions
This method enables us to observe the entire circumference
of the hypopharyngeal space and the cervical esophageal
entry. It has been widely applied now in Japan. It is useful
for the early detection of the superficial cancers, relapsed
cancers after chemoradiation, and for determining the
resectability by transoral approach for the hypopharyngeal
cancers.
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Prospective Experiences of Robotic Head and
Neck Surgery using da Vinci Xi System :
Opening the New Era of HN Surgery

Local recurrence after partial laryngopharyngectomy for hypopharyngeal cancer.

Ji Hoon Kim, Da Hee Kim, Jung Min Kim,
Won Shik Kim, Hyung Kwon Byeon, Se Heon Kim,
Yoon Woo Koh＊, Eun Chang Choi
Yonsei University College of Medicine
Previously, we have reported the feasibility of various robotic
head and neck surgeries. Despite its promising surgical
outcomes, there were certain intrinsic mechanical limitations
due to the utilization of the previous system. Since the advent
of the new Xi System, we have actively incorporated into the
surgical field. We intend to verify the feasibility of robotic
surgery using the new Xi system. There were 110 patients
who received robotic surgery with the Xi system from
January to December, 2015 in Yonsei Head and Neck Cancer
Center. 22 patients received TORS, 45 patients for
thyroidectomy, 24 patients for benign mass excision, 2
patients for diverticulectomy, 1 patient for brachial plexus
decompression, 14 patients received RND with/without
primary surgery and 2 patients received SOND with/without
primary surgery. For all of the patients, robotic surgery was
successfully completed without any significant complications.
The average operation time was 68 minutes for TORS, 63.4
minutes for benign mass excision, 78.4 minutes for
hemithyroidectomy, 117.6 minutes for total thyroidectomy,
221 minutes for RND and 187 minutes for SOND. Compared
with the previous system, new Xi system enabled insertion of
an extra 3rd robotic arm which could aid both the console
surgeon and the bedside surgeon. Robotic neck surgery could
be initiated immediately after the establishment of working
space and the resulting total operation time could be
significantly decreased. During the TORS, external arm
collision was also reduced significantly due to wider space
creation between robotic arms. Robotic arms became smaller
and longer with additional joints that offer a greater
operative reach and range of motion. The new Xi system has
made revolutionary improvements for docking, targeting, and
operating procedures better than previous system. Its
application is expected to open up the new era of robotic
head and neck surgery.
＊
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Nippon Medical School
Introduction: Strategies for the management of
hypopharyngeal cancer (HPC) are changing in recent times
after the development of the endoscopic device and nonsurgical approaches. With respect to surgery, endoscopic or
trans-oral resection is among the most minimally invasive
surgeries, and partial laryngo-pharyngectomy (PLP) remains
to be carried out in selected patients with HPC for
preservation surgery. However, it is known that some
patients develop local recurrence.
Objectives: To evaluate feature and modes relating to
primary recurrence in patients with HPC after PLP.
Subjects & Methods: Eighteen patients, who underwent PLP
from April 1996 to March 2014, were included in this study.
All patients were male and median age of all was 62.5
ranging from 52 to 73. Twelve had pyriform sinus and 6 had
posterior wall disease. Median observation months were 81.5
ranging from 8 to 189. The clinico-pathological features and
prognosis of these patients were analyzed. All the patients
also had ipsilateral or bilateral neck dissections and
reconstruction with free flaps.
Results: Three patients who had negative pathological
margin developed local recurrence. Two out of them had
recurrence 4 years or more after PLP and had other upper
digestive tract cancers during observation period. All three
were died from HPC or the other cancer. Three patients who
had positive pathological margin were followed by
postoperative radiotherapy after PLP and developed no local
recurrence. One of them died from liver failure related to
alcohol consumption and the remaining two survived more
than 10 years. The 5-year overall and disease-specific survival
rate are 71% and 82% respectively.
Discussion and Conclusion: Our results suggest that patients
might develop local recurrence even though with negative
surgical margin, and that watchful following-up is necessary,
especially patients with multiple primary cancer in upper
digestive tract.
＊
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Modifications of video-assisted thyroidectomy
(VANS method)

Comparison between selective and
superselective neck dissections after
chemoradiation for patients with head and neck
cancer

Kenichiro Nomura1＊, Akihiro Katayama2,
Miki Takahayra1, Toshihiro Nagato1, Kan Kishibe1,
Akihiro Katada1, Tatsuya Hayashi1, Yasuaki Harabuchi1
1

Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Asahikawa Medical University
2
Sapporo Tokushukai Hospital
Endoscopic thyroid surgery (video-assisted neck surgery,
VANS method) was first introduced by Shimizu et al. in 1998.
The characteristics of VANS methods are that the main
incision is made on the tumor side of the chest wall below
the clavicle, a working space is created by lifting up the
subcutaneous layer, and vessels are treated with an
ultrasonic scalpel. We have introduced this procedure since
2009.
Our criteria of VANS is for the patients with benign thyroid
nodules, with cT1N0M0 differentiated thyroid cancer, and
with Graves’ disease of estimated thyroid volume less than
60ml.
In original VANS method, steel wires had to be inserted
horizontally into the subcutaneous layer to create a working
space. To make this preparation step brief and simple, we
developed an innovative retractor. This retractor can be
inserted from the main incision and has a suction duct to
keep operative field visible from mists from an ultrasonic
scalpel. In this study, we examine the outcomes of modified
VANS method in our institution.
We had performed VANS on total 202 patients (median age
36 years old) between May 2009 and December 2015. Of
these patients, 173 were patients with benign nodules, 16
patients with cT1N0 papillary carcinoma, and 13 patients
with Graves’ disease. The patients with benign nodule
underwent lobectomy, those with papillary carcinoma
underwent lobectomy with central neck dissections, and
those with Graves’ diseases underwent total thyroidectomy.
As Results, a median operative time for lobectomy was 125
minutes and a median duration of postoperative
hospitalization was 2 days. A median of maximum nodule
diameter was 30mm. As a complication, one patient (0.5%)
had a permanent vocal cord paralysis. No patients needed
conversion to open surgery. As a conclusion, modified VANS
method was a safe and effective procedure for the patients
mainly with benign thyroid nodules.
＊
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1
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2
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School of Medicine
Background. This retrospective study was designed to
investigate the oncologic outcomes of selective neck
dissection (SND) and superselective neck dissection (SSND)
and to compare various aspects of the two surgical
procedures.
Methods. Twenty-nine patients underwent neck dissection
after initial chemoradiotherapy. Thirty hemi-neck dissections
in these 29 patients were analyzed. Overall survival rates,
surgical times, complication rates, days from surgery to
discharge, and the volume of bleeding during surgery were
evaluated. We applied one of two chemoradiation regimens
for initial treatment. The first involved intra-venous
chemotherapy and radiotherapy (IV-CRT) consisting of
cisplatin (40 mg/m2) administered systemically on weeks 1, 2,
3, 5, 6, and 7 of the radiotherapy. The other involved intraarterial targeting chemotherapy and radiotherapy (IA-CRT),
in which cisplatin (100 mg/m2) was administered to
locoregional diseases on weeks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Results. SND (level II-IV) was performed in 13 hemi-necks
(43%), with SSND performed in 17 hemi-necks (57%; level II
and III in 16 hemi-necks, level III and IV in one hemi-neck).
Only one patient died of nodal disease 9 months after SSND.
There was no recurrence of nodal disease in the remaining
28 patients. Overall survival rates in the SND and SSND
group were 85.7% and 87.5%, respectively (p=0.9624).There
were no significant differences in overall survival rate,
surgical time, complication rate, or days from surgery to
discharge between SND and SSND. However, the mean
bleeding volume for SND and SSND was 57 mL and 102 mL,
respectively (p=0.0690).
Conclusions. SSND was not considered to worsen the
oncological outcome or survival rates. However, SSND tended
to increase the volume of bleeding. Although SSND has an
advantage in being less invasive, careful hemostatic
management is indispensable.
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Evaluation of Swallow After Supracricoid
Laryngectomy with Cricohyoidoepiglottopexy
(Scl-Chep) by Videofluoroscopy

Salvage Surgery for Recurrent Squamous Cell
Carcinoma of the Oropharynx

Yutomo Seino＊, Meijin Nakayama, Syunsuke Miyamoto,
Taku Yamashita
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Kitasato University
School of Medicine
Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate deglutition in
the patients who underwent Supracricoid Laryngectomy
with Cricohyoidoepiglottopexy (SCL-CHEP) for laryngeal
cancer and identify factors impacting swallowing safety.
Methods: A retrospective analysis of dynamic
videofluoroscopic swallowing studies was performed in a
cohort of patients who received SCL-CHEP as treatment for
laryngeal cancer. Studies were performed according to
protocol and digitally analyzed. Analysis focused on measures
of displacement and timing thought to relate to swallow
safety. Study results were compared to normal values for age
and bolus volume. Analysis was completed using p<0.05 for
statistical significance.
Results: 80 videofluoroscopic studies were included. All
participants were male. Studies were performed a minimum
of 3 months after surgery. Maximal opening of the
pharyngoesophageal segment (PES) remained normal after
surgery. Duration of opening of the PES was normal to
prolonged. Early and prolonged airway closure was
demonstrated (p<0.05). Additionally, hyolaryngeal elevation
was accentuated and demonstrated increased duration
(p<0.05) compared with control studies. The pharyngeal
constriction ratio (PCR) remained unchanged.
Conclusions: Spontaneous post surgical swallowing
modifications can be identified in patients who have
undergone SCL-CHEP for laryngeal cancer, suggesting
natural compensation to ensure airway and swallowing
safety. Patients demonstrated enhanced airway protection
through increased duration of airway closure and enhanced
hyolaryngeal elevation. There is no reduction in opening
duration or displacement at the oesophageal inlet. Results
suggest that safe and effective deglutition without aspiration
can be achieved after SCL for laryngeal cancer.
＊
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Osamu Fukuoka
Cancer Institute Hospital
Background:
Surgery is the only available curative treatment option for
locally recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the oropharynx
(SCCOP) after initial radiotherapy. This study was designed
to analyze the postoperative morbidity and survival rate in
patients undergoing salvage surgery.
Material and methods:
We retrospectively reviewed the clinical charts of 611
patients who completed definitive therapy for primary
SCCOP between 1980 and 2012 at Cancer Institute Hospital,
Tokyo, Japan. The median follow-up period was 49 months.
Results:
Three hundred and one patients received definitive
radiotherapy ( ± chemotherapy). Locally recurrent SCCOP
after definitive radiotherapy ( ± chemotherapy) developed in
93 patients. Specifically, local recurrences developed in 46
patients, regional recurrence developed in 25 patients, and
both local and regional recurrence developed in 22 patients.
Among the 93 patients, 48 patients underwent salvage
surgery, 23 patients underwent neck dissection alone, and 22
patients underwent non-surgical therapy. The 3-year diseasespecific survival for patients who underwent salvage surgery
was 69%, whereas that for the patients who received
nonsurgical treatment was 30%.
Conclusion:
The limitations of salvage surgery should be fully considered,
as only a select group of patients with recurrent SCCOP
achieved long-term survival after salvage surgery.
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Pretreatment Hematological Findings as Novel
Predictive Markers for Facial Palsy Prognosis

Case report of congenital cholesteatoma in the
oval window and posterior mesotympanum
surrounding a dehiscent fallopian canal in a
young adult

Koichiro Wasano1,2＊, Taiji Kawasaki1, Sayuri Yamamoto1,
Shuta Tomisato1, Seiichi Shinden3, Toru Ishikawa3,
Shujiro Minami4, Takeshi Wakabayashi4, Kaoru Ogawa2
1
Department of Otolaryngology, Japanese Redcross
Shizuoka Hospital
2
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
Keio University School of Medicine
3
Department of Otolaryngology, Saiseikai Utsunomiya
Hospital
4
Department of Otolaryngology, National Hospital
Organization Tokyo Medical Center
Objective
To examine the relationship between prognosis of two
different facial palsies and pretreatment hematological
laboratory values.
Study Design
Multicenter retrospective study.
Methods
We examined the clinical records of facial palsy patients who
were treated in participating hospitals between 2010 and
2014. The patients were divided into a Bell’s palsy group or a
Hunt’s palsy group. We used the Yanagihara facial nerve
grading system to grade the severity of facial palsy.
“Recovery” from facial palsy was defined as achieving a
Yanagihara score ?36 points within 6 months of onset and
having no accompanying facial contracture or synkinesis. We
collected information about pretreatment hematological
findings, age, gender, presence of diabetes complications, and
electrophysiological test results of Bell and Hunt group
patients who recovered and those who did not. We then
compared these data across the two groups.
Results
This study included 483 patients. In the Bell group, recovered
and unrecovered patients differed significantly in age, gender,
electroneuronography (ENoG) score, stapedial muscle reflex
(SR), neutrophil rate, lymphocyte rate, neutrophil-to-lymphocyte
ratio (NLR), and initial Yanagihara score. In the Hunt group,
recovered and unrecovered patients differed in age, ENoG
score, SR, monocyte rate, platelet count, mean corpuscular
volume (MCV), and initial Yanagihara score. The neutrophil
rate, lymphocyte rate, eosinocyte rate, NLR, and recovery rate
differed significantly between Bell and Hunt patients.

Mahmood A Hamed1,2, Seiichi Nakata1＊,
Yoichi Nishimura1, Noboru Iwata1, Takuro Kojima1,
Kenji Suzuki3
1

Otolaryngology department, Fujita Health University,
Second hospital
2
Otolaryngology department, Sohag university, Sohag,
Egypt
3
Yonaha General Hospital
Abstract: Congenital cholesteatoma is defined as
cholesteatoma occurring behind an intact tympanic
membrane. In the middle ear, it has different stages
according to its site and relation with the surrounding
structures. In addition, there are certain defined criteria for
its diagnosis.
We reported unusual case which is congenital cholesteatoma
in the oval window and posterior mesotympanum
surrounding a dehiscent fallopian canal in a young adult
without obvious lesion behind intact tympanic membrane and
discussed its management. Moreover, we reviewed the
literature about pathogenesis of congenital cholesteatoma.
We have focused light in unusual case in our practice and
concluded that early intervention in such cases is
recommended to prevent complications and planning a
staged surgery is the treatment of choice.
＊
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Conclusion
Pretreatment hematological findings, which reflect the
severity of bone marrow dysfunction caused by a virus
infection, are useful for predicting the prognosis of facial
palsy.
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Gray scale value of cone-beam CT for 3D CT
images of ears

Cochlear histopathologic findings in patients
with systemic lupus erythematosus

Masahiro Komori1＊, Taisuke Kobayashi1,
Masamitsu Hyodo1, Shinya Miuchi2, Jun Hyodo3,
Naoaki Yanagihara3
1

Department of Otolaryngology, Kochi University, School
of Medicine
2
Department of Otolaryngology, Hyogo College of
Medicine
3
Department of Otolaryngology, Takanoko Hospital
3D MSCT images of the ears have been applied to different
pathologies, such as malformation, trauma and surgical
alternation of the anatomy. There complex pathologies are
difficult to comprehend by 2 D images alone. The 3D images
help us understand the 2D images. A previous reports
describes that in the changing the threshold for making 3D
images, problems occur when pathologies have to be assessed
without a standardized threshold that was evaluated in
healthy subjects; fixed threshold for each ossicular chains
should be applied.
Cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging of the ear is possible and as
accurate as MSCT in showing clinically important anatomical
structures. One of the advantages of CBCT is lower radiation
exposure than MSCT. However, CBCT scanners are likely to
be a lack of the absolute CT values available in MSCT. To
reveal the possibility of a fixed threshold of the gray scale for
facilitating more accurate 3D CBCT images, the gray scale
values in each part of the ears was investigated.
Our study suggested that using a fixed threshold of gray
scale value, 3500 over, malleus head, incus body and bone of
EAC would be identified. Then, by changing to lower
threshold, long process of incus, foot plate and stapedial crura
would appear. Next, using a fixed threshold, 3000~4500, all of
organs of the inner ears would be identified, but a part of the
capsule and a part of aeration area may be appeared as well.
After that, by making the 4500, optimal threshold would be
decided between soft tissue and the capsule, and then by
changing the 3000, optimal view would be represented. The
3D CBCT could also provide excellent view of relationship
among the facial nerve, cochlea, SCC and IAC. These
procedures will be called “ossiculars mode” and “inner ear
mode”, respectively.
＊
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Shin Kariya＊, Kazunori Nishizaki
Okayama University
Hypothesis: We hypothesized that, in archived human
temporal bone samples from patients with systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE), a pathologic condition exists in the stria
vascularis and cochlear hair cells.
Background: Sensorineural hearing loss is a common feature
in SLE patients. However, the pathophysiologic mechanism of
cochlear dysfunction is unclear.
Methods: We examined 15 temporal bone samples from 8
SLE patients, along with 17 samples from 10 age-matched
healthy control patients. The samples were serially sectioned
in the horizontal plane and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin. We determined the area of the stria vascularis in a
midmodiolar section of each cochlear turn. Then, we made
cytocochleograms and calculated the percentage of missing
inner and outer hair cells.
Results: The area of the stria vascularis in our SLE group
was significantly smaller than in our control group. The
number of remaining inner hair cells in our SLE group was
smaller than in our control group; however, the difference did
not reach statistical significance. The loss of outer hair cells
in our SLE group was significantly higher than in our control
group. There was a tendency toward a positive correlation
between the loss of cochlear hair cells and the duration of
SLE.
Conclusion: The stria vascularis and cochlear hair cells are
affected in SLE patients. Our findings could provide the
histopathologic basis for the cochlear dysfunction, including
sensorineural hearing loss, experienced by SLE patients.
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A rare case of otomycosis by Coccidioides
immitis

The Sustained Increase of Plasma Fibrinogen
during treatment of sudden hearing loss
Predicts Worse Outcome Independently of
Baseline Fibrinogen Level

Emiri Sato1＊, Manabu Nonaka1, Ken Kikuchi2,
Yoji Nagashima3, Tomohito Nojima1, Toshio Yoshihara1
1
Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology, Tokyo Women's Medical
University
2
Dept. of Microbiology and Immunology, Tokyo Women's
Medical University
3
Dept. of Surgical Pathology, Tokyo Women's Medical
University
Coccidioides immitis is a fungus that resides in the desert
areas of southwestern United Sates, northern Mexico, and
South America. Typically transmitted by inhalation of the
hyphae, it is known to cause a primary infection in the lungs.
Otomycosis by C. immitis is extremely rare, and to our
knowledge, only one literature has been published.
A 29 year-old Japanese male noticed right ear fullness, after a
two-year pilot training at Bakersfield, CA. His first hospital
diagnosed him as secretory otitis media due to flying, and
inserted a ventilation tube in his right tympanic membrane.
His symptom improved temporarily, but soon exacerbated
with highly viscous middle ear otorrhea and formation of
granulation tissue in the external auditory canal.
The pathological examinations of otorrhea and granulation
tissue at his second hospital revealed eosinophil infiltrations.
Along with the distinct feature of the otorrhea, the diagnosis
of eosinophilic otitis media (EOM) was made. However, the
patient’s condition was resistant to treatments by systemic
and topical steroids.
It had been almost a year and a half since onset when the
patient was referred to our department. The highly viscous
otorrhea was no longer evident at the time, and the patient
lacked other typical features of EOM such as the
complications of asthma or nasal polyps, as well as signs of
abnormality within the Eustachian tube on CT. While
examining possibilities of bacterial infection, TB, and
OMAAV, structures of fungi were identified within the
eosinophil infiltration from the biopsy specimen of the
granulation tissue. The fungus was confirmed as C. immitis
on PCR.
After an anti-fungal treatment, the diseased site began to
show improvement. We should keep in mind that C. immitis
causes otitis media with eosinophil infiltration, and that travel
history is an important implication of this disease.

Yoonah Park, Tae Hoon Kong, Sang Yoo Park
Wonju Severance Christian Hospital
Introduction: Sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SSHL) is
thought to have many different origins, including
disturbances of microcirculation, autoimmune pathology, and
viral infection. we aimed to determine whether
hyperfibrinogenemia at the beginning of the disease is
associated with poor outcomeand whether serial change of
fibrinogen level is associated with outcome.
Methods: We included 53 patients with SSHL in whom
plasma fibrinogen level was measured on days 0(pretreatment), 1, 5, 12 and 26. The primary outcome was
recovery of hearing as measured by pure-tone audiometry 48
h after the start of treatment. Secondary outcomes were
recovery of hearing 4 weeks after treatment, improvement of
speech audiometry, tinnitus, and frequency of side-effects.
Analysis was done per protocol.
Results: Fibrinogen was significantly different between nonimproved ISSNHL group and improved ISSNHL group(350.63
± 87.20 vs. 310.71
± 81.06), as well as between
control(coronary heart disease) group and improved ISSNHL
group(421.79 ± 105.06 vs. 310.71 ± 81.06). In improved
ISSNHL group, fibrinogen started to decrease at day 5 and
rise at day 26, whereas in non-improved group, fibrinogen
remained elevated throughout the course of therapy.
Conclusion: It is important to measure not only the initial
fibrinogen level but also to monitor its change throughout the
course of therapy in order to predict the outcome of the
disease.
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Clinical characteristics of tinnitus associated
with anemia

Lowest oxyhemoglobin saturation may be an
independent factor influencing auditory
function in severe obstructive sleep apnea

Young Ho Kim＊, Mun Young Chang, Young Eun Han,
Jinil Kim, Ye Ji Shim
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Seoul National
University Boramae Medical Center
Objective: Tinnitus with unusual causes can make its
management difficult. Cardiac output and blood flow increase
by anemia can be associated with turbulence, systolic bruits,
venous hums, and capillary pulsations leading to tinnitus. The
aim of this study is to investigate characteristics and
treatment results of tinnitus associated with anemia.
Methods: From March 2005 to December 2015, 8 anemia
patients of 7299 patients visited with tinnitus were enrolled
in this study. Audiometry, tinnitogram, characteristics for
tinnitus, and management of anemia were investigated in all
patients. For management of anemia, other medical parts'
supports including department of hematology or gynecology
were performed.
Results: Total 8 tinnitus patients with anemia enrolled in this
study were all female and mean age was 42.3 years. Three
patients had tinnitus in left ear and 4 in right ear. The
duration of tinnitus was less than 1 month in 4 cases, 1 year
in 1 case, 3 years in 2 cases. Characteristics of tinnitus were
pulsatile in 3 cases, non-pulsatile in 4 cases. Myoma patients
had a more tendency of pulsatile tinnitus and severe anemia.
Frequency of tinnitus was continuous in 2 cases, intermittent
in 5 cases. All patients had normal hearing and the loudness
on tinnitogram showed the relatively low intensity of 5~27dB
at 0.25 and 1KHz in 4 patients. Serum hemoglobin scores on
initial visit were from 5.6 to 9.8. Iron deficiency anemia(IDA)
was identified in 5 cases and anemia by myoma bleeding in 3
cases. IDA was treated by iron supplement and hysterectomy
was performed for myoma. After correction of anemia, 62.5%
of patients experienced disappearance of tinnitus and 12.5%
showed almost recovery.
Conclusion: Tinnitus associated with anemia may be
controlled successfully by correction of the hyperdynamic
circulatory state.
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Taehoon Kong, Jeong Pyo Bong, Young Joon Seo,
Sang Yoo Park＊, Yoon Ah Park
Yonsei University Wonju College of Medicine
Background: The aims of this study were to determine if a
correlation exists between the level of hypoxia induced by
severe obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) and the
level of auditory dysfunction when verifying such a
relationship using polysomnography (PSG).
Methods: A retrospective review of 41 patients with severe
OSAS was performed. Independent risk factors for hearing
impairment included parameters of PSG, which were
analyzed in two hearing groups at a level equal to or over 40
decibels (dB).
Results: Oxyhemoglobin saturation, especially the lowest
oxyhemoglobin saturation level, showed lower thresholds in
the hearing impairment group than in the control group (p =
0.039 at NREM stage; p = 0.029 at REM stage; p = 0.001 at
total sleep stage). After adjusting for other risk factors, the
sole variable that remained significant was lowest
oxyhemoglobin saturation (total; p = 0.046). In the correlation
analysis, a decreasing lowest oxyhemoglobin saturation (from
all subjects, N = 41) correlated with a greater mean hearing
threshold (R2 = 0.297; p < 0.001).
Conclusion: Our results indicated that lowest oxyhemoglobin
saturation in PSG is the only variable correlated with the
hearing threshold. This finding could be predictive of possible
hearing alternation in patients with severe OSAS.
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Background: There are specific frequency hearing losses
such as c4-dip(2kHz loss) in otosclerosis and c5-dip(4kHz loss)
in case of noise induced hearing loss. c3-dip(1kHz loss),
however, is seldom mentioned in clinical field. We found a
group of patient with 1 kHz hearing loss fortuitiously and
report it with review of literature.
Materials and Methods: Tertiary academic referral centerbased retrospective chart review and review of audiogram
was done. Otologic history, audiogram, diagnosis, occupation,
history of noise exposure were reviewed with chart and
telephone interview. We compared the c3-dip group with 98
patients of c5-dip group(4kHz hearing loss group).
Results: Thirty one patients met the criteria of 1kHz hearing.
There are eleven males and 20 female with mean age of 40.6
years old. The pure tone threshold of 1kHz was 37.97 dB and
the hearing threshold was 22.38 dB with other frequencies.
Tinnitus was most the common complaints of 1k group
compared with c5 group. The most common diagnoses of the
c3 group were sudden sensorineural hearing loss(n=8) and
idiopathic tinnitus(n=8). Female patients and unilateral cases
were more common in c3-dip group than c5 group. Ear
fullness was the more common symptom in c3 group than c5
group. The duration of occupation-related noise exposure was
longer in c5-dip group than c3 group. The history of head or
ear trauma was more frequent in c3-dip group than c5 group.
Conclusion: We defined a new clinical entity of 1 kHz
hearing loss group as c3 dip group. The C3-dip group showed
different clinical and audiological features compared to c5
group. Further study would be needed to clarify this new
entity of hearing loss group.
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Plasticity of the human vestibulo-ocular reflex
during off-vertical axis rotation

Furosemide-loading vestibular evoked myogenic
potentials: up-to-date experience

Izumi Koizuka＊, Masatoshi Akutsu,
Akemi Sugita-Kitajima, Koshi Mikami
Department of Otolaryngology, St. Marianna University
School of Medicine
We investigated whether adaptive plasticity of the vestibuloocular reflex in humans occurs in response to visualvestibular conflict stimulation during off-vertical earth axis
rotation (OVAR). Subjects were 26 healthy adults, ranging in
age from 22 to 33 years with no history of neurotological
symptoms. Each testing session consisted of a pre-test, an
adaptation period, and a post-test. The pre- and the post-test
were performed in complete darkness with the subjects’ eyes
opened. Subjects were rotated sinusoidally at 0.16 Hz under
OVAR, with a maximum angular velocity of 60 degrees/sec
for 30 seconds. Subjects were divided into 2 groups
depending on the kind of visual stimulation. One group of
subjects was rotated sinusoidally at 0.16 Hz and 60 deg/sec
peak velocity under OVAR for 20 minutes while viewing
optokinetic stripes (OKS), which moved at the same
frequency and peak velocity as the rotational chair but in the
opposite direction (X2 adaptation paradigm). The other group
of subjects were rotated sinusoidally at 0.16 Hz and 60 deg/
sec peak velocity under OVAR for 20 minutes while viewing
OKS, which moved at the same frequency and peak velocity
as the rotatory chair but in the same direction (X0 adaptation
paradigm).
There was no significant difference in gain before or after
adaptation using the X2 adaptation paradigm. VOR gain
decreased significantly after adaptation using the X0
adaptation paradigm.
We hypothesize that attenuation of VOR gain increase after
the X2 adaptation paradigm is caused by tilt suppression. In
the X0 adaptation paradigm, the decrease in VOR gain was
facilitated by tilt suppression in addition to the plastic change
of the VOR gain caused by visual-vestibular conflict
stimulation. Consequently, the VOR gain change ratio in the
X0 adaptation paradigm increased significantly compared to
that in the X2 adaptation paradigm.
＊
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Toru Seo＊, Ko Shiraishi, Takaaki Kobayashi,
Mutsukazu Kitano, Katsumi Doi
Department of Otolaryngology, Kinki University Faculty
of Medicine
Objective: We previously reported that the p13-n23 peak-topeak amplitude in vestibular evoked myogenic potential
(VEMP) increased after furosemide administration in patients
with Meniere disease. More than 10 years have passed since
the recording procedures for VEMP were developed. First,
instead of a click sound, a tone-burst sound was commonly
used. Second, to adjust for the variability of muscular tonus,
the obtained amplitude was normalized by the
electromyographic (EMG) integral or root mean square value.
This study aimed to adjust the examination to the up-to-date
clinical setting.
Methods: To determine the appropriate recording procedure,
10 subjects with Meniere disease were included. The control
group included 10 healthy volunteers. The peak-to-peak
amplitudes of VEMP before (AB) and after (AA) 20-mg
furosemide administration were recorded with the following
tone burst sound frequencies: 250, 500, 700, 1000, 1500, and
2000 Hz. The improved ratio (IR) was calculated as follows:
IR = 100 (AA - AB)/AB. The amplitudes were normalized by
the integral EMG value 20 msec before stimuli. For clinical
application, 25 subjects with Meniere disease and 4 with
delayed endolymphatic hydrops were examined by using the
modern modified F-VEMP.
Results: While no significant difference was found between
AA and AB in all frequencies in the control group, AA was
significantly larger than AB in 500-Hz stimulation in the
Meniere disease group. With a 22.0% cutoff value, the
sensitivity and specificity were 64% and 90%, respectively.
The positive ratios of the examinations were 63% and 75% in
the Meniere disease and delayed endolymphatic hydrops
groups, respectively. The ratio was independent of Meniere
disease stage.
Conclusion: With a 22% cutoff IR, the modern modified
furosemide loading VEMP was useful in the clinical diagnosis
of endolymphatic hydrops.
＊
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Five cases with traumatic otolith vertigo
revealed by VEMP

Quantitative analysis of gains and catch-up
saccades of video-head impulse testing

Ko Shiraishi＊, Toru Seo, Takaaki Kobayashi,
Zyuniti Koizumi, Katsumi Doi
Kinki University Hospital Otorhinolaryngology
Disequilibrium after traffic accident is often seen but tricky
to detect the etiology. Brandt and Daroff propounded the
entity of traumatic otolith vertigo in 1980. They described
that accelerated impact due to head trauma injures the
otolith organ and then the tonus imbalance between the
organs in both sides causes disequilibrium. But such entity
has never been confirmed by clinical examination. We
experienced five cases with traumatic otolith vertigo revealed
by otolith examination as vestibular evoked myogenic
potential (VEMP).
Abnormal results of oVEMP suggested utriclar dysfunctions ,
and that od cVEMP suggested saccular dysfunction . Thus
these cases were diagnosed as dizziness originate from otolith
disorders. Post-traumatic otolith vertigo was suggested by
Brandt and Daroff in 1980 . However, existence of the
pathogenesis was just suspicious, because of they could not
clinically evaluate otolith functions. We confirmed the otolith
dysfunction by means of VEMPs in these cases. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first report confirming posttraumatic otolith vertigo.
We often see the patients with dizziness after traffic accident.
Both oVEMP and cVEMP can detect the otolith dysfunctions
in the cases.
＊
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Objectives: To evaluate video-head impulse test (vHIT)
results in normal subjects, to determine the
normative values of vHIT for the vestibulo-ocular reflex
(VOR), and to characterize the catch-up
saccades (CSs).
Design: Prospective cohort study.
Setting: Tertiary care academic referral center.
Participants: Fifty healthy subjects with no history of
vestibular impairment, ten each in their 20's,
30's, 40's, 50's, and 60’s, underwent vHITs in the lateral
semicircular canal plane.
Main outcome measures: vHIT gains and the incidence and
amplitudes of covert and overt CSs.
Results: The mean vHIT gain was 1.02 ± 0.07, and the mean
gain asymmetry was 2.39
± 1.96%, with no significant
differences among age groups. CSs were observed during
22.6% of the trials and in 49% of the ears. The incidence of
CSs was not associated with age. The mean velocity of CSs
was 55.5 ± 16.9 °/s, and its mean interaural difference was
11.8 ± 10.7°/s.
Conclusions: vHIT gains were consistently equal to 1.0 in all
age groups (20’s to 60’s),
suggesting that abnormal criteria for vHIT gain (e.g., 0.8) and
gain asymmetry (e.g., 8%) can be used, regardless of age. CSs
were observed in about half of normal ears, suggesting that
VOR is a hypometric system. The amplitudes and interaural
difference of CSs were also similar in all age groups, suggesting
that abnormal criteria for CS amplitude (e.g., 100°/s) and
interaural difference (e.g.,40°
/s) can be used, regardless of
age.
＊
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Recovery of video head impulse test gains,
covert and overt catch-up saccades in patients
with vestibular neuritis
Chan Joo Yang, Hong Ju Park＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Asan Medical Center,
University of Ulsan College of Medicine
Objectives: Although several datasets are available
concerning the advantages of using video-head impulse test
(vHIT) to assess vestibular dysfunction, there have been few
studies comparing vHIT in acute and compensated unilateral
VN. In this study we investigate VOR gain and characterize
the covert and overt catch-up saccades (CSs) according to the
disease course to assess the diagnostic value of vHIT during
follow-up of VN.
Subjects and Methods: Fifty-seven patients, diagnosed with
VN from June 2013 to June 2015, were included. Video-head
impulse test in the lateral semicircular canal plane were
performed at initial presentation and repeated at the followup visit (1 month). Gain ≤ 0.8, gain asymmetry (GA) ≥ 8%, the
velocity of CSs of ≥ 100°
/s or interaural CS difference (CSD) ≥
40°/s were considered pathologic.
Results: Gain stimulating the lesioned ears at acute phase (0.4
± 0.2) was lower than compensated phase (0.7 ± 0.3), and GA
(38.3 ± 16.4%), velocity of CSs (245.1 ± 62.2°
/s), and CSD (217.1
± 75.0 °/s) at acute phase was significantly decreased at
compensated phase (GA: 22.9 ± 19.2%, velocity of CSs: 164.1 ±
91.1°
/s, CSD: 135.8±95.7°
/s). The abnormal rate of vHIT was
100% (gain in 96.5%, GA in 98.2%, velocity of CSs in 98.2%,
and CSD in 100%) at acute phase and 89.5% (gain in 70.2%,
GA in 71.9%, velocity of CSs in 77.2%, and CSD in 80.7%) at
compensated VN. The vHIT gain parameters and CSs
parameters showed similar abnormal rate in detecting
vestibular dysfunction.
Conclusion: The vHIT gain parameters and CSs parameters
could be normalized during recovery after the acute phase of
VN. The vHIT is a fast and convenient test to detect
vestibular deficits in VN.
＊
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Neural substrates predicting short-term
improvement of tinnitus loudness and distress
after modified tinnitus retraining treatment

The influence of headaches in patients with
chronic dizziness

Jae-Jin Song＊, Shin Hye Kim, Ja-Won Koo
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital,
Seongnam, Korea
Introduction: Although tinnitus retraining therapy (TRT)
reported as effective in most patients with tinnitus, neither
the exact mechanism of tinnitus improvement nor the
predictors of the degree of improvement in tinnitus are fully
understood yet. By correlating the degree of tinnitus
improvement with pre-TRT resting-state source-localized
quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG) findings, we
attempted to find the pretreatment neural substrates of
tinnitus improvement.
Methods: Thirty-one patients complaining of subjective
tinnitus were prospectively enrolled, and their resting-state
EEGs were recorded before the initial TRT session. At 3
months after the initial TRT session, source-localized cortical
activities were correlated with percent improvement in
numeric rating scale (NRS) tinnitus loudness, tinnitus distress,
and tinnitus perception.
Results: The enrolled patients showed statistically significant
improvements with regard to NRS tinnitus loudness, distress,
and perception at 3 months after the initial TRT session. By
a median-split approach, we have confirmed that the
improvements in NRS tinnitus loudness, distress, and
perception were not affected by the level of hearing loss.
Percent improvement of NRS loudness was negatively
correlated with the activity of the parahippocampus (PHC).
Meanwhile, the activity of the insula showed significantly
positive correlation with percent improvement of NRS
distress. Also, the activity of the rostral anterior cingulate
cortex (rACC) was positively correlated with percent
improvement of NRS perception.
Conclusion: The current study may underpin roles of
decontexturizing ability of PHC with regard to the
improvement of tinnitus loudness, parasympathetic activity
control by the insula for tinnitus distress improvement, and
noise canceling system for tinnitus perception improvement.
This study has partly replicated classical Jastreboff’s
neurophysiologic model of tinnitus, and these results may
role as a milestone toward patient-tailored application of
TRT.
＊
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2

Objectives: Patients with chronic dizziness often complain of
headaches or general fatigue. We investigated the influence
of the frequency of headaches on dizziness impairments,
anxiety, quality of life, and other mood states in patients with
chronic dizziness.
Method: The subjects consisted of 100 consecutive patients
with intractable dizziness. Several types of questionnaires
were used in the investigations.
Results: Of the 85 patients, 51 had either type of headache
(tension headache, 38; migraine, 13). The total score on the
Dizziness Handicap Inventory correlated linearly with
general fatigue (R = 0.39, P < 0.001) and headache (R = 0.25, P
< 0.05). The patients with any type of headache had a
significantly more positive family history of headache (P <
0.05).
Conclusion: The frequency of headaches in patients
complaining of chronic dizziness is closely related to the
severity of the dizziness impairments and mood states, such
as anxiety. It is therefore important to treat comorbid
headache in patients with chronic dizziness. The severity of
the dizziness impairments and other mood states, including
anxiety, did not differ between patients with migraine or
nonmigraine headaches.
＊
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Comparison of post-implant speech perception
abilities between infants younger than 12
months and children aged 13 months to 24
months at cochlear implantation

The influence of modiolar density measured in
temporal bone computed tomography on speech
perception after cochlear implantation in
children with congenital deafness

Sung Wook Jeong, Lee-Suk Kim＊

Sung Wook Jeong, Si-Won Yoon, Lee-Suk Kim＊

Dept. of Otolaryngology, College of Medicine Dong-A
University

Dept. of Otolaryngology, Dong-A University Hospital

Objectives: Age at implantation is a crucial determinant of
speech perception ability after cochlear implantation (CI) in
children with congenital deafness. The purpose of this study
was to investigate whether implanting children before 12
months old was better than implanting children at older age.
Methods: We performed a retrospective review of medical
records of 542 children who received CI between Jan. 1993
and Oct. 2015. Thirty-two children received CI before 12
months old. Among them 12 children (Group A) who used the
device over 3 years, have no additional handicaps, and have
normal morphology of cochlea and cochlear nerve were
compared with 31 children (Group B) who received CI
between 13 and 24 months old with respect to formal speech
perception test scores.
Results: Children of group A showed significantly better
speech perception abilities than those of group B when they
were compared according to their chronological age. But the
difference of speech perception test scores between two
groups gradually decreased as their age increased. On the
other hand, the speech perception abilities of two groups
were not significantly different when compared according to
their hearing age which was a period after CI. Language
abilities were not significantly different between two groups
when compared according to the chronological age and the
hearing age.
Conclusions: Children who received CI before 12 months old
did not show better speech perception abilities than those
who received CI between 13 and 24 months old when they
were compared based on their hearing age. Although earlier
CI generally leads to better outcome, CI before 12 months old
may not always lead to better outcome. Further studies with
long term outcome are needed to explore the efficacy of early
CI performed during infancy.
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Objectives: Spiral ganglion cells (SGCs) in the cochlear
modiolus are the target of electrical stimulation of cochlear
implant. Therefore the paucity of SGCs can results in poor
speech perception after cochlear implantation (CI). The aim of
this study was to assess the influence of the modiolar density
(MD) measured in temporal bone computed tomography
(TBCT) on speech perception after CI in children with
congenital deafness.
Methods: Fifty children with congenital deafness who
received CI before 2 years old and who have no additional
handicaps were included. The MD in TBCT was measured
and they were divided into two groups including the group
of increased MD (Group A) and the group of normal MD
(Group B). Two groups were compared in terms of imaging
findings and post-implant speech perception abilities. Normal
value of MD was determined by measuring the MD of 124
ears of children with normal hearing. The upper limit of 95%
confidence interval of MD of normal hearing ears was defined
as cut-off value of normal MD.
Results: The cut-off value of normal MD in TBCT was 663
Hounsfield Unit (HU). Thirty-seven children whose MD was
above 663 HU were categorized in group A and the rests
whose MD was below or equal to 663 HU were categorized
in group B. Group A had higher incidences of cochlear nerve
canal stenosis, internal auditory canal stenosis, and cochlear
nerve deficiency than group B, but the differences in the
incidences were not statistically significant. The children of
group A showed poorer speech perception abilities after CI
than those of group B (p<0.05).
Conclusion: The increased MD influences negatively on postimplant speech performance of children with CI. A possible
explanation for this result may be that the MD above 663 HU
implies the increased ossification of modiolus and the paucity
of SGCs.
＊
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Auditory findings before implantation of
hearing implant of Electric-Acoustic
Stimulation (EAS)

Topical IGF-1 therapy for sensorineural
hearing loss

Toshizo Koizumi＊, Toru Seo, Ko Shiraishi, Kazuya Saito,
Katsumi Doi

Takayuki Nakagawa＊, Norio Yamamoto,
Takayuki Okano, Kohei Yamahara, Juichi Ito,
Koichi Omori

Kindai University, Department of Otorhinolaryngology

Kyoto University

Electric-Acoustic Stimulation (EAS) is one of innovative
devices of hearing implant combining with the functions of
cochlear implant and hearing aid. Audiogram meeting the
criteria for EAS is almost consistent with sloping highfrequency hearing loss, which means hearing levels in lowfrequency range are preserved moderately and those in highfrequency are disordered severely, respectively. Percentage
of individuals with the audiograms of EAS candidacy had
been scarcely investigated until now. In the present study,
percentage of candidates for a hearing implant EAS (EAS
candidates) was retrospectively calculated among the
hearing-impaired individuals by examining their worse ear
hearing levels. Afterwards, their details of auditory
examinations were investigated. As a result, 1.22% of
individuals with hearing loss fulfilled the criteria of pure-tone
audiometry for EAS candidacy, and 63.6% of them also fulfill
those of speech audiometry. Therefore, percentage of EAS
candidates meeting the criteria of both pure-tone and speech
audiometries among the hearing-impaired individuals was
estimated to be 0.78%, which was less than that of standard
CI. As for hearing deterioration of EAS candidates, 12.5% of
their ears were spontaneously deteriorated ? 10 dB of their
hearing levels in low-frequency range (0.125?0.5 kHz) during
more than 6 months of the course before implantation of
electrode. These indicate that some individuals should be
excluded from their candidacy for EAS if their low-frequency
hearing levels are deteriorated during waiting for
implantation, and that the others may change into candidates
for standard CI. Consequently, these suggest that it is
important for EAS candidates to ensure a certain period
waiting for implantation of electrode.

There is no FDA-approved therapy for sensorineural hearing
loss (SNHL). Considering future increase of aged population,
SNHL will be included in critical problems in the world. As a
primary step for developing therapeutics for SNHL, we have
performed clinical and basic experiments of topical IGF-1
therapy using gelatin hydrogels for acute SNHL. As a clinical
trial, a randomized controlled trial of topical IGF-1 therapy in
patients with sudden deafness refractory to systemic steroids
was performed. We randomly assigned patients with sudden
deafness refractory to systemic corticosteroids to receive
gelatin hydrogels impregnated with IGF-1 into the middle ear
(62 patients) or to receive 4 doses of intratympanic injection
with dexamethasone (Dex) (58 patients). No significant
difference in the proportion of patients showing hearing
improvement was found, but the difference in changes in
pure-tone average hearing levels over time between the two
treatments was statistically significant. Multiple regression
analysis revealed that hearing level at the diagnosis, age,
time from the onset to test treatments and treatment group
were significant variables influencing changes in pure-tone
average hearing levels overtime. Tympanic membrane
perforation persisted in no patient in the IGF-1 group, but
persisted in 15.5% of Dex group patients. The difference in
the incidence of tympanic membrane perforation was
statistically significant. In basic experiments, we examined
mechanisms of IGF-1 effects on hearing recovery using
mouse cochlear explants. As results, IGF-1 acted on several
types of cochlear cells resulting in hair cell protection and
synapse regeneration. In conclusion, these findings suggest
the utility for topical IGF-1 therapy in patients with sudden
deafness.
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Mobile Cone Beam CT Imaging during
Cochlear Implantation Surgery
Norio Yamamoto1＊, Tatsunori Sakamoto1,
Harukazu Hiraumi2, Juichi Ito3, Takayuki Okano1,
Koichi Omori1
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Otolaryngoloty, Head and Neck Surgery, Graduate
School of Medicine, Kyoto University
2
Otolaryngotogy Head and Neck Surgery, Iwate Medical
University
3
Shiga Medical Center, Research Institute
The usefulness of cone beam CT (CBCT) has been recognized
in the imaging of temporal bone especially in the cochlear
implantation (CI) recently. The advantages of CBCT for CI
are low radiation dose, low metal artifact, and increased
spatial resolution. In particular, low metal artifact and high
spatial resolution contribute to the clear imaging of CI
electrodes and identification of scalar location of the
electrodes. In contrast, one of the disadvantages of CBCT is
the difficulty of imaging in supine position.
The rotating mechanics of mobile CBCT are made from
Carbon-fiber reinforcement plastic (CFRP) (3D Accuitomo M,
J. Morita Mfg. Corp., Kyoto Japan), which enables the mobility
and stability of CBCT so that we can get clear images of
patients on the bed during surgery.
We took CT images of 11 CI cases during surgery using
mobile CBCT and evaluated the status of CI electrode.
We found that;
1. We could identify individual electrodes.
2. We could distinguish between before and after stylet
removal in the perimodiolar electrode.
3. We could confirm the insertion depth and scalar location of
the electrode.
4. Mobile CBCT was useful to confirm the status of implant
bed in a special case that has a defect in the cranial bone
structure.
Only 10 minutes were necessary in total to set up the CBCT,
acquire and process the image, and resume the operation.
Estimated effective radiation dose was 250 μ Sv.
In conclusion, mobile CBCT using CFRP was useful to
evaluate the status of CI electrode during surgery.
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Is Local Allergic Rhinitis (LAR) eosinophilic
rhinitis in Guideline?

Pollen-specific rush immunotherapy: clinical
efficacy and effects on histamine release from
basophils

Shoji Matsune1＊, Mariko Ishida1, Nozomu Wakayama1,
Yuma Yoshioka1, Satoshi Yamaguchi1, Kuwon Sekine1,
Kimihiro Okubo2
1

Nippon Medical School, Musashikosugi Hospital
2
Nippon Medical School Hospital
Local allergic rhinitis (LAR) is, according to Rondon C et al., a
localized nasal allergic response in the absence of systemic
atopy characterized by local production of specific Ig E (sIgE)
antibodies in nasal mucosa, which was for the first time
reported in 1975 as an allergic rhinitis case sensitized by
house-dust mite. In 2000’s, many reports have been published
about the concept, pathophysiology and management of LAR
mainly in Europe. In Japan, however, few clinical reports
have been found yet about the exact entity of LAR. As a
pilot study, we estimated the sIgE level in inferior turbinate
mucosa and blood serum in operation cases for correcting
nasal obstruction by the septal reconstruction and inferior
turbinotomy. During operation, resected inferior turbinate
mucosa was immediately stored in the liquid nitrogen jar
after wiping blood off the sample. Obtained inferior turbinate
mucosa was weighed and mashed for 5 minutes in 1ml PBS
followed by centrifuging the supernatant, which was stocked
at -40℃ in the deep freezer. Antigen specific and total IgE
levels in the inferior turbinate mucosa were quantified by
Alastat3g (SIEMENS) (IU/ml/mg) and compared with ones in
blood serum (range; 0.1 ~ 500 IU/ml). In 13 cases with
negative systemic atopic data, positive mucosal sIgE data
anti-mite and/or Japanese cedar pollen were shown in 3 cases
(23%). These 3 cases showed eosinophil positive in the nasal
smear after the antigen provocation test. LAR may be
consistent with the rhinitis defined as eosinophilic rhinitis in
Practical Guideline for the Management of Allergic Rhinitis in
Japan.
＊
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Osaka Medical College

Background
Pollen immunotherapy is an effective treatment for seasonal
allergic rhinitis. Specific immunotherapy with standardized
extracts can induce systemic reactions, possibly increased by
a rush immunotherapy (RIT).
Objective
The study was performed to investigate the efficacy of RIT
with standardized Japanese cedar pollen extracts and to
elucidate the mechanisms of immunotherapy.
Methods
This open study included 22 allergic patients treated with
RIT and 24 allergic patients treated with normal
immunotherapy. One or two days after the RIT, intradermal
skin testing was performed. Cry j1 was injected intradermally
into the skin.
Subjects underwent repeated testing of early- and late-phase
skin response to intradermal allergen
We purified basophils from pollen allergic subjects treated
with RIT. We then challenged the cells with an optimal dose
of Cry j1 (10 g/ml) for 30 min and measured the resulting
histamine release.
Results
RIT was safe and effective in reducing symptom scores. The
symptom score was significantly decreased, compared with
medication group or normal immunotherapy group.
Persent histamine release was decreased in the RIT group.
RIT inhibits human basophil degranuration. Before starting
RIT, all patients indicated positive skin reaction when
injected subcutaneously with Cry j1, while two days after the
RIT, all patients indicated negative skin reaction. RIT
treatment suppressed skin test reactivity.
Conclusions
Our study indicates that RIT with standardized Cry j1
extracts is clinically effective and safe. RIT was able to block
Cry j1-induced acute systemic allergic reactivity,
degranulation of skin mast cells.
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Intralymphatic Pollen-Specific Immunotherapy:
Clinical Efficacy and Effects On The Induction
Of Pollen- Specific Antibody

Characteristic of geriatric allergic rhinitis;
relationship between cognitive dysfunction and
olfactory problem

Tetsuya Terada＊, Yusuke Kikuoka, Syuji Omura,
Megumi Yoshida, Norio Suzuki, Manabu Suzuki,
Takahiro Ichihara, Takaki Inui, Ryo Kawata

Ah Ra Jung, Su Jin Kim, Sang Hoon Kim,
Sung Wan Kim, Joong Saeng Cho＊

Osaka Medical College
Rationale
Pollen immunotherapy is an effective treatment for seasonal
allergic rhinitis. The most common administration route is
subcutaneous, which may necessitate more than 50 allergen
injections during 3 to 5 years. The newer sublingual
immunotherapy is more patient friendly, but treatment
duration could not be shortened. Recent evidence suggests
that direct intralymphatic injections could yield faster
beneficial results with considerably lower allergen doses and
markedly reduced numbers of injections. In this study, we
sought to improve immunotherapy by using intralymphatic
allergen administration.
Methods
In an open pilot investigation followed by a double-blind,
placebo-controlled study, patients with allergic rhinitis were
treated with 3 intralymphatic inguinal injections of Cry j1 or
placebo. At visit 2 to 4, the study subjects received three 0.1
ml injections with either placebo or 20 JAU of a standardized
Japanese pollen extracts. Using ultrasound guidance and a
25-gauge needle, a superficial inguinal lymph node in right
groin was aseptically injected for 30 seconds. Clinical pre and
post treatment outcomes and the activation pattern of
peripheral antibodies were assessed.
Results
Intralymphatic immunotherapy (ILIT) with Cry j1 did not
elicit any severe adverse events. Patients receiving active
treatment displayed an initial increase in allergen-specific IgE
and IgG level. A clinical improvement was seen in active
treatment group, but not in the placebo group.
Conclusions
ILIT with Japanese pollen extracts indicate the clinical
improvement without causing severe adverse events.
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Kyung Hee University
Purpose Allergic Rhinitis itself is known to decrease with
age, but the importance of geriatric rhinitis of the elderly
population is increasing and emerging significantly.
Cognitive dysfunction has been known to be related with
olfactory problem. As a result, we figured out of the
association of the clinical characteristics and senile dementia
through the past medical history, medications, allergies or
not, sense of smell, nasal changes and various surveys.
Method Conducted a retrospective study to address rhinitis
symptoms presented by the patient over the age of 65, or
other symptoms for people who complain of rhinitis in
patients 65 years of age or older who visited the address in
Kyung Hee Medical Center was a patient, such as history
was a paperweight.
Classified the patients according to the cause of rhinitis in
each case, and each of the groups was examined according
to the past history, family history, symptoms, nasal structures
through the Chi-Square comparison and were analyzed using
the Fisher's Exact.
Result Out of 50 patients, AR group is 15 people, none AR
patients were identified as 35 people, respectively, past
medical History 10 people, 7 people, TNSS score 6.24, 5.51,
RQLQ score 57.81, 54.34, mild cognitive impairment were
73%, 51%.
Geriatric rhinitis patients shows a high incidence of anosmia
and hyposmia and was investigated 73% mild cognitive
impairment in allergic rhinitis patients comparied with 51%
in none allergic rhinitis patients, which was confirmed
statistically significant value. (P <0.05).
Conclusion This important figure shows the high risk of
dementia compared with normal elderly in geriatric rhinitis
patients and it means that aggressive treatment is needed to
and it will improve the quality and lower the probability of
life of elderly patients with cognitive impairment.
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Association between Asthma and Dysphonia: A
Population-based Study

Intralesional cidofovir injection for recurrent
respiratory papillomatosis

Hyo Geun Choi＊

Shigeyuki Murono＊, Tomokazu Yoshizaki

Hallym University

Kanazawa University

Objective: We investigated whether asthma predisposes
patients to organic laryngeal lesions or increases dysphonia
in those without organic laryngeal lesions.

Objective: The treatment of recurrent respiratory
papillomatosis (RRP) continues to be difficult. Adjuvant
pharmacological treatment is increasingly being used, and
intralesional cidofovir injection remains the leading option in
the United States and Europe.

Methods: We performed a cross-sectional study with data
from the Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey; 19,330 subjects from 2008 through 2011 were
included. The associations of asthma with organic laryngeal
lesions and dysphonia were analyzed using a simple/multiple
logistic regression analysis with complex sampling while
adjusting for confounding factors (age, sex, smoking status,
stress level, and body mass index) that could contribute to
dysphonia.
Results: Compared with non-asthma participants, the asthma
patients tended to be older and female and to have higher
stress levels. These factors were associated with dysphonia
(Age, AOR = 1.20, 95% CI = 1.14=1.23, P < 0.001; female, AOR
= 1.70, 95% CI = 1.33-2.17, P < 0.001; higher stress, AOR =
1.44, 95% CI = 1.23-1.69, P < 0.001). Asthma itself was also
associated with dysphonia. Compared with non-asthma
participants, asthma patients who had not taken asthma
medication recently showed a higher AOR (1.62; 95%
CI=1.0?2.42) for dysphonia, and asthma patients who had
taken asthma medication recently showed the highest
adjusted odds ratio for dysphonia (AOR=1.97; 95% confidence
interval, CI=1.28?3.02, P = 0.001).
On multiple logistic regression analysis, vocal nodules,
laryngeal polyps, and laryngitis were not associated with
asthma (all P>0.05).
Conclusions: Asthma patients are predisposed to subjective
dysphonia due to demographic and clinical characteristics
(older age, female, and higher stress level) as well as to
asthma itself. However, asthma was not associated with
organic laryngeal lesions in this study.
＊

Methods: Ten patients with RRP were treated with
intralesional cidofovir injection. The severity of papillomatosis
as well as adverse events including blood leukocytes, blood
neutrophils, and serum creatinine were evaluated before and
after the completion of treatment.
Results: Human papillomavirus (HPV) type 6 was detected in
nine patients, and no types of HPV were detected in the
remaining patient. Severity scores significantly improved
after treatment (p=0.005). However, complete resolution was
achieved in only one patient. No significant differences were
observed between before and after treatment with respect to
adverse events (p=0.866 for blood leukocytes, p=0.866 for
blood neutrophils, and p=0.933 for serum creatinine).
Squamous cell carcinoma occurred three and half years after
the completion of treatment in a patient without HPV
detection. However, the link between cidofovir and the
occurrence of carcinoma in the case remains questionable.
Conclusion: This initial report of intralesional cidofovir
injection for RRP from Asia demonstrated acceptable efficacy
without obvious adverse events. However, the uncontrolled
spread of this treatment should be avoided, and eighteen
statements approved by the task force of the United States
should be referred to while planning this treatment.
＊
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The effect of hyaluronic acid injection on
unilateral vocal fold paralysis using doublebent cathelin needle by thyro-hyoid approach

Digital HD Videoscopic Evaluation of HANGUL
Vowel created in 1443 A.D.

Masaki Nomoto1,2＊, Ryoji Tokashiki3, Kiyoaki Tsukahara2
1

Nishitokyo Central General Hospital
2
Tokyo Medical University
3
Shinjuku Voice Clinic
In a treatment for unilateral vocal fold paralysis (UVFP), we
recommend arytenoid adduction under local anesthesia by
fenestration approach reported by Tokashiki in 2007.
However, some patients refuse the frame work surgery
because it needs skin incision and one week hospitalization.
For these patients, we perform office based hyaluronic acid
(HA) injection. This time we present the method of our
injection and evaluate the advantage and the duration of the
efficacy.
A 60-mm, 23G cathelin needle which was bent manaually, is
inserted above the superior thyroid notch (thyrohioid
approach), under topical anesthesia. HA was injected into the
lateral part of the arytenoid cartilage. We decide the amount
of HA by checking patient’s voice and vocal fold vibration
during the surgery. The efficacy of HA is temporary, because
HA is absorbable, we evaluated longevity of HA.
We analyzed 19 cases with UVFP who underwent our
injection therapy. We excluded natural recovery cases. The
effect of HA lasted four months.
Our injection laryngoplasty is very easy and useful method.
HA is useful for cases waiting spontaneous recovery or
patients who refuse thyroplasty.
＊

Corresponding Author: Masaki Nomoto
(laryngonomo@yahoo.co.jp)

Sun-Ho Brian Chang＊
KING SEJONG Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery Clinic
PURPOSE
HANGUL is unique ergonomic korean alphabet, created by
King Sejong, Kingdom of Chosen in 1443 A.D. Hangul is
originally consist of 17 consonants and 11 vowels. The
consonant fall into five homorganic groups through
oropharyngeal pathway, the vowel fall into three homorganic
groups at tongue position. Vowel letters are based on three
elements “ㆍ , ㅡ , ㅣ” /ʌ,ə,ɨ/.
Hangul vowel is classified as epiglottis and tongue movement.
This research shows that tongue and epiglottis movement is
important on HANGUL vowel phonation. Especially, when
epiglottis move on backward and forward, 3 major HANGUL
vowel “ㆍ , ㅡ , ㅣ” is pronounced step by step.
METHOD
HANGUL 11 vowels evaluation are performed by rhinolaryngo videoscope system for korean individuals.
Especially, it is focused on relationship between 3 Basic
vowels “ㆍ , ㅡ , ㅣ” and epiglottis movement.
RESULT
The research result are made of pentax Digital HD rhinolaryngo videoscope system.
Vowel "ㆍ” /ʌ/ is related to backward movement of epiglottis.
Vowel " ㅡ “ /ə/ is related to neutral position of epiglottis.
Vowel " ㅣ” /ɨ/ is related to forward movement of epiglottis.
There is deep relationship between epiglottis forwardbackward movement and HANGUL vowel.
CONCLUSION
Hangul vowel is classified as epiglottis and tongue movement.
Rhino-Laryngo Videoscopic evaluation of Hangul vowel is
more helpful than x-ray, ultrasound examination.
＊
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Low-grade salivary gland cancers: Treatment
outcomes, extent of surgery and indications for
post-operative adjuvant radiation therapy

G-CSF and/or EGFR expressions of anaplastic
thyroid cancer cells and its clinical implicaiton

1＊

2

1

Han-Sin Jeong , Jae-Keun Cho , Eun-Hye Kim ,
Young-Hyeh Ko3, Dongryul Oh4, Yong Chan Ahn4

Hideyuki Kawauchi＊, Takafumi Fuchiwaki, Noriaki Aoi,
Yasuhiko Shimizu, Ichiro Morikura, Yukie Hotta
Shimane University, Faculty of Medicine

1

Dept of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Samsung Medical Center, Seoul
2
Dept of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Inje University Ilsan Paik Hospital, Inje University School
of Medicine
3
Dept of Pathology, Samsung Medical Center
4
Dept of Radiation Oncology, Samsung Medical Center
[Purpose] Because of disease rarity, little is known about the
optimal treatment modalities and outcomes in low-grade
salivary gland cancers (LGSGC); thus we tried to identify
prognostic factors, optimal treatment modalities and
outcomes in pathologically confirmed LGSGC patients.
[Methods] We extracted the clinical and pathology data from
179 LGSGC among 485 salivary gland cancer patients (19952013). Risk factors for recurrence, the extent of surgery and
the possible role of post-operative radiation were
retrospectively analyzed. [Results] Recurrence-free and
overall survival are 89.6% and 96.6% at 10 years, respectively.
Multivariate survival analyses revealed that the presence of
lymphovascular invasion was a significant unfavorable
prognostic factor (HR = 4.234, P = 0.039) and the postoperative adjuvant radiation treatment significantly reduced
recurrences in cases having pathology risk factors or node
metastasis, as did in those with advanced T stage tumors.
Meanwhile, the close surgical margin less than 5 mm from
tumor border was not a significant risk factor for recurrence.

Overall prognosis of patients with anaplastic thyroid
cancer(ATC) is very poor among those of patients with
malignancy in head and neck regions, because of its
clinicopathological features. We have recently experienced 8
cases of patients with ATC, and 4 cases of them were
diagnosed as G-CSF producing tumors by an immunostaining
and RT-PCR. On the otherhand, immunohistological analysis
revealed that EGFR expression was highly demonstrated in
all cases of anaplastic thyroid cancer, as reported by Fisher
KE et al(J Surg Res 2013). Our treatment regimen to control
the metastatic foci in the lung was set up to employ monthly
administration of cetuximab600mg + paclitaxel120mg in those
patients. A patient with good response to this therapy is
introduced in detail with monitoring G-CSF activity, and the
availablity of EGFR-molecular targeting regimen together
with chemotherapy is also discussed for patients with ATC.
＊

Corresponding Author: Hideyuki John Kawauchi
(kawauchi@med.shimane-u.ac.jp)

[Conclusion] The oncological outcomes are very good with
surgery alone in cases of pT1-2N0 LGSGC without pathology
risk factors. Meanwhile, the post-operative radiation clearly
benefits patients with pathology risk factors, advanced T
stage or node metastasis.
[END]
＊
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Usefullness of clinico-biological data to predict
long-term prognosis of head and neck terminal
cancer patient

Chemotherapy-induced febrile neutropenia in
patients with head and neck cancer.

Taiji Kawasaki＊, Koichiro Wasano
Japanese Red Cross Shizuoka Hospital

Koji Matsumoto1＊, Masahiko Arikata1, Shiori Hara2,
Takeshi Shimizu1

Object
To look for long-term index by the clinicobiological data at
the time of diagnosed as uncurable in head and neck terminal
cancer.

2

Material and methods
The objects were clinicobiological data at time of diagnosed
as uncurable. We evaluated correlation between survival
days and clinicobiological data with retrospective case-series
study. The clinicobiological data were as follows, 1,2 T, N
stage, 3 Pathological feature, 4 Location of primary cancer, 5
Age, 6 Performance status (ECOG grading system),7 Period
from radiation finished day to the day of diagnosed as
untreatable 8 Body mass index (kg/m2), 9 Lymphocyte count
(/ul), 10 Hemoglobulin (g/dl), 11 Lactate dehydrogenase (IU/l),
12 Albumin (g/dl), 13 Blood urea nitrogen (mg/dl), 14
Creatinine (mg/dl), 15 C-reactive protein (mg/dl), 16
O-PNI(Onodera’s prognostic nutritional index), 17 modifiedGlasgow Prognostic Score, 18 NLR (neutrophil lymphocyte
ratio). Then we divided survival time into 90 days over and
under, and 120 days over and under, and we examined
correlation between two groups and the data.
Result
The object were thirty-six patients. In univariate analysis
there were statistically significances between survival time
and Body Mass Index, Hemoglobulin, Albumin, C-reactive
protein, Onodera’s Prognostic nutritional index, modified
Glasgow prognostic score. In multivariative analysis, we
recognized strong correlation between survival time and
Body Mass Index. And, there were statistically significances
between survival 120 days and Body mass index, Albumin,
C-reactive protein, Onodera’s prognostic nutritional index,
modified Glasgow prognostic score. In multivariative analysis,
we recognized strong correlation between survival 120 days
and Body Mass Index, Onodera’s prognostic nutritional index.
We recognized cutoff point 18.7 in body mass index and 33.39
in Onodera’s prognostic nutritional index and 3.29 in
C-reactive protein. There were not statistically significances
between survival 90 days in mulivariative analysis.
Conclusion
Clinicobiological data is useful in head and neck terminal
cancer to predict long-term prognosis.
＊
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Shiga University of Medical Science
Nagahama Red Cross Hospital

Docetaxel, cisplatin and fluorouracil (TPF) are used in the
chemotherapy for patients with head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma (HNSCC). Febrile neutropenia (FN) is one of the
most severe adverse effects during chemotherapy. Previous
reports show that the incidence of FN in platinum- and
taxane-containing chemotherapy for HNSCC is 5-20%. We
evaluated the risk factors of FN in patients who received
TPF chemotherapy. Between January 2012 and December
2014, TPF chemotherapy was used in 81 cycles of 50 patients
in our University hospital, and FN was found in 5 cycles out
of 81(6.2%). We analyzed age, pretreatment leukocyte and
neutrophil counts, gastrointestinal adverse effects (GIAEs),
and comorbidity with diabetes mellitus, and 4 of 5 cases with
FN had grade 3 severe GIAEs. This result suggests that
severe GIAEs may be related to the development of FN.
＊
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High-risk Human Papilloma Virus in
Nasopharyngeal Cancer

Effectiveness of superselective intra-arterial
chemoradiotherapy targeting for
retropharyngeal lymph node metastasis.

Jung Je Park＊, Hyunmo Kang, Minsu Kwon,
Jinpyeong Kim, Seung Hoon Woo, Ji Hyun Seo
Gyeongsang National University, School of Medicine,
Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery
Background: Human papilloma virus (HPV) is known to be
related to the occurrence and prognosis of the oropharynx
cancer. But reports so far on the relationship between HPV
and nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) have been rare. This study
aimed to investigate the clinical implications of HPV and
other molecular markers including p16, p53 and epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) in terms of survival in NPC
patients.
Materials and Methods: Paraffin-embedded tumor specimens
from 46 patients with primary NPC diagnosed between 1993
and 2013 at Gyeongsang National University Hospital were
analyzed for the detection of HPV, Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
and other molecular markers. Expression rates of each
marker were identified and dichotomized for comparisons of
their significance in both cancer-specific and overall survivals.
Results: HPV was detected by polymerase chain reaction
only in 6.5% of the patients. On the contrary, p16 positivity,
the surrogate marker of HPV infection, was identified in
67.4%. The expression rates of EBV, p53 and EGFR were
67.4%, 82.6% and 73.9%, respectively. Patients with positive
p16 showed a markedly higher cancer-specific survival rate (p
= 0.028) but not overall survival rate (p = 0.985). EBV, p53,
and EGFR status did not show any significant impacts on
survivals (all p >0.05).
Conclusion: Our study showed a relatively low expression
rate of HPV DNA, but p16 expression was identified in more
than half of the NPC patients. P16 expression was correlated
in favor with NPC-specific survival and it would be a
prognostic marker also in NPC.
＊
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Takayoshi Suzuki1＊, Tomohiro Sakashita1,
Akihiro Homma1, Hiromitsu Hatakeyama1, Satoshi Kano1,
Takatsugu Mizumachi1, Daisuke Yoshida2,
Rikiya Onimaru2, Hiroki Shirato2, Fumiyuki Suzuki3,
Satoshi Fukuda1
1
Department of Otolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery,
Hokkaido University Graduate School of Medicine
2
Department of Radiology, Hokkaido University Graduate
School of Medicine
3
Department of Otolaryngology, Hokkaido Medical Center
Retropharyngeal lymph node(RPLN) metastasis is considered
to be a significant predictor of poor prognosis for patients
with head and neck squamous cell carcinomas(HNSCCs).
However, RPLN dissection is sometimes challenging, due to
severe post-operative complications, including bleeding and
swallowing dysfunction due to lower cranial neuropathy.
Recently, superselective intra-arterial chemotherapy in
combination with concomitant radiotherapy(RADPLAT) for
locally advanced HNSCC patients has been reported to result
in a favorable outcome, preserving function and improving
survival. We considered RADPLAT to be applicable to the
treatment of RPLN metastasis and, therefore, assessed the
efficacy and feasibility of RADPLAT for HNSCC patients
with RPLN metastasis.
We retrospectively analyzed ten HNSCC patients with
untreated who underwent RADPLAT targeting RPLN
metastasis in Hokkaido University Hospital, Japan, between
September 1999 and July 2012. Responses were evaluated by
clinical examination, together with CT and/or MRI studies
after the completion of therapy. Toxicities were graded using
NCI-CTCAE Version 4.0. The Kaplan-Meier method was
applied for analysis of the survival rate.
The ascending pharyngeal artery was targeted for the
treatment of RPLN metastasis in 9 patients. The median total
dose of cisplatin was 26.6 mg/m2 (mean, 31.5 mg/m2; range,
11.7-87.9 mg/m2). In the remaining patient, the RPLN was
supplied by the ascending palatine artery. All patients
underwent a full course of irradiation without interruption
(median, 66 Gy; range, 65-70 Gy). No uncontrollable adverse
effect and neurological complication was observed in any
patients. Metastatic RPLNs were evaluated as a complete
response in all patients. There was no recurrence of RPLN
metastasis in any patients. Four patients remain alive without
disease and six patients died of disease. The 5-year overall
survival rate was 50%.
In conclusions, we have shown that RADPLAT may play a
role in the treatment of HNSCC with RPLN metastasis,
preventing any complications.
＊
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Survey on the Choice of the Treatment in
Elderly Patients with Head and Neck Cancer
Kazuhiko Yokoshima＊, Munenaga Nakamizo
Department of Oto-Laryngology, Nippon Medical School
The elderly population has been increasing, in Japan. With
this increase, the incidence of elderly patients with head and
neck cancer is likely to increase concomitantly. Also in Korea,
this problem must be evident. Therefore, a strategy for
addressing this problem must be defined. In this study, a
questionnaire for head and neck cancer specialists, certified
by the Japanese Society of Head and Neck Surgery, is
analyzed.
The survey was conducted in 225 head and neck cancer
specialists, and 122 answers were completed and analyzed in
this study. Comorbidity was found to be the most important
factor in decision making for head and neck cancer, even
though it is subclinical. Especially important was the
cognitive state, the dysfunction of which might decrease the
feeling of struggle against the disease. These results indicate
that we must choose the appropriate treatment based on the
evaluation of the physical and emotional condition of the
patients and their families, not only on their age. However,
this suggestion includes some challenged, such as the fact
that the criteria are not definite and the choice of the
treatment might be at risk of being judged by only one
doctor.
After presentation in this meeting, I would like to ask doctors
from Korea about clinical management of elderly patients
with head and neck cancer. As Korea is known as a society
where elderly people are respected and treated carefully
under the influence of Confucianism, we might have an idea
which can improve our strategy.
＊
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Analysis of the characteristics of patients with
dizziness based on the presence or absence of a
freestyle writing description on the medical
interview sheet

Correlation between Rotation Chair test and
Dizziness Handicap Inventory in patients with
Vestibular Neuritis

Fumiyuki Goto＊, Miki Arai, Eriko Kataoka
NHO Tokyo Medical Center, Department of Otolaryngology
Background: The most important thing to do when
evaluating patients with dizziness or vertigo is to listen to
the patients carefully. It is also sometimes quite helpful to use
a medical interview sheet when time is limited at an
outpatient clinic. There are two types of interview sheets.
We postulated that patient characteristics may differ
depending on the presence or absence of freestyle writing in
their demand for treatment on the medical interview sheets.
Methods: Retrospective chart review was conducted from
medical records. The participants were 555 patients
complaining of dizziness or vertigo. We instructed them to
complete both types of questionnaires immediately before the
medical examination. These questionnaires were original
interview sheets inviting freestyle writing. After diagnosis,
patients could choose from two types of treatments: shortterm (5 days) hospitalization for vestibular rehabilitation or
conventional outpatient treatment. The description types
were categorized depending on the contents. The participants
were divided into two groups depending on the presence
(Group A) or absence (Group B) of a freestyle writing
description in the sheet. The DHI and HADS scores and the
final treatment chosen were compared across groups.
Results: The scores on the DHI and levels of anxiety in the
HADS were significantly higher in Group A. The patients in
Group A had greater tendency to choose short-term
hospitalization treatment than did Group B (p < .05).

Hyung Joo Lee
Department of Otolaryngology, Gyeongsang National
University Hospital
Vestibular neuritis (VN) is one of the most common causes of
acute spontaneous vertigo. However, such dizziness
symptoms in patients with VN vary among patients, and
various methods are used to evaluate subjective vestibular
symptoms following attack of VN. Studies on correlation
between subjective vestibular symptom changes and result
of rotation chair test after vestibular rehabilitation therapy
(VRT) have not been reported. Therefore, we compared
change of DHI and results of rotation chair test in patients
with VN between attack and 3 month later following VRT.
Forty five patients were included in this study. The DHI
score and the percentage of directional preponderance (DP)
of the rotation chair test in post-VRT patients as compared
to attack of VN were mostly decreased. However, no
statistically significant was showed. All of the patients with
VN showed asymmetry toward direction of the lesion in
rotation chair test at the time of VN. Following VRT 3 month
later, asymmetry still existed in 22 subjects, but 23 subjects
revealed symmetry in the rotation chair test. This change
showed statistically significance. No correlation between
change of DP % and DHI score showed (r=0.326). In addition,
improvement itself of the rotation chair test in patients with
VN following VRT did not reflect improvement of subjective
vestibular symptoms.
＊

Corresponding Author: Seong Ki Ahn (skahn@gnu.ac.kr)

Conclusion: Based on the results obtained in this study, we
can see the patient characteristics depending on the presence
of any type of description. The presence of freestyle writing
on the interview sheet may reflect an assertive attitude
toward the treatment and anxiety in the patient. We should
focus not only on written contents but also on the presence
or absence of freestyle writing on the medical interview
sheet.
＊
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Hearing aid silicone impression material as a
foreign body in the middle ear

Factors Affecting the Variation of Maximum
Speech Intelligibility in Patients with
Sensorineural Hearing Loss other than
Apparent Retrocochlear Lesions

Seok-Hyun Kim, Hyun-Min Lee, Jae-Hoon Jung,
Il-Woo Lee＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Pusan National University School of Medicine,
Pusan National University Yangsan Hospital
We report an extremely rare case of hearing aid silicone
impression material as a foreign body in the middle ear.
Symptoms of the patient were otorrhea and vertigo after
taking of a mold impression on his only hearing ear, and the
symptoms mimicked chronic otitis media. A high-resolution
temporal bone CT scan revealed foreign body material in the
middle ear and Eustachian tube. An intact canal wall
mastoidectomy with a facial recess approach and type IV
tympanoplasty was performed to remove the silicone
impression material foreign body. In addition to the case
report, we review the literature regarding impression
material foreign bodies.
＊
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Izumi Yahata＊, Tetsuaki Kawase, Yoshitaka Takanashi,
Hiromitsu Miyazaki, Daisuke Yamauchi,
Kazuhiro Nomura, Yukio Katori
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine
Patients with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) tend to suffer
deterioration of speech intelligibility with progressive
elevation of their hearing threshold. However, speech
intelligibility often varies among such patients with similar
levels of hearing loss. In the present study, to examine the
relationship between speech intelligibilities among the similar
level of hearing loss and threshold elevation of the auditory
brainstem response (ABR), the relationship between
maximum speech intelligibilities among similar levels of
hearing loss and relative threshold elevation of the clickevoked ABR (ABR threshold - pure tone average at 2000 and
4000 Hz) was retrospectively reviewed in patients with
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) other than apparent
retrocochlear lesions as auditory neuropathy, vestibular
schwannoma and the other brain lesions. Comparison of the
speech intelligibilities in subjects with similar levels of
hearing loss found that the variation in maximum speech
intelligibility was significantly correlated with the threshold
elevation of the ABR. The present results appear to support
the idea that variation in maximum speech intelligibility in
patients with similar levels of SNHL may be related to the
different degree of dysfunctions of the inner hair cells and/or
cochlear nerves in addition to those of outer hair cells.
＊
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Clinical Significance of Arterial Stiffness in
Idiopathic Sudden Sensorineural Hearing Loss

Evaluations by CT and MRI imaging, vestibular
function and EABR for cochlear nerve
deficiency 20 cases

Jea-Ho Jung, Seung-Hwan Lee＊, Chul Won Park,
Changsun Kim, Jin-kyu Park, Jeong-Hun Shin
Hanyang University
Objectives: To investigate the clinical significance of arterial
stiffness in the development and prognosis of idiopathic
sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SSNHL).
Study design: A prospective, case-control study.
Methods: Fifty-four adult patients with idiopathic SSNHL
and 54 age- and sex-matched controls were evaluated
between January 2014 and May 2015. Arterial stiffness was
assessed from brachial-ankle pulse wave velocity (baPWV),
and other cardiovascular markers including blood pressure,
body mass index, and lipid profiles were determined. The
SSNHL patients were divided into two groups, 'recovery' and
'non-recovery', according to hearing recovery.
Results: BaPWV was higher in the SSNHL group than in the
control group (p=0.036), whereas comorbidity, anthropometric
characteristics, blood pressure and lipid profiles were similar.
In addition, baPWV was correlated with initial hearing
threshold, which indicated the severity of SSNHL (r=0.38
p=0.004). Univariate analysis showed that age, initial hearing
threshold, and baPWV were higher in the non-recovery
group than the recovery group (p=0.001, p=0.004, and
p=0.007, respectively). There was also a significantly higher
prevalence of a history of hypertension or diabetes in the
non-recovery group than in the recovery group. However,
multivariate analysis showed that only the initial hearing
threshold was associated with hearing recovery (p=0.029).
Conclusions: Higher baPWV, representative of arterial
stiffness, was associated with development and severity of
SSNHL, which supports the hypothesis of a vascular etiology
for this disease. Arterial stiffness had limited value in
predicting the prognosis of SSNHL.
＊
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National Tokyo Medical Center, National Institute of
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3
International University of Health and Welfare, Center
for Speech and Hearing Disorders
Introduction: Cochlear nerve deficiencies (CNDs) are
diagnosed by imaging studies, but their cochlear nerve
functions are variable.

Method: We evaluated our 20 cases of CNDs by CT and MRI
imaging, auditory responses before cochlear implantation (CI)
surgery, vestibular functions (Damped-rotational chair test),
intracochlear electrically evoked auditory brain stem
responses (EABR) during CI surgery.
Results: 65% of CNDs had the comorbidity of cochlear
malformation; incomplete partition (IP)- Ⅰ 25%, cochlear
hypoplasia 20%, common cavity 15%, and IP- Ⅱ 5%. On MRI
one case showed thin cochlear nerve, and 60% showed
absence of cochlear nerves but presence of vestibulocochlear
nerves. Absence of vestibulocochlear nerves is found in 25 %
of CNDs. 45% of CNDs showed obvious auditory responses
with hearing aids. With vestibular function tests before CI
surgery, 60% of CNDs showed normal, 25% poor, and 10% no
response. In the cases with vestibulocochlear nerves found on
MRI, 67% showed typical EABR, while in the cases with no
vestibulocochlear nerve, just one showed typical EABR. 56%
of obvious auditory response cases showed typical EABR,
and 45% of vague auditory response cases showed typical
EABR. 64% of good vestibular function cases showed typical
EABR, while only 29% of poor or no vestibular function cases
showed typical EABR.
Conclusion: In the cases with thin or disappeared cochlear
nerves, the vestibulocochlear nerves found on MRI and
obvious auditory responses with hearing aids are possibly
indicated for CI. Even if the imaging studies show absence of
vestibulocochlear nerves, the cases with good vestibular
functions can be indicated for CI, because vestibular
evaluation helps us to determine the neural connection
between inner ear and brain. Not only imaging evaluations,
but also evaluations by auditory response and vestibular
function are important for the CI indication of CNDs.
＊
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Hearing and development test evaluation and
psychological factors for nonorganic hearing
loss in children

Actions to be taken for foreign children with
hearing loss

Yoshitaka Takanashi1＊, Tetsuaki Kawase1,2,
Takuji Okitsu3, Chikako Koizumi3, Izumi Yahata1,
Yukio Katori1
1

Department of Otolaryngology -Head and Neck Surgery,
Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine.
2
Laboratory of Rehabilitative Auditory Science, Tohoku
University Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering.
3
Hearing Center of Miyagi Medical Association
Nonorganic hearing loss (NOHL) describes hearing loss
detected in hearing tests with no corresponding physical
impairment in the auditory system. NOHL, which described
as accounting for 1-3% of all cases of hearing loss in children,
is characterized by a discrepancy between the patient’s
hearing ability and the measured threshold in pure tone
audiometry. Advances in objective audiology, in particular
otoacoustic emission (OAE) and auditory brainstem responses
(ABR), have facilitated NOHL diagnosis. We review the case
until now, we examined the clinical features of NOHL.
We retrospectively studied cases of people under 19 years
old admitted to our clinic from January 2005 through
December 2014. In all, 111 cases were diagnosed with NOHL
using pure tone audiometry, distortion product otoacoustic
emission (DP-OAE), and ABR. For some intractable cases
(n=10), we used development testing and audiometry.
Regarding cases, 20 cases (18%) were of boys; 91 cases (81%)
were of girls. Age peaks were observed at 8 years and 12
years. Of the reasons for visits, 36% were school medical
examinations. Of all cases, those of hearing loss on both sides
were 72.1%; those of one side were 27.9%. Psychological
factors were confirmed in 49 cases (44.1%). As an example,
one case was caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake.
Also, 99 cases were observed to last longer than 6 months; 42
cases (42.4%) were cured completely. We went the WISCIII
and used audiometry in 10 cases. Development inspection
revealed the following: 1) IQ was good, but the example note
storage was not good; 2) IQ was usual, but verbal IQ was
poor; 3) all IQs were poor. The hearing threshold of play
audiometry was better than the hearing threshold of pure
tone audiometry in NOHL children (R/L 43.1/44.8 vs.
55.8/55.4 dBHL). We thought that NOHL was involved a lack
of attention.
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Atsuko Maki＊, Hajime Sano, Taku Yamashita
Kitasato University
In Japan, the dissemination of neonatal auditory screening
has resulted in increases in the identification of hearing loss
in infants, including foreigners living in Japan. For infants
with hearing loss, appropriate hearing aids and language
guidance are required. When a language other than Japanese
is spoken at the home of infants with hearing loss, especially
when their mothers speak a foreign language, it will
frequently be challenging to provide these infants with
instructions for the wearing of hearing aids using Japanese,
as well as with Japanese-language training. In the present
study, among the children with hearing loss visiting the
Otolaryngology Division, Kitasato University Hospital, on an
outpatient basis, we investigated 16 children. One or both of
their parents were foreigners. Of these 16 children, 14 had
bilateral hearing loss, and 4 had severe bilateral hearing loss.
Some children had a severe systemic disease, or were not
able to receive sufficient treatment/education due to financial
issues. In addition, the understanding of spoken Japanese was
deemed challenging for some children because of their
mothers’ inability to speak Japanese. There is a need to
establish systems enabling children with hearing loss to wear
hearing aids, and to receive necessary language training,
regardless of their home environments.
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Cochlear implantation using the endomeatal
approach in a child with a extremely
hypoplastic mastoid

A New Classification of Congenital Osseous
Middle Ear Abnormalities

Sung Wook Jeong＊
Dept. of Otolaryngology, Dong-A University Hospital
Cochlear implantation (CI) is generally performed using the
classic surgical technique including a mastoidectomy and a
posterior tympanotomy. However it can be difficult to apply
this technique in cases with severely contracted mastoid or a
very narrow facial recess. Endomeatal approach can be an
alternative approach in such cases where the classic facial
recess approach cannot be applied. Here I report a case of CI
performed using endomeatal approach in a child with type I
congenital aural atresia and a extremely hypoplastic mastoid.
This case motivates CI surgeons to be aware of alternative
approaches other than classic facial recess approach.
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Recent basic research showed derivation system of ossicles.
A basic embryological research (Le Douarin, 1993) revealed
that the skeletal components of the middle ear are derived
from the neural crest. Mallo (1997) pointed out detailed
differentiation pattern of ossicles with his transgenic mice
research. Recent knowledge should be included into a
classification of congenital ossicular malformations (COMs).
The classification by Funasaka (Funasaka, 1979) and that by
Teunissen and Cremers (1993) are known as the conventional
fractionation of ossicular malformation. The classification by
Funasaka focuses on the development of ossicles from each
branchial arch and classifies them accordingly into 3 groups.
The classification by Teunissen and Cremers, which focuses
on stapedial footplate fixation, classifies the ossicular
malformations into 4 groups. However, it is difficult to
understand the link between the groups and the locations of
ossicular anomalies with these classifications. Moreover,
neither classification considers the concept of auditory
ossicles being derived from the neural crest. Therefore, it is
necessary to update the classification of ossicular anomalies
based on recent embryological evidence.
We propose a classification that is based on the concept of
ossicle development from neural crest cells. We classify
ossicular malformations in the following 6 groups: group 1,
abnormality of the manubrium, neck of malleus, or tympanic
ring; group 2, abnormality of the head of malleus or body of
incus; group 3, abnormal ossification surrounding ossicles in
the attic; group 4, abnormality of the long process of incus;
group 5, abnormality of stapes superstructure; and group 6,
fixation of stapedial footplate or abnormality of oval or round
window.
We concluded that the new classification based on
embryological information also has clinical implications,
because this study applies advances in basic research to
clinical medicine.
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A child with Jervell and Lange-Nielsen
syndrome exhibiting frequent syncopal attacks
after cochlear implantation

Terahertz otoscope; potential for diagnosis of
otitis media

Shinsuke Kaneshiro＊, Kaori Sasamori,
Yumiko Kobayashi, Kirito Shimamoto, Harukazu Hiraumi,
Hiroaki Sato
Dept .of Otolaryngology-Head & Neck Surgery, Iwate
Medical University, Iwate
Introduction
Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome (JLNS), a rare autosomal
recessive congenital QT prolongation syndrome, is
characterized by cardiac arrhythmias, syncopal episodes, and
profound deafness. Epidemiologically it occurs in 1.6 out of
one million births. We report a child with JLNS, who
underwent cochlear implantation (CI), exhibiting frequent
syncopal attacks after implantation.
Case
A 6-month-old boywas referred to our department because of
bilateral hearing loss. The auditory brainstem response was
absent on both sides at 105 dB nHL. The electrocardiogram
immediately after birth showed prolonged QT time.
Therefore, he was diagnosed as JLNS, which was confirmed
by a genetic test later. He started wearing hearing aids, but
the effect was limited. He underwent CI surgery at the age
of 2. After the surgery, he acquired satisfactory speech and
listening abilities.The speech discrimination score is 90% 7
years after the operation.
After the CI surgery, he had been four episodes of syncopal
attacks. The defibrillation shock was delivered immediately
after the first attack. Even after the shock, the CI works well
and the listening ability is still good.
Discussion
JLNS is a syndrome with profound sensorineural hearing loss
(SNHL) and a fatal arrhythmia. TheSNHL of this syndrome is
derived from cochlea, and the CI is highly effective. The
problem of CI in this spectrum is that the patients have high
possibility of receiving defibrillation shocks. Before the CI
surgery, we consulted the manufactures about the adverse
effects of defibrillation onto the CI. To maximize the quality
of life of the patients without deteriorating the life
expectancy, we decided to implant the CI. Actually, the
defibrillations shock did not damage the CI. Now the patient
is planning to use implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
devices (ICDs).
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We designed and fabricated a novel THz otoscope which
would facilitate physicians to diagnose otitis media (OM) with
not only THz diagnostics but also conventional optical
diagnostics. We verified the potentials of THz otoscope for
diagnosis for OM using a tissue of mouse-skin and human
tympanic membrane, prior to clinical application.
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Usefullness of anterior-based periosteal (Palva)
flap for obliteration of mastoid cavity in canal
wall down mastoidectomy

Noble evaluation of orbicularis oculi muscle
function in acute peripheral facial nerve palsy

Soo Keun Kong＊, Se Joon Oh, Eui Kyung Goh,
Il Woo Lee
Pusan National University, College of Medicine
Objectives/Hypothesis : To observe the usefulness of
anterior based periosteal (Palva) flap for mastoid cavity
obliteration in canal wall down tympanomastoidectomy and
review its efficacy in producing a dry, low-maintenance, small
mastoid cavity.
Study design: Retrospective study of a consecutive series of
procedures from 2012 to 2014.
Methods: Sixty one consecutive procedures for active chronic
otitis media with a minimum follow-up of 6 months (mean, 21
mo; range, 6?40 mo).
Results: 45 ears of cholesteatoma and 11 ears of adhesive
otitis media were enrolled this study, and others were
chronic otitis media(4 ears), adenoma of middle ear(1 ear). 52
ears (85.2 %) maintained a small, dry, healthy mastoid cavity.
3 ears (4.9 %) had intermittent otorrhea easily controlled by
topical treatment, 2 ears (3.2 %) had persistent otorrhea. 3
ears (4.9 %) had showed reperforation of tympanic membrane.
There were 1 ears of residual or recurrent cholesteatomas.
Outcomes remained stable over progressively longer followup, up to 40 months.
Conclusion: Obliteration of a canal wall down mastoid cavity
by a postauricular periosteal flap is a reliable and effective
technique that results in a dry, trouble-free mastoid cavity in
85.2 % of patients with active chronic otitis media.
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Background & aim: For the treatment and prognostic
assessment of facial nerve palsy (FNP), the objective
evaluation of functional status is essential. Existing facial
grading systems (FGS) have some issues for betterment,
especially for evaluation of eye closing. The aim of this study
is to investigate the usefulness of this functional assessment
with new mensuration of orbicularis oculi muscle (OOM)
function in acute peripheral FNP.
Methods: Facial photographs (resting and forced eye closing)
of 25 subjects including FNP patients (17 male and 8 female)
were analyzed using PC-based FNP grading system (FGS 2.5)
that we developed before. Subjects were divided into 2
groups (almost normal (N) and asymmetric (A)) according to
the presence of prominent asymmetry at eye closing. To get
ideal movement distance of eyebrow on paralytic side by
OOM contraction, ratio of distances between medial canthal
point and medial lower eyebrow point on both sides in
photography of resting state was compared with those in
forced eye closing. The ratio between ideal movement
distance of eyebrow and real movement distance on paralytic
side was calculated. Consideration or assessment of paralytic
status in other regions was not excluded in this study.
Results: The age of subjects ranged from 3 to 85 (mean age:
40.3). Symmetric ratio at eye closing in group N (n=4) ranged
from 0.77 to 1.0 and that in group A (n=21) 0 to 0.65. Subjects
with almost normal eye closing function had symmetric ratios
more than 0.7. Eight very severe cases with incomplete eye
closure in group A revealed a symmetric ratio from 0 to 0.25.
Children showed relatively low symmetric ratios irrespective
of degree of eye closing.
Conclusion: Functional assessment of eye closing using PCbased FGS program showed characteristics according to
severity of FNP. Further revaluation of FGS is needed for
standardized assessment of FNP.
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Salivary gland choristoma of the tympanic
cavity in a child

Cochlear implant in presence of facial nerve
anomaly

Hanako Totsuka1, Daisuke Sasai2, Wataru Tokuyama2,
Mitsuya Suzuki1＊

Ken-ichi Nakamura1, Mari Shimada1, Toru Sasaki1,
Hisashi Sugimoto2, Hiroshi Nishino1, Makoto Ito1,3＊

1

1

Department of Otolaryngology, Toho University Sakura
Medical Center
2
Department of Pathology, Toho UniversitySakura
Medical Center
Choristoma, which is a rare condition occurring in the
tympanic cavity, is often accompanied by abnormalities of the
facial nerve and ossicles. We report the case of a 2-year-old
girl with a salivary gland choristoma in the tympanic cavity
accompanied by abnormalities of the facial nerve and
ossicular chain. At age 18 months, she had had acute otitis
media. Although her primary otolaryngologist had performed
paracentesis and inserted a ventilation tube in the ear,
otoscopic examination showed that a white small lesion
visible through the tympanic membrane still persisted. The
primary otolaryngologist referred her to our department
because of suspected congenital cholesteatoma. Computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
showed the small mass to be located in the tympanic cavity.
We performed tympanoplasty to remove the congenital
cholesteatoma completely. The mass in the tympanic cavity,
which was encapsulated, was elastic with a firm and smooth
surface. Although microscopic examination suggested a
neurinoma, the mass was not connected with either the facial
or the chorda tympani nerve. We removed the tumor
completely without damaging the facial and chorda tympani
nerves. The superstructure of the stapes was lacked
consistent with preoperative CT findings. Since the footplate
of the stapes was hidden by the overhanging horizontal
portion of the facial nerve, and hence not visible,
ossiculoplasty was not performed. The pathological diagnosis
was salivary grand choristoma. Otoscopic examination did
not reveal any evidence of recurrence during the 8 months
after the surgery.
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Facial nerve anomaly must be careful in the patients with
cochleovestibular malformations. We would like to present a
case of cochlear implant surgery in presence of facial nerve
bifurcation. We performed Cochlear Implant with Subtotal
petrosectomy and blind sac closure of the ear canal.
Case report
Case: 3 year old male.
Diagnosis: Congenital deafness with middle ear malformations
and facial nerve anomaly (bifurcation).
During the first surgery, the facial nerve bifurcation obscured
the promontrium and round window. We checked CT scan
again (3D reconstruction of the cochlea) and successfully
opened the cochlea at revision surgery. After insertion of
cochlear implant, the external auditory canal was closed as a
blind sac. Subtotal petrosectomy and blind sac closure
combined with cochlear implantation is a procedure required
in specific situations and it gives excellent visibility and
access in difficult anatomy.
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Compound hetero LOXHD1 mutation in two
siblings exhibiting different course of
sensorineural hearing loss

Survey on satisfaction of the elderly wearing
an cochlear implant according to the postoperative period

Yumiko Kobayashi1, Tomoko Mizukawa2,
Kirito Shimamoto2, Harukazu Hiraumi2, Keiko Yaegashi2,
Hiroaki Sato2＊, Kentro Mori3, Shin-ich Usami3
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3
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Objective: To report two siblings with the same LOXHD1
mutation showing different course of sensorineural hearing
loss.
Case: Two siblings (a boy with the age of 9 and a girl with
the age of 3) were referred to our hospital because of speech
retardation. Auditory brainstem response (ABR) and
conditioned orientation reflex (COR) showed bilateral
sensorineural hearing loss in both children. They were
followed up with hearing aids. Two years later, the girl
developed abrupt deterioration of hearing, which was
ascertained by ABR and auditory steady state response
(ASSR). She underwent cochlear implantation surgery on the
left ear at the age of 5. The hearing threshold has been stable
in the elder brother for 2 years. Genetic testing using
massively parallel sequencing revealed that the two siblings
have the same compound hetero mutation in LOXHD1 (C.
[5869G>T];[4480C>T]). Discussion: LOXHD1 is a stereociliary
protein. The LOXHD1 mutation causes both nonsyndromic
sensorineural hearing loss (DFNB77) and Fuch’s corneal
dystrophy (FCD). Since the hearing loss is caused by the hair
cell degeneration, patients with this mutation are good
candidates for cochlear implantation surgery. As was
observed in our present study, genotype - phenotype
correlation is uncertain in this gene. Some additional factors
may affect the clinical course of hearing loss in patients with
this type of LOXHD1 mutation.
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Objective: In recent years, it is thought that CI in the elderly
would be beneficial, and it have shown that CI improves
auditory performance, is well tolerated even in the most
elderly. It is increasing that many elderly patients with
hearing loss are receiving cochlear implant surgery. In this
study, we researched the satisfaction after CI surgery in
elderly patients and analyzed and evaluated its effectiveness.
Participants: Since June 2011 to november 2014, adults and
elderly patients undergoing unilateral cochlear implant
surgery in our hospital who received mapping, audiological
training and speech therapy were analyzed by conducting a
survey.
Methods: The survey was conducted and compared pre and
post operatively using the K-HHIE (Korea- Hearing Handicap
Inventory for the Elderly) and K-IOI-HA(Korea-International
Outcome Inventory of Hearing aide). The survey was carried
out to a total of 35 people and carried out by telephone and
direct surveys.
Result: The patients wearing CI more than 3 years have the
highest score in K-IOI-HA and have the greatest differences
in K-HHIE than 2~3 years or below. The patients who
wearing cochlear implant for 2~3 years have better score in
K-IOI-HA and more differences in K-HHIE compare with
patients who wearing 1~2 years. And patients wearing
cochlear implants for 1~2 years compare with below 1 year
exhibit same result at K-IOI-HA score and K-HHIE score
differences.
Conclusion: In the elderly, CI is a safe procedure that
significantly improves hearing threshold and speech
perception. The satisfaction scores of the preoperative and
postoperative survey are different. Especially, the longer
period after surgery has the better satisfaction. Therefore,
postoperative assessments and rehabilitations including
hearing training, language therapy are very important.
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A case of Meningioma first found on the Middle
ear

Intraindividual Comparison of Psychophysical
Parameters between Perimodiolar and Lateraltype Electrode Arrays in Patients with Bilateral
Cochlear Implants

Seon Lin Kim, Soo Keun Kong＊, Se Joon Oh,
Eui Kyung Goh
Pusan National University Hospital, ORL-HNS
Frequency of meningioma is reported to be 18 percent of all
incidences of intracranial primary tumors, and tumor
extension to the extracranial structures ocurred in about 20
percent of intracranial meningiomas. Involvement of the
middle ear is quite rare and meningioma in the middle ear
can be seen either as a primary tumor or an extension of
intracranial tumors.
Recently, we incidentally found a meningioma in the middle
ear in a 43-year-old female accompanying Rt. tinnitus,
earfullness, and hearing disturbance without any neurological
symptoms. She had received ventilation tube insertion once,
and came to our hospital for re-insertion of ventilation tube
and further evaluation. We found a granulation tissue in the
middle ear cavity during the operation of myringotomy and
insertion of ventilation tube under local anesthesia, and finally
confirmed by histopathologic diagnosis to have meningioma.
She was consulted to department of Neurosurgery and had
a gamma-knife operation, on observation until now.
In this report, we describe a case of middle ear meningioma
originating from intracranial cavity with a review of the
literatures.
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Objective: Perimodiolar electrode arrays were developed to
improve stimulation of specific neuronal populations and to
decrease power consumption; however, they can damage the
cochlear structure. We examined and compared
psychophysical parameters of perimodiolar and lateral-type
electrode arrays in patients who received a different type of
bilateral cochlear implant (CI) in each ear.
Study Design: Retrospective analysis.
Setting: Tertiary referral center.
Patients: Eight child patients (three males, five females)
received a different CI in each ear (perimodiolar array and
lateral array). They received the CIs sequentially (n = 7) or
simultaneously (n = 1).
Interventions: Diagnostic, therapeutic, and rehabilitative.
Main Outcome Measures and Methods: Electrically evoked
compound action potential, threshold level, comfort level, and
dynamic range (DR) of the basal, mid, and apical electrodes
were compared. We also surveyed battery consumption for
each device.
Results: Electrically evoked compound action potential
threshold, threshold level, and comfort level were lower for
the perimodiolar-type electrode array than for the lateraltype electrode array in most patients. However, the DR for
the perimodiolar array was narrower than for the lateral
array. For most patients, there was little difference in battery
life.
Conclusions: Although the level of electrical energy required
for auditory stimulation seems to be lower for the
perimodiolar electrode array than for the laterally placed
array, the DR was wider and the amount of battery
consumption was similar. The electrode array should be
chosen by considering various patient factors, such as
residual hearing.
Key Words: Cochlea-Cochlear implantation-Electrode arrayHearing.
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Residual hearing preservation in conventional
cochlear implantation: children vs adult

A case of acute hearing loss caused by cerebral
malaria

Masahiro Takahashi＊, Yasuhiro Arai, Kenichiro Yabuki,
Daisuke Sano, Goshi Nishimura, Nobuhiko Oridate
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck
Surgery, Yokohama City University School of Medicine
Background: Recent advances in cochlear implant design
have allowed patients with partial deafness to integrate the
electrically elicited implant percepts with the acoustic
percepts of their natural residual low-frequency hearing,
termed as electric acoustic stimulation. Recently, it was
suggested that residual hearing preservation in traditional
candidates is valuable and important in implications for
future technology. The aim of this study is to investigate
residual hearing preservation in conventional hearing
reservation. Method: twenty patients (13 adults and 13
children) were included in this study. All of them were
received atraumatic surgery using standard-length flexible
electrode implant through the round window approach. The
outcome measures used were pure-tone audiometry. All
patients were divided into two groups: complete hearing
preservation, hearing loss.
Results: complete hearing preservation was achieved in 17 of
26 (65%) patients. Median follow-up was 1 year 1 month.
Seven of 13 (51%) adults and ten of 13 (77%) children were
preserved hearing completely. Three of 13 (23%) adults and
one of 13 (8%) children became hearing loss. Conclusion:
These results suggest that age at implantation may be
associated with post-implant residual hearing regardless of
deep insertion. Intracochlear damage in traditional younger
candidates should be minimized in consideration of implying
future technology.
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Although there are many reports concerning deafness caused
by antimalarial drugs, the hearing loss due to malaria itself
has hardly been reported. Especially, there has been no
report that proved objectively the existence of hearing loss
by malaria itself before beginning of malaria treatment. Here
we show rare case that caused hearing loss by cerebral
malaria. A 49-year-old healthy female who returnd from
Burkina Faso, has visited the ENT clinic with complaints
about left hearing loss, tinnitus, and dizziness. Pure-tone
audiometry demonstrated that average healing level is 45.0dB
in right ear and 41.5dB in left ear, respectively. Three days
later, she was transported to general hospital owing to high
fever and disturbance of consciousness. Plasmodium
falciparum was found in the blood thin layer smear. After
diagnosing severe falciparum malaria with cerebral malaria,
physicians administered quinine, clindamycin and
artemether/lumefantrine. After the consciousness was
restored, she was presented to our department with hearing
loss. The average healing level was 48.8dB in right ear and
46.3dB in left ear, respectively. We administered prednisolone
for 10 days. Finally average healing level was improved to
16.3dB in right ear and 18.8dB in left ear, respectively. On the
other hands, neurological sequelae were not observed. Acute
sensorineural hearing loss occurred before administering
antimalarial drug. Therefore, we have concluded that hearing
loss was caused by not drug-induced but malaria itself. It is
suggested that malaria should be distinguish from other
acute deafness after travel.
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Polymorphisms in Genes Involved in FreeRadical Process in Patients with Ménière’s
Disease

Wideband absorbance tympanometry predicts
middle-ear effusion
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Introduction:
Although the etiologies of Ménière’s disease (MD) remain
unclear, genetic factors could contribute, at least in part.
Recently, accumulating evidence has demonstrated that free
radicals are related to the pathology of inner ear disease. We
investigated the association between genetic polymorphisms
located in genes related to free-radical process and
susceptibility to MD in the present study.
Methods:
Patients affected by MD, who attended the Department of
Otorhinolaryngology of the Nagoya University Hospital
between November 2007 and March 2011, were enrolled in
the study. The subjects of the control group were selected
from the comprehensive Longitudinal Study of Aging (NILSLSA), an ongoing population-based study with a two-year
follow-up, conducted by the National Institute for Longevity
Sciences. Polymorphisms in the genes: glutathione peroxidase
1 (GPX1; rs1050450); paraoxonase 1 (PON1; rs662 and
rs854560); PON2 (rs7493); superoxide dismutase 2 (SOD2;
rs4880); methionine synthase (MTR ;rs1805087); methioninesynthase reductase (MTR ; rs1801394); nitric oxide synthase 3
(NOS3 ; rs1799983);caveolin 1 (Cav1 ; rs3840634); melatonin
receptor 1B(MTNR1B ; rs1387153); NAD(P)H oxidase
p22(phox)subunit
( NADH/NADPHp22phox ; rs4673); and mitochondria5178
(MT5178 ; rs28357984) were investigated for statistical
analysis.
Results:
The Cav1 polymorphism was significantly associated with a
risk of MD; in addition, the OR for the Cav1 polymorphism
and MD risk was 1.849 (CI: 1.033?3.310) with adjustment for
age and sex. The remaining polymorphisms failed to show
any associations with the risk of MD.
Conclusion:
In conclusion, the Cav1 polymorphisms were significantly
associated with the risk of MD.
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Tympanometric measurement of acoustic admittance using a
226-Hz probe tone is commonly used to assess middle ear
pathologies. However, conventional tympanometry did not
identify middle-ear effusion (MEE) in infants less than 7
month of age, therefore higher-frequency probe tones have
been recommended. Wideband absorbance tympanometry
was developed to measure middle ear functions over a wide
range of frequencies. Wideband absorbance (AB) is
independent of the depth of the probe insertion and
applicable to a wider frequency range than acoustic
admittance. AB improves correctly identifying MEE
compared with conventional and high-frequency
tympanometry.
This study evaluated the ability of AB to predict the
presence of MEE in ears with a flat (type B) 226Hz
tympanogram (TG). AB measures were obtained in a no MEE
group of 8 ears with a flat TG and a MEE group of 19 ears
also with a flat TG. AB was significantly small at frequencies
2 and 4 kHz in the MEE group than in the no MEE group (2
kHz: p=0.0036, 4 kHz: p=0.0001). Based on our results, it
appeared that AB could detect MEE with higher specificity
than conventional tympanometry. And the distribution of the
average AB using 1, 2, and 4 kHz in a MEE group of 19 ears
was compared with that in no MEE (control) group of 20
ears. The presence or absence of MEE could be distinguished
based on the average AB using 1, 2, and 4 kHz, with 40% as
the cutoff point.
＊
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Results of tympanoplasty with soft posterior
meatal wall reconstruction in ears with
recurrent cholesteatoma

Deep repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation of the vestibular cerebellum for the
treatment of chronic dynamic vestibular
decompensation

Saeko Matsuzaki＊, Naoki Ohishi, Masato Fujioka,
Sho Kanzaki, Yoshihiko Hiraga, Noriomi Suzuki,
Makoto Hosoya, Kaoru Ogawa
Keio University School of Medicene Department of
Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery
Prevention of postoperative rerrurent cholesteatoma is one of
the important problems. Some different operative methods
for cholesteatoma are known. However, there are reccurence
with a fixed probability. Furthermore, in cases of recurrent
cholesteatoma after long time from first operation, it is
difficult to know the medical history of cholesteatoma because
of discontinuation of ambulatory and previous operation was
done in other hospitals. Thus, operations of recurrent
cholesteatoma are especially difficult.
We studied the cases of recurrent cholesteatoma clinically
and performed tympanoplasty with soft posterior meatal wall
reconstruction. These cases found in 14 of 388 ears with
middle ear disease operated on in Keio University Medical
Hospital from Januarry 2012 to March 2015. The average age
of all the cases was 48 years old, with a range of 25-76 years.
This operation was 2nd times ; 9cases, 3rd times ; 4cases, 4th
times 1 cases. Average 11 years and 10 months. The mean
follow up period was 142 months (from 22 to 220 months).
We presents the surgical procedure and the theory of soft
posterior meatal wall reconstruction in our method, and we
show representative cases.
＊
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Takashi Hasegawa3, Jobu Matsumoto1,
Natsuko Kasakura1, Yoshiko Miyama1, Koichiro Saito1,
Shinsuke Kito3,4
1
Department of Otolaryngology, Kyorin University School
of Medicine
2
Department of Otolaryngology, National Hospital
Organization Tokyo Medical Center
3
Department of Neuropsychiatry, Kyorin University
School of Medicine
4
Department of Psychiatry and Advanced Medical
Technology, National Center Hospital, National Center of
Neurology and Psychiatry
There is no promising treatment for intractable chronic
dynamic vestibular decompensation (VDC). We hypothesized
that application of low-frequency repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation (LFrTMS) to the contralesional
hyperactive vestibular cerebellum would decrease excessive
inhibition of nonlesional vestibular neurons (VNs) and thus
restore sufficient information from the contralesional to the
lesional VNs to promote dynamic vestibular compensation.
No report has described the modulation of such a deep region
of the cerebellum with LF deep rTMS (LFDrTMS) using a
specially designed coil that can stimulate a deep region.
Three patients with intractable VDC participated in this
study. They complained dizziness even after completing a
5-day vestibular rehabilitation education program and
continuing the self-administered home-based vestibular
exercise for more than 6 months. LFDrTMS was
standardized at 80-120% stimulation intensity relative to the
patient’s resting motor threshold at 1 Hz for 15 minutes.
Patients received this session for five consecutive days. The
dizziness handicap inventory (DHI) was used to evaluate
subjective effects. To evaluate postural stability objectively
and quantitatively, total sway path length (LNG) was
measured by a stabilometer. To evaluate psychological
changes, the quick inventory of depressive symptomatology
(QIDS) and state-trait anxiety inventory (STAI) were used.
For all cases, LNG decreased from day 5 to 1 month after
treatment. DHI scores did not show remarkable improvement
during the course. STAI and QIDS did not change in parallel
with the change in LNG. Our results demonstrate that this
therapeutic intervention based on our hypothesis had a
positive effect on objective parameters for a few weeks,
although subjective symptoms were not affected. These
findings suggest that the objective improvement may be
accounted for neuromodulation by LFDrTMS rather than a
placebo effect. Further modification of stimulation parameters
will be needed to improve subjective symptoms.
＊
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Delayed facial nerve decompression for Bell's
palsy.

Association between Sleep Duration and
Dizziness in Korean Women

Sang Hoon Kim＊, Ho Joong Kim, Hyung Sik Kim,
Joong Saeng Cho, Seung Geun Yeo, Jae Yong Byun,
Moon Suh Park
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Kyung Hee
University
Objectives: Incomplete recovery of facial motor function
continues to be long-term sequelae in some patients with
Bell's palsy. The purpose of this study was to investigate the
efficacy of transmastoid facial nerve decompression after
steroid and antiviral treatment in patients with late stage
Bell's palsy. Methods: Twelve patients underwent surgical
decompression for Bell's palsy 21-70 days after onset, whereas
22 patients were followed up after steroid and antiviral
therapy without decompression. Surgical criteria included
greater than 90 % degeneration on electroneuronography and
no voluntary electromyography potentials. This study was a
retrospective study of electrodiagnostic data and medical
chart review between 2006 and 2013. Recovery from facial
palsy was assessed using the House-Brackmann grading
system. Results: Final recovery rate did not differ
significantly in the two groups; however, all patients in the
decompression group recovered to at least House-Brackmann
grade III at final follow-up. Although postoperative hearing
threshold was increased in both groups, there was no
significant between group difference in hearing threshold.
Conclusion: Transmastoid decompression of the facial nerve
in patients with severe late stage Bell's palsy at risk for a
poor facial nerve outcome reduced severe complications of
facial palsy with minimal morbidity.
＊
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Jae-Hyun Seo＊
Bucheon St. Mary’s Hospital, College of Medicine, The
Catholic University of Korea
Background: Although no studies have investigated the
relationships between various sleep disturbances and
dizziness and falls among a community-population, sleep
deprivation can modify the posterior parietal cortex, which is
important for processing vestibular information regarding
space representation. Hence, it could be hypothesized that
sleep disturbances may be associated with dizziness and falls.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the
association between sleep duration and dizziness in a
representative Korean population.
Methods: We analyzed data from the Korea National Health
and Nutrition Examination Surveys (2010-2012). A total of
12,499 adults who completed otolaryngologic examinations
were evaluated. Sleep duration was assessed by self-reported
questionnaire. Participants, who responded positively to the
question of whether they had experienced dizziness or
imbalance, were queried concerning the dizziness and falls in
the past 12 months using the specific questions.
Results: Both men and women with severely short sleep
duration (≤5 h) and severely long sleep duration (≤9 h) tended
to have higher dizziness prevalence. However, the adjusted
odds ratio (OR) for sleep duration was only significant in
women with dizziness after adjusting for confounders.
Compared to that in an optimal sleep group (6-8 h/day), the
OR (95% confidence interval) for dizziness prevalence after
adjusting for age and health behaviors (body mass index,
smoking habit, alcohol consumption, level of exercise, metabolic
syndrome, and tinnitus) was 1.473 (1.194-1.818) for the severely
short sleep group (≤5 h/day) and 1.472 (1.078-2.009) for the
severely long sleep group (≤4 h/day) only in women.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that abnormal sleep
duration, such as short or long duration, is associated with
dizziness in women.
＊
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Ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potential
testing for the prognosis of bell’s palsy

Comprehensive screening for 154 mutations in
19 deafness genes in Japanese hearing-loss
patients

Ah Ra Jung, Sang Hoon Kim, Moon Suh Park,
Joong Saeng Cho, Byun Jae Yong＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, School of Medicine,
Kyung Hee University
Purpose Several studies have indicated asymptomatic
involvement of vestibular nerve in cases of idiopathic facial
nerve palsy. The basis for such observation is the close
proximity of the vestibular and facial nerves, which have a
common course in the internal auditory canal (IAC). Some
studies have even suggested that some of the superior and
inferior vestibular nerve bundles may receive fibers from the
facial nerve. The aim of this study was to investigate the
correlation prognosis of bell’s palsy with involvement of
vestibular organs through ocular vestibular evoked myogenic
potential testing.
Method A total of 104 consecutive patients with Bell’s palsy
were enrolled. All of patients underwent ocular VEMP
recordings within 1week after palsy presentation. They were
also treated uniformly with steroid and an antiviral agent.
And we also carried out neurotological evaluations, pure tone
audiometry, vestibular function test including initial and final
House-Blackmann grades
Result Eighty-five patients recovered completely and
nineteen patients recovered incompletely. No association
were observed about ipsilesional PTA threshold and
electromyography between complete and incomplete
recovery groups. The initial state of ENoG and initial H-B
grades were significantly correlated with recovery prognosis.
Also, ocular vemp asymmetry was significantly higher in
incomplete recovery group than complete recovery group.
But, the rate of abnormal vestibular function test was no
significantly difference between two groups. Also, there was
no significant difference in cervical vemp in contrast with
ocular vemp.
Conclusion The results indicate oVEMP could be used as a
useful tool for predicting the prognosis of Bell’s palsy
comparable to ENoG and H-B grades
＊
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1
Department of Otolaryngology, Shinshu University School
of Medicine
2
Department of Otolaryngology, Shinshu University School
of Medicine/Department of Hearing Implant Sciences,
Shinshu University School of Medicine
Objective: In this study, we examined mutation frequency by
the genetic screening of all known 154 mutations in 19 genes
reported to be deafness-causing, and evaluated the clinical
utility of this screening strategy. In addition, we revealed the
frequency of patients in whom coexistent multiple mutations
in different genes were identified, and compared their clinical
features with associated genotypes.
Subject(s): We recruited 717 unrelated Japanese hearing-loss
subjects from across Japan for this study.
Method(s): We used three genetic tests, Invader assay,
TaqMan genotyping assay and targeted genomic enrichment
with massively parallel DNA sequencing (MPS), to identify
variants that were responsible for hearing loss in the
subjects.
Result(s): Total allele frequency of all known 154 mutations
in the 19 deafness genes was 32.6% (468/1434), and the total
number of subjects with at least one mutation was 316 of 717
(44.1%). Among them, we identified the causative mutations
in 212 (29.6%) subjects. Twenty-seven subjects (3.8%) had
coexistent multiple mutations in different genes. Five of these
27 subjects (in total 0.7%, 5/717) were diagnosed with genetic
hearing loss affected by concomitant mutations in more than
two different genes. One of these subjects had the A1555G
mitochondrial mutation as well as homozygous mutations in
CDH23. We also found that one subject carried homozygous
mutations in CDH23 and heterozygous mutation in KCNQ4,
one carried the A3243G mitochondrial mutation and
heterozygous mutation in both KCNQ4 and GJB2, and two
subjects had heterozygous mutations in CRYM and
compound heterozygous mutations in CDH23.
Conclusion(s): Recent advances in genetic analysis with MPS
have accelerated comprehensive genetic diagnosis. However,
in cases in which patients are identified with multiple
mutations in different genes, it is necessary to consider how
the several genes might have an impact on their phenotypes.
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Clinical characteristics of the external auditory
canal cancer
Ji Sun Kong, Yahya Al Ahmari, Sang Won Yeo,
Kyoung Ho Park＊
The Catholic University of Korea, college of medicine,
Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital
Introduction: Cancer of the external auditory canal (EAC) is
a rare disease and the incidence appears less than 0.2% of all
head and neck cancers. The many articles about EAC cancer
were reported various survival rate from 10% (advanced
stage) to 83% (early stage). This study aims analyze clinical
presentation, treatment, histologic type and prognosis
according to the Pittsburgh TMN stage in the EAC cancer.
Materials and Methods: A retrospective analysis of 34
patients who diagnosed the EAC cancer in our department
between 2004 and 2015 was performed with review of the
charts. Median follow-up was 20 months (range, 3-145
months).
Results: The mean age of the patients was 66 years and male
was 16 case and female was 18 case. The representative
symptoms were otorrhea, earfullness and hearing
impairment. The early stage was 26 case (I=19 case and II=7
case) and advanced stage (III=3 case and IV=5 case) was 8
case. All patients did CT scan for reliable detection of bony
erosion of the EAC and invasion of the facial canal and were
treated surgically by wide excision or temporal bone
resection including parotidectomy.
The most common histological type was squamous cell
carcinoma (19 case), followed by basal cell carcinoma (8 case),
adenoid cystic carcinoma (2 case), verrucous carcinoma (1
case), sarcoma (1 case), undifferentiated carcinoma (1 case). 16
patients underwent adjuvant radiotherapy because to
positive margin. The early stage (I,II) showed 91.7%
cumulative survival and the advance stage (III, IV) was 55.6%
cumulative survival (P=0.040, Log Rank) and the
complication rate showed 12.1%.
Conclusion: The EAC cancer is important especially early
detection and the prognosis depends on proper surgical
treatment and adjuvant radiotherapy.
＊
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Specific role of autophagy-related genes in
aminoglycoside-induced hair cell death

Mouse model of keratin induced bone
resorption and role of periostin

Yeon Ju Kim, Beo Myong Shin, Young Sun Kim,
Oak Sung Choo, Yun-Hoon Choung＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Ajou University School of
Medicine
Background : Autophagy is a major intracellular degradation
process, by which cytoplasmic material is degraded via fusion
of the double-membrane compartment, autophagosome with
lysosomes. This process is important for the maintenance of
cell homeostasis. Previous our data showed that enhanced
autophagic flux can delay the aminoglycoside-induced
ototoxicity, but the specific genes that are related with
autophagy-dependent protective properties in hair cells have
not been identified. To investigate the possible link between
the autophagy process and hair cell protection against
aminoglycoside-induced ototoxicity, we performed next
generation sequencing (NGS) using ex vivo system.
Methods : Organ of Corti explants of Sprague-Dawley rats
(postnatal day 7) were cultured on tissue culture plates. The
explants were exposed to: (a) Distilled water, (b) 50 μM
gentamicin and (c) 50 μM gentamicin + 50 pM rapamycin (as
autophagy inducer) for 2 days. Transcriptome of organ of
Corti cells were examined using RNA-sequencing.
Differentially expressed genes were further verified for the
organ of Corti with quantitative reverse transcription PCR
(qRT-PCR).
Results : First, we evaluated hair cell loss in the apical,
middle and basal turns of the organ of Corti in each group.
Immunohistochemical findings of organ of Cortis showed that
the loss of stereocilia was much more in the gentamicintreated explants than in the gentamicin + rapamycin-treated
explants. Then the RNA samples were extracted from each
group and RNA sequencing was performed. We have shown
the lists of differently expressed genes between samples.
Results from the analysis are pending.

Dong Gu Hur＊, Seon-Ki Ahn
Gyeongsang National University, School of medicine
Introduction: The bone resorption is the origin of destructive
pathology in the ear by cholesteatoma. Keratin induced bone
resorption is one of the well-known model of this process. We
want to establish a mouse model of bone resorption by
keratin. And we also want to confirm the involved cytokines
and the role of periostin in our model.
Methods: The ‘Wild’ group was C57BL/6 mouse of 6 weeks
old. The ‘Knock-out’ group was B6;129-Postntm1Jmol/J mouse
of 6 weeks old. The mouse divided into three group as a
control group, sham operation group and keratin implantation
group. After 1, 2, 4 and 6 weeks later, the mouse were
sacrificed and the parietal bones were harvested with 4mm
round punch. We stained the bone with H&E and TRAP
staining. IL-6 and RANKL of the bone as a parameter for
osteoclastic activity were measured by ELISA.
Results: Bone resorption was well induced by keratin
regardless of the presence of the periostin. The bone
resorption was increasing with time period of keratin
implantation. IL-6 and RANKL were increased in the keratin
implantation group but there was no difference in cytokine
between ‘wild’ and ‘knock-out’ groups.
Conclusion: We established a keratin-induced bone resorption
model mimicking bone destruction by cholesteatoma in the
ear. The periostin did not play an important role in this bone
resorption model.
＊
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Conclusions : Autophagy may be closely connected with the
aminoglycoside-mediated hair cell death and survival through
the expression of specific genes.
This research was supported by Basic Science Research
Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education Science and
Technology (2013R1A2A2A01008325)
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Development of steroid releasing electrode
using nanopatterning technique

Age related hearing loss in the mouse model of
metabolic syndrome

Jeong Hun Jang＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology Ajou Univeristy
School of Medicine
This study was designed to develop the steroid releasing
electrode for hearing preservation in cochlear implant and to
estimate the efficacy of steroid releasing electrode in in-vitro
study. Polystyrene nano particle was coated and the etching
process was performed to polystyrene nanoparticle and the
surface of polymer electrode. After Remaining polystyrene
nanoparticle was washed out using toluene, nanopore was
formed on the surface of electrode. Dexamethasone 21
phosphate disodium salt (DPS) was coated by spray coating
process and the pattern of coating was evalated by scanning
electron micorscope (SEM).
Dexamethasone-coated electrode was incubated in 0.2ml
artificial perilymph solution (1.2mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgSO4,
2.7 mM KCl, 145 mM NaCl and 5 mM HEPES) at 37°C and
the release pattern was analyzed using high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC). Uniform pattern of
honeycome shape was identified after nanopatterning in
SEM. The diameter and height were 250nm and 100nm.
After DPS coating, honeycome nanopore was filled with DPS
in SEM evaluation.
HPLC showed cumulative profile of DPS-coated electrode
in artificial perilymph solution. Most steroid was released
within 3-4days. The modification of nanopatterning technique
for steady release with longterm duration was needed. The
probability of the development of steroid releasing electrode
using nanopatterning technique was identified.
＊
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Kazuma Sugahara＊, Junko Tsuda, Takeshi Hori,
Yoshinobu Hirose, Makoto Hasimoto, Hirotaka Hara,
Hiroshi Yamashita
Department of Otolaryngology, Yamaguchi University
Graduate School of Medicine
The metabolic syndrome is characterized by obesity
concomitant with other metabolic abnormalities such as
hypertriglyceridemia, hyperlipidemia, elevated blood pressure
and diabetes. It is known that the prevalence of hearing loss
is high in the patients with diabetes. However, the causes of
hearing loss have not been clear. In the present study, we
evaluated the hearing function in animal model of diabetes
with obesity. TSOD male mice used in study were derived
from the Tsumura Research Institute. Age- and sexmatched non-diabetic TSNO mice served as controls. Blood
samples were collected from TSOD and TSNO mice at 3, 5, 8
months of age. Blood glucose concentrations of TSOD mice
were significantly higher than those of controls. In addition,
Body weights of TSOD mice were grater than those of
controls. We evaluated the ABR thresholds of animals in 3, 5,
8, 12 month of age. There was no different in ABR
thresholds between TSOD mice and controls in 3 or 5 month
of age. However, the elevation of ABR thresholds were
observed in 8 month aged TSOD mice. The thresholds of 8
months aged TSOD mice were significantly larger than those
in controls. The histological examination showed the
thickened vessel wall of cochlear modiolus, and the arterial
stenosis in the stria vascularis. In addition, the gene
expression profiles were analyzed using the Affymetrix
GeneChipR. The microarray analysis indicated the
expression of growth factors such as IGF-1 in the model
mouse related with control mouse. The understanding of
changes in the inner ear of the model animals might be of
importance in future prophylactic approaches to prevent
hearing loss in the patient with metabolic syndrome.
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Differential expression of histone modifications
in spiral ganglion cells of manganese super
oxide dismutase (MnSOD) knockout mice - 2nd
report

Expression of Angiogenic Molecules in
Cochlear Vasculature

Ken-ichi Watanabe1＊, Wilhelm Bloch2, Kimihiro Okubo1
1

Dept. of ENT, Nippon Medical School
Institute fur Kreislaufforschung und Sportmedizin,
Deutsche Sporthochshule Koln
2

Epigenetics is known to play an important role in normal
genetics and differentiation, and its failure triggers various
diseases, such as cancer, aging and metabolic diseases.
Oxidative stress is an important factor in aging. The elevated
production of reactive oxygen species is accompanied by the
upregulation of antioxidant enzymes. The superoxide anion
damages proteins, lipids, and DNA, and manganese
superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) catalyzes its dismutation into
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide.
Four heterozygous MnSOD knockout mice (C57BL/6) (sod2
(+/-), KO) and four wild type mice (C57BL/6) were used in
the present study. The knockout mice were divided into two
groups: (I) a young group at the age of 17 weeks (n=4) and (II)
an aged group at the age of 85 weeks (n=4). Their cochleas
were embedded into paraffin. After removing paraffin, the
sections were incubated with the primary antibody to acetylhistone H3 Lys9 or dimethyl-histone H3 Lys9. Confocal
scanning microscopy was performed.
Acetylated histone H3 Lys 9 was detected in both young and
aged MnSOD (+/-) mice, whereas dimethylated histone H3
Lys 9 was absent in both groups.
Our results suggest that a decrease in the expression of the
MnSOD gene may have triggered altered epigenetic
pathways in the MnSOD (+/-) group and induced different
histone modifications in the aged MnSOD (+/-) group.
Although MnSOD protects the cochlea from oxidative stress,
many factors influence presbycusis. Thus, the results of the
present study implicated the decreased activity of MnSOD in
presbycusis, but also demonstrated that it was not solely
responsible.

Sungsu Lee＊, Eun-sun Jeon, Yong-Beom Cho
Dept. Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Chonnam
National University Hospital
An altered vascular function may be related with several
inner ear diseases such as Meniere’s disease, sudden
deafness, and noise-induced hearing loss. The present study
was aimed to visualize the cochlear blood-labyrinth barrier
and to analyze angiogenic molecules in the cochlear
vasculature. Murine cochlea was obtained and its bony shell
was removed. Whole mount immunostaining of endothelial
cell markers, PECAM-1 and VE-cadherin, was done. There
were pericytes and vascular smooth muscle cells shown.
Angiogenic molecules including VEGFR2, VEGFR3, Sox17
and Dll4 were expressed. Precapillary arterioles, stria
vascularis, and postcapillary venules were shown in the
cochlear vasculature. The components of blood-labyrinth
barrier were observed from basal turn to apical turn of the
cochlea. The endothelial expression of VEGFR3, VEGFR2,
and Sox17 denotes that the cochlea is not in a static, but in
an active state. The robust expression of claudin-5 suggests
its important role in blood-labyrinth barrier. The expression
of α-SMA represents its need for vascular contraction.
Visualizing cochlear vessels and determining angiogenic
molecules could help to understand the pathophysiology of
hearing loss ailments.
＊
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Atoh1 transcriptional regulatory mechanism on
the inner ear development

Immunocytochemical co-localization of cubilin
and megalin in the human inner ear

Hyong-Ho Cho＊, Sungsu Lee, Chang Joon Lee,
Hyung Chae Yang

Seiji Hosokawa1＊, Kumiko Hosokawa1, Ivan Axel Lopez2,
Kunihiro Mizuta1, Akira Ishiyama2, Hiroyuki Mineta1

Chonnam National University Hospital

1

Inner ear hair cell development is regulated by multiple
genes and signal pathways. Among them, the transcription
factor Atoh1 is both necessary and sufficient for the
differentiation of hair cells, and is strongly upregulated
during hair-cell regeneration. To identify genes involved in
hair cell development and function, we performed RNA-seq
profiling of forced induction of Atoh1 in mouse embryonic
stem cells. We identified up-regulating 76 inner ear related
transcripts and down-regulating 34 inner ear related
transcripts in Atoh1 overexpressed mESC. Up-regulated
transcripts are Notch signaling, Cochlear and inner ear
development related gene. Down-regulated transcripts are
Wnt- & BMP signaling and Mesoderm formation related
gene. Also, inducible expression of Atoh1 promotes the
differentiation of embryoid body-derived progenitors towards
a hair cell fate.
＊
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Background: Cubilin and megalin are multiligands with
endocytotic receptors expressed in many absorptive epithelia.
These receptors are structurally very different, and each
binds distinct ligands with different affinities, and may act in
concert. In recent years, much information about the
physiological role of these receptors has come from targeted
gene-knockout animal models of receptor dysfunction. Cubilin
and megalin distribution is well documented in the inner ear
of several animal models but not in the human inner ear. In
this study we determined the immunolocalization of megalin
and cubilin in the human inner ear.
Methods: We used microdissected human cochlea frozen
sections obtained from temporal bones from subjects with a
documented history of normal auditory and vestibular
function (n=5 ages 75-95 years old, male and female).
Formalin-fixed celloidin-embedded human temporal bone
sections (n=6, ages 65-83 years old, male and female) were
also used in this study. For immunocytochemistry we used a
goat polyclonal antibody against cubilin and rabbit polyclonal
antibody against megalin. Temporal bone removal, inner ear
tissue processing and immunocytochemistry methods have
been described in detail.
Results: In the cochlea, cubilin Immunoreactivity (IR) was
seen at the apical surface of the strial marginal cells, epithelial
cells at the spiral prominence and epithelial cells of Reissner’s
membrane. Megalin-R was also detected in epithelial cells of
the endolymphatic sac. In vestibular endorgans, cubulin-IR
was found in dark cells of the utricle and those flanking the
crista ampullaris of the semicircular canals. Megalin-IR,
followed a similar IR patters as observed for cubilin was
observed in the same epithelial cells.
Conclusion: Cubilin and megalin colocalize in epithelial cells
on the human inner in a similar patter as reported in the
inner ear of animal models, and suggest that both proteins
may play important roles in inner ear homeostasis.
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The controlled-release effect of hyaluronic acid
on drug delivery to the cochlear spiral ganglion

Evaluation of pediatric middle ear
cholesteatoma in our hospital

Yozo Inagaki＊, Sho Kanzaki, Masato Fujioka,
Naoki Oishi, Kaoru Ogawa

Yoshimasa Tsuchiya＊, Yasue Uchida, Toru Tanigawa,
Tetsuya Ogawa, Hiromi Ueda

KEIO University / Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery

Department of otorhinolaryngology, Aichi medical
university school of medicine

Objective: Spatiotemporal distribution of drugs in the inner
ear could not precisely be evaluated due to its area's small
size and its complicated compartments. In the present study,
we investigated the effect of a carrier mucopolysaccharide,
hyaluronic acid (HA), on the controlled drug delivery into the
cochlea by using transgenic mouse-based in vivo imaging
system previously reported by our group (Kanzaki & Fujioka
et al, 2013).
Method: The drug delivery of HA dispersed- luciferin, a 280
MW substrate of luciferase, was investigated. Subcutaneous
injection of HA-luciferin (HA-sc), saline dissolved luciferin (NSsc) and intraperitoneal injection of saline dissolved luciferin
(NS-ip) were performed to the transgenic mouse, GFAP-luc,
which expresses luciferase in the cochlear spiral ganglion
cells. Bioluminescence produced by a chemical reaction of
luciferin-luciferase was monitored in vivo at real time by
using the Xenogen-IVIS 100.
Result: Both peak time and half-life of the photon count were
significantly prolonged in HA-sc groups compared to those in
NS-sc and NS-ip groups. No significant difference was
observed among their peak photon counts.
Conclusion: Our imaging system successfully detected
differences in the pharmacokinetics of luciferin in the inner
ear and the sustained-release effect of hyaluronic acid was
observed. The result suggests the clinical significance of
hyaluronic acid for controlling drug delivery to the cochlea.
＊
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Objective: The optimal treatment for pediatric cholesteatoma
is controversial. Managing decision, second look procedures
and etc. continue to be debated. We analyzed our experience
with pediatric cholesteatoma in our department.
Study design and methods: Retrospective analysis of children
undergoing surgical intervention for cholesteatoma between
from July 2009 to March 2013. We examined difference
between the sexes, stage classification (using Potsic staging
system and the staging criteria for cholesteatoma 2015
Japan), surgical procedures and recurrence rate.
Results: We underwent surgical resection on 42 children
with middle ear cholesteatoma, including 28 ears with
congenital type, 7 with pars flassida type, 4 with pars tensa
type and 3 with unclassifiable. As a whole, male were 28
cases and female were 14 cases. In Potsic’s Staging system,
there were 3 cases of stage Ⅰ , 4 cases of stage Ⅱ , 14 cases
of stage Ⅲ , 7 cases of stage Ⅳ . In the staging criteria for
cholesteatoma 2015 Japan, there were 2 cases of stage Ⅰ b, 5
cases of stage Ⅱ for pars flassida type, and 1 case of stage Ⅰ
a and Ⅰ b, 2 cases of stage Ⅱ for pars tensa type. Secondlook operation were underwent 20 cases (48%). 31 were
managed via intact canal wall approach while the remaining
8 underwent a canal wall down approach at the time of
second-look procedure. The recurrence rate was 55% (11
cases) at second-look operation, and 7.1% (3 cases) after
planned surgery.
Conclusion: Management of pediatric cholesteatoma in order
to determine the successful paradigm of surgical treatment,
we need a highly individual approach to take into account
anatomic, clinical and social factors.
＊
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Expression pattern of WFS1 in Common
Marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) inner ear.

Cochlear cell modeling using disease-specific
iPSC unveiled a degenerative phenotype and
treatments of Pendred syndrome

Noriomi Suzuki1＊, Masato Fujioka1, Makoto Hosoya1,
Naoki Oishi1, Takashi Inoue2, Hideyuki Okano3,
Kaoru Ogawa1
1

Dpt. of Otolaryngology, Keio Univ. School of Medicine
Central Institute for Experimental Animals
3
Dpt. of Physiology, Keio Univ. School of Medicine
2

Background: Wolfram syndrome is an autosomal recessive
disorder of the neuroendocrine system, known as DIDMOAD
(Diabetes Insipidus, Diabetes Mellitus, Optic Atrophy, and
Deafness) syndrome. Patients show mutations in the WFS1.
Hearing loss associated with Wolfram syndrome is typically a
high frequency sensorineural hearing loss, although low
frequencies may become affected as well. Limited literatures
describing temporal bone pathology indicate both hair cell
loss in the lower basal turn and the atrophy of stria
vascularis in the apical turn. On the contrary, the expression
of WFS1 in mice was observed widely and uniformly in the
sensory epithelium but was absent in the stria vascularis.
While WFS1 knockout mice suffer diabetes, the hearing level
was completely normal. In order to elucidate the discrepancy
of the phenotype among species, and to explore the
pathophysiology of deafness associated with WFS1 mutation,
we examined expression of WFS1 in the Common Marmoset
(Callithrix jacchus). Method: Young adult marmosets (n=10)
were transcardially perfused with saline followed by fixative
with 4%PFA. The fixed temporal bone of marmoset was
prepared in the cryosection after decalcification by EDTA.
Immunohistochemistry for WFS1 was performed with rabbit
anti-WFS1 antibody 1:200. Result: The result revealed strong
immunoreactivity in outer hair cells, external sulcus cells,
Claudius cells, Hensen cells, spiral ganglion and stria basal
cells. Conclusion: The expression pattern of WFS1 in
Common Marmoset inner ear was different from that of
mouse. In stria vascularis and organ of Corti where strong
immunoreactivity of WFS1 found in Common Marmoset,
prominent mutations like atrophy or loss are observed in
human inner ear of Wolfram syndrome. The pattern may
account for the hearing phenotypes in Wolfram syndrome
patients. Common Marmoset would be a powerful and
extensive tool for investigating pathophysiology of human
auditory disorder that cannot be explained by rodent mutant
models.
＊
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Makoto Hosoya1＊, Masato Fujioka1, Tatsuo Matsunaga2,3,
Okano Hideyuki4, Kaoru Ogawa1
1
Department of Otorhinolaryngology Head and Neck
surgery, Keio University
2
Department of Otolaryngology, Tokyo Medical Center
3
National Institute of Sensory Organ
4
Department of Physiology, Keio University
Background: Pendred Syndrome is an autosomal-recessive
disease characterized by congenital hearing loss and thyroid
goiter. Pendred syndrome may account for as many as 10%
of the cases of hereditary hearing loss, making it most
common form of syndromic hearing loss. The deafness is
usually seen at the born but can be variable in its expression
and, because sometimes the hearing loss appears during
childhood and is progressive, understanding pathophysiology
of the syndrome is of great importance for the future
therapeutics. Here, we examined the phenotype of inner ear
cells derived from Pendred syndrome patients via iPS cells to
explore the direct pathophysiological roles of mutated
PENDRIN in the syndrome.
Methods: Pendred syndrome/DFNB4 specific-iPS cells were
established from three patients’ peripheral blood using
episomal expression vectors with electroporation. The
efficiencies of otic induction abilities were estimated and the
lines effectively induced to otic progenitor cells were selected.
In the next step, we induced PENDRIN positive inner ear
cells from control and disease specific iPS cells via otic
progenitors using specific induction medium. Localizations of
mutated PENDRIN were examined by immunohistochemistry
in these induced cells.
Results: Mutated PENDRIN formed intracellular
aggregations in these induced cells from iPS cells established
from patients. The phenomenon was not found in control
cells.
Discussion: Intracellular aggregations of mutated proteins
were observed in neurodegenerative diseases including
Huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s
disease. In those diseases, protein aggregations with mutated
proteins cause toxic effects on cell viabilities, directly or
indirectly, and resulted in cell death following specific neural
symptoms. Our results suggest that those phenomena
observed in neurodegenerative diseases may also occur in
the inner ear cells of Pendred syndrome patients, which may
account for the progressive hearing loss in the patients.
＊
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The correlation of the expression of CD44s and
malignat grade in HNSCC
Yohei Kawasaki, Yasufumi Omori＊
Akita University
Patints with HNSCC have a poor prognosis despite intensive
mulitimodality therapy such as surgery, radiation and
chemotherapy. The failure of the radiotherapy is one of the
clinical problem.In various articles, it is reported that the
factor is presence of cancer stem cells.The Prince et al.
reported that CD44 is the marker of cancer stem cells in
HNSCC in 2007.It is said that there are over 20 variants of
CD44 now.We hypothesized that we might raise the grade of
tumor because radiation made CD44 variant have changed.
We irradiated 60 Gy in five cell line and examined expression
of CD44variant.We were able to confirm expression of CD44s
decrease.We could form much Colonys of the radiationresistant cell lines and were able to confirm the increase of
the Migration ability, too.It was suggested that the expression
of CD44s and the grade of tumor was correlation.
＊
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The association between the sensitization for
house dust and Japanese cedar pollinosis.

A Comparison of Dexmedetomidine Versus
Propofol During Drug-Induced Sleep Endoscopy
in Sleep Apnea Patients

Ryutaro Hara, Atsushi Matsubara＊, Junko Takahata
Hirosaki University Graduate School of Medicine
Objective: Japanese cedar (JC) pollinosis is well known as the
most prevalent allergic disease in Japan. On the other hand,
it is doubtless that the main inhaled allergen in childhood is
house dust. Therefore, it is interesting to clarify how the
house dust sensitization influence JC pollinosis.
Methods: Subjects were 1138 volunteers (432 males and 706
females) who participated in the Iwaki Health Promotion
Project in 2014. Serum specific IgE antibodies for house dust
1 (HD1) and JC were quantified in all subjects using the
immunoCAP system. The survey by the questionnaire on
nasal symptom was also carried out for diagnosing JC
pollinosis. The subjects were divided into three groups (no,
low, and high) by the serum specific IgE level of HD1, and
sensitization rates, onset rates, and prevalence rates for JC
pollinosis were compared in the three groups.
Results: Although the sensitization rates for JC pollen in the
high-sensitization group of HD1 was significantly higher than
those of the other two groups, the onset rate for JC pollinosis
was lowest in the three groups. As a result, prevalence rates
for JC pollinosis in the high-sensitization group of HD1 was
highest in the three groups. These results indicate that
sensitization for HD has different influences on the
sensitization for JC pollen and the onset of JC pollinosis.
＊
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Byungwoo Yoon, Sung-Lyong Hong, Hwan-Jung Roh,
Kyu-Sup Cho＊
Pusan national university Hospital
The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of
propofol and dexmedetomidine on the upper airway collapse
pattern and cardiopulmonary parameters in patients with
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) undergoing drug-induced sleep
endoscopy (DISE). Fifty patients with OSA were twice
evaluated using DISE for 30 minutes. Propofol target
controlled infusion (TCI) was used for first DISE and
dexmedetomidine TCI for second DISE on another day in
same patients. We compared the sites and degree of
obstruction found with both drugs using the VOTE
classification according to the depth of sedation. Furthermore,
cardiopulmonary parameters and some side effects were
monitored and recorded. We found a good correlation in
DISE findings performed with propofol and dexmedetomidine.
Moreover, dexmedetomidine offered greater hemodynamic
stability and less respiratory depression than propofol during
DISE. Therefore, dexmedetomidine may be used safely and
effectively for sedation during DISE.
＊
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Application of hyperdry amniotic membrane
patches over the defect lesion of mucosal
membrane in oral and nasal cavity

A case of recurrent malignant triton tumor
successfully treated with radiotherapy

Michiro Fujisaka＊, Hideo Shojaku
Department of Otolaryngology ,University of Toyama
Human amniotic membrane (AM) is a tissue of fetal origin
that consists of three major layers: a single epithelial layer, a
thick basement membrane, and an avascular mesenchyme.
Because AM has many favorable characteristics including
being non-antigenic, adhering well to wounds, being large
enough to cover wounds such as large burns, promoting
epithelization and healing, and decreasing inflammation, it has
been widely used clinically for membranous allografts in the
fields of dermatology and ophthalmology. The aim of the
present study was to determine whether it is possible to
cover the defect lesion of mucosal membrane in oral and
nasal cavity.
In the application of AM for oral cavity, we used to the
patient with oral mucosal squamous cell carcinoma. After
removal of the malignant tissue, it was happened the defect
of mucosal membrane. The defect lesion of mucosal
membrane was covered with AM. After 3 days from
operation, AM had attached to the defected lesion. The
wound by tonsillectomy takes usually about 1 week to
disappear fur and 2 weeks to complete epithelization. But the
wound covered with AM had no fur after operation and the
time to complete epithelization is faster after removal gauze.
In the application of AM for nasal cavity, we used to the
patient with hamartoma on the nasal septm. Hamartoma was
removed by nasal endoscopic surgery. After removal the
tumor, it happened the defect of nasal septum mucosal
membrane and naked septum bone. In the nasal cavity,
naked bone usually produce the crust for long time after
operation. It is daily problem for the patient. But the wound
covered with AM produced no crust and attached faster. We
concluded that it was possible that AM is available for the
operation in oral and nasal cavity.
＊
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Toshinori Onishi1,2, Makoto Yasuda1＊, Yoko Muto1,
Toshihiro Kuremoto1, Kentaro Murakami1,
Atsuhide Koida1, Takaaki Inui1, Yasuo Hisa1
1

Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine
2
Department of Otolaryngology, Saiseikai Shiga Hospital
A 15-year-old female was admitted to previous hospital for
consultation concerning a 2 months painless swelling of
lateral side right nasal ala. Magnetic resonance imaging
revealed an expansive enhancing lesion in close proximity to
the anterior surface of right maxillary sinus and lateral wall
of the right nasal cavity. Tumor extirpation was performed
via supragingival transantral approach under general
anesthesia. Histopathological study revealed it to be a malignant
triton tumor (MTT) arising from the nasal vestibule. She was
referred to our department for consultation regarding a
future of additional treatment. Since surgical margin was
positive and MTT has a high malignant potential, we
recommended expansion re-surgical treatment following
immediate free flap reconstruction and postoperative
radiotherapy to her and her family but the consent was not
obtained. The regrowth of the tumor was appeared one
month after her first visit on our department. Her and her
family accepted radiotherapy instead of surgical treatment.
Complete remission was achieved from radiotherapy alone.
She didn’t have local recurrence nor distant metastasis since
30 months after radiotherapy.
MTT is a malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor with
rhabdomyoblastic differentiation. MTT have a more aggressive
clinical course and worse prognosis than malignant peripheral
nerve sheath tumor without rhabdomyoblastic differentiation.
It is suggested that radical excision followed by high-dose
radiotherapy is the conventional mode of treatment for MTT.
But she achieved complete remission on the occasion of her
local progression by simple radiotherapy. The fact that the
effectiveness of radiotherapy for MTT is extremely remarkable
has prompted the authors to report this case.
＊
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Evaluation of septal attachment in frontal
sinus; Tentative study in Dokkyo Medical
University Hospital

Postoperative evaluation after endoscopic sinus
surgery for eosinophilic chronic rhinosinusitis

Takuto Yoshida, Hiroaki Kanaya, Yasuhiro Tsunemi,
Sin-ichi Haruna＊
Dokkyo Medical University Hospital ENT

a) Background
There are many anatomical variations of frontal sinus among
the individuals. Surgeons often take a great deal to discuss
that variation including anatomy of frontal recess in
endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS). Especially in case that
unilateral frontal sinus grew greater than opposite sinus,
surgeons may feel some difficulties due to protruded septum
of frontal sinus. There are few reports for variation of septal
attachment in frontal sinus. We herein attempt to review an
original classification about frontal sinus development with
case series.
b) Methods
We performed original classification in three types as follows
related to septal attachment in frontal sinus by using
computed tomography (CT) scan pre-operatively.
Type I; Septum of frontal sinus represents between both side
of middle turbinate upon skull base.
Type II; Septum of frontal sinus represents between Type I
and III.
Type III; Septum of frontal sinus attaches to opposite side,
and represent upon opposite frontal sinus in sagittal scan of
CT.
We also examined post-operative CT scan to clarify the
frontal ostium state after operation.
c) Result
The most common pattern was type I, and type III was
relatively minor. Case series of Type III does not always
constitute operative degree of difficulty for frontal
sinusectomy.
d) Conclusion
In case of type III, we would emphasize following points;
i. Frontal bulla cell, type 3 and 4 cell (Modified Classification
of Frontal Sinus Cells: Data from Kuhn FA. Otolaryngol Head
Neck Surg 1996; 7: 222-229) seems to interpose into frontal
sinus in sagittal CT scan.
ii. However, frontal sinus development actually inhibited due
to overgrowth of opposite sinus.
iii. Surgeons would misunderstand that septum of frontal
sinus as if it would be frontal skull base in such cases
previously discussed.
＊
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Yoshiyuki Kyo1＊, So Watanabe1,
Toshimitsu Komatsuzaki1, Ayako Kanei2,
Yasuyuki Hinohira1,3, Hitome Kobayashi1
1

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Showa University
School of Medicine
2
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Showa University
Northern Yokohama Hospital
3
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Kamio Memorial
Hospital
Chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) with
eosinophilic infiltration was denominated as eosinophilc CRS
(ECRS) in Japan, and the postoperative progress of ECRS was
shown significantly less improvement in quality of life after
endoscopic sinus surgery (ESS). Although CT and endoscope
findings are used for postoperative objective evaluation after
ESS, universal methods of endoscopic findings have not been
established. Using E score, simple postoperative endoscopic
evaluation method advocated by Tsuzuki K et al., we scored
all sinuses and olfactory cleft by endoscope as follows (0:
without abnormalities, 1: partial opacification, 2: total
opacification) and the ratio of total score to bilateral total
opacification (24 point) was calculated as E score. We
conducted a study of 136 patients who underwent bilateral
ESS for CRS and were able to evaluate postoperative
outcomes by CT and endoscope findings over the past five
years. Based on the diagnostic algorithm for refractory
chronic sinusitis in JESREC Study, we performed
postoperative evaluation by subdividing the severity into
non-ECRS, mild/moderate ECRS and severe ECRS.
Postoperative CT score and E score tended to be higher in
severe ECRS patients compared with non-ECRS patients and
mild/moderate ECRS patients. Frontal sinus was relatively
worse in postoperative CT score and E score in ECRS
patients. Postoperative CT score and E score had no
significant differences whether image guided surgery was
introduced or not in ECRS patients. Image guided surgery
was thought to be not enough to improve treatment results
of ECRS. Therefore, further improvement of surgical
techniques or development of new treating methods is
necessary to improve treatment results of ECRS.
＊
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A Quantitative Clinical Analysis of Posterior
Nasal Neurectomy; Effects and Side-effects for
the Surgical Indication

The effect of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome
(OSAS) on olfactory function

Narihisa Suzuki＊
Hiratsuka City Hospital
Posterior nasal neurectomy is one of the surgical treatments
for the symptoms of allergic rhinitis. This study objected to
evaluate the clinical effectiveness and complications for
establishing surgical indication.
Forty-four of sequential allergic rhinitis patients who
underwent posterior nasal neurectomy in between October
2012 and March 2015 in Keiyu Hospital were enrolled. We
evaluated the effectiveness of this surgery by using the scale
of symptoms from practical guideline for the management of
allergic rhinitis in Japan (PG-MARJ) 2013. Patients graded
their symptoms of sneezing, rhinorrhea, nasal obstruction and
QOL on a scale of 0 to 4. Improvement of the score by more
than one is defined “Effective”. Of 44 cases, 32 patients
checked their symptom scores; Score changes, “Effective”
rate and the number of cases using anti-allergic drugs were
examined. Complications were examined in all cases.
The result shows that all of the scores were improved
significantly; sneezing: 1.84 ± 0.23 → 0.69 ± 0.11, rhinorrhea:
2.28 ± 0.19 → 1.00 ± 0.12, nasal obstruction: 2.94 ± 0.17 → 0.63 ±
0.12 and QOL: 2.31 ± 0.13 → 0.66 ± 0.12. Effective rates in
individual scores were as follows; sneezing: 65.6%, rhinorrhea:
78.1%, nasal obstruction: 93.8% and QOL: 93.8%. The number
of cases using anti-allergic agents was decreased from 84.1%
to 20.5%. Effective rates were over 90% either when the score
of sneezing or rhinorrhea is 2 or higher.
We experienced complications of 2 bleedings (2.3%), 3 mucosal
necrosis of inferior nasal concha (3.4%), 3 late perforation of
nasal septum (3.4%), 1 inflammation of nasal vestibule (1.1%)
and 1 olfactory disturbance (1.1%).
In conclusion, posterior nasal neurectomy is highly-effective
for the symptoms of allergic rhinitis. Considering the
effectiveness and the complications, surgical indication should
be considered especially when the pre-operative scores of
sneezing or rhinorrhea is 2 or higher.

Jin Kook Kim＊, Sung Hwan Ahn
Konkuk University Hospital, Department of ORL-H&N,
Konkuk University
One hypothesis of obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS)
is that long-standing snoring vibrations and hypoxia of the
nerves cause a local neuropathy in the upper airway during
sleep. The aim of this study was to investigate olfactory
function in subjects comprising snorers and untreated
subjects with OSAS, and to correlate data with
polysomnographic parameters.
Sixty-nine patients were evaluated for snoring from January
2010 to December 2013. The mild group (apnea-hypopnea
index [AHI] < 15) consisted of 19 subjects, and the moderatesevere group (AHI ≥ 15) consisted of 50 subjects. Exclusion
criteria were conductive olfactory dysfunction, previous tonsil
or soft palatal surgery, central sleep apnea, and medications
that are known to affect peripheral nerves. Nocturnal
polysomnography (PSG) and olfactory function test such as
Korean Version of Sniffin’ Stick test I, II (KVSS I, II) were
performed.
There was a significant difference in Body Mass Index (BMI),
average oxygen saturation (SaO2), lowest SaO2, average
snoring duration, and KVSS I, II between the two groups.
AHI was related to odor threshold score, and average SaO2
was related to odor discrimination score. But, odor
identification score showed no relation with AHI and average
SaO2 except for age. Average SaO2 and AHI were closely
related to the function of smell.
Hypoxia and low nasal airflow caused by OSAS may have an
effect on the olfactory function. On comparison between the
two groups, patients with a high AHI, especially those with
OSAS, had an olfactory dysfunction. Also, low average
oxygen is the main risk factor in determining the olfactory
function. In people with OSAS, the possibility of olfactory
dysfunction should be considered and an olfactory function
test should be performed.
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Thyroid-like low-grade nasopharyngeal
papillary adenocarcinoma: A case report and
review of literature

Evaluation of aspirin hypersensitivity in
patients with chronic rhinosinusitis

Hidenori Yokoi1＊, Yuichi Terado2, Koichiro Saito1
1
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
Kyorin University School of Medicine
2
Department of Pathology, Kyorin University School of
Medicine
Introduction:
Thyroid-like low-grade nasopharyngeal papillary
adenocarcinoma (TL-LGNPPA) is extremely rare. An
exhaustive PubMed search revealed only 10 previous reports.
Here, we report a case of asymptomatic LGNPPA
coincidentally discovered in a middle aged man during a
medical examination, and a review of literature regarding the
case’s clinical presentation, treatment progression, and
pathologic features.
Case:
A round tumor with a diameter of about 10 mm contacting the
region of the posterior end of the nasal septal mucosa at the
midline of the epipharynx was found in a 58-year-old man
undergoing laryngeal cancer screening. The patient was
referred to our department for further evaluation, whereupon
imaging analyses and a regional biopsy were performed.
Pathologic findings showed resemblance to inverted ductal
papilloma of the salivary glands, but did not permit a definitive
diagnosis. To excise the tumor and obtain a definitive
pathologic diagnosis, surgery was performed by endoscopic
endonasal approach under general anesthesia. Histologically,
tumor showed papillary structure lined by columnar
epithelium with hialinized fibrous core. Additionally, tumor
was composed of sheets of spindle cells. These two types of
structures merged imperceptibly. Immunohistochemical study
showed that both of columnar and spindle cells were diffusely
positive for TTF-1 and CK7. We diagnosed low-grade
nasopharyngeal papillary adenocarcinoma.
Discussion:
Primary nasopharyngeal adenocarcinoma is a rare malignancy
accounting for 0.026-5% of all nasopharyngeal cancers, and it
has been categorized broadly into two subtypes. One is
conventional/surface origin-type, the other one is salivary
gland-type1)2). The former is usually a low-grade tumor with
papillary configuration and likely originates from
nasopharyngeal surface mucosa, whereas the latter consists of
tumors such as mucoepidermoid adenocarcinoma, adenoid
cystic carcinoma and polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma.
TL-LGNPPA is a small minority of conventional/surface origintype nasopharyngeal adenocarcinoma which exhibits papillary
growth and abnormal expression of TTF-1 mimicking papillary
thyroid carcinoma. We should pay attention to the rare
pathology.
References:
1) Pineda-Daboin K, et al. Nasopharyngeal adenocarcinomas: a
clinicopathologic study of 44 cases including immunohistochemical
features of 18 papillary phenotypes. Ann Diagn Pathol. 10:
215-21, 2006
2) Xu T, et al. Primary nasopharyngeal adenocarcinoma: a
review. Asia Pac J Clin Oncol. 8: 123-31, 2012
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Su Jin Kim, Joong Saeng Cho, Kun Hee Lee,
Sung Wan Kim＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head & Neck
Surgery, Graduate School, Kyung Hee University
Conclusion: The recurrence rates of chronic rhinosinusitis
(CRS) were higher in the aspirin nasal provocation test
(ANPT)-positive group regardless of the presence of nasal
polyps. Thus, a careful endoscopic examination is required
during follow-up in ANPT-positive patients with CRS.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the clinical
features and prognosis after surgical treatment in patients
with CRS and aspirin hypersensitivity.
Methods: In a prospective study, we analyzed 100 patients
with CRS who underwent endoscopic sinus surgery at the
our hospital from October 2012 to March 2013. We measured
changes in nasal volume and symptoms before and after the
ANPT and examined patient’s asthma history, allergy, Lund–
Mackay score (LMS), total immunoglobulin E, percentage of
peripheral eosinophils, and objectively measured relapse at 6
months.
Results: Patients with CRS and nasal polyps (CRSwNP) were
more likely to have a positive ANPT test results compared
to those without nasal polyps (CRSsNP) (21.4% vs. 5.5%). The
ANPT-positive group had a higher LMS and required more
revision endoscopic sinus surgery than those in the ANPTnegative group. These results were similar results were
observed in CRSwNP and CRSsNP.
＊
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Polysomnographic parameters during non-rapid
eye movement sleep predict continuous positive
airway pressure adherence

Increased expression of factor XIII-A in
patients with chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal
polyps

Tetsurou Hoshino1＊, Ryujiro Sasanabe2,
Kenta Murotani3, Mariko Arimoto1, Shuntaro Inagawa1,
Tohru Tanigawa1, Yasue Uchida1, Tetsuya Ogawa1,
Hiromi Ueda1, Toshiaki Shiomi2
1
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Aichi Medical
Unversity School of Medicine
2
Department of Sleep Medicine, Aichi Medical University
School of Medicine
3
Center for Clinical Research, Aichi Medical University
School of Medicine
Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate the
potential polysomnographic predictors of CPAP adherence
using polysomnographic parameters at the time of
obstructive sleep apnea diagnosis that distinguished between
REM and NREM sleep.
Methods: This was a retrospective cross-sectional study of
173 patients. Patients who used CPAP for more than 4 hours
per night for at least 70% of nights over a 6-month period
were considered to have good adherence. The poor
adherence group included those who had used CPAP for 6
months from initiation, but did not fulfill the definition of good
adherence or gave up the treatment within 6 months of
treatment initiation.
Results: Of the 173 participants, 44 patients had good CPAP
adherence and 129 patients had poor adherence. Univariate
analysis showed that patients with good adherence had
significantly higher apnea-hypopnea index during NREM
sleep (p = 0.043), oxygen desaturation index during NREM
sleep (p = 0.011), and cumulative percentage of time spent at
saturations below 90% (CT90) during NREM sleep (p < .001).
In multiple logistic regression analysis including all variables,
CT90 during NREM sleep was the only factor independently
associated with CPAP adherence (odds ratio, 0.693; 95%
confidence interval, 0.582?0.824; p <.0001). The area under the
receiver-operating characteristic curve of CT90 during
NREM sleep was 0.823 (95% confidence interval, 0.745?0.901).
Conclusions: Evaluating NREM sleep is important in reliably
predicting CPAP adherence using polysomnographic
parameters. CT90 during NREM sleep was the best predictor
of CPAP adherence.

Tetsuji Takabayashi1＊, Shigeharu Fujieda1,
Robert P Schleimer2
1

University of Fukui
Northwestern University

2

Nasal polyps (NPs) are characterized by intense edema or
pseudocyst formation with a high content of plasma proteins,
mainly albumin. However, the mechanisms underlying NP
retention of plasma proteins in submucosa remain unclear.
We hypothesized that formation of fibrin mesh retains plasma
proteins in NP. We assessed the fibrin deposition and
expression of the coagulation factors in patients with chronic
rhinosinusitis (CRS). Sinonasal tissues were collected from
patients with CRS and control subjects. We assessed fibrin
deposition by means of immunofluorescence. We assayed
mRNA for factor XIII-A (FXIII-A) by using real time PCR
and measured FXIII-A protein by means if ELISA,
immunohistochemistry, and immunofluorescence.
Immunofluorescence data showed profound fibrin deposition
in NPs compared with UT from CRS and control subjects.
FXIII-A mRNA levels were significantly increased in NP
from patients with CRS with nasal polyps (CRSwNP; P < .001)
compared with uncinate tissue from patients with CRS or
control subjects. Similarly, FXIII-A protein levels were
increased in NP. Immunofluorescence analysis revealed
FXIII-A expression in inflammatory cells, and FXIII-A+ cell
numbers were significantly increased in NP. Most FXIII-A
staining was observed within CD68+/CD163+ M2
macrophages in NP. Levels of FXIII-A correlated with
markers of M2 macrophages, suggesting that M2
macrophages are major FXIIIA producing cells in NP.
Overproduction of FXIII-A by M2 macrophages might
contribute to the excessive fibrin deposition in the submucosa
of NP, which might contribute to the tissue remodeling and
pathogenesis of CRSwNP.
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Analysis of IgG4 class switch-related molecules
in IgG4-related chronic rhinosinusitis

Clarithromycin regulates interferon and
proinflammatory cytokine production induced by
RSV infection in human airway epithelial cells
via modulating nuclear translocation of
interferon regulatory factor (IRF)-3.

Tomohito Nojima＊, Manabu Nonaka, Yukako Seo,
Emiri Satou, Toshio Yoshihara
Tokyo Woman's Medical University
Recently it was reported that IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD)
might have distinctive chronic rhinosinusitis(CRS). However,
the molecular mechanism involved in the upregulation of
IgG4 class switch recombination remains unclear.
We performed immunohistochemical stainings of IgG4 class
switch-related molecules in the sinus mucosa of IgG4-RD
patients with CRS, and compared them with those of the
controls.
AID is a RNA-editing enzyme that converts cytidine into
urasil. It plays a crucial role in somatic hyper mutation and
immunoglobulin class switch recombination. Alpha-1
antytripsin is a protease inhibitor that is suggested to upregulate human B cell differentiation selectively into IgE- and
IgG4- secreting cells.
We classified 22 CRS patients into 4 groups: 1) CRS patients
with IgG4-RD, 2) CRS patients without high serum IgG4 or
IgE levels, 3) CRS patients with high serum IgE levels, 4)
CRS patients with high serum IgG4 and IgE levels.
The number of AID-positive cells in the sinus mucosa from
IgG4-RD patients with CRS was statistically greater than that
of the other CRS patients, while the number of alpha-1
antytripsin positive cells in the sinus mucosa from IgG4-RD
patients with CRS tended to be greater than that of the other
CRS patients, but didn’t show statistical significance.
These results suggest that AID could contribute to
upregulation of IgG4-specific class switch recombination in
the sinus mucosa from IgG4-RD patients with CRS.
＊
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1
Department of Otolaryngology, Sapporo Medical
University, School of Medicine
2
Department of Microbiology, Sapporo Medical University,
School of Medicine
3
Department of Cell Science, Research Institute of Frontier
Medicine, Sapporo Medical University, School of Medicine
4
Department of Pediatrics, Sapporo Medical University,
School of Medicine
Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infects via airway
epithelium, and causes frequently bronchiolitis and
pneumonia in infants. Clarithromycin (CAM), which is one of
macrolide antimicrobial agents, is also known as an
immunomodulator, and has been used for chronic sinusitis.
CAM significantly suppresses RSV-induced production of
interleukin (IL)-8, IL-6, and regulated on activation, normal
T-cell expressed and secreted (RANTES). In this study, we
investigated the immunomodulation mechanism of CAM on
the cytokine production in an airway epithelial cell line A549
and human nasal epithelial cells (HNECs) infected with RSV.
Cells were preincubated with medium containing 100 μ g/ml
of CAM for 1 h prior to the RSV infection, and then infected
with RSV. After infection, the cells were further incubated
for 24 h in the presence of CAM. The amounts of IL-8, IL-6,
RANTES, and interferon (IFN)- λ 1, λ 2 and λ 3 in the
culture supernatants were determined by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Activity of transcription
factors was determined by the luciferase reporter assay
using reporter plasmid containing the enhancer element of
AP-1, NF- κ B, interferon-stimulated response element (ISRE),
IFN-b promoter, or positive regulatory domain III-I (PRDIII-I).
Cellular localization of interferon regulatory factor (IRF)-3
was investigated using confocal microscopy and Western
blotting. Virus titer was measured by plaque assay.
We confirmed that RSV titer was not changed by CAM
treatment. CAM significantly suppressed RSV-induced
production of IL-6 in HNECs, and those of IL-8, IL-6, RANTES
and IFN- λ 1, λ 2 and λ 3 in A549. CAM suppressed RSVinduced promoter activity of the PRDIII-I, which are IRF3
binding elements. Nuclear accumulation of IRF-3 in RSVinfected cells significantly decreased by CAM treatment.
However, RSV-induced phosphorylation of IRF-3 did not alter
in the presence of CAM. In conclusion, CAM suppresses
RSV-induced IFNs and IRF-3-dependent cytokine production
through the modulation of IRF-3 nuclear translocation from
cytosol.
＊
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Vocal cord motion during blocks in people who
stutter.

Aural stimulation with capsaicin ointment
improved the swallowing function in patients
with dysphagia
: a randomized, placebo-controlled, doubleblind, comparative study.

Yoshikazu Kikuchi1＊, Toshiro Umezaki2,3,
Kazuo Adachi1, Takashi Nakagawa1
1

Department of Otolaryngology, Kyushu University
Department of Otolaryngology, Fukuoka Sanno Hospital
3
International University of Health and Welfare
2

Stuttering is a speech disorder which affects approximately
one percent of all people through the world. The main
symptoms of stuttering from its inception in early childhood
are repetitions, prolongations and blocks. However, the
primary symptoms of adults who stutter are blocks. Blocks
cause not only speech stoppage and breathing stoppage but
also contribute to having a fear of speech, sometimes
resulting in facial redness, a rapid pulse, and shakes. Thus, as
speech blockage is so prevalent amongst adults who stutter,
studying the mechanism of vocal cord motion while stuttering
is necessary for a better understanding of this condition.
Conture et al. (1977) presented evidence of 100 % glottic
closures with only a sample of six stuttering blocks. A larger
study sample is required for more definitive evidence. In this
study 50 stuttering blocks were examined using flexible
fiberscopic imaging as well as measurements of airflows and
voice using speech phonogram waveforms. The percentage
of glottic closures and glottic openings were found to be
nearly the same, both 50% respectively. Vocal cord positions
varied from individual to individual while blocks were
manifesting. As a result of this study, our findings indicate
the cause of stuttering is not connected to the larynx but
rather comes from the brain.
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Capsaicin is an agonist of transient receptor potential
vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) and activates the peripheral sensory
C-fibers. Stimulation of the sensory branches of the vagus in
the laryngotracheal mucosa with capsaicin induces the cough
reflex and has been reported to improve the swallowing
function in patients with dysphagia. Since stimulation of the
Arnold nerve, the auricular branch of the vagus, also triggers
the cough reflex (Arnold’s ear-cough reflex), it is suggested
that the aural stimulation with capsaicin improves the
swallowing function. In our previous single-arm study, we
reported that the endoscopic swallowing score was
significantly improved after aural stimulation with 0.025%
capsaicin ointment in patients with dysphagia1). In the
present study, a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind,
comparative study was designed to examine the effects of
aural stimulation with capsaicin and placebo ointment on
swallowing function in patients with dysphagia. Twenty
patients with dysphagia were randomly divided into two
groups: 10 with 0.025% capsaicin ointment and 10 with
placebo one. Ointment was applied to the external auditory
canal with a cotton swab. The endoscopic swallowing score of
patients treated with capsaicin, but not placebo was
significantly decreased from 5 min to 60 min after the
administration. The decrease of endoscopic swallowing score
in patients treated with capsaicin was significantly larger
than that with placebo 30 and 60 min after the administration.
No adverse effects were induced. These findings suggested
that the chemical stimulation of the external auditory canal
with capsaicin, but not non-specific noxious stimulation with
cotton-swab activated TRPV1 of the Arnold nerve and
improved swallowing function in patients with dysphagia.
1) E. Kondo, et al.: Effects of aural stimulation with capsaicin
ointment on swallowing function in elderly patients with nonobstructive dysphagia. Clin. Interv. Aging 9:1661-1667, 2014.
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Common sites and materials in foreign body
ingestion and the need of endoscopic approach

Increasing risk for dyspnea caused by mumps
laryngitis in Japan

Eun Kyung Jung, Eun Sun Jeon
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Chonnam National University Hospital
Objective: Foreign body(FB) ingestion is a common ailment
in the otorhinolaryngology. It can be simply found and
removed in some cases, while others might be hard to find or
hard to remove. Since FB ingestion can cause severe
complications such as deep neck infection, it is important to
remove it promptly. However, when FB is not found in
pharyngo-tonsillar area, further evaluation such as esophagogastro-duodenoscopy(EGD) or neck computer tomography(CT)
tend to be neglected. In this study, we focus on frequent sites
and materials in FB impaction in South Korea which may
help us to identify FB during inspection. We also evaluated
the efficacy of EGD managing a FB.
Methods: Medical records of 308 patients with FB sense in
throat who visited tertiary hospital referral Hospital
emergency department were reviewed. Patient age, types of
foreign body, site of foreign body impaction, FB detection
rate and management methods were analyzed
Result: FB was detected in 45.8% of the patients. Fish bone,
crab and metal were mostly detected compared to their
ingestion history, while chicken bone was not. Yellow corvina
had highest detection rate among the fish bone. When foreign
body was not found in pharyngo-tonsillar area, we performed
EGD and 81% of those who underwent EGD was detected
with foreign body. There was no significant difference in leftright side within detected foreign body.
Conclusion: Tongue base was the most frequent site for the
FB. When FB body is not detected in phayryngo-tonsillar
area, endoscopic approach is recommended for precise and
prompt diagnosis and treatment.
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Masahiro Nakamura＊, Atsunobu Tsunoda,
Katsuhisa Ikeda
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Juntendo University
Faculty of Medicine
Mumps is a common childhood infection caused by the
mumps virus. After the implementation of large-scale
immunisation programmes, mumps is uncommon in many
countries. Laryngeal oedema is a rarely reported complication
of mumps. We report a case of dyspnea caused by mumps
laryngitis.
A 38-year-old woman presented with a 4-day history of
bilateral parotid swelling and gradually progressive dyspnea.
Her family and past history were unremarkable. She had no
history of mumps infection or vaccination. On physical
examination, bilateral parotid and submandibular swelling
had tenderness. Other physical findings were all within
normal limits. A fiberoptic laryngoscopy revealed edematous
change of the arytenoid region and the epiglottis to the root
of the tongue. Enhanced CT of the neck showed a swelling of
the bilateral parotid glands, submandibular glands, with no
evidence of a cervical abscess.
The laboratory results showed that leucocyte count and
C-reactive protein (CRP) were within normal range, and
increased serum amylase level of 1050 IU/l. These results
suggested a viral rather than bacterial sialoadenitis. We gave
the patient intravenous hydrocortisone 300 mg for 4 days
resulted in a rapid reduction of the laryngeal edema.
The diagnosis was confirmed by mumps virus antibody titres
was positive for IgM. She was discharged on day 4. The
patient has been doing well without complications after the
discharge.
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Observation of the hyoid bone and larynx
position - Comparison of endoscopic and X-ray
MTD’ Phonation -

Laryngeal suspension in combination with
cricopharyngeal myotomy for severe
oropharyngeal dysphagi

Yoshihiro Iwata＊, Satoshi Nagasaka, Hisayuki Katou,
Kazuo Sakurai, Kensei Naito

Takaharu Nito＊, Takao Goto, Rumi Ueha,
Tatsuya Yamasoba

Department of Otolaryngology Fujita Health University

Department of Otolaryngology, The University of Tokyo

Objectives: When phonation, the position of the hyoid bone
thyroid cartilage of the people of the MTD is reported to be
different from the normal human.We examined the change in
the radiograph.

Background: Severe oropharyngeal dysphagia and aspiration
are life-threatening conditions. Laryngeal suspension (LS) and
cricopharyngeal myotomy (CPM) are surgical procedures for
restoring oral intake with a functional larynx. LS in
combination with CPM (LS and CPM) has been performed for
severe oropharyngeal dysphagia since the 1970s in Japan.
However, such procedures are as yet not commonly practiced
worldwide.

Methods: The target 20 people MTD (man: woman 11: 9 and
17-59 years old). We went their neck side plain radiography
in a time phonation as when standing rest. It was normalized
length based on the length of the third cervical leading edge.
The third cervical leading edge bottom edge of each photo is
taken as a reference point. A line connecting the third
cervical vertebra and the fifth cervical vertebra I was the
reference line.
Reference point and the hyoid lower edge, the distance
between the reference point and the laryngeal lower edge is
measured in each photograph was compared in a
standardized length. They were compared with those
measured results and the endoscope MTD scores were
evaluated on (Ogawa et al.).
Results: It showed the following changes at rest and
phonation in 20 MTD cases. Distance of the reference point
and the larynx lower edge was significantly shorter with the
average 3.06 ± 0.99 to 2.51 ± 0.86. (P<0.01)
Between the hyoid bone and thyroid cartilage is I did not
significantly change.
Distance of the hyoid bone under the edge and the larynx
lower edge was shortened significantly from an average of
2.06 ± 0.99 to 1.39 ± 0.94. (P<0.01)
Conclusions: Distance of the reference point and the larynx
lower edge by the phonation was shortened. The more
changes the distance MTD score is large is small, already
larynx position at rest was considered that are different from
those of normal by tension.
＊
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Purpose: The purpose of this study is to elucidate the
effectiveness of LS and CPM.
Methods: Data of 21 patients (18 male and 3 female) who
required tube feeding owing to severe oropharyngeal
dysphagia (function oral intake scale (FOIS): 1-2) and
underwent LS and CPM at the University of Tokyo Hospital
from 2006 to 2015 were retrospectively collected and
analyzed.
Results: The average overall age was 61.3 years (21 to 79
years). Thirteen patients had brainstem involvement due to
celebrovascular diseases, three patients had lower cranial
nerve paralysis due to skull base tumor or neck tumor, and
fivc patients had other diseases. Twenty patients were able
to take food or puree orally after the LS and CPM at various
degrees. A patient after resection of esophageal cancer had
laryngotracheal separation because of severe aspiration of
saliva. Gastrostomy tubes were removed in eight patients
(FOIS: 4-7). Patients with cognitive dysfunction, respiratory
dysfunction, ataxia of the trunk or impaired sensation of the
larynx were not able to obtain sufficient oral intake. None of
the patients had severe gastroesophageal reflux nor severe
complications.
Conclusion: The combination of LS and CPM is effective for
restoring oral intake with a functional larynx in selected
cases.
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A case of inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor
occurred from the larynx

Effect on aspiration of BIOPEX-R vocal cord
injection for insufficient glottic closure caused
by recurrent nerve paralysis

Yukari Nakamura＊, Toru Miyazawa, Takaki Miwa
Kanazawa Medical Univercity
We report inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor which
occurred from the larynx.
The case was a 50 years old man. A hoarseness appeared
from about 2014. In addition, there was heartburn from the
spring of 2015, so he consulted a local doctor. He had a
gastroscope, there was white tumor from false vocal cord. So
he consulted our hospital. At first, we suspected to be
granulation tissue, and prescribed PPI. However, tumor was
growth slowly. As a result of having performed a biopsy, a
papilloma was diagnosed.
We had an operation about laryngoscope micro surgery. In
the pathology, it was inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor
(IMT). He left the hospital without a problem after an
operation seven days later.
Inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor (IMT) is fibroblast-like
cell is a neoplastic disease to multiply. This appears most
commonly in the abdominal cavity and pelvic cavity. It is
reported the parotid case with the head and neck region, but
there are few larynx outbreak example. The extremely
probrem is, don’t know whether IMT is a benign disorder ,
or a malignancy. So, we have to follow up it carefully.
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Masatsugu Mitsuhashi＊, Keisuke Okubo, Yuichi Ikari,
Mayumi Tsunoda
The Oto-Rhino-Laryngological Society of Japan
In our hospital, we have been treating insufficient glottic
closure due to ipsilateral vocal cord paralysis or vocal cord
atrophy by injecting BIOPEX-R calcium phosphate paste into
the vocal cords to achieve a medial shift. We investigated the
occurrence of aspiration before and after this procedure in
terms of both subjective symptoms and a variety of objective
findings.
We used vocal cord BIOPEX injection to treat 112 cases of
ipsilateral vocal cord paralysis or vocal cord atrophy in 97
patients from May 2004 to July 2015 for 11 year and 3
months. After the exclusion of 22 cases in which a condition
other than insufficient glottic closure that could clearly cause
aspiration was also present, the study sample comprised 90
cases in 79 patients. Subjective symptoms of aspiration were
assessed on a five-point "Choking Frequency Scale" that we
devised to rate the frequency of choking when drinking
water. Objective findings were assessed by rating video
recordings from videofluoroscopy (VF) on an eight-point scale.
Preoperatively, 57 of 90 subjects reported subjective
symptoms of choking when drinking water. Postoperatively,
49 of these 57 (86%) reported that the frequency of choking
had improved on the Choking Frequency Scale. Of 12
patients who underwent preoperative and postoperative VF,
aspiration was evident on preoperative VF in 10, but
postoperatively no aspiration was evident in any patient.
Medial shift of the vocal cords is thus an effective surgical
treatment for insufficient glottic closure due to recurrent
nerve paralysis.
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A case of malignant lymphoma that was
misdiagnose as acute epiglottitis

Clinical trends and vocal function of
presbylarynx; Status of the most advanced
aging country

Mizue Harada＊, Yuichi Kurono
Departmment of otolaryngology,head and neck surgery.
Kagoshima University
Malignant lymphoma rarely occurs in the larynx and
sometimes presents with symptoms similar to those of acute
epiglottitis. We experienced a case of malignant lymphoma
that was difficult to diagnose based on atypical local findings.
The patient was a 66-year-old male who had complained of a
sore throat for one week and consulted a nearby
otolaryngologist. He was diagnosed with acute epiglottitis and
referred to our hospital. Upon presentation, his epiglottis was
reddish and swollen, similar to the findings of acute
epiglottitis, although there were no laboratory data indicative
of acute inflammation. The patient’s symptoms and local
findings were subsequently improved by treatment with
antibiotics and an intravenous steroid drip for three days.
However, seven months later，the same symptoms recurred
and a white mass appeared on the surface of the oropharynx
(anterior palatine arch and root of the tongue) with cervical
lymph node swelling. No inflammatory reactions were
observed on laboratory studies, and the finding of CT, MRI
and PET examinations did not suggest any malignant tumors.
Therefore, biopsies of the larynx, oropharynx and cervical
lymph nodes were performed several times, and the patient
was ultimately diagnosed with peripheral T-cell lymphoma.
Although malignant lymphoma that occurs in the larynx is
rare, it is necessary to consider this disease in the differential
diagnosis in patients with symptoms similar to acute
epiglottitis.
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Objective; The proportion of elderly patients who visited
voice outpatient clinic has been increasing significantly in
Japan. Voice problems in the geriatric population greatly
influences medical service because of deterioration of their
social activities. The purpose of this study is to analyze the
background of presbylarynx patients and to assess the
characteristics of senile change of vocal function and results
of interventions.
Methods; From a review of the medical records, patients
aged ≧ 65 with vocal atrophy and sulcus were selected as
presbylarynx. Patient’s background (smoking, alchol, BMI,
body weight loss, vocal abuse etc) were assessed to find risk
factors against presbylarynx. As vocal function analysis,
GRBAS scale, aerodynamic/acoustic parameters and
objective QOL questionnaires were evaluated in comparison
with 22 vocally healthy elderly subjects and 49 younger
patients of vocal atrophy and sulcus. Subsequently
effectiveness of injection treatment were analyzed.
Results; Of 180 newly referred patients who had been
diagnosed presbylarynx between 2010 to 2014, patients aged
≧ 65 accounted 72.8% (131 patients).
There were no obvious status as a risk factor. Vocal function
were significantly worse in both subjective and objective
parameters compared with vocally healthy elderly people
while MFR and objective QOL analysis shows better results
than younger patients of vocal atrophy and sulcus. Significant
improvement of aerodynamic parameters and QOL shows by
injection treatment (3% collagen) but acoustic parameters
were not.
Conclusion; obvious risk factors against presbylarynx
weren’t recognized in multivariant analysis. Although vocal
function were significantly decreased, the effectiveness of
current treatment was insufficient.
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Endoscopic Surgery for Laryngo-pharyngeal
Lesions Using a Curved Laryngo-pharyngoscope
and Transnasal Endoscope

Injection Laryngoplasty using BIOPEX®
Calcium Phosphate Cement :The Sanokousei
General Hospital Experience

Yasuo Satou＊, Noboru Habu, Mitsuru Kitamura,
Kana Senba
Oto-rhino-laryngology, KKR Tachikawa Hospital
In 2004, Satou’s curved laryngo-pharyngoscope (S1 curved
scope) was designed, and we proposed endoscopic surgery
for hypopharyngeal superficial carcinoma as ELPS
(endoscopic laryngo-pharyngeal surgery) using gastrointestinal endoscope (GIE). However, in ELPS using GIE, it is
necessary to adjust the schedule of ENT and GIE doctors.
Moreover, it is difficult to resect lesions in the narrow space
because of intervention of the thick GIE and forceps. In this
presentation, we introduce some new devices mentioned
below to be able to perform endoscopic surgery using
transnasal endoscope by only ENT doctors.
1) Satou’s curved laryngo-pharyngoscope with oral expander
(S2 curved scope); With oral expander, it is possible to get a
wide working space in oro-pharynx. And then, it became
easier to handle curved devices.
2) Scope guide pipes; With this scope guide pipe, it is possible
to use a transnasal endoscope in the endoscipic surgery. It
became easier to handle devices, because transnasal
endoscope is thinner than GIE.
3) Curved forceps for vocal cord; With these forceps, it
became possible to perform vocal cord surgery using curved
scope.
4) Curved bipolar forceps; With curved bipolar forceps, it
became possible to coagulate and cut the pharyngeal mucosa
without contraction of muscle and nerve injury.
5) Multiple function pipe; With this pipe, irrigation, suction,
device guite, and monopolar coaguration can be done
simultaneously.
Using these devices mentioned above and transnasal
endoscope, it became to be able to perform endoscopic
surgery by only ENT doctors. Moreover, we can operate
vocal cord lesions while protecting teeth, jaw, and cervical
bones. Experience of endoscopic surgery of superficial
carcinoma will also grow up the diagnostic skill. On this
conference, booth hans-on seminar also will be held at
instrument exhibition hall. It is possible to take training of
endoscopic surgery using these devices.
＊
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The calcium phosphate bone paste BIOPEX® is an injectable
material developed as a bone replacement that hardens into
a hydroxylapatite block after injection. BIOPEX® offers many
advantages as a material for injection laryngoplasty: it
induces little foreign-material reaction, is minimally absorbed,
and is easy to prepare in the OR. Between 2004 and 2015, 91
patients with vocal fold paralysis of the vocal folds, were
treated with BIOPEX®-injection laryngoplasty at Sanokousei
General Hospital. The injection of BIOPEX ® is usually
performed through a direct laryngoscopy under general
anesthesia, and no adverse effects were observed in any of
the cases.The mean maximum phonation time(MPT) before
surgery was 4.7 seconds. By one month postopera- tively,
there was a significant improvement in MPT to 8.9 seconds.
The treatment results were stable at two years and later.
There was no significant decrease in MPT between one
month and two years after surgery.
A postoperative three-dimensional CT revealed successful
injection of the BIOPEX® into the paraglottic space in all
cases. BIOPEX ® is minimally absorbed over long time
periods, and this procedure results in a dramatic
improvement of glottic function immediately after surgery.
We consider this operative technique, which aims at
medialization of the vocal fold by injection of a sclerotic agent
into the lateral side of the vocal fold, as “type Ⅰ thyroplasty
from inside the laryngeal framework.”
＊
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The effects of flat lateral position for severe
dysphagia patients

Tissue absorption in injection laryngoplasty
using calcium phosphate cement(BIOPEX®)

Mayumi Tsunoda1＊, Keisuke Okubo1,
Masatsugu Mitsuhashi1, Yuichi Ikari2

Yuichi Ikari1＊, Keisuke Okubo2, Mizuno Sakai3,
Ayako Ino1, Masatsugu Mitsuhashi2, Mayumi Tsunoda2

1

1

Department of Otolaryngology, Sanokousei General
Hospital
2
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Keio University School of Medicine
Conclusions
We could apply the maneuver of “flat lateral position” to the
rehabilitation of “severe dysphagia” as a compensatory
maneuver. We need further studies to clarify the detailed
mechanism and determine the essence of the treatment.
Objectives
We try to address the effectiveness of “flat lateral position”
during eating and drinking for patients with dysphagia.
Methods
From September 2014 to December 2015, seventy-two
patients who introduced consultation from other departments
in Sanokousei General Hospital were evaluated. In this study,
we used the 3ml water swallowing test as a tool to evaluate a
level of dysphagia. We considered patient,who scored profile
1 to 3 of this test and who couldn’t eat and drink after trying
several body positions and food form during food test,
“severe dysphasia”.
We targeted eight cases in this study and evaluate the
impact of “flat lateral position” for “severe dysphagia”. We
assessed FUJISHIMA Level before and after trying “flat
lateral position”.
Results
All of 8 patients could eat something after trying “flat lateral
position”. The median initial FUJISHIMA Level was 3.85,and
the median final FUJISHIMA Level was 5.58.
＊
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Injection laryngoplasty with calcium phosphate
cement(BIOPEX®) is used at our medical facility as a
surgical treatment for unilateral vocal cord paralysis and
vocal cord atrophy. We carried out chronological observations
of CT images of the post-BIOPEX®-injection position and
tissue absorption of 43 subjects who were available for
observation for at least six months and who were selected
from a group of 100 patients who underwent injection
laryngoplasty with BIOPEX® during the period between
May 2004 and April 2015. We creates a 3D-CT using the
OsiriX(Dicom Viewer) from photographed CT images , and
evaluated the post-BIOPEX®-injection position and tissue
absorption. The breakdown of the 43 cases are the 67.5 years
old of average age (33-89 years old), 18 cases of male, 25 cases
of women. Target disease is example unilateral vocal cord
paralysis 36, vocal cord atrophy 7 cases (cases one side vocal
cord injections 1, both sides vocal cords within the injection 6
cases). BIOPEX® was neither distributed nor excreted from
the body but rather was partially absorbed by tissue. The
average residual amount at 12 months after injection was
67.3%. In many cases, the drug’s effect on MPT after injection
was stable. After injection laryngoplasty, it is suggested that
BIOPEX® remains a stable infusion material in the larynx
for a long time.
＊
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HPV DNA detection in oral rinse in
oropharyngeal cancer

Evaluation of the upper airway soft tissue with
magnetic resonance imaging in patients with
obstructive sleep apnea

Hiroshi Yoshida＊, Shigeyuki Murono, Takayoshi Ueno,
Yosuke Nakanishi, Akira Tuji, Kazuhira Endo,
Satoru Kondo, Hisashi Sugimoto, Naohiro Wakisaka,
Tomokazu Yoshizaki
Kanazawa University
[Background] Human papillomavirus (HPV) is an etiologic
agent for a part of oropharyngeal cancer (OPC). A recent
study indicated that almost half of OPC cases are associated
with HPV in Japan.
[Objective] We investigated significance of HPV DNA
detection in oral rinse as a biomarker.
[Methods] A total of 123 Japanese patients with head and
neck disease in Kanazawa University Hospital from
September 2014 to October 2015 were enrolled in this study.
Oral rinse samples were collected at diagnosis, and evaluated
for HPV DNA by a PCR-based method. Immunostaining for
p16 was also investigated in 19 OPC cases.
[Results] HPV DNA in oral rinse was detected in 75% (9/12)
of p16-positive OPC, 0% (0/7) of p16-negative OPC, 20%
(11/55) of non-oropharyngeal head and neck cancer, 60%
(6/10) of papilloma, and 11% (4/38) of non-neoplastic disease.
Based on p16 immunostaining, sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, and negative predictive value of HPV DNA
detection in oral rinse were 75% (9/12), 100% (7/7), 100% (9/9),
and 70% (7/10), respectively.
[Conclusion] Significance of HPV DNA in oral rinse for
screening of OPC is not as high as expected. Further
investigation with respect to usefulness as a biomarker to
follow up disease status will be presented.
＊
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Sota Yamaguchi＊, Hiroto Moriwaki, Mika Nakano,
Akari Nakayama, Yusuke Sakaguchi, Yoshiomi Takahata,
Natsuki Inoue, Akiko Takenoya, Haruka Okubo,
Mamoru Yoshikawa
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Toho University
Ohashi Medical Center
Introduction: To better understand risk factors for
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), its pathogenesis must be
investigated. Although various studies, including nasal
pharyngoscopy, fluoroscopy, cephalometry, and computed
tomography have been used to examine the upper airway in
patients with OSA, upper airway soft tissue is most
accurately visualized with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Some 2-dimensional MRI studies have shown a relationship
between the severity of OSA and the soft tissues of the
upper airway, but few 3-dimensional studies of Japanese
patients with OSA have been performed.
Methods: Three-dimensional volumetric studies were
performed to evaluate the relationship between the severity
of OSA and the volume of the pharyngeal wall, upper airway,
tongue, and parapharyngeal fat pads. Polysomnography and
upper airway MRI were performed for 76 patients (56 men
and 20 women; mean age, 50.9 years; mean body-mass index,
26.1 kg/m2; apnea-hypopnea index, 29.0 events/hour), and the
volumes of the pharyngeal wall, upper airway, tongue, and
parapharyngeal fat pads from the rostral hard palate to the
tip of epiglottitis were analyzed. The volumetric
measurements were obtained with the software program
Virtual Place (AZE Ltd., Tokyo), and volumes were calculated
through interpolation of contiguous axial data sets.
Results: On multiple regression analysis, variables identified
as independent risk factors for OSA were patient age and
the volumes of the tongue and the parapharyngeal fat pads.
In addition, independent risk factors for OSA in nonobese
patients (body-mass index < 25 kg/m2) were age and the
volume of the parapharyngeal fat pads.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that tongue volume is a risk
factor in patients with OSA, but in nonobese patients, tongue
volume is not a risk factor. Three-dimensional studies provide
abundant information about the volume of the upper airway
and soft-tissue structures and indicate upper-airway risk
factors for OSA.
＊
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A case of acute oropharyngeal palsy
complaining of palatoplegia as the initial
symptom
Tomohiro Jimura, Mizue Harada, Hiromi Nagano,
Yuichi Kurono＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
Kagoshima University Graduate School of Medical and
Dental Sciences
We describe a case of acute oropharyngeal palsy (AOP), a
rare subtype of Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS)．After the
initial report of 3 AOP cases by O’Leary et al. in 1996, several
other cases have been reported, but no disease concept,
diagnostic criteria, or treatment have been established.
Furthermore, there has been no report of AOP in
otolaryngology．16-year-old male with initial symptoms of
palatoplegia characterized by poor lifting of the bilateral soft
palates, rhinolalia aperta, and slight loss of pharyngeal reflex.
Acute development of peripheral nerve disease and a GBS
subtype were suspected. Diagnosis of AOP was based on the
presence of anti-ganglioside antibody and elevation of antiGQ1b-IgG and anti-GT1a-IgG antibody levels. A sample for
anti-ganglioside antibody testing was submitted to the
Department of Neurology, Kinki University．Anti-GQ1b-IgG
antibody was (2+), anti-Ga1NAc-GD1a-IgM antibody was (2+),
anti-GT1a-IgM antibody was (1+), and IgG antibody was (2+).
Other antibodies were negative. Based on the clinical
symptoms, course, and antibody test results, the patient was
diagnosed with AOP． The symptoms gradually improved
with course observation alone and disappeared after about
one month. This case suggests that subtypes of GBS should
be considered in an oropharyngeal examination.
Otolaryngologists who routinely perform oropharyngeal
examinations should take subtype diseases of GBS into
consideration as a potential cause of acute development of
rhinolalia aperta and nasopharyngeal reflux.
＊
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A case of sinonasal Ewing’s sarcoma

Tomoharu Suzuki1, Ryuji Yasumatsu1＊,
Torahiko Nakashima1, Shuji Arita2, Takashi Nakagawa1,
Hidetaka Yamamoto3, Yoshinao Oda3
1
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Graduate School of
Medical Sciences, Kyushu University
2
Department of Hematology, Graduate School of Medical
Sciences, Kyushu University
3
Department of pathology, Graduate School of Medical
Sciences, Kyushu University
Background:
The Ewing’s sarcoma is a malignant neoplasm affecting
children and young adults. Most cases arise in the long bones
or the pelvis. Primary Ewing’s sarcoma of sinonasal lesion is
uncommon.
Case report:
A 23-year-old male presented with a 3-month history of left
purulent rhinorrhea, progressive nasal obstruction, and
intermittent epistaxis.
Fiberoptic examination revealed a large vascular polypoid
mass completely filling the left nasal cavity. CT and MRI
scans showed a large hyper vasucular mass involving the
right nasal airway, maxillary antrum, anterior ethmoid cells.
There was no bony erosion or contiguous spread, and the
remaining sinuses, orbit, and cranial fossa were uninvolved.
The patient underwent complete removal of the mass via
external lateral rhinotomy approach. The soft mass was large
and vascular. Microscopic analysis revealed an
undifferentiated tumor consisting of a solid sheet of small,
round blue cells. Mitotic figures are also present.
Immunohistochemically, tumor cells showed strongly positive
staining with CD99. Molecular studies using PCR analysis
confirmed the chromosomal translocation of FLI1 (exon6).
These findings were considered to be diagnostic for Ewing’s
sarcoma. The patient was treated with postoperative
combined chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The adjuvant
chemotherapy consisting of vincristine, doxorubicin,
cyclophosphamide alternating with ifosfamide and etoposide
(7 cycles total) was commenced. He also received radiation
therapy for local control (total dose of 50.4Gy). The patient is
alive without evidence of recurrence or metastasis.
The diagnosis and treatment strategy for this rare tumor will
be discussed.
＊
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Clinical analysis of 47 cases of extrapulmonary
head and neck tuberculosis

A case report of advanced infantile
fibromatosis involving masseter muscle and
mandible.

Sachimi Okamoto＊, Hiroyoshi Iguchi
Department of Otolaryngology and Head&Neck
Surgery,Osaka City University
Introduction: Although the incidence of tuberculosis (TB) in
Japan is decreasing yearly, Japan is still ranked as an
intermediate-burden country of TB.
Objective: This study aims to investigate the current
situation of head and neck extrapulmonary TB (EPTB)
diagnosed in our department.
Subjects and methods: Clinical records of 47 patients with
EPTB in the head and neck diagnosed in our department
between January 2005 and December 2014 were
retrospectively reviewed. The extracted data included the
sex and age distribution, development site, chief complaint,
presence or absence of concomitant active pulmonary TB
(PTB) or history of TB, tuberculin skin test (TST) results,
interferon-gamma release assay (IGRA) results, and duration
from the first visit to the final diagnosis of EPTB.
Results: The subjects consisted of 20 men and 27 women,
and the age ranged from 6 to 84 years. The most common
site was the cervical lymph nodes (30 patients), with the
supraclavicular nodes being the most commonly affected
(60%). Histopathological examination was performed in 28
patients. TST was positive in 9 out of 9 patients and the
IGRA was positive in 18 out of 19 patients. Concomitant PTB
was observed in 15 out of the 47 patients. The mean duration
from the first visit to the final diagnosis of EPTB was 56
days.
Conclusion: The clinical symptoms of TB, especially those in
the head and neck region, are varied. Otolaryngologists
sh o u l d be es pec i al ly aware of t h e ex t rap u lmo na r y
manifestations of TB to ensure early diagnosis and treatment
from the viewpoint of public health.
＊
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Megumi Kishimoto1,2＊, Seiji Kishimoto2,
Tsutomu Nomura2,3, Atsushi Ochi2, Shin-ichi Ishimoto1
1

JR Tokyo General Hospital
Kameda Medical Center
3
Saitama Medical Center, Saitama Medical University
2

Although infantile fibromatosis (IF) is histologically benign,
this lesion grows aggressively and invades surrounding
tissue. Therefore, IF is considered clinically malignant.
Treatment options for IF are surgery, chemotherapy or
radiotherapy. However, the standardized treatment protocols
are not established because of functional, physical, and
cosmetic problems.
A 20-month-old boy with swelling of the left mandible was
diagnosed with IF after an open biopsy and received
chemotherapy (tamoxifen). However, the osteolytic tumor
was resistant to chemotherapy and had markedly increased
in size during 6 months. As oral feeding became impossible
due to difficulty in opening the mouth, he was referred to our
hospital for surgery. Radiological examination revealed that
tumor had expanded from the masseter muscle to the level
of coronoid process of the mandible in the infratemporal fossa
and the most part of the ramus of mandible was destroyed.
Before surgery, 3D model of mandible based on CT was
made. The tumor along with the left segment of the
mandibular bone was radically resected, followed by
reconstruction using a titanium plate. The 3D model of
mandible was very useful for its reconstruction. After the
operation, physical function and appearance were maintained.
No postoperative treatment was performed, and no
recurrence was found during 17-month follow-up. Further
cosmetic surgery may be indicated when deformity and
dysfunction of the reconstructed mandible become prominent
along with his growth.
＊
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Five cases of otitis media with ANCAassociated vasculitis (OMAAV) with
hypertrophic pachymeningitis

Several examinations concerning unknown
primary origin tumors in our institution

Haruyuki Ichikawa＊, Kan Kishibe, Kenichiro Nomura,
Tomohiko Michizuka, Miki Takahara, Akihiro Katada,
Tatsuya Hayashi, Yasuaki Harabuchi
Asahikawa Medical University, Department of OtolaryngologyHead And Neck Surgery
Introduction: Recently, refractory otitis media with
progressive sensorineural hearing loss or facial palsy with
ANCA-associated vasculitis has been reported. Otitis media
with ANCA-associated vasculitis (OMAAV) can be
complicated with hypertrophic pachymeningitis. We report 5
cases of OMAAV with hypertrophic pachymeningitis.
Methods: We accumulated the OMAAV patients with
hypertrophic pachymeningitis by retrospective chart review
of the patients who were diagnosed and treated in our clinic
between 2000 and 2013.
Results: OMAAV with hypertrophic pachymeningitis was 5
cases. There were 2 males and 3 females. Their ages at the
time of the initial visit ranged from 28 to 83 years. All
patients had ear symptom and sever headache. Two patients
were positive PR3-ANCA at initial visit. One case was
positive MPO-ANCA at initial visit. The pathological findings
that were characteristic of ANCA-associated vasculitis were
obtained in only one patient. The probable cases of the
Japanese diagnostic criteria for Granulomatosis with
polyangitis (GPA) were 2 patients at initial visit, and
inapplicable cases were 3 patients. The hypertrophic
pachymeningitis complicated in 3 patients at initial visit, and
remaining 2 patients were complicated all over the course.
Also, 2 patients had facial paralysis all over the course. All
patients were treated with prednisolone (PSL) and
cyclophosphamide (CY), 4 patients methylprednisolone pulse
therapy followed by oral PSL and CY. After treatment, the
symptoms disappeared from 1.5 to 2 months.

Hiroyuki Maeda＊, Shinya Agena, Sen Matayoshi,
Takuya Yamashiro, Takayuki Uehara,
Yukashi Yamashita, Hitoshi Hirakawa, Mikio Suzuki
Graduate School of Medicine, University of the Ryukyus
Although it is thought that prognoses of unknown primary
origin tumors are fairly poor in comparison with the tumors
with obvious primary region in general, prognoses of
metastatic cervical lymph node tumors without primary
origin in head and neck region are well relatively. In terms of
this point, appropriate diagnosis and treatment are very
important. We are to treat the tumors with some conditions
as unknown primary origin tumors; 1) Patients do not have
other symptoms except cervical lymph node swelling. 2)
Malignant tumor is clarified by fine needle aspiration biopsy
or excisional open biopsy. 3) Distant metastatic cervical
lymph node swelling is denied by CT, MRI or FDG-PET
imaging and upper and lower digestive tube fibers. Moreover,
we perform blind biopsy of nasopharynx, root of tongue,
pisiform sinus of hypopharynx and cervical-esophageal
membrane and bilateral tonsillectomy is done under general
anesthesia. After definite diagnosis, hemi-lateral neck
dissection is performed. Either radical or modified neck
dissection is chosen by size of lymph node swelling or region
and final pathological diagnosis after operation. We decide to
add adjuvant therapy after operation. Concurrent chemoradiotherapy is performed in many cases in usual.
We experienced 35 cases unknown primary origin tumors
from 2006 to 2015. We investigated relations between
prognoses and some parameters (size of lymph node swelling
at first findings, numbers, region, other symptoms, pasthistory of other malignant tumor, treatment etc.). We
reported these results to improve prognoses of unknown
primary origin tumors in the future.
＊
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Conclusion: In OMAAV case, we have to note that the
hypertrophic pachymeningitis could be complicated and also
it could induce intracranial complications.
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Postoperative complications in skull base
surgery for nasal and paranasal malignant
tumors involving skull base

Comparison of acute toxicities associated with
cetuximab based bioradiotherapy and TS-1
based chemoradiotherapy after TPF induction
chemotherapy

Masanori Teshima1＊, Hirotaka Shinomiya1,
Naoki Otsuki1, Hidehito Kimura2, Kazunobu Hashikawa3,
Eiji Koumura2, Ken-ichi Nibu1
1

Department of Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery,
Kobe University Hospital
2
Department of Neurosurgery, Kobe University Hospital
3
Department of Plastic Surgery, Kobe University Hospital
Objectives: To evaluate the post operative complications in
the patients undergoing skull base surgery for the treatment
of nasal and paranasal malignant tumors involving the skull
base, a retrospective analysis of the patients treated at Kobe
university Hospital between 1993 and 2015 was conducted.
Methods: Forty-seven patients underwent 48 skull base
surgeries for tumors involving the skull base in this period.
Thirty patients had the following treatment prior to the skull
base surgery: radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy in 20
patients, particle radiotherapy in 4 patients, chemotherapy in
5 patients and surgery alone in 3 patients.
Results: Major postoperative complications were observed in
14 surgical procedures (29%): 2 cerebral herniation, 3 CSF
leakage, 3 meningitis, 1 hydrocephalus, 6 epidural abscess, 2
local infections, and 2 partial flap necrosis. Two or more
complications were encountered in 4 patients. Eleven out of
22 patients (50%) with radiotherapy or particle radiotherapy
had complications, and these complications were included 3
CSF leakage complications necessary for surgical repair.
Conclusions: Patients who had radiotherapy or particle
radiotherapy were significantly at high risk of postoperative
severe complications. Meticulous care should be taken for the
patients treated by radiotherapy and particle therapy in the
skull base surgery.
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Kei Ashizawa＊, Tomokazu Matsuoka,
Motohiro Moriyama, Keisuke Masuyama
Department of Otorhinolaryngology University of Yamanashi
Concurrent cisplatin plus radiation therapy is considered the
standard of care for locally advanced head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). The validity of adding
induction chemotherapy is still being estimated. If it is done,
docetaxel, cisplatin, and 5-fluorouracil (TPF) has superiority
compared to cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil. However induction
TPF followed by high-dose cisplatin chemoradiotherapy
(CRT) is not recommended due to concerns over toxicity. In
our institution, TS-1 (tegafur-gimestat-otastat potassium) has
been used for combination with radiation after TPF induction
since 2004.
A trial by Bonner et al. demonstrated the efficacy of
cetuximab in association with high-dose radiotherapy in
locally advanced HNSCC. The efficacy of cetuximab-based
bioradiotherapy (BRT) in locally advanced HNSCC has been
established. But the safety of cetuximab-based BRT after
induction TPF is currently under investigation.
From 2013, we use cetuximub combined with radiation after
TPF induction. We analyzed the incidence of acute toxicities
in order to compare the tolerability of cetuximab based BRT
and TS-1 based CRT after induction TPF.
In the BRT group, an initial cetuximab dose of 400 mg/m2
was delivered 1 week before the start of radiotherapy.
Weekly infusions of 250 mg/m2 of cetuximab followed during
the definitive radiotherapy. In the CRT group, 2 courses of
TS-1 was administered at a dose of 60-100mg/day for 2
weeks followed by 2 weeks of rest while receiving
radiotherapy.
The purpose of this study is to retrospectively evaluate the
tolerability of concurrent radiotherapy with cetuximab or
TS-1 after TPF induction chemotherapy in HNSCC.
＊
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Prognostic value of ALDH polymorphism in
Japanese patients with oropharyngeal cancer

Prognostic significance of HPV status in
locoregionally advanced oropharyngeal
carcinoma treated with radiotherapy alone.

Hirotaka Shinomiya＊, Hitomi Shinomiya, Naoki Otsuki,
Ken-ichi Nibu
Kobe University Hospital Department of otolaryngology
head and neck surgery
Since half of Japanese have a polymorphism of ALDH which
is a key enzyme for the elimination of acetaldehyde while few
Caucasians have this mutation, we hypothesized that ALDH
polymorphysum may be significantly associated with poor
prognosis of Japanese patients with oropharyngeal cancer.
The purpose of the current study is to investigate whether
ALDH2 polymorphism is a prognostic factor for OPSCC in
addition to HPV-status.
Background: HPV-status has been recognized as a significant
prognostic factor for patients with oropharyngeal cancer.
Smoking history has been also reported as a poor prognostic
factor in the United States. In addition to these two factors,
recently, prognostic value of alcohol consumption in patients
with oropharyngeal cancer has been reported in Japanese
population.

Hidenori Inohara＊, Takahiro Michiba,
Yoshifumi Yamamoto, Hironori Cho
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery, Osaka University Faculty of Medicine
We retrospectively analyzed 51 patients with locoregionally
advanced oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) who
were treated with radiotherapy alone. PCR analysis revealed
that 25 and 26 tumors were human papillomavirus (HPV)negative and HPV-positive, respectively. Patients with HPVpositive tumor survived significantly better than patients
with HPV-negative tumor (87% versus 68% for 3-year overall
survival rate, P<0.05). It is suggested that a selected
subgroup of HPV-positive oropharyngeal SCC can be
controlled by radiotherapy alone.
＊
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Methods: Between 2006 and 2011、98 patients with
squamous cell carcinoma of an oropharynx were treated at
Kobe University Hospital. Among them, we analyze 83
patients whose pathological tissue specimens were available.
Medical records were retrospectively reviewed to obtain
information concerning patient characteristics, extent of
disease, treatment, adverse events, and oncological results.
Median observation periods was 50 months ranging from 2
months to 98 months. Immunohistochemical staining for p16
was performed as a surrogate markers of HPV-status, and
examine the polymorphism of ADH1B and ALDH2 using
with Taqman probe assay from DNA extracted from paraffinembedded tissue samples.
Result: Patients with p16-positive have a favorable prognosis
in accordance with previous reports (P=0.01). In the patients
with p16-negative, there was a trend toward that overall
survival of patients with ALDH2*1/ALDH2*1 was better than
that of patients with ALDH2*1/ALDH2*2.
Conclusions: ALDH2 polymorphism is a significant
prognostic factor for Japanese patients with p16-negative
oropharyngeal cancer.
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Laryngeal Suspention for Advanced Oral
Cancer Subtotal Mandiblectomy

A Case Report of Late-Onset Dysphagia Caused
by Severe Spastic Peristalsis of a Free Jejunal
Graft

Takeshi Sato＊, Ai Hirano, Jun Oota, Ryo Ishi,
Kazutaka Kashima, Kazuya Arakawa, Ayako Nakanome,
Kengo Kato, Takenori Ogawa, Kenichi Watanabe,
Yukio Katori

Takayuki Imai1＊, Takahiro Goto2, Korekiyo Kurosawa2,
Yukinori Asada1, Sinkichi Morita1, Syun Wakamori1
1

Department of Otolaryngology -Head and Neck Surgery,
Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine.
Background: In the cace of advanced oral cancer , it is
inevitable decline of postoperative swallowing function. there
are a variety of reports on usefulness of the combination of
radical surgery and swallowing function improved surgery.
The laryngel suspention surgery in the case of performing
the resection of subtotal mandibulectomy have not been
established.
Purpose: It was determined effect of the swallowing function
of the patient undergo subtotal mandibulectomy for advanced
oral cancer we renovated the method of laryngeal suspension.
Method(s): Retrospective case review have carried out.
Object is three patient with advanced oral cancer. treated by
subtotal mandibulectomy and titanium plate reconstracction.
In surgery we shorten between titanium plate and thyroid
cartilages. we evaluated postoperative swallowing function
by videofluoroscopic examination (VF) and videoendoscopic
evaluation of swallowing(VE). And We compared the cases
and feeding situation that was not carried out t laryngel
suspention surgery in the past.
Result(s): A wide hypopharynx pyriform fossa and enough
open size of the esophagus entrance region we retected by
the VE and VF in all three cases. The pharynx clearance was
good, and swallowing of barium was possible without an
aspiration. Even the case that enforced chemo radiation
therapy after surgery was able to undergo rehabilitation of
the oral stage smoothly. [Conclusion] In the case of subtotal
mandibulectomy, it was thought that laryngeal suspension for
shorten between titanium plate and thyroid cartilages was
useful for prevention of the postoperative swallowing
functional decline.
＊
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Department of Head and Neck Surgery, Miyagi Cancer
Center
2
Department of Plastic Surgery, Miyagi Cancer Center
Free jejunal transfer is the main technique used for
reconstructing a circumferential defect caused by total
pharyngo-laryngo-cervical-esophagectomy in certain cancer
cases. We report a rare case of severe late-onset dysphagia
caused by autonomous spastic peristalsis, which led to
complete obstruction of the free jejunal route. A 70-year-old
man underwent treatment for hypopharyngeal cancer
involving total pharyngolaryngectomy with free jejunal
transfer. After uneventful peri- and post-operative recovery,
he developed sudden-onset severe dysphagia 22 months later.
Gastrografin fluoroscopy revealed abnormal peristalsis and
contraction of the transferred jejunum, leading to complete
obstruction. Nutritional treatment, application of depressants
of peristalsis, and xylocaine injection into the outer space of
the jejunal mucosa all failed to alleviate the dysphagia.
Surgical treatment involving a longitudinal incision of the
jejunal graft, and interposing a cutaneous flap, as a fixed wall,
between the incised jejunal margins to prevent obstruction
was performed. After further reconstructive surgery
involving using a pectoralis major musculocutaneous flap and
a split-thickness skin graft to close a refractory jejunum-skin
fistula, the dysphagia was permanently alleviated. To our
knowledge, this is the first report of severe dysphagia caused
by peristalsis of a free jejunal graft.
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Experience of Venous Malformation in
Pediatric Neck with Stratified Calcification

Surgical approach to the tonsil cancer in the
era of HPV infection

Keisuke Yoshihama＊, Noriko Morimoto, Kae Fujii,
Manabu Komori
Department of Otolaryngology, National Center for Child
Health and Development
There are many difference diagnoses of pediatric neck mass,
and many of them are cystic lesion, such as branchial cyst or
lymphangioma. Non-cystic mass with pediatric neck is often
difficult to diagnose before operation. We report a rare case
of huge venous malformation with extraordinary observation
of imaging examination. The case was a 16-months-old girl
who developed swelling left neck after upper respiratory
inflammation, and this symptom was getting better and
worse. In the exam, there could palpate a single mass in
upper left side of neck. The mass was approximately 5cm in
size, without redness or tenderness. Computed tomography
showed single ellipse tumor remarked between external and
internal juggler vein. It had stratified calcification, capsuled
clearly and less contrasted. We suspected teratoma first but
couldn’t get certain diagnose before operation, moreover we
couldn’t exclude tuberculosis completely. We planned
complete excision preventing of droplet nuclei infection. In
operation, we could divide the tumor from almost all of
muscles and connecting tissue, and we could spare accessory
nerve. The tumor was hemorrhagic and was connected to
cranial vein. After operation, we got diagnosis of venous
malformation. We report discussion with following course and
pathological examination.
＊
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Yongsug Choi, Kwang-Jae Cho, Min-Sik Kim＊
The Catholic University of Korea
Introduction: surgical procedure has become more
conservative to decrease the morbidity and functional deficit
after surgery. We investigated the safety of surgical approach
to tonsil cancer and morbidity after surgery in the era of
HPV.
Methods: A retrospective review of the medical record of the
patients who were diagnosed with tonsillar squamous cell
carcinoma( SCC) and underwent surgery at our institution
from January , 1994 to January, 2014. We reviewed surgical
approach, reconstruction after surgery, HPV status, surgical
margin, ECS of lymph node and survival rate. HPV detection
test was done in 72 paitents by using in situ hybridization
technique.
Results: Totally, 109 patients were enrolled to this study.
Both transoral and open approach group showed almost same
percentage (48%/52%). The 3 Year overall disease-specific
survival rates (DSSR) was 75.1% and HPV, ECS, Margin
status have an influence on survival.
In HPV (+) group, ECS, margin, LN mets has no statistic
significant relationship with prognosis but overall prognosis
was good.
In HPV (-) group, margin and ECS showed relationship with
poor prognosis(p=0.01, 0.02). Although without statistic
significancy, open approach showed better outcome than
transoral approach.(54% vs 76%, p=0.036)
In functional outcome, time to diet, decanulation, hospital day
are shorter in transoral approach, and statistic significant.
(p=0.029, 0.001, 0.02)
Conclusion: When we decide the surgical approach in tonsil
cancer, we should have more concerns about HPV status and
also more attention should be needed for the functional
outcomes.
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Intraoral therapy for sialolithiasis in the
submandibular gland or at the junction of the
duct and the gland
Ayako Ino1＊, Keisuke Okubo2, Mizuno Sakai3,
Yuichi Ikari4, Masatsugu Mitsuhashi2
1

Department of Otolaryngology, Kawasaki Municipal Ida
Hospital
2
Department of Otolagyngology, Sanokousei General
Hospital
3
Department of Otolagyngology, Nasu Red Cross Hospital
4
Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery,
Keio University School of Medicine
We retrospectively analyzed the medical records of 28
patients who underwent surgical extraction of sialolithiasis in
the submandibular gland or at the junction of the duct and
gland at the Sanokousei General Hospital Department of
Otorhinolaryngology between April 2003 and March 2014.
Glandular stones were observed in 7 patients and at the
junction in 21. Twenty-two patients had 1 stone; 5 had 2
stones; and 1 had 3 stones. In 21 patients, the maximum
diameters of the 25 stones as measured by computed
tomography (CT) were <5 mm for 5 stones, 5 to <10 mm for
7, 10 to <15 mm for 9, and ≥ 15 mm for 4. Preoperative
bidigital palpation detected palpable stones in 19 (palpable
group) and non-palpable stones in 6 patients (non-palpable
group), while stones in 3 patients could not be determined. Of
these 28 patients, 24 chose intraoral surgical treatment, while
4 chose submandibular gland extraction. In 23 of these 24
patients who underwent intraoral treatment, the stones were
extracted as planned; in the remaining case, the stone was
excreted naturally post-operation. All patients showed
favorable postoperative progress. The postoperative
complications in the intraoral treatment included temporary
submandibular swelling in 7 patients, persistent pain in 4, and
transient glossal nerve paralysis in 3, but no permanent
complications. However, the non-palpable group had
significantly longer operative durations and higher
complications incidences.
Intraoral surgical treatment can be used as the first-line
therapy for sialolithiasis in the submandibular gland or at the
junction of the duct and gland. Although the intraoral
treatment is possible in the non-palpable group, patients
should be adequately informed about the complications risks,
and their wishes, sex, and social background should be
considered before performing this method.
＊
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Visualization of nerve fibers in the head and
neck region using a 9.4 T microscopic magnetic
resonance (MR) diffusion tensor imaging with
tractography

A Case of Primary Submandibular Gland
Oncocytic Carcinoma

1

1＊

1

Shin Saito , Hiroyuki Ozawa , Masato Fujioka ,
Keigo Hikishima2, Junichi Hata3, Sho Kurihara4,
Hiroki Oota5, Yoshinori Kawai6, Hiromi Kojima4,
Hirotaka James Okano7, Kaoru Ogawa1
1
Dpt. of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, School of
Medicine, Keio University
2
Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology
3
Dpt. of Physiology, School of Medicine, Keio University
4
Dpt. of Otorhnolaryngology, Jikei University School of
Medicine
5
Dpt. of Vascular Surgery, Jikei University School of
Medicine
6
Dpt. of Anatomy, Jikei University School of Medicine
7
Dpt. of Regenerative Medicine, Jikei University School of
Medicine
Along with the remarkable advance in MR technologies, we
have become able to obtain much information from medical
imaging, which is important especially in head and neck surgery
where preservation of various functions are essential. Recently,
a technique called MR diffusion tractography has been reported
to be useful in visualizing both central and peripheral nerve
fibers. However, due to the lack of spatial resolution, few
reports have been published to be able to use this technique in
the head and neck region at a clinically useful level.
This time, we attempted to visualize nerve fibers focusing on
the area surrounding the carotid bifurcation, where multiple
cranial and peripheral nerves run in a complex way. We used a
9.4 T ultra-high magnetic field MR system (94/20 biospec,
Bruker biospin) and took diffusion tensor imaging on 5 human
cadaveric formol-carbol fixed necks. The parameters of the
diffusion sequence were: b-value 2000 s/mm2, voxel size; 250 μ
m isotropic, TR/TE; 500/24 ms, MPG; 12. Afterwards we used
TrackVisR to track the fiber structures, and used AmiraR for
3D visualization.
We were able to identify fibers compatible with the spinal
accessory nerve, the hypoglossal nerve, and the vagus nerve.
We were also able to distinguish numerous fibers ending at the
carotid bifurcation, assuming to represent the nerves leading to
the carotid body.
This is, so far, the first study to report visualization of nerve
fibers in the head and neck region using a 9.4 T ultra-high
magnetic field MRI. By using a microscopic MRI, tractography
has the feasibility to reveal anatomies which were difficult to
elucidate even in a macro dissection. We think this technique
can be applied to more accurate preoperative simulations,
maybe even close to a histological level.

Kunihiko Tokashiki＊, Ray Motohashi,
Kazuhiro Nakamura, Kiyoaki Tsukahara
Depertment of Otorhinolaryngology, Tokyo Medical
University
Primary submandibular gland oncocytic carcinoma is a rare
pathology, with only 10 cases being reported to date.We
encountered a case of primary submandibular gland
oncocytic carcinoma and report it herein. The patient was a
69-year-old man who came to our hospital with right
submandibular cancer as the main complaint. Based on the
results of computed tomography and magnetic resonance
imaging, submandibular gland tumor was diagnosed.
Preoperative cytodiagnosis suggested class III oncocytic
carcinoma. Resection of the right submandibular tumor was
performed along with right neck dissection. Postoperative
histopathological diagnosis was oncocytic carcinoma. As of 3
years following surgery, no recurrence has been identified.
＊
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PS-92
Role of Nanog in the radioresistance of head
and neck cancer
Sei Young Lee
Chung-Ang University Hospital
Radioresistance is one of the main determinants of treatment
outcome in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma(HNSCC).
We aimed to isolate cancer stem cells (CSC) from HNSCC to
investigate the causative effect of CSC in the radioresistance
and role Nanog in the maintenance of CSC and
radioresistance. We used three head and neck cancer cell
lines; SCC15, SCC25 and QLL1. All cells were cultured in the
serum free media on ultra-low attachment culture flask to
induce sphere-forming cells. CSC characteristics of sphereforming cells were verified by western blot for CD-44, Oct-4,
Nanog, Sox-2 and CD-133. We compared radioresistance
between CSC and differentiated cancer cells. After inhibition
of Nanog in CSC, we observed the change of characteristics
and radioresistance of CSC. Sphere-forming cells were
identified in all three cancer cell lines and it took 3-5 days
after serum depravation. All sphere-forming cells from three
different cancer cell lines expressed stem cell marker,
however they showed some different extent of expressions.
CSCs showed more radioresistance than the differentiated
cells after irradiation by MTT assay and colony forming
assay. Knock out of Nanog in the CSCs showed reduced
radioresistance as well as decreased size of sphere, low
expression of CSC markers, less invasion and migration of
CSCs comparing to Nanog expressing CSC. CSCs seem to be
the cause of radioresistant property in the HNSCC. Nanog
may have a key role in maintaining radioresistance as well
as CSC property and it may be used in target therapy in the
radioresistant head and neck cancer.
＊
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Luncheon1-1

Evidence for the efficacy of antihistamine agents against pollen allergy
Kimihiro Okubo＊
Dept. of Otorhinolaryngology, Nippon Medical School, Japan
It is important to design drug therapies for patients with allergic rhinitis, especially Japanese cedar pollinosis, on the basis of
the patient's nasal, ocular, and lower respiratory tract symptoms, the status of onset, and the degree of decrease in quality of
life. The success or failure of treatment impacts the patient’s quality of life, and also of course affects the productivity of his/
her works or studies.
The levels of dispersion of Japanese cedar pollen in Japan are predicted to increase next spring, especially in the east of the
country. Therefore, in this presentation, in addition to selection of treatment methods depending upon disease type and
severity, as detailed in the Allergic Rhinitis Diagnosis and Treatment Guideline (2016), I intend to turn to the “latest hot topic”,
in that I will discuss more effective and appropriate treatment methods, focusing on non-sedative antihistamine agents.
＊
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Luncheon1-2

Prevalence, risk factors and comorbidities of allergic rhinitis in Korea
Dong-Young Kim＊
Department of Otorhinolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Seoul National University College of Medicine, Korea
The Korean National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey examined a representative sample of the Korean population.
A total of 2305 participants underwent immunoradiometric assay for specific IgE antibodies against common indoor allergens.
Healthy, atopy only, and allergic rhinitis (AR) groups were defined according to the results of allergen test. The weighted
prevalence for each group was calculated. Risk factors and comorbidities were identified using univariate or multivariate
analyses. The patients were also categorized into four subgroups according to the Allergic Rhinitis and Its Impact on Asthma
(ARIA) classification and associated comorbidities were analyzed.
The prevalence of atopy only and AR was 30.0 ± 1.2% and 16.2 ± 1.0%, respectively. The multivariate analysis showed that
the prevalence was influenced by sex (p < 0.001) for atopy only, and sex (p = 0.009), age (p = 0.002), marital status (p = 0.024),
and stress level (p = 0.03) for AR. Daily intake of less mackerel and more carrots, bread, and bean curd were associated with
the increased risk of AR. Compared with the healthy group, asthma (odds ratio [OR] = 4.77), nasal polyp (NP; OR = 3.44),
chronic rhinosinusitis (OR = 13.93), and olfactory dysfunction (OR = 4.88) were more prevalent in the AR group. Based on the
ARIA guideline, intermittent mild AR was most common (58.1%). Asthma was correlated to severity, and atopic dermatitis
and NPs were associated with persistency.
＊
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Luncheon2-1

Overview of the VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE® and surgical considerations
Isabell Gehring
Clinical Support Specialist, VIBRANT MED-EL Headquarters, Austria
The VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE (VSB) is an active, transcutaneous middle ear implant by MED-EL that has been used since
1996 to treat mild to severe hearing impairment. It is intended for use in both children and adults, who cannot achieve success
or adequate benefit from conventional hearing aids or surgical treatment.
The SOUNDBRIDGE comprises an external part, the audio processor (AP) and an implanted part, the Vibrating Ossicular
Prosthesis (VORP). The AP is worn on the head and contains the microphones, a digital signal processing unit and a zinc-air
battery as power source for the external and internal part of the system.
The VORP features a receiver coil, a holding magnet, which keeps the AP in place, a conductor link and the core component
of the VSB- the floating mass transducer (FMT). The FMT is surgically attached to a vibratory structure of the middle ear.
This surgical procedure is referred to as Vibroplasty.
Information from the AP is transmitted through the intact skin to the VORP, leading to controlled vibration of the FMT and
stimulation of the inner ear. Using this technology, the natural path of sound transmission remains intact, ensuring a natural
sound quality.
This talk will give an overview of the VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE®, its indications and will briefly refer to the standard
surgical considerations.
＊
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Outcomes with the Vibrant SOUNDBRIDGE®
Michael Urban＊
Team Leader Technology Assessment Business Unit Vibrant MED-EL Headquarters, Innsbruck, Austria
It is a matter of great importance for us at Vibrant MED-EL to assess and monitor the benefits of the Vibrant
SOUNDBRIDGE® (VSB) for hearing rehabilitation and communication skills as well as to observe and control the long-term
results with this active middle ear implant (AMEI) system. This talk will summarize on previous and up-to-date studies and
publications concerning the VSB published all over the world to give you a concise overview on its performance and
outcomes.
＊
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Round Window Vibropolasty; Indicaitons & Audiological Benefits
Jae Young Choi
Yonsei University, Korea
The Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) is an alternative treatment option for various forms of hearing loss. In patients with
sensorineural hearing loss, VSB can give much benefit in hearing loss of high frequency area. Recently, the indications of the
VSB have expanded to the patients with mixed hearing loss who could not benefit from conventional hearing aids. Especially,
coupling the floating mass transducer (FMT) to the round window is useful technique which can be applied without limitation
of middle ear condition.
We performed total 36 RW vibroplasty in Yonsei University between 2011 and 2016. The most common indication of RW
vibroplasty is the patients with mixed hearing loss after chronic ear surgery (n=22), where VSB overcome the air-bone gap.
The average gain (0.5+1+2+4K) is 55dB. Especially, the VSB-aided threshold is better than the original bone conduction
threshold in high-frequency area. Another interesting indication of RW vibroplsty is children with congenital anomaly (n=8). In
patients with stapes fixation and oval window atreasia, RW vibroplasty overcome the air-bone gap. Several complications such
as FMT dislocation and additional hearing loss have been developed in 7 patients.
Although, several issues including MRI compatibility and limited gain in low-frequency area remains to be solved, RW
vibroplasty using VSB is a good solution for mixed hearing loss due to chronic ear surgery and middle ear anomaly.
＊
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Roles of Chemotherapy in Head and Neck Cancer
Kiyoaki Tsukahara＊
Department of Otolaryngology, Tokyo Medical University, Japan
Chemotherapy is one of the most important treatment modalities for patients with head and neck cancer. The purpose of this
article is to report the roles of chemotherapy in head and neck cancer.The standard regimen for induction chemotherapy (IC)
is a combination of cisplatin, docetaxel and 5-fluorouracil. In patients with unresectable cancer, no improvement of the survival
with IC has been demonstrated. On the other hand,in patients with recectable cancer, administration of IC may be useful to
judge whether concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) would be effective or not［are the corrections appropriate?］. The
standard regimen used in combination with radiotherapy in CCRT for head and neck cancer is a cisplatin based regimen.A
phase Ⅲ study performed in Japan to evaluate the efficacy of S-1 in comparison to UFT (control) in patients with stage Ⅲ , Ⅳ
A or Ⅳ B squamous-cell carcinoma of the head and neck (ACTH-HNC) who have already received curative therapy.A total of
526 patients were enrolled,and 505 were eligible for the analysis. The 3 year disease-free survival (DFS) rate was 60.0% in the
UFT group and 64.1% in the S-1 group (HR,0.87;95% CI,0.66-1.16;P=0.34). The 3 year overall survival (OS) rate was 75.8% in the
S-1 group and 82.9% in the UFT group (HR,0.64;95% CI,0.44-0.94;P=0.022). Although no significant difference in the DFS was
observed between the two groups,the OS was significantly better in the S-1 group group than in the UFT group. Thus, S-1 is
considered as a useful treatment agent for patients with stage Ⅲ , Ⅳ A or Ⅲ B squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck
who have received curative therapy.
＊
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FP02-05
PS-27
FP06-03
PS-52
FP08-03
FP13-05
FP06-03
SY7-3
SY5-4, FP10-03, FP10-04
FP04-03
PS-88
SY10-2
FP11-04, PS-27, PS-29
FP02-03
FP06-03
SY3-1
FP08-05, PS-03
PS-19
SY2-1
FP10-01
PS-14
FP05-01, FP11-04, PS-54
FP05-01, FP11-04, PS-54
FP06-03
SY4-4
PS-32
FP05-03
FP05-06
FP05-09
FP08-03, PS-14
PS-32
PS-81
FP05-07
FP06-05, PS-79
FP01-06
PS-78
PS-78
FP04-06
SY6-2
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PS-69
Kitamura, Mitsuru
FP02-06
Kitamura, Yoshiaki
FP09-02
Kitano, Mutsukazu
PS-26
Kito, Shinsuke
FP13-01
Ko, Young-Hyeh
PS-50
Kobayashi, Hitome
SY8-2, FP07-03
Kobayashi, Taisuke
FP09-02, FP09-03
Kobayashi, Takaaki
PS-11, PS-17
Kobayashi, Yumiko
SY2-6
Kodama, Satoru
SY9-1, FP06-03
Koh, Yoon Woo
PS-48
Koida, Atsuhide
FP09-01
Koizuka, Izumi
PS-07
Koizumi, Chikako
FP10-05
Koizumi, Toshizo
FP06-08
Koizumi, Yu
FP09-03
Koizumi, Zyuniti
SY1-6, PS-90
Kojima, Hiromi
PS-10, PS-58
Kojima, Takashi
FP07-02
Kojima, Takuro
Komatsuzaki, Toshimitsu PS-50
PS-87
Komori, Manabu
FP07-03
Komori, Masahiro
PS-60
Kondo, Eiji
PS-73
Kondo, Satoru
PS-31
Kong, Ji Sun
PS-13, PS-19
Kong, Soo Keun
FP08-02
Kong, Tae Hoon
FP08-04
Kong, Taehoon
PS-68
Kono, Takeyuki
FP04-03, FP10-01
Koo, Ja-Won
FP03-06
Koshizuka, Keiichi
PS-81
Koumura, Eiji
FP06-02
Koyama, Keisuke
FP01-07, FP01-08
Kubota, Toshinori
FP03-05
Kunii, Naoki
FP05-10
Kurakami, Kazuya
PS-48
Kuremoto, Toshihiro
PS-90
Kurihara, Sho
PS-67, PS-75
Kurono, Yuichi
PS-86
Kurosawa, Korekiyo
SY8-4
Kwon, Jae Hwan
FP13-05
Kwon, Minsu
PS-50
Kyo, Yoshiyuki

L
Lee, Chang Joon
Lee, Chul Hee
Lee, Daeho
Lee, Heung-Man
Lee, Hwan Seo
Lee, Hyung Joo
Lee, Hyun-Min
Lee, Il Woo
Lee, Il-Woo
Lee, Jeon Mi
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PS-38
FP05-06
FP02-03
FP02-08
FP04-04
PS-02
FP08-05, PS-03
SY4-2, PS-13
FP08-05, PS-03
PS-12

Lee, Jiyeon
Lee, Jong Dae
Lee, Jun Ho
Lee, Kang Dae
Lee, Kun Hee
Lee, Min Young
Lee, Sei Young
Lee, Seung Hwan
Lee, Seung-Hwan
Lee, Sungsu
Lee, Woo Hyun
Lim, Hoon
Lim, Hyun-Sil
Lopez, Ivan Axel

FP04-03
FP04-10
SY10-2, FP01-01, FP04-02,
FP04-03, FP04-11
SY3-3
FP05-01, PS-54
FP01-01
PS-92
FP04-04
PS-05
PS-37, PS-38
FP02-05
FP04-04
FP05-07
PS-39

M
Maeda, Emi
Maeda, Hiroyuki
Maki, Atsuko
Makita, Yuji
Masuda, Masatsugu
Masuda, Takeshi
Masuyama, Keisuke
Matayoshi, Sen
Matsubara, Ai
Matsubara, Atsushi
Matsuda, Ken Ichi
Matsumoto, Jobu
Matsumoto, Koji
Matsunaga, Tatsuo
Matsune, Shoji
Matsuoka, Tomokazu
Matsuzaki, Saeko
Michiba, Takahiro
Michizuka, Tomohiko
Mikami, Koshi
Mikami, Shuji
Minami, Shujiro
Mineta, Hiroyuki
Mishiro, Yasuo
Mitani, Hiroki
Mitsuhashi, Masatsugu
Miuchi, Shinya
Miwa, Masato
Miwa, Mayumi
Miwa, Takaki
Miyagawa, Maiko
Miyama, Yoshiko
Miyamoto, Shunsuke
Miyamoto, Syunsuke
Miyashita, Takenori
Miyazaki, Hiromitsu
Miyazawa, Toru
Mizuguchi, Hiroyuki

FP01-02
PS-80
PS-08
FP03-05
PS-26
PS-06
PS-82
PS-80
FP04-08
PS-45
FP03-03
PS-26
FP13-04
SY6-4, PS-43
FP11-01
PS-82
PS-25
PS-84
PS-79
FP09-01
FP03-07
FP07-01, PS-06
PS-39
FP01-02
FP06-08
PS-66, PS-70, PS-71, PS-72,
PS-89
FP01-02, FP07-03
FP02-01
FP02-01
PS-65
PS-30
PS-26
SY3-6
FP06-07
FP04-08
PS-04
PS-65
FP02-06

Mizukawa, Tomoko
Mizumachi, Takatsugu
Mizuta, Kunihiro
Moon, Il Joon
Moon, In Seok
Mori, Atsuko
Mori, Kentaro
Mori, Kentro
Mori, Koichi
Mori, Nozomu
Morikawa, Taiyo
Morikura, Ichiro
Morimoto, Noriko
Morita, Sinkichi
Moriwaki, Hiroto
Moriyama, Motohiro
Moteki, Hideaki
Motohashi, Ray
Mukudai, Shigeyuki
Murakami, Kentaro
Murakami, Shingo
Murono, Shigeyuki
Murotani, Kenta
Muto, Yoko

PS-17
FP06-06, FP13-06
PS-39
SY8-1
PS-20
FP04-07
PS-30
PS-17
SY7-6
FP04-08
SY2-2
FP13-02
PS-87
PS-86
PS-74
PS-82
PS-30
PS-91
FP03-03
PS-48
SL, FP04-05
FP12-02, PS-73
PS-55
PS-48

N
Nagano, Hiromi
Nagasaka, Satoshi
Nagashima, Yoji
Nagato, Toshihiro
Naito, Kensei
Nakagawa, Masafumi
Nakagawa, Takashi
Nakagawa, Takayuki
Nakajima, Noriyuki
Nakamizo, Munenaga
Nakamura, Kazuhiro
Nakamura, Ken-ichi
Nakamura, Kenta
Nakamura, Masahiro
Nakamura, Yoshihisa
Nakamura, Yukari
Nakanishi, Yosuke
Nakano, Hiroshi
Nakano, Mika
Nakanome, Ayako
Nakashima, Torahiko
Nakashima, Tsutomu
Nakata, Seiichi
Nakayama, Akari
Nakayama, Meijin
Nakaza, Motomi
Naniwa, Shiho
Narita, Norihiko
Nibu, Ken-ichi
Nikaido, Toshio

PS-75
PS-63
FP08-01
FP06-05
PS-63
SY4-6
PS-59, PS-76
FP10-06
FP02-01
FP06-04, FP13-07
PS-91
PS-16
FP03-07
PS-62
FP04-05
PS-65
PS-73
FP03-07
PS-74
PS-85
PS-76
PS-23
FP07-02
PS-74
SY3-6, FP06-07
FP05-02
FP02-06
FP06-02
FP04-09, PS-81, PS-83
FP01-05

Nin, Tomomi
Ninomiya, Takahiro
Nishiike, Suetaka
Nishimura, Goshi
Nishimura, Yoichi
Nishino, Hiroshi
Nishio, Naoki
Nishio, Shin-ya
Nishio, Takeshi
Nishio, Shin-ya
Nishizaki, Kazunori
Nito, Takaharu
Noguchi, Yoshihiro
Nojima, Tomohito
Nomoto, Masaki
Nomura, Kazuhiro
Nomura, Kenichiro
Nomura, Toshiyuki
Nomura, Tsutomu
Nomura, Yasuyuki
Nonaka, Manabu

FP01-02
SY2-2
FP01-04
PS-21
FP07-02
PS-16
PS-23
SY6-3
FP03-03
PS-30
FP07-04
PS-64
SY6-3
FP08-01, PS-57
FP12-03
PS-04
FP06-05, PS-79
FP05-05
PS-78
FP04-06
FP08-01, PS-57

O
Obuchi, Chie
Ochi, Atsushi
Oda, Yoshinao
Odashima, Masayuki
Ogasawara, Noriko
Ogawa, Kaoru
Ogawa, Takao
Ogawa, Takenori
Ogawa, Tetsuya
Ogi, Kazuhiro
Oh, Dongryul
Oh, Se Joon
Oh, Seung Ha
Oh, Seung Jae
Oh, Seung-ha
Oh, Tong In
Ohashi, Kentaro
Ohishi, Naoki
Ohki, Motofumi
Ohkubo, Kimihiro
Ohkuni, Tsuyoshi
Ohmura, Gaku
Ohnishi, Hiroki
Ohta, Jun
Ohta, Nobuo
Oishi, Naoki
Okabe, Motonori
Okami, Kenji
Okamoto, Sachimi
Okamoto, Tabito
Okamoto, Yoshitaka

PS-06
PS-78
PS-76
FP05-05
PS-58
FP04-06, FP07-01, PS-10,
PS-25, PS-40, PS-42, PS-43,
PS-68, PS-90
FP03-01
PS-85
PS-41, PS-55
FP02-07
FP13-01
PS-13, PS-19
SY10-2, FP04-03
PS-12
FP04-11
FP02-03
FP05-02
PS-25
FP05-02
FP06-04
PS-58
FP03-07
PS-60
SY7-2
FP05-10
PS-10, PS-40, PS-42
FP01-05
FP06-01
PS-77
SY3-6
FP02-02, FP03-05, FP03-06
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Okano, Hideyuki
Okano, Takayuki
Okitsu, Takuji
Okubo, Haruka
Okubo, Keisuke
Okubo, Kimihiro
Okumura, Ko
Omori, Koichi
Omori, Yasufumi
Omura, Shuji
Omura, Syuji
Onimaru, Rikiya
Onishi, Toshinori
Oota, Hiroki
Oota, Jun
Oridate, Nobuhiko
Oshima, Kazuo
Ota, Yasushi
Otake, Hironao
Otori, Nobuyoshi
Otsuki, Naoki
Ozawa, Hiroyuki

PS-42
FP10-06, FP10-07
PS-07
PS-74
PS-66, PS-70, PS-71, PS-72,
PS-89
FP02-01, FP11-01, PS-36,
LS1-1
FP02-01
SY8-6, SY10-3, FP10-06,
FP10-07
PS-44
FP04-07
FP11-03
FP06-06, FP13-06
PS-48
PS-90
PS-85
PS-21
SY1-4, FP01-04
FP05-05
PS-23
SY8-3
FP04-09, PS-81, PS-83
PS-90

P
Park, Chul Won
Park, Hee-Sung
Park, Hong Ju
Park, Il-Ho
Park, Jin-kyu
Park, Ji-Su
Park, Joo-Hoo
Park, Jung Je
Park, Kyoung Ho
Park, Mina
Park, Moo Kyun
Park, Moon Suh
Park, Pona
Park, Sang Yoo
Park, Shi Nae
Park, Sung Jae
Park, Sung-Jae
Park, Sung-Je
Park, Yong-Ho
Park, Yoon Ah
Park, Yoonah
Park, Young Hak

PS-05
FP05-09
SY5-1, FP09-04, FP09-05
FP02-08
PS-05
FP05-03
FP02-08
FP13-05
PS-31
SY10-2
SY10-2, FP04-11
PS-27, PS-29
FP05-06
FP08-02, FP08-04
SY4-4
FP05-03
FP05-07
FP05-09
SY1-3
FP08-04
FP08-02
SY7-1

R
Rah, Yoon Chan
Rha, Kisang
Rha, Ki-Sang
Rho, Young Soo
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FP04-02
FP05-07
FP05-03, FP05-09
SY3-5

Roh, Hwan-Jung
Ryu, In Yong

PS-46
FP05-01

S
Saito, Kazuya
Saito, Koichiro
Saito, Kyoko
Saito, Shin
Sakagami, Masafumi
Sakaguchi, Hirofumi
Sakaguchi, Yusuke
Sakai, Akihiro
Sakai, Mizuno
Sakamoto, Tatsunori
Sakanushi, Atsuko
Sakashita, Masafumi
Sakashita, Tomohiro
Sakurai, Daiju
Sakurai, Kazuo
Sano, Daisuke
Sano, Hajime
Sasai, Daisuke
Sasaki, Tohru
Sasaki, Toru
Sasamori, Kaori
Sasanabe, Ryujiro
Sato, Emiri
Sato, Hiroaki
Sato, Kiminobu
Sato, Kiminori
Sato, Takeshi
Satou, Emiri
Satou, Yasuo
Schleimer, Robert P
Seino, Yutomo
Seki, Naohiko
Sekine, Kuwon
Senba, Kana
Seo, Jae-Hyun
Seo, Ji Hyun
Seo, Toru
Seo, Young Joon
Seo, Yukako
Seto, Akira
Shim, Ye Ji
Shimada, Mari
Shimamoto, Kirito
Shimbashi, Wataru
Shimizu, Shino
Shimizu, Takeshi
Shimizu, Yasuhiko
Shimokata, Hiroshi
Shin, Beo Myong
Shin, Jae-Min
Shin, Jeong-Hun
Shinden, Seiichi

FP10-05
SY10-4, PS-26, PS-53, PS-68
FP06-02
PS-90
FP01-02, FP05-08
FP03-03, FP04-08
PS-74
FP06-01
PS-70, PS-72, PS-89
SY10-3, FP10-07
FP06-04
SY2-2, FP02-07, FP06-02
FP06-06, FP13-06
FP02-02, FP03-05
PS-63
PS-21
PS-08
PS-15
FP06-08
PS-16
PS-11
PS-55
FP08-01
SY5-5, PS-11, PS-17
FP03-04
FP03-04
SY7-2, PS-85
PS-57
PS-69
PS-56
SY3-6, FP06-07
FP03-06
FP11-01
PS-69
PS-28
FP13-05
FP09-02, FP09-03, FP10-05
FP08-04
PS-57
FP06-08
FP08-03
PS-16
PS-11, PS-17
FP06-08
FP03-01
FP03-01, FP13-04
FP13-02
PS-23
PS-32
FP02-08
PS-05
SY4-1, FP07-01

PS-81, PS-83
Shinomiya, Hirotaka
PS-83
Shinomiya, Hitomi
PS-55
Shiomi, Toshiaki
SY3-2
Shiotani, Akihiro
FP09-02, FP09-03, FP10-05
Shiraishi, Ko
FP13-06
Shirato, Hiroki
PS-06
Shiroma, Masae
FP01-05, PS-47
Shojaku, Hideo
SY6-1
Son, Eun Jin
FP01-06, PS-23
Sone, Michihiko
SY4-5, FP10-01
Song, Jae-Jin
SY10-1
Song, Jae-Jun
Stankovic, Konstantina M FP04-10
FP04-01, PS-35
Sugahara, Kazuma
PS-16, PS-73
Sugimoto, Hisashi
SY3-4
Sugimoto, Taro
Sugita-Kitajima, Akemi FP09-01
PS-23
Sugiura, Saiko
FP03-07
Sugiyama, Juri
FP03-03
Sugiyama, Yoichiro
SY10-2, FP04-11
Suh, Myung-Whan
FP13-06
Suzuki, Fumiyuki
FP07-02
Suzuki, Kenji
FP11-03
Suzuki, Manabu
SY9-3, PS-80
Suzuki, Mikio
FP05-05, PS-15
Suzuki, Mitsuya
PS-51
Suzuki, Narihisa
FP11-03
Suzuki, Norio
PS-25, PS-42
Suzuki, Noriomi
FP02-02
Suzuki, Satoshi
FP06-06, FP13-06
Suzuki, Takayoshi
FP05-02
Suzuki, Tatsutoshi
PS-76
Suzuki, Tomoharu
FP05-10
Suzuki, Yusuke

T
Tachino, Hirohiko
Tada, Takeshi
Tada, Yasuhiro
Tae, Kyung
Tahara, Shinsaku
Taiji, Hidenobu
Takabayashi, Tetsuji
Takahara, Miki
Takahashi, Mariko
Takahashi, Masahiro
Takahata, Junko
Takahata, Yoshiomi
Takahayra, Miki
Takakura, Hiromasa
Takanashi, Yoshitaka
Takano, Kenichi
Takeda, Noriaki
Takemoto, Yousuke
Takenoya, Akiko
Takezawa, Kumiko

FP01-05
PS-22
SY8-6
KL
FP03-02
PS-24
SY2-2, FP02-07, PS-56
PS-79
SY4-3, FP04-05
PS-21
PS-45
PS-74
FP06-05
FP01-05
PS-04, PS-07
PS-58
FP02-06, PS-60
FP04-01
PS-74
FP03-01

Tamura, Atsushi
Tamura, Yuuya
Tanaka, Hidenori
Tanaka, Yasuhiro
Tani, Akiko
Tanigawa, Tohru
Tanigawa, Toru
Tateya, Ichiro
Terada, Hitoshi
Terada, Tetsuya
Terado, Yuichi
Teranishi, Masaaki
Teshima, Masanori
Tokashiki, Kunihiko
Tokashiki, Ryoji
Tokumasu, Reitaro
Tokunaga, Takahiro
Tokuyama, Wataru
Tomisato, Shuta
Tomita, Kaori
Tomiyama, Yoichiro
Tomoda, Koichi
Totsuka, Hanako
Toyoguchi, Yuuki
Tsuchiya, Kazuhiko
Tsuchiya, Yoshimasa
Tsuda, Junko
Tsujikawa, Takahiro
Tsukahara, Kiyoaki
Tsukita, Sachiko
Tsunemi, Yasuhiro
Tsunoda, Atsunobu
Tsunoda, Mayumi
Tsuruta, Yukinori
Tsushima, Nayuta
Tsutsumi, Hiroyuki
Tsuzuki, Kenzo
Tuji, Akira

FP04-08
FP05-05
FP01-04
PS-22
SY8-6
PS-55
PS-41
SY8-6
FP05-05
FP11-02, FP11-03
PS-53
PS-23
PS-81
PS-91
FP12-03
FP04-08
SY2-2, FP02-07, FP06-02
PS-15
FP07-01
SY2-2
FP01-04
SY2-4
PS-15
FP01-07
FP06-06
FP01-06, PS-41
PS-35
FP03-07
FP12-03, PS-91, LS3
FP04-08
PS-49
PS-62
PS-66, PS-70, PS-71, PS-72
FP01-04
FP06-06
PS-58
FP05-08
PS-73

U
Uchida, Yasue
Ueda, Hiromi
Ueha, Rumi
Uehara, Takayuki
Ueno, Takayoshi
Umeno, Hirohito
Umezaki, Toshiro
Uno, Kosuke
Urban, Michael
Usami, Shin-ich
Usami, Shin-ichi

FP01-06, PS-23, PS-41, PS-55
FP01-06, PS-41, PS-55
PS-64
PS-80
PS-73
FP03-04
PS-59
SY10-4
LS2-2
PS-17
SY6-3, PS-30

W
Wada, Shin-Ichi
Wakabayashi, Satoko

FP04-07
PS-10
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Wakabayashi, Takeshi
Wakamori, Syun
Wakayama, Nozomu
Wakisaka, Naohiro
Wasano, Koichiro
Watanabe, Kenichi
Watanabe, Ken-ichi
Watanabe, So
Watanabe, Tomoo
Watanabe, Yoshihiro
Watanabe, Yukio
Won, Tae-Bin
Woo, Eung Je
Woo, Seung Hoon

FP07-01
PS-86
FP11-01
PS-73
FP07-01, FP13-03
PS-85
SY7-2, PS-36
PS-50
FP01-07, FP01-08
PS-24
FP01-05
SY8-5, FP05-06
FP02-03
FP13-05

X
Xu, Jun

FP05-03, FP05-09

Y
Yabe, Haruna
Yabuki, Kenichiro
Yaegashi, Keiko
Yaguchi, Tomonori
Yahata, Izumi
Yamada, Takechiyo
Yamaguchi, Satoshi
Yamaguchi, Sota
Yamahara, Kohei
Yamamoto, Hidetaka
Yamamoto, Keisuke
Yamamoto, Nobuko
Yamamoto, Norio
Yamamoto, Sayuri
Yamamoto, Soh
Yamamoto, Yoshifumi
Yamashiro, Takuya
Yamashita, Daisuke
Yamashita, Hiroshi
Yamashita, Taku
Yamashita, Yukashi
Yamasoba, Tatsuya
Yamauchi, Daisuke
Yamazaki, Yuji
Yanagihara, Naoaki
Yang, Chan Joo
Yang, Chan Ju
Yang, Hyung Chae
Yasuda, Koichi
Yasuda, Makoto
Yasumatsu, Ryuji
Yeo, Sang Won
Yeo, Seung Geun
Yi, Byung-Ju
Yi, Jong Sook
Yokoi, Hidenori
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SY10-4
PS-21
PS-17
FP03-07
PS-04, PS-07
FP02-07
FP11-01
PS-74
FP10-06
PS-76
PS-58
PS-24
FP10-06, FP10-07
FP07-01
PS-58
PS-84
PS-80
FP04-09
FP03-02, FP04-01, PS-35
FP06-07, PS-08
PS-80
SY5-6, PS-64
PS-04
FP04-08
FP07-03
FP09-04, FP09-05
FP04-04
PS-38
FP06-06
PS-48
PS-76
SY4-4, PS-31
PS-27
FP04-04
SY2-5
PS-53

Yokoshima, Kazuhiko
Yokota, Shin-ichi
Yonekawa, Hiroyuki
Yonekura, Syuji
Yong, Byun Jae
Yoo, Myung Hoon
Yoon, Byungwoo
Yoon, Si-Won
Yoon, Young-Hoon
Yoshida, Daisuke
Yoshida, Hiroshi
Yoshida, Kanako
Yoshida, Megumi
Yoshida, Tadao
Yoshida, Takuto
Yoshihama, Keisuke
Yoshihara, Toshio
Yoshikawa, Mamoru
Yoshimura, Tsuyoshi
Yoshioka, Yuma
Yoshizaki, Tomokazu
Yukitatsu, Yoriko

FP06-04, FP13-07
PS-58
FP06-08
FP02-02
PS-29
FP04-04
PS-46
FP10-04
FP05-07
FP13-06
PS-73
FP06-02
FP11-03
PS-23
PS-49
PS-87
FP08-01, PS-57
PS-74
PS-22
FP11-01
FP12-02, PS-73
FP05-08

世界で最も薄い人工内耳インプラント
Cochlear™ Nucleus® Profile（コクレア ® ニュークレアス プロファイル）シリーズ
人工内耳インプラントの本体部分は、たった 3.9mm の薄さです。埋め込み部位が
目立ちにくいすっきりとした流線形デザインです。
30 年以上にわたる経験と世界をリードする医師との共同研究のもと、コクレア社は世界で最も薄い人工内耳
インプラントプラットフォームをもつ Profile シリーズを開発しました。頭蓋骨の形に自然にフィットする
ため、お子さまにも成人の方にも最適です。

Profileシリーズ人工内耳インプラントを横から見ると、台座がなく、とてもスリムなことがわかります。

販売名： コクレアインプラント5

医療機器承認番号： 22700BZX00337000

お問い合わせはカスタマーサービスまで

www.cochlear.com/jp

Tel：03-3817-0243 Fax：03-3817-0245 メール：jpcustomerservice@cochlear.com
Cochlear、「Hear now. And always」、Nucleusおよび楕円形のロゴは、Cochlear Limitedの商標または登録商標です。 Japanese translation of 566465 ISS1 OCT14

The moment you expand the surgical
boundaries beyond what seems possible.
This is the moment we work for.

OPMI® Vario（S88 フロアスタンド）
Zeiss optical excellence
www.zeiss.com/med

// Expand your vision
MadE By Carl ZEiss

販売名称：手術顕微鏡 OPMI Vario
製造販売届出番号：13B1X00119003180
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